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Use
a Pentode
you can trust/

A. C. Caesar Ltd.. Hishbury Grol Lo :don. N.S.

Cossor Pentode - RIGID -
because its elements are firmly braced top
and bottom-because every joint is electri-
cally welded. SAFE-because of the rigidity
of its elements which makes individual
movement impossible. LOCKED - secure
because of its wonderful Interlocked Con-
struction System - an exclusive Cossor
development which ensures uniformity of
characteristics throughout its exceptionally
long life. In your Receiver use the NEW
Cossor Pentode, no other has such strength,
rigidity or power.

(711e NEW

Cossor
PENTODE

The NEW Cossor 230 P.T. (2 volts, -3 amp.)
Impedance 20,000. Amplification Fac-
tor 40. Anode Volts 100-180. Price M3/11
Cossor 4 iolt Pentode are a'so stocked by all Wireless Pealers.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

2093
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That Self-Advertising-5SW's Good Deed-Radio from the South Pole-
A Critic on Radio Another Radio Link-The "British Broadcast Two"

That Self - Advertising -
There is an old tag about little
boys being seen and not heard,
but evidently the B.B.C. does
not apply this to itself, for we
have had a sudden swamp of the
most loathsome form of self -
advertisement during the last
few days. In the announcement
preceding every test of the new
regional stations the announcer
gave out in sweet tones that those
listeners who had any trouble
'in separating one station from
another "will find helpful advice
published . . ." Also the new
B.B.C. pamphlet on the regional
stations has been given more
than usual publicity. As regular
advertising is not permitted it
seems like hitting below the belt
for the B.B.C. to do its. own "puffs." Of
course, listeners get plenty of -advertising
broadcasts via Radio Paris.

5SW's Good Deed-So many unkind
things have been said about the Marconi
station 5SW which the B.B.C. uses for its
experimental short-wave transmissions,
that it is welcome news that it has done at
least one good turn 1 Some time back when
the Marchese Marconi broadcast an
epoch-making speech, the trans-
atlantic transmission from Savoy
,Hill was made via 5SW and also
through the P.O. station at Rugby.
This speech was relayed on the
American side over a chain of sta-
tions and it waS the short-wave 5SW
and not the long -wave Rugby which
was used for the re -transmission.

Radio from the South Pole-
Elsewhere in this issue is described
the radio apparatus on board the
Discovery II, a boat which is now
on a scientific trip towards the
South Pole. Discovery I, the first
boat to be so equipped, is. now well
down in the antarctic and listeners
in this country should have no
difficulty in picking up some of its
messages. Transmissions take place
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Kaiserslautern, a 270 -metre German station, works with only a power -of
0.25 k.w., and is therefore a good test of reception-with Brdohnuins Park

in the background. Here is the transmitter and aerial. '

on the 35 metres from 21.00-21.30 G.M.T.
and the boat stands by on 21 metres for.
calls.

A Critic on Radio-" I often feel, when
a Beethoven symphony is in progress at the
Queen's Hall, that seven -tenths of the lis
teners-in will probably have turned off their
sets in disgust after the first five minutes,
prompted either by ignorance of the work

that is being played or by mech-
anical flaws." So says the well-
known music critic, Mr. Gordon
Beckles. Surely, if the B.B.C.
held this point of view they
wouldn't trouble to give high-
brow broadcasts of any kind ? If
one is to judge by the major por-
tion of the music broadcast, a
goodly proportion of listeners
want broadcasts such as those
from the Queen's Hall. There is
another point too, in Mr. Beckles'
criticism, namely his reference to
the possibility of mechanical
fault in a receiver disSuading a
listener from attending a high-
brow concert. We can only
generalise and. say that the man
who takes sufficient interest in
broadcasting to want, to listen to

good music will have a set to suit the pur-
p9Se. But all listeners will forgive Mr.
Beckles for saying what so many other
Critics are apt to scorn. "The B.B.C. has
set music on its feet in this country True,
it could have set it on its feet more solidly,
biit for what it has done may we all be
truly thankful

Another Radio Link-The morning
I tar:
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religious service from 10.15 to 10.30,
which was formerly broadcast only
from London and 5XX, is now re- ,
layed by wireless link to all stations
except 5GB. The extension of this
service is an experiment dependent
for its continuance on technical
results and on the demand which
may be shown by listeners. The
important thing to note is that a
radio link is employed, and the
B.I3.C. appears to be making more
than usual use of radio connections
between stations.

The "British Broadcast Two"
-Some excellent " threes " have
been given in recent issues. Next
week will be described a receiver of
a different type-a "hot stuff " two-
valver designed to cope with 1930
reception conditions.
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The new single -turn
direction -finding aerials

on the Discovery II

EVEN to -day, hundreds
of years after the so-

called age of adventure,
when wind -jammers, pir-
ates, and what not were
rife, there is still a spice
of adventure-thanks to
radio !

When examining the
radio gear aboard Discovery
II, a new research ship
which is now bound for the Antarctic, I
experienced something of this thrill of
adventure (writes an AMATEUR WIRELESS
Special Correspondent). The adventure
may nowadays be cloaked in technical and
scientific jargon, but it is there, neverthe-
less.

Is it not a bold adventure to explore the
southern Polar regions, where the danger of
death is as rife as ever it was? And is there

The operator
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Antarctic Radio
How Wireless is As.sisting in a Scientific Trip to

the South Pole
not a thrill to be gained in the
knowledge that all the time the
explorers are carrying out their
work they will be in -radio touch
with London

The Discovery II is a boat fitted
out with all manner of scientific
gear,-and the radio equipment will
interest amateurs.

The radio cabin is a business -like

at work in the well-equipped radio cabin of
the Discovery II

affair, and one of the first things I noticed
was a portable typewriter alongside the
short-wave receiver for making a neat and
accurate reception log !

Valve transmitters and receivers for
short and long waves have been installed
by the Marconi International Marine Com-
munication Co., Ltd., together with a
Marconi direction finder and a quenched -
spark emergency transmitter.

The short-wave transmitter, using ,the
same high-tension supply as the medium -
wave transmitter, is capable of communi-
dating at extreme ranges, and under
favburable conditions communication ntay.
be said to be world-wide. For communi-
cation with other ships and with shore
stations over distances of i,000 miles or
more on wavelengths between .600 and
Boo metres, a transmitter of I ?/2 kilowatts

will be used. . :

Two receivers are installed to,
cover wave ranges of fiom 15 to
8o metres and from 220 .to 25,000
metres respectively, enabling Discovery
II to listen -in to the principal short-
and lbng-wave stations of the
world.

A New D.F. Aerial
For the assistance of navigation, a

Marconi direction finder is fitted in
the chart room, this instrument
having proved of particular value
to navigation in Polar regions where
the ordinary magnetic compass is
subject to considerable errors. ",

new experimental type 'of D.F. aerial
is employed, consisting simply of two
small metal loops fixed at right angles
to each other and 'mounted rigidly
on a pedestal. This aerial is extremely
efficient, in addition to being robust

and inconspicuous.
The ship will be away about three yearS,,

and it is quite probable that the radio'
working over such immense distances will
ultimately be of value to commercial and
broadcast apparatus.

Fifteen -metre signals to the South Pole !
yes, the twentieth century has not knocked
all the " kick" of adventure out of life !

K. U.

RADIO WEEK !
Sunday, January 12, 1930, to Saturday, January 18, 1930

THE world of wireless is looking
forward keenly to the week

beginning Sunday, January 12.
A committee representing the B.B.C.,

the chief wireless trade interests, the
various wireless associations, and also
the wireless press, which includes all
the chief wireless papers published in
this country, has been at work for
some months arranging for this great
week of wireless.

It is a week for everybody, and
everybody will have something to do

in it. The B.B.C. has the task of its
life-it is expected to put on the finest
set of programmes ever attempted. The
trade-manufacturers, wholesalers, and
retailers-are out to do their very best
to popularise radio and, incidentally,
to sell sets and apparatus ; and the,
listener-knowing that the more radio
becomes popular, the more, both in
programmes and in apparatus, he will
get for his money-is out to get his
friends to listen ; he is definitely a
missionary, trying to make a convert

of the man next door or anybody else
who so far has looked askance at
wireless. ,

IVe cannot yet give details of next
week's happenings. Suffice it at this
moment to say that the programme kas
many outstanding items in it. There
will be something for everybody.

In next week's AMATEUR WIRELESS
we hope to be able to give all the best
things from the programme.

So be prepared. See that the set is
in tune for Radio Week.
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NOW that' the two regional stations
have been transmitting for several

weeks, how do you fare with regard to
interference?

For those not too near to the centre of
the service area figure the new conditions
;will be quite satisfactory. Perhaps you are
one of those lucky ones who now get both
stations at good strength and without
mutual interference. But a new point
arises. Do you find that, owing to the high
power of both transmissions, so large a
part of the ether is rendered useless for
reception ?
Music or Noise?
 Captain Eckersley has spoken of the

desirability-as he told me recently-of
getting "five prOgrammes, and not fifty
noises."
\ It must be remembered that there are
'hundreds of thousands of amateurs who
could get a score or more stations all on
the loud -speaker before both B.P.'s started.
These folk-and you may be among them-
donot welcome the enlargement of the
,B.B.C.'s programme service if it means

When an H .F.
stage is needed try a

unit such as the Brookman's
Separator (" A.W ." 392)

Now that both Regional
Stations are working
you will need very
sharp tuning. Here is
new light on the sub-
ject, and really prac-

tical advice

the reduction of foreign -station reception.
Again, there are unfortunate folk who

find that not only are they unable to get
the distant stations, but that with each
regional station there is a background of
the other ! This indicates old-fashioned
sets, true; but there are many such On
which it 'is poor :fun playing this game of
"Brookmans Buff."
' Now that there are two B.P.'s, I .think
it is high time the whole selectivity
problem was reviewed, Previously, when-
ever I have spoken to
the B.B.C. engineers
their stereotyped advice
to be conveyed to
listeners was shorten
your aerials.

Well, this isn't good
enough now. The state
of affairs has arisen
when, to thousands of
listeners within the
swamping area and on
the fringe of it, signal
strength from both
stations is so great
that the reduction of the aerial to a
sufficient length to compensate for
the increased local field strength
means that the reception of foreign
stations will be very difficult and hardly
worth while; alternatively, in old-fashioned
sets, an H.F. stage will have to be added.

Thus we get a kind of vicious circle, in
which to compensate for the reduced
strength of foreigners an H.F. stage is
called for, and such a stage is advisable in
any case, for it introduces by itself a great
selectivity !
- Therefore it gives one "furiously to
think" that most listeners anywhere in the
neighbourhood of the wipe-out area will
not get good reception from any set which
does not have an H.F. stage. This may
come hard to those who have to exercise
the utmost economy in making up a set,

A

but the average listener (if there is such a
person) has no cause to grumble at being
compelled by up-to-date conditions to
have an up-to-date set-not necessarily
expensive.

Listeners who realise that anything like
a simple wavetrap won't do the trick of
separating the two B.P.'s from the for-
eigners therefore have the choice of making
up a set with an H.F. stage or of adding a
little H.F. unit. Personally, I think that
if your set was made at a time when an

C D
-

Different types of aerial circuit for obtaining selectivity (A) Usual
circuit (B) Series condenser (C) Tapped coil (D) Tapped coupled circuit

H.F. stage was not advisable, then by
now there will be other improvements
which could be made, and you will benefit
by having a new set.

An H.F. stage to add to an existing set
should preferably have a dual -range coil in
the aerial circuit so that the unit can be
used with the set on the long waves as well
as the medium. There is going to be a
great advantage in this if you have, on a
bad night, to fall back on 5X X and Radio
Paris !

Cost of Selectivity
There is that big question of cost to con-

sider. The H.F. unit will entail only about
22S. 6d. for the screen -grid valve, about
15s. for the coil, 7s. 6d. for the condenser,
and say los. for the panel, baseboard. and

(Continued on next page)
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other small parts. This makes a total of
4:2 15s., which you will be able to cut down
if you have some of the parts in your
j unk -box.

Per contra, an excellent wavetrap can be
made for two or three shillings, and in
most cases for nothing, because practically
every amateur has an old plug-in coil and
a spare small condenser.

4

an hour to try all these arrangement,
with and without the trap.

The intermediate tapping to the coil can
best be done by twisting the aerial wire
around a needle, the business end of which
can then be poked between the coil turns
till a suitable tapping point is found. Then
a permanent soldered connection can be
made.

The B.P. Wave -
trap in use with
a set A.W.( No,

385)

My advice to you is to make the best of
a wavetrap before scrapping it in favour
of an extra valve.

Don't forget that the connection of the
aerial to the aerial coil can be varied to
give the same result as actually changing
the aerial characteristics. The little sketches
overleaf show various ways in which
the aerial can be tapped to the coil. One
shows the aerial taken to the top of the
coil, when you will get precious little
selectivity; another shows a connection
through a small fixed condenser; a third
an intermediate tapping to the coil, and
so on. It won't take you more than half

If you try out these simple
little schemes you may find that
a set which previously gave only
a medley can, with a trap and
a proper tap, give 5GB, Vienna,
Budapest, Hilversum, Kalund-
borg, and the ()fliers, without
serious Brookmans Park back-
ground. This should be possible
even to listeners seven or eight
miles away from Brookmans
Park.

incidentally, how -'far are you
away from Brookmans Park? So
many people have quaint ideas on
the subject, and it might pay you
to measure the distance on a map ;

a few miles make all the difference. Folks
living Barnet way will be getting different
reception from those living a little farther
out-say, at Golders Green, for example.

You will find that the setting of the
reaction condenser, will, with most aerial
arrangements, have a big effect on selec-
tivity. With the vanes " all out," the two
stations may swamp the dials, but a little
reaction helps. Try a differential con-
denser.

There is this to note. A wavetrap, no
matter what type it is and despite any
fancy name given to it, will not make
signals any, stronger. It may in all prob-

JANUARY 4, 1930

ability result in weaker signals, and any
aerial tapping device, such as those that
I have mentioned, Will most certainly
cause reduction of signal strength. And if
you add to this the fact that you have cut
down the size of the aerial you will have
a rather thin time of it in foreign -station
reception.

This is a great argument in favour of an
H.F. unit, which, apart from increasing
selectivity, gives a boost to the weaker
signals.

Any modern set, such as the "193o
Ether Searcher," "Everybody's Three," or
the "New All -Britain Three" (all of which
have an H.F. stage), is capable of getting
both the regionals not only free from
mutual interference, but with a sufficiently
wide margin between so that the foreign
stations are not- wiped out.

On the "1930 Ether Searcher," for
instance, when tested at the AMATEUR
WIRELESS Laboratory at Fetter Lane the
356 -metre transmission came in at 120
degrees on the dial (a 18o -degree scale)
and the 261 -metre transmission at 62
degrees on the dial. The 356 -metre trans-
mission spread over 5 degrees each side
of the maximum and the lower -wave. sta-
tion over 4 degrees each side. Therefore
there was a clear space of 49 degrees.

To conclude, then, if your set does not
give such satisfactory results as this, then
try (a) one of the little aerial, tap sche es
I have shown, (b) a simple wavetrap,
(c) a combination of (a). and (b), (d) -an
add-on H.F. stage, or (e) don't grumble
too much at being compelled to rebuild
your set to include an H.F. stage, and
other up-to-date improvements.

KENNETH ULLVETT

MR. FLEX DISCOVERS THAT THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG

1 FEEL SURE (cOMPARE ITWITH {A COOD IDEA!
NoW, wwER.E IS TWAT I BELIEVETwER.E5

SOMETHING
WRONG WITH
THE WIRING(..-::
OF THAT -91
SET, ALFRED,

.....qHE CIRCUIT
1/- ,,71,01DIAGRAM. A
". ///, \ DAD, /

4, /4/J..,N,-/
f. / /

7-(i--

,-s, \CIRCUIT
._,----, , )1 DIAGRAM. I puT IT.

IN ONE
OF TwESE

BOOKS.

(7-' 2 '";
;

-
'. ., 1, °°1111'.el

7'.
5 ' i.' ,4/// . -5

WITH HIS VOLUME CONTROL.

LET'S WAVE A LOOK
TNRouCl4
THIS LOT. (_'fS YOUR VOLUME CONTROi-

CONFOUND
*TWAT/
RUG,

I KNOW
WHAT'S
WRONG,

DAD!
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The

Sheer Joy
of

Constructing
AN eminent authority upon wireless

1 gave vent recently to the startling
;pronouncement that the day of wireless
construction by amateurs was past. He
said (or words to that effect) that we Were
interested now in the wireless set purely
as a means of obtaining entertainment and
that we did not in the least want to know

(how it worked or what was contained
within its box. Now, such is my respect
for eminent authorities that I hate to

. to know how things work.

accuse any one of them of talking through
his headgear. For my part, though, I
;believe that the day of home construction
Is not over and that it never will be over
in this country, for we are by nature a
people fond of tinkering- with bits and
pieces and of making things for ourselves.

We are inquisitive, too; we do like to
know how things work, and we are fond of
carrying out for ourselves all kinds of
little improvements and adjustments.
What man amongst us cannot remember
the time when as a boy he took a clock or
a watch to pieces and tried to put it

By R. W. HALLOWS
together again? Who is there that has not
at one time or another fiddled with a
recalcitrant gas burner, geyser, lawn-
mower, sewing machine, or bathroom tap?

Much the same thing was probably said
of motor -cars and motor -cycles when they
were first brought to such a condition that

- the man in the street could take one out
without necessarily being a mechanic or
an engineer. I have no doubt that at some
function or other some fellow rose on his
hind legs and said : " The motor -car is no
longer a box of tricks on wheels. The
public has come to regard it now merely
as a means of transport and is not inter-
ested in what lies beneath its bonnet."
But the public, for all that, has remained
exceedingly interested in the technical side
of ignition systems, engines, gear boxes,
brakes, and all manner of other automobile
affairs, as you may see for yourself by a
glance through the pages of any of the
motor journals,

The layman, too, enjoys getting into
overalls (or even an old pair of pyjamas I)
and doing for himself such jobs as draining
the sump, adjusting the brakes, cleaning
out the carburettor, or checking the steer-
ing alignment. A look through the adver-
tisement pages of the papers mentioned
also proves that he likes to improve his
car or motor -cycle by adding to 'it all
kinds of gadgets.

Wireless construction is one of the most
fascinating hobbies that it is possible to

The story of the screen -grid valve

imagine, for it enables anyone, whether his
mechanical skill and his knowledge of. the
use of tools are of a high order or not, to
turn out apparatus whose appearance is
so good that it makes him glow all over
with pleasure and whose performances are
such that he feels several inches taller
whenever he mentions casually, "Of course,
I made it myself."-

einatau-Wirelt..5

The real expert can, of course, go one
better by actually making for himself on
his own lines many of the parts which the
less skilled constructor purchases ready
made. But both know something of the
joy of creative work.

To me, and I expect to the majority of
readers of AMATEUR WIRELESS, wireless
would lose half its charm if I did not know
just what was inside the cabinet of my

its glossy panel shows just two-

receiving set, why each part was there, and
what was its purpose. If by some queer
stroke of fate the bringing in of wireless
stations was limited for me to the mere
turning of switches and knobs, and if I
were not allowed to effect any alterations
or improvements in my gear, I should feel
that wireless had been robbed of by far the
greater part of its charms. My own career
as a constructor dates back not merely to
the pre -valve days, but even to the pre -
crystal days; to the time when if you wanted
a condenser or a coil you had to make it;
when about the only ready-made parts

Continued at foot of next page)
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Making a Turntable for the Portable
THOSE who have constructed a portable

set will require a smooth -working turn-
table on which to mount it, and will like to
know how to construct one for a trifling
amount of money and labour.

Fig. 1. - Baseplate with balls in position

The chief materials required are a piece
of tinned iron, the bottom of a large round
tin, one or two pieces of wood, some ball
bearings, and a short piece of 2B.A. brass
rod with two nuts to fit.

It will be best to have as large a turn-
table as possible, and as the upright type of
wireless cabinet has a width underneath of
about 71A in., any circular tin up to this
size may be used. The writer used an old
distemper tin, 5% in. in diameter. Obtain
some such tin with a ridge of about in.
high round the bottom, cut right round the
tin about / in. from the bottom, and snip

the upstanding side,with thee, shears so that
the whole will flatten out as in Fig. 1. Do
not damage the ridge or mate the surface'
of the circle uneven.

Now get from the local cycle shop enough
steel balls to go right round the bottom and
of a size (in this case -13,- in.) to stand just
abo.4e the ridge, on the tin. A thick piece of
wire must now be soldered right round just
a little larger than the diameter of the balls
from the edge, so that a
groove is formed in which
the bearings may rest so as
to move freely (as in Fig. /).

This is best done by first
tinning the wire and bend-
ing it roughly to shape and
soldering one end in posi-
tion, using one of the bear-
ings as a gauge. Then
gradually solder right
round, running the ball
round while doing so; allow a slight amount
of play between the outside rim and the
wire. Cut off any superfluous wire and make
a smooth joint, and see that the groove
itself is clean and smooth.

A stout piece of square tin will form the
top bearing, and this must be large enough
to cover the circle (say 6 in. square).
Drill a hole large enough to take the 2B.A.
rod centrally through, the bottom of the
cabinet, the tin sheet, the circular lid, and
a piece of three-ply wood (about 81/2 in.
by i 2 in.), the latter being countersunk on
the underside in order to let in flush the
bottom nut on the brass rod. This nut had
better be soldered on to the rod and filed

smooth, after which the whole may be
assembled.

Pass the rod through the prepared wood
so that the nut is flush underneath. On this
place the circular tin, groove upwards, in
which place the steel balls so that they
nearly fill the circle, and then vaseline them.
Place the square piece of tin on top, and on
this place the cabinet. Put a large washer
on the rod in the case and then a nut.

Wood pocking
Cabinet

==till
xv., var.. mum. 

Sheet ti ' Roe
"-Circa/or tin with

Bottom go beonh9s
booro'

Fig. 2. Section showing
assembly of turntable

If the recess under the cabinet is too
deep to allow the turn -table to be tightened
up, the matter may easily be adjusted by
placing a piece of wood of sufficient thick-
ness between the cabinet base and the
square tin. Then tighten the top nut, see
that the arrangement works propqrly (as in
Fig. 2), and then the projecting rod in the
cabinet can be cut off flush with the nut'
and filed smooth. If the top of the three
ply (which will show when the cabinet
revolves) is stained and polished, and its,
underside covered with a piece`of baize, the,
job will then be finished off nicely and the,
set may be turned with ease in any direc-
tion. E. G. PORTER.

" THE SHEER JOY OF
CONSTRUCTING"

(Continued from preceding page)
available were terminals. But I don't find
that my interest is flagging; on the con-
trary, I am fonder of constructional work
to -day that ever.

Take such a simple job as coil winding.
One starts with a reel of wire and a former;
one ends with a coil so neat looking that
one must needs keep it on the mantelpiece
for a day or two to admire, because it
seems a shame to hide it away within the
cabinet. Is there not a real fascination in
the neat mounting of the terminals or
valve pins for its connections and in the
putting on of even, tightly -wound turns?
And when the coil is finished, do you not
find a genuine thrill in trying it out? You
hope that it is going to prove far more
efficient than the coil which it is designed
to replace. If it does, you have all the joys
of achievement; if it does not, you puzzle
out the reason why, and then go on to
make something better.

Can there be a more interesting business
than laying out a new receiving set, whether
you are working from published designs or
those of your own devising? Each part is

assigned to its place on the panel or base-
board. Already we can see what the set is
going to look like when it is finished. If
the design is your own you ponder over
the first arrangement and discover that
you can shorten the wiring by placing this
component here instead of there, or that

Such a simple job as coil winding

you can avoid overcrowding by moving
that one just a little in one direction or
another. Is not wiring up a jolly job ?
You enjoy it, whether you are of those*
who have no time to spare and make their
connections anyhow with d.c.c., or belong
to the other school which likes its wiring
to look professional and carries it out with
stiff wire, carefully shaping each lead -and
making the neatest Of neat loops at its
ends. Can you refrain from lifting the lid

and suggesting a look inside when even
a non -expert friend is examining the
finished set?

Then there is the joy of making improve-
ments. About twice a year the genuine
constructor starts with the fixed resolve
that he will make the last word in receiving
sets, with a minimum number of controls,
and the simplest,- but most efficient, cir-
cuits. When the set is finished its glossy
panel shows just two, or possibly three,
knobs. It works beautifully and everyone
admires it.

A few evenings later the constructor dis-
covers that, though the reaction control is
distinctly good, it might be just a trifle
smoother if the grid -leak return went to
the slider of a potentiometer instead' of to
low-tension positive. Another knob makes
its appearance upon the panel. Would it
not be handy to be able to change over
from leaky -grid to anode -bend detection?
The addition -of a switch makes this a
simple matter. And what about cutting
cut a note -magnifier at will? This is easily
done with a jack. . . .

And so the process of improvement con-
tinues until the panel is drilled to lace -

(Concluded on page 32)
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A BAD Filament
WITHOUT

"TENACIOUS COATING"
Reproduction from an untouched
microphotograph showing part of
the filament of a badly coated
valve before use, showing a serious
gap in the coating. A gap such as
this starts the valve off in its life
with a poor performance. The.
valve then prematurely fails.

inateur Wtretz5

Which would
you choosea-

or

"TENACIOUS COATING"
MADE IN ENGLAND

A GOOD Filament
WITH

"TENACIOUS COATING"
This reproduction shows the
coating typical of all OSRAM
VALVES. Notice the absolute
evenness of the coating. There
are no gaps, the coating clings, so
that the full benefit of the coating
is maintained. The secret is the
startling discovery of the scientific
process of "TENACIOUS
COATING."

SOLD BY ALL WIRELESS DEALERS

WRITE for booklet " OSRAM
WIRELESS GUIDE" giving full par-
ticulars of the full range of OSRAM
VALVES with the "TENACIOUS
COATING." Also helpful wireless
information of importance to every
listener. Sent post free.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Professors both artistic and
scientific agree that the Lewcos
I,.F. Transformer is the most
efficient of its class: treble notes
respond admirably and the bass
notes are reproduced with an
effect more nearly approaching
the true musical tones than it is
possible to obtain with the
majority of makes.

Special care in design has been
taken and the provision of a
Centre Tapping on the second-
ary winding renders this com-
ponent adaptable for push -pull
amplification.

This transformer-the latest
development of the Lewcos
Leyton Laboratories - is the
natural and inevitable link be-
tween the high frequency side of
your receiver (tuned with the
world famous Lewcos H. F.
Coils) and your loud -speaker.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY & SMITHS

LIMITED
Church Rd., Leyton, London,

E.10

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

TRADE
COUNTER
AND

CABLE SALES
Golden Lane,

E.C.1
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'Nineteen- Thirty
MO all residers-old 'timers and new-

comers, at home or in lands overseas-
the happiest of happy New Years for 193o,
May their potential energy be redouble.d
and their prosperity meet with neither
impedance nor resistance; may their cur-
rent accounts show no negative half -
cycles; may their 'omes be happy; may
their friends send them 'ampers full of
good things; may they always obtain watt
they desire and never- be revolted by the
reluctance of Fate to make their paths
easy; may any one of them that is a poet
write anode that will win him fame ; may
the cooks of all ensure a continuous supply
for the plates by skilful use of the grid;
may there be no .domestic high tension;
may views be undistorted and judgment
unbiased. When the younger members of
their families have been charged to capacity,
may they never suffer from overloading or
high -frequency choking; may lady readers
cease from dieting and regain their charac-
teristic curves.

The Coming Year
Every New Year since AMATEUR WIRE-

I.ESS first made its bow to the public and
leapt into instant popularity I have in-
dulged in a little prophesying with regard
to the coming twelve months. Sometimes
I have been quite a long way out; but,
though I says it myself, as shouldn't, I
really have been rather good as a prophet
in matters wireless, even if Tcannot make
the same claim for the Derby.

Startling Developments
For 1930 I prophesy some rather start-

ling developments. I am net saying that
they will be actually brought to the stage
at which they become commercial possi-
bilities before next December, but I think
that we shall have thrilling news of impor-
tant inventions and discoveries before the
year is out. When you come to think of it,
nothing really -astonishing in wireless has
happened since the invention of the three -
electrode valve; and that took place at a
time when little -or nothing was known
about the -subject by the man in the street.
Dr. Lee de Forest made no great stir in
the world at large at the time with his vital
discovery, since the public to which it
appealed was so very small. For more than
ten years now there has really been no
change except in matters of detail in our
receiving sets. We use now, as we were
using then, high -frequency valves with
tuned circuits, detector valves operating
on the grid leak -and -condenser or anode -
bend principle and note -magnifiers with
untuned couplings.

elfatichAse/e /
What is Coming?

The time will certainly come when our
present exceedingly inefficient methods of
transmission are looked upon in much the
-same -way as we regard the steam engine
or the early " horseless carriage," for when
we come to think of it nearly every part of
our equipment is grossly inefficient. Yes,
I know that the valve can respond to
impulses that are almost incredibly tiny,
but just think how it falls short of perfec-
tion. In the first place, its filament eats at
least 7o milliamperes of current, and often
as much as 25o. The cold -emitter valve
will certainly come one day, and we may
hear something of it in the present year.
But a much more important point is to be
found in its high-tension arrangements.

Take the case of a high -frequency ampli-
fier, wbose. mission in life is to pass on
voltage variations to the grid of the follow-
ing valve. If 'it were perfect it would
require hardly any current in its, plate cir-
cuit, since we don't want current. The
only valve in which we do want 'current in
the plate circuit is the output "` toob";
and if the loud -speaker were not so lament-
ably inefficient we should not require much
here. Actually less than one -thousandth
part of the current pushed into the loud-
speaker windings does useful work. To put
it in another way, if we could contrive a
really efficient loud -speaker, microamps
would suffice where we now Want milliamps.
It is in valve design, thougb, that I foresee
the biggest developments in the future.

Valves of the Future
In the old days a magnification factor of

more than 20 was regarded as a practical
impossibility. Then came the R.C. valve,
which showed that even a triode could have
a mag. factor of 6o or more, and the apple -
cart was really upset when the screen -grid
valve turned up. Some of the latest A.C.
5.G. valves have amplification factors run-
ning into four figures. On the low -fre-
quency side we have the wonderful
pentode, which in my view is only in its
infancy. It is, however, rather useless for
valve designers to continue producing
higher and higher magnification until we
can make some use of it. At present the
very highest actual amplification that we
can get from a screen -grid valve on broad-
cast wavelengths is under 200.

High Anode Potentials
Another drawback to the present-day

receiving gear is that for big H.F. ampli-
fication and big vipluine frOm the L.F.
valves we must use ridiculously high anode
potentials. Even -a domestic receiving set
often demands 15o volts H.T. or more,

..0%....00V%0°%001"1610"10

and for the really big fellow used in concert -
halls and so on 400 volts is about the mark.
Some time ago the four -electrode valve,
containing a space -charge grid, showed
how plate voltages might be very greatly
reduced. I quite expect to see during 1930
valves with all the efficiency of those that
we have now, but working with far lower
plate voltages.

Future Circuits
I expect to see during the present year

a big effort on the part of circuit designers
to catch up with valve designers. As I
have just mentioned, we don't yet know
how to make use of the huge mag. factor
of some valves. Very possibly that part
of Dr. Robinson's Stenode invention,
which deals with- eliminating persistence
from high -frequency circuits, may help to
show us, as the politidians would .say, fresh
avenues that may be explored. I always
love that phrase, don't you ? I never read
it without conjuring up a picture of fat
ministers walking -hand in hand and on
tiptoe down long avenues of stately poplars.
I should not be at all surprised to see also
something revolutionary in the way of low -
frequency interval -couplings, for I -cannot
believe that the last word has been said
with resistance -capacity, choke -capacity,
or transformer 'coupling. Loud -speakers,
too, offer a tremendous chance to the
research worker with original ideas. Any-
one who can turn out an instrument pro-
viding the quality of the present moving -
coil, -but capable of being toned down to
quite small volume and needing no energis-
ing current, has a fortune in store for him.
On the whole, I think that we are on the
eve of quite revolutionary developments in
wireless. That they will come is certain.

A Great Man
Wireless has suffered an irreparable loss

by the death of that most versatile of men,
Admiral Sir Henry Jackson. He was an
old man when he died, but no one who
heard him speak -could have thought of him
as such. A year or two ago I remember
him speaking at a meeting of the Institute
of Electrical Engineers when Sir Oliver
Lodge had delivered a lecture dealing
largely with the Quantum theory, which
was then attracting the attention of all the
students of electricity and of radiation.
Quiet, Modest, and unassuming, Sir Henry
Jackson impressed one as having this and
all other wireless subjects at his finger
ends. It is not generally. known that he
was associated with Marconi in the latter's
very early experiments and that -he did a
good deal towards making wireless a
commercial possibility.
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On Your Wavelength! (continued)   
Worth Looking At

If you are wondering why your recep-
tion of foreign stations is not up to the
mark just now, take a look at Old Sol's
countenance. Don't try with the naked
eye, but either use the dark portion of a
photographic film negative as a screen or
make a pin -hole in a sheet of cardboard
and gaze through that. You will see one
of the fattest collections of spots that there
has been for quite a while. Nobody knows
exactly why it is that sun spots have an
adverse effect upon wireless reception, but
everybody who uses a wireless set has ample
evidence that they do. All round the sun
is a glowing envelope of fantastically hpt
gases known as the photosphere Normally
the outer surface of this is more or less
unbroken, but sometimes a terrific up-
heaval takes place below, causing a kind
of vortex to be set up which reaches the
surface. A huge whirling cavity is thus
formed, tens of thousands of miles in
depth. Atoms in the sun are, we know, in
a much less stable condition than, they are
upon this earth of ours. When a solar
maelstrom takes place there is terrific
electronic activity, and we feel the results,
the best part of a hundred million miles
away, when we try to get Vienna on the
medium waves or Schenectady on the
short. Sun spots seem in some curious way
to upset the Heaviside layer and to inter-
fere with the refraction or bending back
to earth of wireless waves sent out by a
transmitter.

Impromptu That Isn't
Really, I think that the most unso-

phisticated listener must have been con-
scious of a terrifically "heavy" atmosphere
of make-believe during the recent broad-
cast of the noises and voices at a big news-
paper office. Not for one moment did the
voices of the various editors and printers
sound "real," even though they were the
"pucka" articles ! Actors and actresses
are the only people who can pretend to do
the real thing and sound as though they're
doing it; butchers, bakers, and candlestick -
makers, when they are actually broadcast
at work, sound too much like actors and
actresses ! Thus, when G. A. Atkinson
and Hannen SWaffer (the latter in a very
distant and bored voice) had said their
" bits," there followed a little dramatic
sketch from the 2L0 studio depicting in
sound a typical suburban breakfast -table
scene between husband and wife. This
was far more convincing than the "real"
Fleet Street broadcast which preceded it.

The Golden Voice
The golden voice of one of the London

announcers was utilised the other daY in
a sound film by an American talkie com-
pany. For the detection of acoustic faults

in cinema theatres it was decided by this
company that a special test film be made,
on which hundreds of words and no picture
would be recorded. On the completion of
a sound film installation at a cinema,
several typists, having no previous ac-
quaintance with the list of words, are
seated in various parts of the theatre and
take down what they hear. The draping
and "acoustictreatment of the house then
depends on the percentage of mistakes
registered by the typists in their lists.,
Some parts of the auditorium might be
ioo per cent. perfect, while other parts
only succeed in reaching the 5o per cent.
mark. The acoustic damping of the walls
and roof is carried out until at least 95 per
cent. intelligibility is achieved in all parts
of the theatre. And in order to give the
girls a chance to..get the right "angle" on
the voice from the screen, one of our own
golden -voiced lads was taken to a London
sound -film studio for the purpose of record-
ing the all-important list of words.

Ex-B.B.C.

The "Old B. C .-ians" are forging
ahead in the talking -picture studios at
Elstree, and elsewhere E. E. Jeffrey, lately
the B.B.C.'s dramatic director, is achieving
success as a di ector of films; an ex-I3.B.C.
anneuncer is .supplying running commen-
taries for the Gaumont Sound News; every
member of the old Research Department
is sound -film recording; and three succes-
sive B.B.C. directors of effects have been
absorbed by the film studios. This week,
Splinters of 1914, Atlantic, and The Co -
Optimists are the chief films in which the
sound recording has been carried out by
ex-B.B.C. engineers.

I am told that Alexander Murray, a
research engineer who used to build the
first models of amplifiers and other gadgets,
has achieved some remarkable effects in
Atlantic, a film which is in the super class.
It is a significant fact that the most thrill-
ing moment in the picture is one in which
the screen is in darkness and sound is
heard alone. The sound is descriptive of
what is, happening on a great liner just
before it is about to sink, when all the
lights have just gone out.

Mains Peculiarities
I wonder how many people who have A.C.

mains appreciate to the full, the, benefit of
having this form of supply available. It is

"WIRELESS
MAGAZINE"

The Big' Britith Wireless Monthly

possible with A.C. to isolate the mains
entirely from the receiver and to make an
absolutely clean start on the secondary
side of the transformer. In such circum-
stances, quite apart from any question
Of safety, the problem of eliminating hunt
is greatly simplified and it -is possible, with-
out much difficulty, although possibly with
a certain expense, to deliver silent power
to the receiver.

There are, of course, instances where the
D.C. is so nice and quiet that smoothing
becomes almost unnecessary, as, for ex-
ample, in those eminently desirable locali-
ties where batteries are used for supplying
the juice during the night (there are such
places, strange though it may seem). In
the majority of instances, however, matters
are not as simple as this, and we are pre-:
sented with an assortment of hums and
rattles, wheezes, and other curious noises
from which to run our set.

What is more, these sources of inter-
ference creep in by the back door, so to
speak. You can put in a smoothing circuit,
which, is capable of removing anything up
to a rectified A.C. wave; and, indeed, if
you use the gadget for rectified A.C. you
can obtain tolerably silent results, while
if you try it on D.C. it will only laugh at
you. Small wonder that most manu4acl
turers walk delicately where D.C. is eon.;
cerned.

A Case in Point
Mr Reyner was telling me the other day

of a  very puzzling example which he had
come across where the positive main was,
earthed. The earth on the set was taken
through a 2-microfarad condenser to the
earth point in the circuit, which was
actually connected to the live (negative)'
main. He was using the general method of
connecting a large resistance across the
mains and using the voltage drop on this
for H.T., but, as long as the L T. leads ink
the circuit were taken to the most negative
point of this resistance, nothing he cciuld
do cured the hum. It was only when he hit
*upon the happy idea of shifting the earth.
point part way up the resistance that he
got rid of it. He wasted some of his voltage
before reaching the H.T.± point and the
remainder of it after leaving the
point, so. that the receiver itself was not
definitely tied down to either of the mains,
but was, as it were, floating betWeen the
two. He told me that he subsequently dis-'
covered this was due to a serious difference
in potential between the earth proper and
the earthed pole of the mains, and he had
arranged a 'sort of bridge balance in con,
necting the receiver as he had. It took
him several days to locate and cure this
elusive hum; which bears out illy conten-
tion that those -readers who are provided
with A.C. ought to thank their lucky stars.

THERMION.
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CIRCUITS FOR YOU
TO TRY
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During the long evenings
most of us have some leisure
time in which to .experiment.
Here are two simple plug-in

Pr HERE are some evenings on which one
1 seems unable to do anything wrong.

Station after station comes in at good
strength, free from interference, and one
feels that it would be possible to sit and
enjoy the programmes from these foreign
stations, quite as much, if not more, than
one's own local station. Fading seems to be
curiously absent on these " high -spot"
nights and heterodyning seems to have
retired into oblivion.

On other nights one finds just the reverse.
The stations will not come in, whatever one
does. There is an unpleasant jumble of
stations all heterodyning one another, so
that if one does obtain a station it is
probably jammed either by a whistle or by
soiree form of distortion.

It is, perhaps, this uncertainty which
makes ether -searching such an interesting
pastime, and therefore a few circuits which
can be tried in spare moments will be
doubly welcome at this period of the year.
If you find the ether is dead the particular
night you try, then leave the experiments
till another evening, when perhaps con-
ditions may have improved.
Constant Coupling

The first circuit which I am showing here
is one which was devised by Mr. R. Tonks,
one of my assistants, some time ago. It is a
simple single -valve circuit which has the
merit of being constant -coupled. Constant
sensitivity over the whole of the tuning
scale is a valuable feature, for it enables one
to adjust the receiver near the oscillating
point and then to run round the dial, pick-
ing out the stations without any'danger of
oscillation or interference with the neigh-
bours.

This particular circuit is arranged, as
nearly all constant -coupled circuits are, to
give a combination of capacity and mag-
netic coupling. The two effects act in
opposition, and by a careful balancing of
the quantities it is possible to arrange a
constant reaction effect. For the grid cir-
cuit a centre -tapped coil is used, and a
similar centre -tapped coil is used in the
anode circuit for reaction purposes. Be-
tween the centre -taps on each coil is con-

nected a condenser of .0003 microfarad, as
shown. A two -coil holder should, of course,
be used for the coils LI and L2, enabling the
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reaction effect to be increased by tightening
the coupling between them. Increasing the
value of the reaction condenser decreases
the reaction effect in this case, and there-
fore the method of operation is as follows.

Connect up the circuit, as shown, set the

Fig. 1. A simple single -valve constant -
coupled circuit

reaction condenser towards the minimum,
and adjust the reaction coil L2 until the
circuit is just about to oscillate. Notice the
setting required on the reaction coil at the
top and bottom of the tuning scale. It will
probably be found that the magnetic reac-
tion is predominating, which will mean that
the circuit oscillates more easily at the
bottom of the scale than it does at the top.

Now increase the coupling between the
coils LI and L2 by bringing them close
togethei, and at the same time increase the
setting of the reaction condenser C2. The

Reectiev,
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Fig. 2. Getting the effect of a large -ratio trans-
former by the use of two standard instruments

first action will increase the reaction effect,
while the second will reduce it, and
again we reach a condition where the circuit
is just about to oscillate. It will probably
be found now that the difference between
the top and bottom of the dials is not so
great as before, and by continuing in this

coil circuits described by our
Technical Editor which the
experimentally -minded might

care to try
manner a point can easily be reached where
the setting is constant. Beyond this point,
by coupling the coils very tightly and by
using quite a large value of capacity for
C2, we shall find that the circuit is capacity -
reactive in that it oscillates more easily at
the top of the scale than at the bottom.

The successful operation of the circuit
depends largely upon the method of coup-
ling the aerial, and a simple coupled wind-
ing is the best. It may be desirable to shunt
a small condenser of .000I to .0003 across
the telephones, as shown; but this is a
point which can easily be determined by
trial.
Large Step-up Ratios

We hear quite a lot to -day about the use
of large - ratio transformers. If one can
obtain a high -primary impedance, there is
no reason why one should not utilise a step-
up ratio of quite considerable magnitude.
It is just this difficulty in obtaining a high
primary impedance that necessitates the
comparatively high cost of large -ratio trans-
formers.

The circuit of Fig. 2, therefore, will
interest those readers who have odd bits of
apparatus beside them, for it shows the use
of two perfectly standard transformers
connected in series. If the transformers are
kept a little way apart, this is quite a
satisfactory proposition, each one con-
tributing its own quota to the total voltage
applied to the grid of the last -stage valve.
It is, of course, necessary to ensure that the
secondary windings are in the correct
direction, and this is a matter which can
only be determined by trial, particularly if
one is using two different makes of trans-
former. If the results are poor it is probable
that the second transformer is applying
voltage in opposition to the first, and the
connections to the secondary of this trans-
former should therefore be reversed. Do
not, of course, reverse the connections to'
both transformers or to primary and
secondary, as this will put matters in
exactly the same state as they were
originally.

No tuning circuit has been shown in
front of the detector valve with this circuit,
because this is relatively immaterial, and the
reader may hook up any tuning circuit he
likes.
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FOr the NeWcomer to Wireless :
4Y accumulator does not. seem to be

1-Yj holding its charge -as well as_ it.
III used. I wonder if you can tell- me what

is the matter with it? '

How long have you had it?
Rather more than a year.
Then it ought to be in good condition

if it has been properly looked after.
What's its capacity ?

!!! Eighty actual ampere hours.
- And what is the average drain on it

!!! for the set?
11! Rather less than half an ampere. That

means-doesn't it ?-that it should last
111 for one hundred and sixty working

hours or more.
! Yes; say seven or eight weeks if you

use the set on an average for three hours
a night. Do you have it charged every
two months?

1.1
No. I send it round whenever it runs

ill down. I was away a good deal, for in -
1

i.11 stance, early in the year and didn't use
the set much so that the accumulator

1!! was only charged, once in six months.
I!! .

Well, that, you know, is pretty bad
Ili for it.
111 Why?

i i you want to keep an accumulator
in first-rate order give it plenty of work.,
At any rate never let it go for more
than three months at the very outside
without being recharged whether it is
run down or not. Have you tested the
electrolyte with a hydrometer ?

What is a hydrometer?
Obviously you haven't! The hydro-

meter is an inexpensive little instrument
which enables you to see at a glance
the specific gravity of the acid. You
should certainly have one, for there is no
other way of keeping a check on the
doings of the charging station. The
makers give the proper figure for the
sp. g. when the cells are fully charged,
and the hydrometer should always show
this reading when they return from the
charging station. If the electrolyte is
too weak or too strong the battery is
likely to suffer and your trouble may
be due to one of these causes.

I have noticed that a kind of muddy
stuff is collecting below the plates in the
cases of the cells. What is that?

It is usually known as sludge and it
consists of small particles from the plates.

ACCUMULATORS.

Well-mide plates should last for years
without shedding their paste in thiS way
unless the battery is ill-treated by being
discharged or charged at too high a
rate.

Well, I am quite sure that I haven't
over -worked the battery in the way of
discharge.

Then quite possibly charging is done
with too heavy a current.

What is the proper, charging rate ?
It is usually stated on the label of the

accumulator, but if it isn't, a good Work-
ing rule in 'an accumulator meant, for
wireless purposes is that it should
never exceed one -tenth of the ampere
hour capacity.

What do you advise me to do?
If the sludge is allowed to accumulate

it may eventually wreck the battery by
causing an internal short -Circuit. 'You
had better have the cells cleaned out
by an expert and ask him to report upon
the condition of the plates. Find out,
too, at what rate your station usually
charges the battery and make sure that
it is not excessive.
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lthatiou Should know

11 You INTEND
USING& MAINS

EERY wireless receiver having valves
must be supplied with electricity for

the filaments of the valves and their grid
and anode circuits; an accumulator is
normally used for the filaments and a dry
battery for the high-tension or anode cir-
cuits, whilst a smaller dry battery is em-
ployed for providing the grid bias.

No batteries are used with a mains
receiver. The whole of the current re-
quired for running the set is obtained from
the Mains-the household supply of elec-
tricity. A mains -driven set, which is some-
times called an ali-electric set, is therefore.
connected with a convenient electric -lamp
holder or wall socket and is switched on or

The Regentone H.T. unit specially designed
for portable receivers

off as au electric iron or other domestic
appliance.

Mains Current
The current obtained from the mains is

not suitable as to its voltage and nature
for the direct operation of a set. This is
because the current supply to the anode
and grid circuits must be perfectly uniform
and steady under working conditions. If
the current (or voltage) varies a noise or
humming sound, will be heard from the
loud -speaker.

An alternating current is varying all the
time. At one instant the current is zero,
it moment later the current has a value of,
bay, one unit. It increases in value to a
Maximum and then falls off to zero. Then
it commences to grow; but in the opposite
direction, reaches its maximum and then
falls to zero once more. The current flows
backwards and forwards through the cir-

ji Helpful Article by W. JAMES
cuit a given number of times per second.
Thus, when the supply has a frequency of
5o cycles per second the current flows
backwards and forwards once in every
fiftieth part of a second.

Obviously, a current of this nature can-
not be used for the grid and anode circuits.
Neither can it be used for heating the fila-
ments of the valves (excepting the last)
when ordinary types are used, as the varia-
tions in the temperature of the filaments,
combined with the other effects produced,
result in a loud hum being emitted by the
loud -speaker.

Even the so-called direct 'current of D.C.
mains is usually of an uneven nature.

How A.C. Mains are used
Now let us see how the mains supply

may be used. We will deal with alternating
current supplies first. How are we to pro-
vide suitable current for the filaments?
\\"e may use a low-tension mains unit or
a "power box."

The mains unit comprises a means for
obtaining direct current at a suitable
voltage. Therefore a transformer is used
and a rectifier, these two parts providing
direct current at about the right voltage.
Then, in order that no hum may be -heard,
the current is passed through a smoothing
system, which renders it quite smooth and
free from irregularities. A mains unit of
this type is rather expensive, but is per-
fectly satisfactory. The "power box"
referred to above comprises an accumu-
lator and a charger, which is so arranged
that the battery alone supplies the re-
ceiver, whilst it is charged when' the set is
not being used. Ordinary battery type
valves are used, of course.

A.C. Valves
The manufacturers have produced, how-

ever, two other types of valves especially
for mains sets. They are so designed that
their filaments may be heated with alternat-
ing current with every satisfaction. All
that you have to do is to fit a transformer
to adapt the voltage of the mains supply
to suit the valves.

One series of valves has short thick fila-
ments. They are rated at .8 volt, and are
known as "Point 8". type valves. These
valves take a current of .8 ampere, except-
ing detectors, which take a heavier cur-
rent. The current taken from the mains is,
however, very small because of transformer
action.

Philips filament transformer for A.C. valves

As an example, if the valves together
take .5 ampere at .8 volt, and the trans-
former is 5o per cent. efficient, the power
consumed is only 8 watts-very much less
than the consumption of one small electric
lamp.

These special valves are, on the whole,
pot quite so effective as ordinary battery
types. Nevertheless, they are perfectly

The Lissen mains unit employs a rectifying
valve
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satisfactory and are used in commercial
sets.

The second type of mains valve is, with-
out doubt, the most satisfactory type.
Their characteristics are better than those
of battery valves. They are reliable, being
widely used. These valves are of the
indirectly -heated -cathode type. The name is,

This is one of the well4nown Ekco range
of mains units

unfortunately, rather lengthy. Some call
them A.C. valves, but this is not their
correct name. These valves have a heating
element which is supplied through a trans-
former from the A.C. mains. The heater is
usually rated at 4 volts r ampere and its
purpose is to heat the cathode (filament),
which is coated with an emitting material
that emits the electrons essential for valve
operation

The Westinghouse metal rectifier made in
many ,types for various mains purposes

This type of valve has five contact pins,
two being for the heater, and one each for
the cathode, grid, and anode. The heater
merely raises the temperature of the
cathode, which, therefore, remains sen-
sibly constant with the result no hum or
noise is introduced.

Mains sets for operation from alternating
current supplies are therefore usually fitted
with one of the two types of special valves.
They are special only in regard to their
filaments and were produced in order that
they could be run from alternating current
without ,the help of additional apparatus
excepting, of course, a transformer whose
function is merely to adjust the voltage.

We have still to consider the high-
tension arid grid circuits, therefore, and
the following remarks are applicable to
every type of valve. The high-tension
supply must be of steady direct current,
and as the various valves require different
voltages, means must be provided for

regulating the supply to individual valves
when necessary. A transformer and recti-
fier is therefore used to convert the alternat-
ing into direct current. This current is
further passed through a smoothing circuit
and voltage -regulating devices. By this
means a satisfactory supply is provided for
each valve.

The rectifier itself may be of the valve
or metal type. Both types are widely used
with every satisfactida. Hum -free results
are.obtained by attention to the smoothing
circuit, and the attempt of the power sup-
ply is just a matter, of the size and design
of the parts used.

Any voltage and current within reason
may be obtained. It does not matter,
therefore, whether a supply of 120 volts
or r,000 volts is needed; it is readily to be
obtained from a suitable mains unit.

The voltages for the grid circuits are
obtained from a unit which is, in principle,
identical with a high-tension unit. In the
grid circuits we are mainly concerned with
voltages. In consequence, a grid -bias
mains unit need only supply the current
taken by the potentiometers used for
voltage adjustirient The actual voltage;
too, is much less than that required in the
higeh-tension circuits./ The smoothing must
be adequa?te, however, with the result a
grid -bias unit is relatively fairly expensive.

In order to avoid this expense, sonic
manufacturers manage so to design the
high-tension unit and the set itself that
the necessary grid -bias voltages are auto-
matically obtained. This scheme is usually
perfectly satisfactory when applied to two -
and three -valve sets or to sets having but
one low -frequency stage.

To sum up, alterntting-current type

Several mains units have
been described in " A.W." as

reference to the list of blueprints
will show. This is a unit for
use with 8' valves (A.W.372)

mains sets may be divided into three
groups. First, those fitted with ordinary
valves. These have a high-tension and
grid -bias unit, and a further unit for the
supply of filament current.

Second, those sets having directly heated
valves of the "Point 8" type. These sets

The Climax H.T. unit which employs a metal
rectifier

have the usual high-tension and grid -bias
units and a transformer for the filaments.

Third, those sets having indirectly-.
heated -cathode type valves, which other-
wise are similar to sets of the second type.

The advantages of mains -operated sets
are low.running costs, constancy of results,
and usually more volume and sensitivity
in comparison with battery sets having an
equal number of valves. Maintenance is,
of course, the very minimum.

The TeKaDe trickle charger

A good mains set will last for years
without attention, apart from the very
occasional replacement of 6. worn-out valve.

Those who have a domestic supply of
direct current may enjoy similar advan-
tages by installing. a mains set. Special
circuits are included for smoothing, the
current and making it suitable for heating

the filaments of ordinary
valves without hum or noise,,
Note that battery -type valves
are used in a direct current
mains set. Their filaments
 may be wired in series, instead
of in parallel, in order to
minimise the current taken'
from the mains, and it is
not possible for the actual
high-tension voltage to be as
much as the voltage of the
supply.

A mains set should be pro-
perly equipped to be safe to
handle. No Parts carrying
relatively_high voltages should
be exposed. Sometimes a
metal case is used, the case
being earthed.
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TSN'T it, iiconceivably stupid for the
I.. band to go on playing while. the an-
nouncer is giving us' details about the
variety programme? What's the idea? If
it is the intention of the band to drown the
speaker, then why not ask him to shut up
altogether until the band has had its
innings ?

Or, if it is really his intention to guide
us as to the programme, for Heaven's sake
get the band to stop while the announce-
ments are being made.

This calculated chaos is one more of
those unnecessary irritants that are in-
flicted upon listeners, Why should there
be this competition of noises ? Obviously,
the listener desires to hear what is being
said to him. How on earth can he, when
the speaker is being drowned by a number
of instruments? This is one of those
extraordinary innovations in which there
is not a tittle of reason or common sense.
Bur-rh ! -

. _

I wanted to add a postscript laSt week
ab9ut Sir Richard Redmayne, who gave a
series of talks on the coal mines.

Sir Richard certainly has a good broad-
casting voice, although he nearly spoilt his
peroration by beginning to say "palniist"
instead of psalmist" !

And about Billie Manders and his
Ouambesques. So they won the first prize
in the Sunday Dispatch competition for
the most popular concert turn in the
British Isles, and were advertised as Rhyl's
Popular Entertainers. Now, who would
have thought that? Or (to be ever so
funny)--rhylly !

My friend Harry Ainsworth, editor of
the People, tells me he was listening at
home in the bosom of his family when a
comedienne sang about "being out last
night with Harry Ainsworth," and des-
cribed him almost to a "T." His wife
glowered at him. And then the comedienne
went on to say that his "good looks, curls,
blue eyes, etc., belong to the past, and
that he was now bald. That saved the life
of an enterprising editor!

The difficulty of fully appreciating
lever comedians like Flotsam and Jetsam
s that unless you can follow their words

FAVOUR
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Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley

the whole points of the turn is lost. For
instance, their old favourite, the "March
Militaire," by Schubert, to which setting
they used their own words, sounds jolly.
But what the story is about-well, search
me.

There was something, too, about a verse
regarding the "criminal brains of U.S.
brewers" which I thought might have
been omitted.

Glad to see we have had a little more
Wagner lately.

The master is by no means to be con-
sidered a high -brow these days. Even the
errand boy whistles Tannhauser and Der
Meistersingers. Wagner is always a winner,
but the recent broadcasts have been
among the best I have heard.

There is still a frightful lot of noise from
studio and outside audiences. When will
it be realised that wireless is an art unto
itself and the beauty of the transmissions
is in permitting one to remain quietly at
home to listen to good music without the
raucous noise one has to tolerate at 'a

public concert?

The Studio Choir Church Services may
be the same, but they seem to be getting
better and better.

Our Cartoonist's idea of Vivienne Lambelet

Why not revive Veronique?

I always try hard to give light and shade
to my criticism of the B.B.C. programmes.
But there is no,doubt that lots of .people
listen merely for the pleasure of "knock-
ing" each and every item. At what I call
my Listener's Club I sat and heard crabbed
criticism for nearly two hours. Just in
order to illustrate to you my meaning,
I jotted down part of what was said :-

"Randolph Sutton's broadcast from the
Coliseum earned for him a good deal of
praise. Sorry, but I cannot join in the
chorus. I agree that he is a hundred -per-
cent. music -hall turn in voice and style,
but I found that his breathless manner,
forced laughter, and silly songs were
rather irksome."

Sophie : "Heard Betty Hardy's charac-
ter monologues for the first time. Her
Cockney study was fairly good, but un-
original, and like all the others. The
impersonation of a worth Country woman
was certainly better, but at times she
lapsed noticeably into her normal voice."

Esmond : "Found it difficult to laugh
at Ivor Vintor's aged jokes. The only
redeeming features about his show were his
hunting song and a study of a little boy."

Uncle Toby : "When ' The Masks'
began their turn the other night they
started off in a most promising manner,
and then deteriorated, not so much in
their singing as in the songs they sang.
Silly inconsequential nursery rhymes and
other juvenile stuff which was suitable for
the Children's Hour, but not for an adult
audience at ro p.m."

On the other hand, here are a couple of
bouquets :-

Macnab : "Herewith and hereunder do
I add Betty Warren to the list of success-
ful impersonators who have broadcast. In
fact, I am inclined to give her top marks.

Jazz Fiend : "Frank Johnson is a saxo-
phone player with a technique which
rouses my admiration. Anyone who has -

studied the complicated rows of keys,
pads, holes, and rods which adorn a saxo-
phone will realise how clever Mr. Johnson
must be to play-faultlessly, too-all that
rapid-fire stuff. There is only one draw-
back : lack of expression. A little more of
this and his performances would be
greatly improved."
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WE have become so ac-
customed to the use of
screen -grid H.F. stages

that one rather tends to regard
neutralised H.F. as a back num-
ber. Judging by the performance
of the "New All -Britain Three,"
however, this is not by any
means the case, for I was able
to tune in over twenty stations
at good loud -speaker strength on
a small indoor aerial, despite the
fact that Brookmans Park was
radiating his 3o kilowatts only
six miles away.

A list of some of the stations
which were tuned in is given in
this article, together with tuning
charts showing how the coils cover
the two wavelength bands. Any
reader who is riot living in a wipe-
out area and uses a somewhat
larger aerial will doubtless be
able to exceed my test report with
ease. .

Those readers, therefore, who
have "not yet -taken up the streen-
grid valve will find in the " New
All -Britain Three" a set admirably
adapted for their use It is efficient
in operation, selective in tuning --
it will, as I think I' mentioned
last week, separate the two Brook -
mans Park transmissions at Elstree

Valves to Use
The valves in use should be an H.F.

for the first stage, an H.F. for the
detector, and a suitable power valve
for the last stage. The valve used here is de-
termined entirely by readers' requirements.
If he is prepared to content himself with
reasonable volume, then a small power
valve, such as the PM2, will be satisfactory.
Six to 9 volts grid bias should be provided
on this last valve, according to the value of
H.T. employed, which may be anything up
to 120 volts. If, on the other hand, rather
larger volume is required, then- a valve
capable of handling more grid swing should
be used, such as the DE P240 or some equiva-
lent valve. This, of course, will- require
more grid bias, and will also take more
current from the H.T battery; but this is
always a price which one must pay for
volume and quality.

I have only mentioned 2 -volt valves;
but, of course, the receiver will work
equally well on 4- or 6 -volt valves, corre-
sponding types being used in each case.
With 2 -volt valves the potentiometer to
which the grid leak on the detector valve
is connected should be set approximately
in the midway position. For '4- and 6 -volt
valves the slider should be placed approxi-
mately one -quarter of the way round from
the negative side of the potentiometer,
thus applying approximately i or r ?% volts

4.           
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respectively to the grid. These
settings are such as to give the

most efficient rectification without
causing excessive detector damping, so

that the selectivity of the
circuit is increased.
In fact

00<><>0.00<><>0C>0.0-<><.-s-

A Set for the
New Conditions-

The layout is particularly
straightforward, which will
appeal to the new constructor-

it will be found that as the slider is moved
round towards the negative end of the
potentiometer, the selectivity increases
slightly, but after a certain point the
quality begins to deteriorate, this being
usually accompanied by a falling off in
the strength.

Neutralising
Having adjusted the potentiometer to

the position indicated, the next operation
is the neutralising. First of all, see that
both coil switches are in the same position.
Actually it has been found necessary to
mount the coils in the reverse- direction
from what is usual, so that terminals r, 2,
and 6 are away from the panel. With this
arrangement the switches must be pushed
in for the short waves and pulled out for
the long waves. This is the reverse of the
usual arrangement, but, provided one
knows this, there is no disadvantage. It is,
of course, necessary to remove the small
coupling link from its normal position on
the switch rod and to screw it to the -other
side so that the extension rod through the

By
J. H. REYNER,

B.Sc., A .M. I .E .E.

panel may be connected up.
it is best to neutralise on the long waves,

and therefore the two switch rods should
be pulled out. Then, on switching on, the
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start, half in and half out. Leaving
the detector dial- set, rotate the left-
hand dial over a small arc on either
side of the tuning point. The receiver
will probably oscillate, particularly if any

' reaction is used.
Reduce the reaction until the

oscillation stops even
when the

-and the wiring very simple
so that owners of the original

set can modify it

receiver will be found to tune to the long -
wave scale without difficulty. Set the dial
readings approximately together The
neutralising condenser may be set, for a
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two dials are in tune. If it does not stop
even with the reaction. right out, then reduce
the value of neutralising capacity slightly
until the oscillation ceases. Now move
both tuning dials ro or 20 degrees towards
the bottom of the scale and repeat the
performance.

Stable Reaction
In -this way it is possible to go from top

to the bottom of the dial, keeping the con-
denser in tune and making sure that the
circuit does not oscillate at all, provided
the reaction condenser is set at its minimum
position. If there is any difficulty in
determining when the two circuits are in
tune, increase the reaction slightly until
the circuit oscillates. Then on bringing
the left-hand dial into tune with the right-
hand dial the circuit will oscillate, and it
should cease to oscillate when the reaction
is brought back again to the minimum
position. As previously mentioned, if this

is not so, then the neutralising
cOndenser must be reduced
slightly. This is a fairly useful
method of neutralising, which
does not depend upon the use
of a local station in order to
get a balance -out. In my own
receiver the setting of the
neutralising condenser was
about a quarter of the way
round and was fairly sharply
defined.

Tuning
I have described this opera-

tion in a fair amount of
detail._ It is not intended to

. convey the impression, however,
that the operation is difficult,
because it is not, and actually
only takes a minute or two;
but I thought that by going into
it carefully it would save a cer-
tain amount of "trouble in carry-

ing out the neutralising. Having
set the neutralising in this way,
the receiver is now ready for use.
Tuning is effected in the following
manner :

Set the rightlIand dial approxi-
mately to the position required.
The left-hand (aerial) dial should
also be set approxithately to the

same reading. Increase the reaction,
if one is looking for a distant
station, until the receiver just osciI-
lates. On rotating the right-hand

dial the carrier wave will be heard and the
left-hand- dial should be rotated into
tune with the right-hand -dial. This will
be determined by an increase in the
strength of the carrier wai7e, probably
accompanied by a sudden change in the
note as the two circuits come into tune.
Then, on reducing the reaction wail the
oscillation ceases and retuning on both
dials, the station required should be found
without difficulty.

Final Adjustments
if the receiver has been neutralised cor-

rectly the reaction will be found to be
smooth and without back -lash. If it is
ploppy and back -lash is present-that is to
say, the setting of the reaction to stop
oscillation is 5 or ro degrees behind that
required to start it-then the receiver is
not quite neutralised, and a slight readjust-
ment of the neutralising condenser one
way or the other should be made in order
to overcome this difficulty. It should be
emphasised that small alterations only arc
necessary in this instance. It is possible
that in certain circumstances the neutra-
lising condenser, may have to be increased
instead of decreased; but generally the
foregoing instructions will be found correct.

I carried out the majority of my tests
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WE have become so ac-
customed to the use of
screen -grid H.F. stages

that one rather tends to regard
neutralised H.F. as a back num-
ber. Judging by the performance
of the "New All -Britain Three,"
however, this is not by any
means the case, for I was able
to tune in over twenty stations
at good loud -speaker strength on
a small indoor aerial, despite the
fact that Brookmans Park was
radiating his 3o kilowatts only
six miles away.

A list of some of the stations
which were tuned in is given in
this article, together with tuning
charts showing how the coils cover
the two wavelength bands. Any
reader who is riot living in a wipe-
out area and uses a somewhat
larger aerial will doubtless be
able to exceed my test report with
ease. .

Those readers, therefore, who
have "not yet -taken up the streen-
grid valve will find in the " New
All -Britain Three" a set admirably
adapted for their use It is efficient
in operation, selective in tuning --
it will, as I think I' mentioned
last week, separate the two Brook -
mans Park transmissions at Elstree

Valves to Use
The valves in use should be an H.F.

for the first stage, an H.F. for the
detector, and a suitable power valve
for the last stage. The valve used here is de-
termined entirely by readers' requirements.
If he is prepared to content himself with
reasonable volume, then a small power
valve, such as the PM2, will be satisfactory.
Six to 9 volts grid bias should be provided
on this last valve, according to the value of
H.T. employed, which may be anything up
to 120 volts. If, on the other hand, rather
larger volume is required, then- a valve
capable of handling more grid swing should
be used, such as the DE P240 or some equiva-
lent valve. This, of course, will- require
more grid bias, and will also take more
current from the H.T battery; but this is
always a price which one must pay for
volume and quality.

I have only mentioned 2 -volt valves;
but, of course, the receiver will work
equally well on 4- or 6 -volt valves, corre-
sponding types being used in each case.
With 2 -volt valves the potentiometer to
which the grid leak on the detector valve
is connected should be set approximately
in the midway position. For '4- and 6 -volt
valves the slider should be placed approxi-
mately one -quarter of the way round from
the negative side of the potentiometer,
thus applying approximately i or r ?% volts
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respectively to the grid. These
settings are such as to give the

most efficient rectification without
causing excessive detector damping, so

that the selectivity of the
circuit is increased.
In fact
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A Set for the
New Conditions-

The layout is particularly
straightforward, which will
appeal to the new constructor-

it will be found that as the slider is moved
round towards the negative end of the
potentiometer, the selectivity increases
slightly, but after a certain point the
quality begins to deteriorate, this being
usually accompanied by a falling off in
the strength.

Neutralising
Having adjusted the potentiometer to

the position indicated, the next operation
is the neutralising. First of all, see that
both coil switches are in the same position.
Actually it has been found necessary to
mount the coils in the reverse- direction
from what is usual, so that terminals r, 2,
and 6 are away from the panel. With this
arrangement the switches must be pushed
in for the short waves and pulled out for
the long waves. This is the reverse of the
usual arrangement, but, provided one
knows this, there is no disadvantage. It is,
of course, necessary to remove the small
coupling link from its normal position on
the switch rod and to screw it to the -other
side so that the extension rod through the
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panel may be connected up.
it is best to neutralise on the long waves,

and therefore the two switch rods should
be pulled out. Then, on switching on, the
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start, half in and half out. Leaving
the detector dial- set, rotate the left-
hand dial over a small arc on either
side of the tuning point. The receiver
will probably oscillate, particularly if any

' reaction is used.
Reduce the reaction until the

oscillation stops even
when the

-and the wiring very simple
so that owners of the original

set can modify it

receiver will be found to tune to the long -
wave scale without difficulty. Set the dial
readings approximately together The
neutralising condenser may be set, for a
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two dials are in tune. If it does not stop
even with the reaction. right out, then reduce
the value of neutralising capacity slightly
until the oscillation ceases. Now move
both tuning dials ro or 20 degrees towards
the bottom of the scale and repeat the
performance.

Stable Reaction
In -this way it is possible to go from top

to the bottom of the dial, keeping the con-
denser in tune and making sure that the
circuit does not oscillate at all, provided
the reaction condenser is set at its minimum
position. If there is any difficulty in
determining when the two circuits are in
tune, increase the reaction slightly until
the circuit oscillates. Then on bringing
the left-hand dial into tune with the right-
hand dial the circuit will oscillate, and it
should cease to oscillate when the reaction
is brought back again to the minimum
position. As previously mentioned, if this

is not so, then the neutralising
cOndenser must be reduced
slightly. This is a fairly useful
method of neutralising, which
does not depend upon the use
of a local station in order to
get a balance -out. In my own
receiver the setting of the
neutralising condenser was
about a quarter of the way
round and was fairly sharply
defined.

Tuning
I have described this opera-

tion in a fair amount of
detail._ It is not intended to

. convey the impression, however,
that the operation is difficult,
because it is not, and actually
only takes a minute or two;
but I thought that by going into
it carefully it would save a cer-
tain amount of "trouble in carry-

ing out the neutralising. Having
set the neutralising in this way,
the receiver is now ready for use.
Tuning is effected in the following
manner :

Set the rightlIand dial approxi-
mately to the position required.
The left-hand (aerial) dial should
also be set approxithately to the

same reading. Increase the reaction,
if one is looking for a distant
station, until the receiver just osciI-
lates. On rotating the right-hand

dial the carrier wave will be heard and the
left-hand- dial should be rotated into
tune with the right-hand -dial. This will
be determined by an increase in the
strength of the carrier wai7e, probably
accompanied by a sudden change in the
note as the two circuits come into tune.
Then, on reducing the reaction wail the
oscillation ceases and retuning on both
dials, the station required should be found
without difficulty.

Final Adjustments
if the receiver has been neutralised cor-

rectly the reaction will be found to be
smooth and without back -lash. If it is
ploppy and back -lash is present-that is to
say, the setting of the reaction to stop
oscillation is 5 or ro degrees behind that
required to start it-then the receiver is
not quite neutralised, and a slight readjust-
ment of the neutralising condenser one
way or the other should be made in order
to overcome this difficulty. It should be
emphasised that small alterations only arc
necessary in this instance. It is possible
that in certain circumstances the neutra-
lising condenser, may have to be increased
instead of decreased; but generally the
foregoing instructions will be found correct.

I carried out the majority of my tests
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using the aerial coupled through the pre-
set condenser, this being adjusted to give
a satisfactory value of selectivity. The
more one unscrews the condenser, the less
is the coupling to the aerial itself, and; so
the more selective does the receiver become,
although the signal strength also falls off
after a certain point. It is therefore a
matter of personal choice as to exactly

The " New All -Britain Three "
ready for test

where the condenser is set. It will be found
that, using this method of aerial coupling,
the condenser dials fall out of step towards
the bottom of the tuning scale, but they
are together over the majority of the scale.
If any reader wishes to try he can, of
course, connect the aerial to terminal
No. 4 on the coil. This should be found to
give excellent results on the long waves
and somewhat more selective results on
the short waves, but there is a danger of
slight instability. This does not occur on
all aerials however. Below is repeated
the list of components required.

Components Required
Ebonite panel, 18 in. by 7 in., and two

strips, 3 M. by 2 in. (Lissen, Trolitax,
Trelleborg, Raymond); or 2 J unit terminal
strips.

Baseboard, 18 in. by ro in. (Pickett,
Cameo).

Two .0005-microfarad variable conden-
sers with slow-motion movement (J.B.,
Lissen, Dubilier, Ormond).

.0001 - microfarad reaction condenser
(Bulgin, Lissen, Keystone, Burton).

18

Push-pull filament switch (Lotus, Ben-
jamin, Lissen, Bulgin).

Panel brackets (Bulgin, Lissen, Ray-
mond, Cameo).

Two Q '' coils, types Q.A.T. and (2.S.P.
(Lewcos, Wearite).

Baseboard -mounting neutralising con-
denser (Peto-Scott, Igranic.):

Three valve holders (Lotus, Lissen, Ben-
jamin, W.13., I gra nic).

..Pre-set condenser, .0003-
microfarad maximum capa-
city (Formodenser type J,
Igranic).

.floor-mieroferad .fixed
condenser (Graham-Farish,
Lissen, OrmOnd,, T.C.C.,
Dubilier, C.D.M.) .

.0003-microfarad fixed
condenser (Grabarn-Farish,
Lissen, Ormond, T.C.C.,

Dubilier, C.D.M.).
Two-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier).
High -frequency choke (Lissen, Tunewell,

C.D.M., Lewcos, Keystone, Sovereign,
VVatmel).

400 -ohm baseboard -mounting potentio-
meter (Lissen, Igranic, Sovereign).

Low - frequency
transformer (Varley-
Heavy-duty, Igranic,
Lissen, Telsen, Fer-
ranti, Lewcos).

Four terminals,
marked : Aerial,
Earth, L.S.--f-, L.S. -
(Belling -Lee, Eelex,
Burton).

Five wander plugs,
marked : G.B.-f-,
G.B. +1, H.T.-,
H.T.+i, H.T.±2,
(Belling -Lee, Eden,
Clix).

.01 - microfarad
fixed condenser (Lis-
sen, Dubilier, T.C.C.,
Ormond).

JANUARY 4, 1930

Two spade terminals, marked : L.T. +,
L.T. - (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix).

Eight yards of thin flex (Lewcoflex).
Two dial indicators (Bulgin).
Connecting wire (Glazite).
Pair of grid -bias battery clips (Bulgin)

Stations Received
Stations received on "New All -Britain

Three" with 3o -ft. indoor aerial.
SHORT WAVES :

Gleiwitz San Sebastian
Copenhagen
Turin
Cardiff
Gateborg
London
Berlin
Rome

LONG WAVES:

Langenbeig,
5GB
Milan
Brussels
Vienna
Budapest
Hanover

.Hilversum 5XX
Kalundborg Radio Paris
Motala Huizen
Eiffel Tower

Do not forget that, as with all AMATEUR
WIRELESS sets, this " New All -Britain
Three " is on show in the Somerset Street
windows of Messrs. Selfridge & Co., Ltd.

onv

The Circuit Diagram of the New All -Britain Three ''

qui/

io

YOUR IDEAL SET
IN the Christmas Numberopublished December

5, and in the following issue we announced
an easy prize competition. We set a list of
twelve questions and invited readers to answer
them. Readers whose attempts agreed or most
nearly agreed with the majority result would
win the prizes totalling to at least z6 15s. 6d.
We offered a first prize of ten guineas and
various other prizes down to a seventh prize
of los. 6d. Further, we stated that the names
and addresses of prizewinners would be
announced, if possible, in the issue of Amateur
Wireless just before Christmas.

Now we will tell you what has happened. We
have been hidden under a deluge of entries.
They came from everywhere in Great Britain
and it was simply out of the question to arrive
at the result in time for publication in the issue
which reached readers just before Christmas.

We are doing the next best thing in publish-
ing the result one week later. It took days and
days-and then days-to get at what readers
regarded as their ideal set and to find which of
the entries agreed with the ideal.

In previous competitions of this sort we
have rarely had more than one or two corn -

PRIZE COMPETITION RESULT
THE UNEXPECTED HAPPENS

petitors whose entries agreed,in every detail
with the ideal result, and in the past most of
the prizes have had to be given to those who
were nearest. But on this occasion we have no
less than seventeen readers giving correct
results and we have hundreds with only one
or two errors.

The only course we think is to divide the
total prize money between the seventeen
successful readers and to send each of them a
cheque for one -and -a -half guineas.

Fortunately it was possible to post these
cheques before Christmas, and we hope that
in most cases the cheques reached the Christ-
mas breakfast table.

We are not, at this time, stating what the
ideal set is; we are contenting ourselves with
tceeping our promise and publishing the names
and addresses of the winners, to every one of
whom, as we have stated, a cheque for .11 s.6d.
has been sent.

J. J. Armitage, Ainlea, South Lane, Elland,
Yorks.

Edwin A. H. Arscott, 10 St. Gabriel's Road,
Easton, Bristol.

H. Briscoe, 43 Woodgrange Avenue, North
Finchley, N.12.

J. F. Duplantin, 1 The Avenue, Blackheath,
S.E.3.

Wm. A. Holden, 174 Victoria Road, N.22.
Arthur Hunter, 1 Clifton Terrace, Merefield,

Rochdale, Lancs.
L. Jackson, 11 Central Avenue, Littleborough,
John L. King, Sefton Villa, Aston Road, Wem,

Shropshire.
R. Lisle, 19 Raby Gardens, Primrose Hill,

Jarrow -on -Tyne.
H. D. Lofty, 297 Clarence Buildings, Gt. College

Street, N.W.1.
Robert N. Sawyer, 11 Lancaster Road, Edmon-

ton, N.18.
H. Taylor, Muffins Den, Sutton Coldfield.
Alfred Bruce Tollerton, 1 Nevill Road, Crow.

borough, Sussex.
Harold F. Trustam, 98 Hartley Road, Luton.
J. A. Walsh, 19 South St. James Street, Edin-

burgh.
Leonard Wright, 31 Oak Grove, Penge, S.E.20.
P. A. Wright, 34 Burnaby Street, Chelsea, S.W.
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
Better Fixed Condensers, Please!
IT is, I think, about time that certain

types of fixed condensers were im-
proved. They want modernising.

We do not get -value for our money when
we buy some patterns and use them in a
high -frequency circuit, for instance. This
is because the condensers have appreciable
resistance and inductance as well. A con-
denser ought really to have capacity only,
although we know that in practice there
must be losses which are the equivalent of
resistance.

The impedance offered by a condenser
ought not, for example, to be very different
from the quantity, 6.3 times frequencytimes
capacity, the whole being divided into I.
Many types are quite good at low -fre-
quencies, but are not satisfactory at the
higher frequencies. A r -micro -
farad condenser should offer an
impedance of not much more
than .3 ohm at goo metres
(600,000 cycles).

I wonder how many would
have an impedance of less than

ohm? For high -frequency
work the rolled -foil type having
only one connecting point to
each electrode is not very satis-
factory. The better types have
many connecting points, and
therefore have a reasonably low
resistance and inductance.

How They Vary!
A few days ago I had to test a

set comprising three valves of
the indirectly -heated type having
a separate mains unit. This unit was
placed by the side of the set, as it supplied
the low-tension as well as the high-
tension current.

The results were perfectly satisfactory
when first I tested the arrangement, there
being no hum and no noise. The reception
was, in fact-, very good, thus showing that
the filter circuits provided in the mains
unit were doing their work correctly.

Upon taking the set home, however, and
once more connecting it to the supply, I
was greeted with a very loud hum. It was
not low-pitched, but had a medium -fre-
.quency, and was to- be heard very plainly
even when tuned to Brookmans Park.

I thought at first something had broken
down, but everything was satisfactory.

Earthing the metal case of the unit stopped
the him, entirely. This seemed a very
simple_cure, but there was no doribt about
it. There was not a trace of hum when the
case was earthed.

On the following day I returned to where
I had made the first test, and satisfied
myself there was no hum whether the case
was earthed or riot. Such is the difference
between alternating -current main supplies !

My Grid -filter Idea
Most amateurs are able to convert a

battery type set to an "all -electric" one,
as they are often called, provided a grid -
bias battery is used.

They often find that a hum is introduced
when grid bias from the mains is used.
This is often due to the fact that no grid

HZ+/ olir+z yir+4

a

Cathode

58-1 68.-f 68-3
A useful arrangement to prevent mains hum when G.B. is obtained

from the power supply

circuit filters are included. They comprise
resistances R and condensers c, as in the
accompanying diagram. The resistances
may be of the grid -leak type, of Too,000
ohms, and the condenSers have a capacity
of x microfarad.

If these filters are included good results
should be obtained, as they effectually pre-
vent couplings between one. grid circuit and
another. I have used this method for a
considerable period with great success, and
may therefore recommend it.

When Valves Warm Up '

A question that is sometimes asked is
why does a mains valve of the indirectly -
heated type take so long to reach its work-
ing state after the current is switched on?

An alternative is, why are signals received
for a few seconds after the filaments of
mains valves have been switched off ?

The answer, of course, is because of the
peculiar construction of the valves. They
are not fitted with a filament in the ordin-
ary sense of the word. Instead, they have
a heating element through which the
alternating current is passed.

This heater is of relatively thick wire, as
the current is usually r ampere at 4 volts,
and it does not supply the electrons for the
operation of the valve. The heater is used
to maintain the temperature of an element,
which is usually cylindrical in shape and
surrinds the wires of the heater. Being
coated with an electron -emitting material,
the element supplies the necessary elec-
trons when its temperature is raised to a

certain point.
Naturally, if its temperature

varied at all, due to the alter-
nating current, a hum would lie
set up with the signals. It is,
therefore, so constructed with
the heater that its temperature
remains practically constant.

A few seconds elapse between
the time of switching on the
current and hearing signals be-
cause the heater and the sur-
rounding material take these few
seconds to reach their working
temperature. When switching
off, a few seconds pass before
the parts so far cool off that the
flow of electrons ceases.

When testing valves of the in-
directly -heated type, time must

be allowed for the cathode, as the electron -
emitting element is called, to reach its
normal temperature, or wrong conclusions
may be drawn.

Bias for S.G. A.C. Valves
Most battery valves are so constructed

that grid current coinmences to flow at
about zero grid bias."

This is not true of mains valves, however.
In. these types, there being tWo-the
directly and the indirectly-heated-grid
current often continues to flow until a grid
bias of negative r volt is applied.

It is therefore essential to bias a shielded
valve of this type. Failure to do so will
result in unselectivity and poor signal
strength.
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Complete Speaker In
Cabinet

OAK - - £4 - 0 - 0
MAHOGANY £4 - 6 - 0

WATES STAR UNIT
iz poles. Double Magnets:
4 coils. Upper adjustment
for magnets, lower for 36i
armature ...

? 1 emote: Jr Wirt,

No other reproducer
can give you such magnificent
fidelity, reality and purity of tone.
Listen to the 'fascinating rhythm of
dance music-the stentorious roar of
the crowd, the bewitching note of the
'cello, or the human voice-nothing
is missed, nothing is exaggerated,
ou hear only the truth ! Hear it at

your dealer's. Fully descriptive litera-
ture sent free on request.

WATES
STA;R

LOUD SPEAKERS
THE SHAFTESBURY RADIO CO. (Dept. A.W.)
184/188 Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2

y0'

WATES STAR Double
Cone Chassis, with
brackets, specially de-
signed for use with the
Wates Star Unit 12/.

M.S.
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Edilor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.

Sifam Pocket Meter
WE have received for test and report

a neat triple -range pocket meter,
made by Messrs. Sifam Electrical Instru-
ment Co.

The three ranges provided have been
chosen carefully to suit the average user.
On one range there is a full scale deflection
of 15 volts suitable for measuring L.T. and
grid -bias potentials. The reading proved to
have an accuracy within 3 per cent.

The second range extends from o to 15o
volts and is suitable for measuring H.T.
voltages; the accuracy on this range was
within 5 per cent. The final range gives a
current reading from o to 50 milliamperes
and should provide an excellent check for

A new Sifam instrument-a pocket
meter for measuring H.T. and L.T.

voltage, and anode current

measuring the emission of valves and deter-
mining whether distortion is occurring, due
to overloading or to faulty grid bias on the
final valve of an amplifier.

The movement of this meter is well-
balanced and settles down quickly to a
steady, . reading. The instructions printed
in black. lettering on the dial are quite
clear and it should be almost impossible
to make a mistake in connecting up; this
is an important feature in a triple -range
meter when one is likely to become confused
by the number of terminals.

The maxiMum resistance is :5;000 ohms,
a value sufficiently high for dhecking the
voltages of H.T. batteries and accumu-
lators. Ibis a practiCal instrument which
can be recommended.

Ekco D.C. Eliminator
ALTHOUGH the normal zpo-volt D.C.

mains supply has its limitations for
use with high voltage amplifiers, it is ideally
suitable for the standard type of set which
does not require more than .150 volts H.T.
The majority of set -owners certainly do
not require a higher voltage, whilst valve
manufacturers, except under special cir-
cumstances, do not cater for voltages
above 150.

The compactness and low price of an
eliminate& capable of operating efficiently
off the D.C. mains is a factor Which should
make these articles far more  popular than
they actually are. Messrs. E. K. Cole, Ltd.,
who have had wide experience of all eliMin-
ator work have produced a complete elithin-
ator model 3F.zo, housed in a metal
cabinet with overall dimensions of only
5 IA in. by 3 in. by 23/} in. high; this gives
excellent results on a standard three-, font-,
apd 5 -valve set with hardly a trace of
hum or background noise.

The tapping -points are mounted on a
small insulated panel and provide voltages
for the screen of a screen -grid valve,
6o -volt tapping for the detector and 120
to 150 volts for the final power valve. Two
insulated terminals are also mounted on the
case, One fo51 connection to earth and the
other to be taken to earth connection on
the set. In the instruction book which is
supplied with each unit, it is emphasised
strongly that the earth should be discon-
nected from the set and taken to the extra
terminal.

On this particular model, the makers
claim an output of x zo volts 15 milliamperes
and 15o volts at a it milliamperes. We con-
nected the eliminator up with a wireless
set and fully substantiated these claims.
We found that with an output of 14o volts,
the milliamperes were 13 and with 13o volts,
15.

The ripple in the D.C. mains was success-
fully smoothed out and was perceptible
only by putting one's ear to the speaker.

In this unit Messrs. E. K. Cole, Ltd.,
have supplied all that the average man
requires for operating his set at a price of
-Cr r 7s. 6d. and it can be recommended
to_readers.

A C.E.C. Wavetrap

T" principle of the wavetrap, properly
applied, lends itself admirably to sole-

, ing the selectivity problem for it may be
inserted in any existing receiver without
alteration other than disconnecting the
aerial.

We have received a Gecophone
1 ivit37 unit for test and report from the
General Electric Co., Ltd., of Magnet
House, Kingsway, W.C. This component
is distinctly novel for it combines a normal
wavetrap -with a coupled circuit which
when connected to the standard type of
set forms a loose - coupled tuner. The
advantage of this coupling unit can be
appreciated when it is understood- that -a
wavetrap only operates effectively on the
particular wavelength to which it, is tuned.

On the other hand, the Gecophone coupler
can be tuned simultaneously with the main
aerial condenser, providing sele9tivity
throughout the lower broadcast range of
zoo to 600 metres.

The component may, be used alterna-
tively as a trap or a loose courier according
to the connections taken to the six ter-
minals. Full instructions and diagrams
are supplied. When employed as a wave -
trap, the rejector effect may be adjusted
by taking the aerial to one of three ter-
minals. At a distance of 6 miles from the
Brookmans Park stations, the most selec-
tive tapping gave the best results and it
was possible to separate completely the
two 2L0 transmissions even when using a
single circuit tuner.

This Gecophone wavetrap will be found
useful whenever selectivity is poor.

Note the thumb control

When connected as a loose coupler, the
selectivity throughout the tuning range
was of a high order. Here again three
variable tappings are provided and with
the medium tap we could quite easily
separate the Brookmans Park transmitters
and pick up a number of foreign stations,
with the same simPle tuning circuit and one
low -frequency stage.

The unit is robustly' constructed and
excellently finished.

At a price of 18s. 6d. it represents good
value.

The Cossor Valve Works
TN view of the fact that in a number of

Sunday papers (December 22) it was
reported that the factory of Messrs. A. C.
Cossor, Ltd. (manufacturers of Cossor
valves and Cossor wireless sets) was com-
pletely burnt out .on the previous night,
Messrs. A.. C. Cossor, Ltd., desire to make
it quite clear that this factory does not
belong to them. The works in question
belong to, Messrs. A. C. Cossor & Son, who
are, it is understood, ' manufacturers of
thermometers, etc., and neither firm has
any connection with the other.
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An instrument in the set
is an invaluable aid to

true reproduction.
Without an instrument you are working the set by guess-
work and getting reproduction probably considerably
inferior to that which a correctly -operated receiver is
capable of producing.
Knowledge of these values is essential. Until the intro-
duction of the FERRANTI Radio Meter, the difficulty
was to do it accurately, conveniently, and without
excessive expenditure in elaborate instruments. The
FERRANTI Radio Meter overcomes this difficulty.
Radio Meter No. 2oS.F. permanently connected in your
set will enable you at any moment, merely by turning the
small switch, to read : The L.T. voltage applied to the
filaments of the valves; the H.T. voltage applied to the anode
of the output valve; and the total anode H.T. current con-
sumed by the receiver.
If you are desirous of getting the best out of your receiver,
incorporate a FERRANTI Radio Meter

List No. 2(S.F. Write for Pamphlet We4o6.
Price £2 10 0. FERRANTI LTD. HOLLI N WOOD LANCASHIRE

NTO
RADIO METERS

RISIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIMIII11M1111111111111111U11M11111111111111MWMEllWIN111111111111111MWIIIIIIIM111111111
LIMMIIIIMMIIIIM01111111MW1511111151111111111M11111111111NWIIII111111MIIIIIIINE111111111MIN11111MIIIII

`Use a NON -SPILLABLE battery
in your honte,-----

It is so fatally easy for a few drops of acid to spill when changing over
ordinary low tension accumulators. You may already have experienced the
vexation of discovering damage to carpet or furniture on which acid has
dropped.
The C.A.V. Non -spillable accumulator contains acid-but in a jellied form.
You cannot spill it, and it does not flow so you can use it in any position.
Because of its advantages over the free -acid type of non -spillable accumulator,
its compactness, its safeness, it is the ideal battery for portable receivers. It
is also the battery to relieve you of all anxiety. Why not use one with your
home receiver ?
Out latest Radio Battery catalogue No. P. will gladly be forwarded upon
application.

We have recently introduced an entirely new range of rechargeable high
tension accumulators-built like car batteries. May we send you details?

Viaw.1-, 71_&05it7,;ty
ACTON. LONDON, W 3

All Position -Non Spillable Batteries

1.10 t trt I e

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range, PETO SCOTT oiler YOU
Every Known Radio Receiver or Component all on

EASY TERMS
SERVICE AFTER SALES

The following list is merely representative, and we ask you to fill in
the coupon below or send us a list of your requirement,.

1930
ETHER SEARCHER

This season's most popular set. Complete
kit of components, including mahogany
cabinet, drilled panel, chassis and valves.
Cash 017/1 or 12 monthly payments of
17/2.

ALL PARTS IN STOCK
Finished receiver, in polished mahogany
cabinet, valves and royalty included.
Aerial tested and guaranteed.

£12.0.0
Or send only 40/-, balance in 11 monthly
instalments of 20/-.

THE NEW "ALL -BRITAIN" THREE (described in
the Dec. 28 issue). Complete kit of components including
panel, coils and valves. Cash £8 5s., or 12 monthly in-
stalments of 15;-.

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Cash £9, or 12 monthly
payments of 1626. Valves included.

REGENTONE W.I.B. S.G. (A.C. Mains). For S.G.
and Pentode Sets. Cash £4 19s. 6d., or 12 monthly Pay-
ments of 9/2.

CELESTION C.12 LOUD -SPEAKER, in oak. Cash
£5 12s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of 10 4 ; in Mahogany,
£5 17s. 6d., or 12 monthly payments of 10;9.

EXIDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, Type
W.J., 2,500 m ra. In Crates. Cash £3 15s., or 12 monthly
payments of 6:11. Type W.H., 120 volts, 5,000 m'a. In
Crates. Cash, £4 13s., or 12 monthly payments of 8;6.

1930 MULLARD "ORGOLA" KIT, including Cabinet
and Valves. Cash £10 15s. Ild., or 12 monthly payments
6f 20, -.

PHILIPS CONE SPEAKER, type 2016. Cash f2 10s.,
or 9 monthly payments of 6,

PETO SCOTT El%
Free Demonstrations and advice by Qualified Engineers at our

Shope

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Telephone : Clerkenwell 9102-7-8.

62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 1.
Telephone : Chancery 8226

4 Manchester Street, Liverpool. Telephone: Central 2134.
33 Whitelow Road, ChorltomeumHardy, Manchester.

Telephone Chorlton-enon-Hardy 2028.
Mail coupon to unsealed envelope under id. stamp.

ssst..mss sts

COUPON
Please send me your 48 -page Illustrated Catalogue, describing

the 19211.30 products of all the leading makers.

ADDRESS .

........ ....... .....
A.W.4f1

Ii)
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1.1EPT-IONY
Broadcasting stations classified by country and -in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,

power indicated is aerial energy.
Kilo- Station and Power Kilo- Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.) Metres ,cycles Call Sign
"283 2,049 Montpelier

(PTT) 0.2
286 2,04) Radio Lyons ... 0.5

288.5 1,^43 Mont de
Marlon ... 0.3

*294 1,020 Limoges (PTT) 0.5-
304 986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
305.5 981.7 Agen 0.25
308 973 Radio Vitus ... 1.0

*316 95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
329 914 Grenoble (PTT) 0.5
329 9r4 Petit Pari sien 0.5
363 8 z 8 Algiers 12.0
368 er5 Radio LL

(Paris) 0.5
375 803 Caen 0.5

.381 '788 Radio Toulouse 8.0
412 727 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 2.0
447 67r Paris (Ecole

Sup. PTT) 3.0
408 640 Lyons (PTT) 5.0

1.350 222.2 Tunis 0.6
1,414 207.5 Eiffel Tower 12.0 -

*1,725 274 Radio Paris ... 12.0
GERMANY

*218 2,373 Flensburg 0.5
0227 2,329 Cologne 4.0
*231 2,283 Munster 3.0
*239 1,256 Nurnberg ...... 2.0
*246 1,220 Kiel 0.35
*246 1,220 Cassel ....... 0.25

*246 7,220 Linz 0.5 *253 2,284 Gleiwitz . . .... ... 2.0
*283 2,058 Innsbruck 0.5 *259 2,157 Leipzig ...... ... 1.5
*352 85r Graz 7.0 *270 1,112 Kaiserslautern 0.22
0453 666 Klagenfurt ...... 0.5 *276 1,085 Konigsberg ... 2.5
*517 582 Vienna ...... ... 15.0 *283 2,058 Magdeburg ...... 0.5

*283 1,058 Berlin (E.) ...... 0.5
*283 2,058 Stettin ..., ..... 0.5
*319 94r Dresden 0.25
*319 94r Bremen 0.3.5
*325 923 Breslau 1.5
*360 833 Stuttgart 1.5

*372 8o6 Hamburg 1.5
*390 770 Frankfurt 1.5
*418 716 Berlin 1.5
*453 662 Danzig .. ..... 0.25
*456 657 Aachen 0.35
*473 635 Langenberg ... 13.0
533 563 Herzogstand

(Bavaria) 0.5
*533 563 Munich 1.5
05(30 536 Hanover ...... 0.35
560 536 Augsburg 0.25
570 527 Freiburg ...... 0.35

*1,635 183.5 Zeesen 30.0
2,100
2,290

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
25.53 11,751 Chelmsford

(5SW) 15.0
*200 2,500 Leeds (2LS) 0.13
.242 1,238 Belfast (2.BE) ... 1.0
261 2,143 London (2) tests 5.0

*288.5 2,040 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Swansea (5SX) 0.13
288.5 1,540 Stoke-on-Trent

(SST) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
288.5 1,045 PlymOuth (5PY) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Hull (6KH) ... 0.13
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh

(2EH) 0.35
288.5 2,040 Dundee (2DE) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth

(613M) 1.0
288.5 .r,o4o Bradford (2LS) 0.13

.301 995 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
*310 968 Cardiff (5WA)... 1.0
353 842 Brookman's

Park 30.0
*377 797 Manchester

(2ZY) 1.0
*393 753 Glasgow (5SC) 1.0
*479 626 Daventiv (5GB) 25.0

1,551 293 Daven try
(5XX) 25.0

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM
206 1,460 Antwerp . 0.4
2116 2,440 Radio Confer-

ence, Brussels 0.15
216 1.39r Charleroy (LL) 0.23
244 1,225 Ghent 0.5
250.9 1,196 Schaerbeek-

Brussels 0.25
294 1,020 Liege 0.1
312 961.4 Arlon 0.25
339 8S7 Velthem 8.0

0509 590 Brussels 1.0

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
*263 1,139 Morayska-

Os trava 10.0
*279 1,076 Bratislava 12.5
*293 1,022 Kosice 2.0
*312 878 Brunn (Brno) 2.4
*487 617 Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK
*281 2,067 Copenhagen

lijobenhavn) 0.75
1,153 260 Kalundborg 7.5

ESTHONIA
*296 2,013 Reval (Tallinn) 0.7

FINLAND
*221 1,355 Helsingfors 0.9

.1,796 167 Lahti 40.0

FRANCE
31.65 9,479 Radio Experi-

mental (Paris) 1.0
175 1,724 S. Quentin 0.1
214 1,400 Fecamp (Radio

Normande) 0.5
220 1,364 I3eziers 0.1
238 1,260 Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest) 1.0
248 /Air Nice-

luan-les-Pins 0.5
.272 1,203 Rennes (PTT) 0.5

/42 Norddeich3
10.0

GRAND DUCHY
223 1,346 Luxembourg 3.0

HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven

(PCP 25.0
*298 1,004 Hilversum (until

5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
*1,071 28o Hilversum 6.5
*1,071 28o Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T.)

01,875 zeo Iluizen (after)
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5

HUNGARY
550 545 Budapest 20.0

ICELAND
*1,200 25o Reykjavik 1.0

IRISH FREE STATE
*225 1,337 Cork (IFS) 1.0
*413 725 Dublin (2RN) 1.0

ITALY
291 2,03*2 Turin (Torino) 7.0

*332 905 Naples (Napoli) 1.5

the

(Kw.)
*385 779 Genoa (IGE) 1.0
*441 68o Rome (Roma) 60.0
453 66z Bolzano (1BZ) 0.3

.501 599 Milan (Milano) 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
308 973 Zagreb (Agram) 0.7
430 698 Belgrade ...... 2.5
574.6 522,2 Ljubljana 2.5

LATVIA
.525 572 Riga 3.0

LITHUANIA
*1,935 155 Kovno 7.0

239 1,256 Radio Nimes 0.25
244 1;229 Juan-les-Pins 0.3

1,275' Toulouse (PTT) 1.5
*265 i2,230 Lille (PTT) 0.7

268 1,121 Strasbourg 0.3

NORWAY
241 1,243 Rjukan 0.18
268 1,121 Frederiksstad 0.7

.283 1,058 Notodden .05
364 824 Bergen 1.0
447 672 Aalesund 0.3
453 662 'Tromso 0.1
453 66a Porsgrund 0.7

*493 6o3 Oslo 60.0
POLAND

*313 959 Cracow 0.5
*335 896 Posen 1.2
385 779 Wilno 0.5

*408 734 Ka ttowitz 10.0
*1,411 222.5 Warsaw 8.0

ROUMANIA
*391 762 Bucharest 12.0

RUSSIA
720 4t7 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
800 375 Kiev 20,0
938 320 Moscow

(C.C.S.P.) 100.0
1,000 300 Leningrad 20.0
1,075 279 Tiflis 10.0
1,103 27z Moscow Popotl 40.0

01,301 230 Kharkov 4.0
1,481 202.5 Moscow (Korn) 40.0

SPAIN
251 1,193 Almeria (EAJ18) 1.0
268 1,122 Barcelona

(EA J13) 10.0
314 956 Oviedo (EA1J9) 0.5

*349 86o Barcelona
(EA J1) 8.0

*363 815 Seville (EAJ5) 1.5
424 707 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0

453.2 662 San Sebastian

SWEDEN
(EA J8) 0.5

231 2,3o1 Malmo 0.8
.257 2,160 Htirby 10.0
270 1,112 Trollhattan 0.45

*322 932 Goteborg 10.0
332 905 Falun 0.5

*436 689 Stockholm 1.5
*542 554 Sundsvall 0.6
*770 389 Ostersund 0.6

1,200 250 Boden 0.6
.1,348 222.5 Motala 30.0

SWITZERLAND
*403 743 Berne 1.0
*459 653 Zurich 0.63
680 442 Lausanne 0.6
760 395 Geneva 0.25

1,010 297 Basle 0.25
TURKEY

01,219 146 Stamboul 5.0

All wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
to th.'-! Plan de Prague.

CONVIVIAL WIRELESS
" UNCLE " (returning home
after dining well but not
wisely): "Hic - ' Hallo
twins ' !
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STANDARDS

THREADS per INCH
and T.C.C.

WITHOUT standardization in screw
threads no engineering job could proceed.
It is essential to know when a certain

size of nut or bolt is specified that that size will
be supplied.

The same holds good with condensers. When
you ask for a condenser of a certain capacity
tested at a given voltage you expect to receive
such a condenser. If it's a T.C.C. you are assured
of it being "up to specification." The "condenser
in the green case " has for years been recognised
as the standard condenser. For accuracy, safety,
and dependability specify T.C.C. always.
The illustration above shows an Electrolytic Type Con-
denser. These are made in three capacities, viz. :-Single
Type 2,000 mfds la volts D.C., price 158. od. Double
Type 4,000 mfds to volts D.C., price 278. 6d, and the
new Single Type joo mfds 4o volts D.C., price 20s. ad.

11

tilt. Teegrath Condenser Co. Ltd., Woks Fann Rea.-!, N. cos,A L, radon, \V 3. MI
:;073

TUNE IN WITH THIS
THE Watmel Dou-

ble Range Tuner,
which does away once
and for all with coil
changing, is the ideal
tuner for the modern
Radio Set. Shunted
with two .0005 vari-
ables (one for reac-
tion) it controls ac-
curately and smoothly
all waves on the bands
between 250 and 600

metres, and 1,000 and 2,000 metres. Change
over is effected by a push-pull switch supplied
with each tuner, and the price complete with
switch and diagram of connection is

12/6

AND TUNE OUT WITH THIS
CONNECT this neat

and attractive Wat-
mel Wave Trap in series

with your aerial
lead, and you will
be able to cut out

those trou-
blesome
u n wanted
stations
with ease
and c e r -
tainty.
There are

six possible positions for the two plugs in the
four sockets, so that you can suit your own
aerial conditions precisely, simply by turning
the small micro condenser knob.
A combination of the Watmel Tuner and the
Watmel Wave Trap assures you of the finest,
most selective tuning possible to the Modern
Radio Receiver.

The Wave Trap costs only - - 8/6
ci We shall be glad to send you on request
-111 our Folder No. 102, showing you how to

make up a very fine Loud -speaker from a
Kit of parts, also Folder and Blueprint for
building up a modern 3 -valve Set.

Wireless Co., Ltd.
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Middlesex

Telephone: Edgware 0323 P. & T.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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A
RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. y promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc.,on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/6i Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

Using a Pentode.
Q.-I have constructed the " Everybody

Three" receiver, and it has certainly exceeded
all expectations in regard to reception of different
stations and the power with which they are
received. In fact, on some stations, the volume is
so great as to cause distortion, and it is for this
reason that I write. I ant using a PM2 power
valve .with adequate H.T. supply and I have
proved that I ant overloading the grid of this
valve. In view of this, should I use a pentode
valve, or should I get a larger power valve ? I
wish you to bear in mind .that I want purity, but
also economy in working.-D. L. (Staines).

A.-If you want piirity and you are already
overloading the grid of a PM2 valve, then a
pentode type of valve is not to be recom-
mended. Granted that it has a larger grid
swing than a PM2 valve, there is still the
possibility that even the grid of this valve will
be overloaded. We suggest that you use a
super -power valve of the ordinary type, such
as the P111252 or any other make of super-
pOwer valve. A super -power valve will be"
somewhat more economical in working than a
pentode valve.-B. C.

The " 1930 Ether Searcher."
Q.-I should like. to construct the " 1930

avvmm' vvvvvv-vvvvig
When Asking
Technical Queries

PLEASE write briefly
A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
or postage stamps) must accompany
each question and also a stamped
addressed envelope and the coupon
which will be found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams
can be provided for the usual query fee.
Any drawings submitted should be sent
on a separate sheet of paper. \Viring
plans and layouts cannot be supplied.

;--- Queries cannot be answered personally
or by telephone.

0

0

OM% 0 o 0 /0\/°\./OVA AA AA
Ether Searcher," but should like to make use of an
ebonite panel and wooden baseboard instead of

the metal panel and metal baseplate. Is there any
objection to this, and can you advise the necessary
extra connections required to make good those
stow completed through the metalwork ?-G. D.
(Aylisbury).

A.-It will be quite in order to use an ebonite
panel and wooden baseboard, but it is essential
to retain the original amount of screening in
the set. The reason for this is rather obvious in
that any set having metal screening necessarily
damps the efficiency- of the set and to make
good these losses, it is necessary to increase the
amplification of the individual receiver circuits.
If this latter is done and the screening is
removed; then the whole set becomes unstable.
From this it will be gathered that the original
amount of metal in the construction of the set
is really essential. Therefcre, if an ebonite
panel and wooden baseboard are used, a sheet
of copper or copper -foil should be arranged
behind the panel and bent to lay over the top of
the baseboard. All connections made to the
copper through metal screws should be aug-
mented by soldered joints or by soldering tags
clamped down under the heads of screws.-
C. A.

The use of the Polar Differential Condenser in your reaction circuit
eliminates the necessity for retuning when reaction is adjusted ; it also
gives much greater control over oscillation. By aiding the accuracy
of your tuning it gives you stronger and clearer reception, especially
on distant transmissions. Excellent in all circuits but particularly

suitable for screened -grid valve circuits.

POLAR
DIFFERENTIAL CONDENSER

For Reaction or Volume Control
Strongly built of brass on a moulded frame and fitted with bakelite

di -electric to prevent risk of shorting.
.0001 each side 6/6 .0002 each side 7/6
.00015 each side 7/- .00025 each side 7/6

.0003 each side 8/6
Send for the Polar Catalogue (A).

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.
188-189 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Polar Works : Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.
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00%14 ATOR ci
You cannot

`e&
11.

44Nr afford to use any but the best
Condenser in an eliminator circuit.

HELSBY CONDENSERS
are made and guaranteed by a firm with

3o years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards , of z tons.

Guaranteed working voltages :-
Type M - - 150 volts D.C.
Type 2A - - 350 volts D.C.
Type 3A - - 450 volts D.C.

Type 4A - - 600 volts D.C.
All Helsby Condensers are vacuum dried

and impregnated with a special non -
hygroscopic material which

renders them moisture
proof.

If unobtainable from your dealer
write to us giving his name and

address.

BRITISH INSULATEDIABLESITD
PRE5COT^ LANCS. _

Makers of PRESCOT and HEL5BY Cables

LITTLE THINGS THAT
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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FIXED CONDENSER.-Moisture proof. Highest perform-
ance under all conditions. Constant capacity and di -electric
losses practically non-existent. The plates are of highest quality
brass, and only the finest selected Ruby Mica is used. '001

mfd to 01 mfd. - - - 113

IGERAlYIC
Co Ltd

9.:11ND9Y4

Works BEDFORD

MIDGET ANTI -CAPACITY JACK.-Small and compact.
giving perfect electrical contact, with contact springs so arranged
as to eliminate usual capacity between springs. Specially suit-
able for-H.F. circuits. - - - 1/4
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If your dealer cannot supply you, please write direct to
Dept. D.138.

Sole manufacturing licensees of thy Pacent Ralio Essen!ials.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A. W." to Advertisers
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H&B
Reyner's

"New ALL -BRITAIN 3"

The H. Sr B. full kit contains all specified parts
with Wearite or Lewcos 193o Q coils, best quality
Trelleborg's drilled Panel, and every accessory to
build this marvellous receiver.

Cash Price £6 5s.
(Detailed list given In our advertisement in

"Amateur Wireless," December 28.)
Included in this kit is a full-size blueprint, base
board and screws.

3 Mullard or Cossor Valves, 45/- extra.
Hand -polished Cabinet, 17/6 extra.

Kit supplied upon our gradual payment system :
18/6 down and so monthly payments of 12/-,

ETHER SEARCHER
The 1930 H. & B. Kit contains everything you
require to construct this splendid receiver. All
parts are exactly as used by ` A.W." (full detailed
list in our advertisement, December 2r). With the
famous H. & B. Panel screen and chassis drum
dial already fitted. Full size blueprint, screws, and
wire supplied with every kit.

Cash Price £5 6s. 6d.
3 Mullard or Cossor Valves, 45/- extra
Hand -polished Oak Cabinet 17/6 extra.

This kit can be purchased on our gradual pay-
ments system: 15, - down and so monthly pay-
ments of 10/-.

If you want to build a Two, don't hesitate
BUILD THE TALISMAN TWO

With our kit of specified parts. Contains all you
need. Panel drilled; Baseboard, Wire, and Screws
included. Full-size Blueprint. with every kit.

Cash Price 67/ -
Cabinet, 7/6 extra. Two Mullard Valves, 23/ -
extra. .
EASY TERMS, 10,'- down, and 6 monthly
payments of 10/-.
Kit with Cabinet and two Mullard valves, 18/
down and 9 monthly payments of 10/-.

Buy the H. & B. Way
It's Easier It's Better

No References. Strictly Confidential.
Climax All -electric A.C. Chelloset. One -dial
tuning, dual wave, amazingly selective. In walnut
cabinet. Cash price, £9 17s. 6d., valves included;
or £2 down and to monthly payments of 17/6.
Cossor 1930 Battery Kit, complete with cabinet,
valves, and full instructions. Cash price, £8 15s.;
or 16/- down and rx monthly payments of 15/10.
Pye Popular Two. Remarkably efficient two;
one -dial tuning, dual range. Cash price, £4 17s.;
or 15/- down and so monthly payments of 9/-.
Amplion A.C.4. Oak cabinet speaker. Splendid
tone, handsome appearance. Cash price, £3; or
15/- down and 5 monthly payments of 10/-.
M.P.A. Popular Cabinet Speaker. Oak cabinet.
Cash price 45/-; or 5,- down and 9 monthly pay-
ments of
Ekco A.C. Eliminator. 3,F2o, S.G., boo -120,

912o/8./i5o.
10/- down and 8 monthly payments of

Ultra Air Chrome Speakers, 14 by r4. Cash
price 52/-; or 11/- down and 4 monthly payments
of 11/-.
Climax Eliminator, D.C. Suitable for any set
up to five valves. Has 9-volF.tappings. Cash price
34/-; or 7/- down and 5 monthly payments of 6/-.
Climax A.C. Eliminator. Suitable for all volt-
ages. Has ten tappings. Cash price 85/-, or 10/ -
down and 8 monthly payments of 10/-.
H. & B. 1930 115 -page Catalogue now ready,
price 9d. Refund on first order over 5/-.
Carriage Paid on all orders. C.O.D. Charges Paid

over £1.
WE CAN SUPPLY ANYTHING RADIO

H.& B. RADIO C°
34, 36, 38, BEAK STREET, REGENT ST.,

LONDON, W.1
'Phone : Gerrard 2834.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The Edt:or does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

" Clarion 3 " Success
SIR, -Congratulations on your "Clarion

3." I made it up some months ago,
and it has passed all the "regional scheme"
tests. I can tune in or out either station
with only a few degrees on the dial. It
gives good volume even with an iron bath
as aerial. E. H. H. (Thornton Heath).

A Criticism
SIR, -The following paragraph appeared

in a recent issue of AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS : "Lord Robert is a practised speaker,
and it would have been a good thing if Mr.
Barnard had listened to him, for the latter
has'an irritating habit of dropping his voice
to a whisper at the end of every, sentence;
which was, no doubt, meant for,o. di-arnatic
effort, but it was entirely lost.''

The word "latter" leads to confusion,
I think It is intended to refer to Mr.
Barnard, but in the context actually refers
to "him," viz., Lord Robert."

G. M. C. (Thornton Heath)

Regional -station Reports
SIR, Perhaps my experience with the

twO2LO's may be of interest, my aerial
being approximately i8o miles from
Brookmaus Park

"2L0-336" was received on the
"Clarion 3" (modified to a "four" by one
stage of R.C. coupling) splendidly for his
first three days, then for a period over ten
days 9r so gave very bad fading, since
when he comes in as steadily as our local,
2ZY, and with a quality far ahead of
5X -X. At this range he has no " cut-out "
effect.

"2L0 -26I " is very weak and wobbly.
His power may not as yet equal "2L0-
356 " and it may be too early to -judge_ his
range. H (Ashton-under-Lyne).

IR,-Doubtless I am only one of very
v.-7 many " provincials " who are glad to
see the recent letter of H.H. (Carlisle).

As one who has had to content himself
with a two -valve set and phones, and who
is sixty miles from Daventry, seventy-five
Cardiff and London, and fifty from Bourne-
mouth, I can say that the great power from
the Brookmans Park transmitter is a gift
from the gods compared with the whisper
we got from the Oxford Street transmitter.

Of course, I am well situated as regards
"wipe-out! being seventy-five miles from
Brookmans Park; so that my little set
-D. and'one L.F (swinging coil reaction -
will give me Hamburg perfectly free from
London.

After all, London Is not the only place
in England !

G. (Marlborough).

Only Brownie's huge production enables
them to offer this really splendid dial for
2/6. The special non -backlash design
makes hair - breadth tuning a matter of
delightful ease, while its handsome ap-
pearance (black or beautifully grained
mahogany bakelite) will add to the good
looks of that new set you are building.
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G B.) LIMITED,
NELSON STREET WORKS, LONDON, N.W.1.

ROWN I EWIRELESS

TUNEWELL'S
LATESTP-i

A Double Magnet
4 -Pole Balanced

Armature Adjustable
SPEAKER UNIT

of Remarkable Efficiency
PRICE 2216 AS

ILLUSTRATED

Read this letter of appreciation from Winchmore HM;
" I was persuaded to try your new Unit, and must say the
results are amazing. Without fuss or rattle it takes all my
Mains 4 set will give it, and what's more the reproduction
is perfect. Much to my surprise it worked well on an old
crystal set. That it functions so perfectly under such light
and heavy loads, I suppose, is due to the double magnets
but whatever the reason, you are to be congratulated."

DON'T HESITATE, ORDER AT ONCE

TURNER & CO
54, Station Road, New Southgate, N.11
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CONCEALEI)

PIGTAIL

SINGLE

SCREW

FRICTION

A HRAKE

wEIGHT

ouNcss

The Finest

"1930" LOG
(MID -LINE)

CONDENSER
As specified for the MUSIC
LEADER described in No. 384.

.0005

.00035
.00025

.000I5

In four Capacities

4/6 Each
'Double spacing of vanes for Uitra Short-
wave work. As used for the "World -Wile

Short -Wave Set" described in No. 387.

VERNIER DIAL
obtainable.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT. POSITIVE
BRASS CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS
SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with 3 !,
absolutely NO BACK -LASH. ROBUST in
Construction and 'rouble Free. SMALL.
EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING
UNCOMFORTABLE
CROUCH or STOOP 3/_

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

KE ST NE
COMPONENTS SPECIFIED

FO R THE

1930 ETHER SEARCHER
ALUMINIUM PANEL

Drilled to specification
and beautifully finished
in two shades of brown,
which blend one into the
other.
The Drum Drive Escut-
cheon is already mount-
ed and finished to match
the panel.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS
Comprising base-
board and screen
drilled and slotted
to specification.

DRUM DIME
A delightfully smooth
slow-motion drive, gives
a reduction of 9 to 1.
Clearly engraved scale
appears on a drum re-
volving behind the
eicut,

All the above components are packed
' together and sold at an inclusive price of 21/ -
REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES

MAKE SURE YOU GET
KEYSTONE

QUALITY and FINISH.
Keystone Components are sold by all good dealers

Illustrated folder on request.

THE BRITISH RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO., LTD.,
77 City Road. London. E.C.1.

AMATEUR WIRELESS NOTEBOOK
DIARY for 1930

This handy and compact reference book, which will be of assistance
on many occasions dufing 1930, should be kept within easy reach by

every wireless amateur. 1-lere are some of the contents :

Conventional Symbols used in Wireless.
Technical Contractions.
Aerials and Earths..
Frame Aerials.
Wavelength Frequency Tables.
Notes on Accumulator Upkeep.
Coil -winding Data.

Useful Formula Section.
Calculating Condenser Capacities.
List of World's Short-wave Stations.
Choosing Your Valves.
Valve Tables.,
Glossary and Definitions of Wireless

Terms.

The "Amateur Wireless" Diary can be obtained at Book-
sellers for 1/6 (cloth) and 2/6 ( eather), or by post (2d. extra),
from "Amateur Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Rai& Ma dot 10'6
The home constructor can easily
build this Speaker Cabinet for an
outlay of 10/6. Sound mahogany
boards and free construction chart
and illustrated cutting instruc-
tions. Stands 18'1 in. high and
suitable for any cone, chassis and
speaker unit. Reproduction and
style equal to any four- or five -
guinea model.

FREE CHART
All details of construction with full-
size patterns given with this week's
Hobbies Weekly, now on sale at any
newsagent, price 2d. Or send 3d. in
stamps for one to Dept. 76, HOBBIES
LTD., Dereharn, Norfolk

A good resolution for 1930
MAKE YOUR SET AN " ALL -MAINS "

with the aid of WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIERS
which provide the simplest, most reliable and most
efficient means of obtaining direct current from
alternating current mains. There is a rectifier for

any type of mains drive required.

Send a 2d. stamp with, your name and address for a
copy of our book "The All Metal Way 193o." 32
pages of instructions and circuits for eliminators, etc.

ONE

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD:
82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS LONDON, N.1.
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MAKE 1930
A YEAROF

PERFECT RADIO
a

You can afford to have an up-
111 to -date set the P.D.P.way. For
a a small:monthly payment you
II may enjoy the very best
la Radio can offer, immediately

R. Fla. P.

e.ai 74w
a aMULLARD ORGOLA KIT N

SUPPLIED FROM STOCK
 CASH £10/14/2 including Valves 
X and Cabinet.  Send only 19/7, bal. sl

by is monthly payments of 19/7
COSSOR 1930 KIT s

. Cash £8/15/0. Send only 16/-, bal. a
by is monthly payments of 16/-

ain NEW OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET is
 Cash £9/0/0. Send only 16/6, bal. a

by is monthly payments of 16/6
EKCO MODEL 3 F.20 (A.G.) NI

Cash £3/19/6. Send only 7/3, bal. U
by is monthly payments of 7/3

N Pinkies the above we can offer kits for the MUSIC LEAD- aa ER, CLARION THREE. KNIFE-EDGE THREE, BROOK- IR
 MAN, etc. Loud -speakers, 11,T. Units, Accumulators, a

Moving -coil Speakers, Portables, in fact
EVERYTHING WIRELESS a

III QUICKEST DELIVERS IN LONDON-CARRIAGE PAID a
Call, or send a list of your requirements.

al Quotations by return of post. Catalogue on request

The P.D.P. Co., Ltd. (Dept. A.w.)
121 CHEAPSIDE, London, E.C.2 a

Telephone: National 9846

JANUARY 4, 1930

.12(97.DIOGR(IMIS
'THE morning religious service from

-40.55 to 50.30 p.m., which up to the
present has only been broadcast through
'2L0 and 5XX, is now being fed to all
B.B.C. stations by r wireless link. The
experiment is dependent for its continu-
ance on technical results.

On January 2, 5GB will revive Hip Hip
Hooradio, a revue presented at Birmingham
last spring. Such scenes as " The Potted
Concert," " Faust Up-to-date," and
" 'Erbert and Gertie at the Pictures" will
be played by Leonard Henry and Evelyn
Crewe, supported by a wireless star cast.

Manchester on January 2 will relay to
its listeners a circus performance taking
place at Belle Vue, in which the ring-
master is to be heard over the microphone.

The final test match at Swinton, between
the Australian Kangaroos Rugby League
Team and England, on January 4, will be
the subject of a running commentary
broadcast through Manchester.

Considerable progress is being made in
the reorganisation of Switzerland's broad-

casting system, and orders for the two
high -power transmitters have already been
placecf with English firms. It is under-
stood that work on the necessary buildings
is to be started without delay, and it is
hoped to bring the new stations into
operation by the autumn.

CKGW (Toronto) has been purchased
for inclusion in the National Broadcasting
Company of America network, and now
relays the WEAF and WJZ programmes
broadcast from New York, Washington,
and other cities. Its power is 5 kilowatts
and wavelength 434.8 metres (690 kilo-
cycles).

Owing to the thousands of picture
characters possessed by the Chinese lan-
guage, transmissions in the native tongue
could not be made in the morse code. A
solution to this problem has now been
found in picture transmission, as by this
method Chinese characters can be repro-
duced at a distance in the same manner
as any ordinary print or photograph.

The Hotel New Yorker, a new building

IN THE NEW YEAR

Whatever new components you use for your
193o set you will not go far wrong with a
Trolitax panel.
Trolitax has already proved itself to be
thoroughly reliable; and with its high insu-
lating properties and its ease of working, it is
the ideal panel material. Your wireless dealer
stocks Trolitax in a variety of finishes which
can be cut to any size required.
Ask to see the range of wood finishes.

9.ROLITAX
F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 Great Portland Street, London, W.1

'Phone: Museum 8630 (4 lines)
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North (Vales:
H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London),. Ltd., coo London Road,
Sheffield, (Phone: Sheffield 26006) and 22 St. Mary's Parsonage,

Manchester, (Phone: Manchester City 3329).

Get improved
reception with
this long -life
BATTERY

-4\

BRITISH
MADE

66 Volts

7/9
SUPERIOR

(Single Capacity)
9 volt .. 1/663 7/6

66 "'(with G.B.
Tappings) 7/11

99 volt .. 11/9108 .. 12/9
SUPREME (Treble Capacity)
60 volt -...13/6 63 volt .. 14/3

100 volt .. 22/ -

Get Dubilier'sbooklet: "A Bit about
a Battery.'' from your Radio dealer.

.....111111=11111ES

UBILIE
H.T. BATTERIES

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD., Ducon Works,
Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3 B.13
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send Postal Order, NOT STATUS

CRYSTAL SETS (6d. each)
B.B.C. Brookmans Park Set .. AW206
Regional Crystal Set .. WM176

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
B.B.C. Official One AW208
Reinartz One .. WM127

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Loud -speaker America Two .. AWrcio
Talisman Two (D. Trans) . . A 194
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode) . . . A \ 7198
Pentector Two (P. det, RC) .. AW2x3
Clipper Two (D, Trans) WMx35
Continental Two (D, Trans) ..  WM143
Stay -put Two (All AC, D, Trans) V04155
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) . W/V1156
ABC Two (D, Trans) with copy "WM"-rs. 3d. WMr60
Brookmans Two (13, Trans) WMI68
AC Two (D, Trans) .. WM175

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
All -Britain Three (H.F., D, Trans) .. AWIS8
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AWx72
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AVI/175
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW192
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans) .. AWx96
All -wave High-mag. Three (D, 2 Trans) .. AWigio
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW2ox
'Talisman Two -three (13, RC, Trans) .. AW2,03a
Wide World Short-wave Three (HF, D, Trans) AW207
Everybody's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW2o9
1930 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) .. AW2ri
New All -Britain Three (HF, 13, Trans).. AW214
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) .  WM117
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans)  WM120
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode) ..  WMI23
Lodestone 'Three (HF, D, Trans) ..  WM129
Simple Screen Three (HF, D, Trans) .. . WM x31
Dynamic Three (AC -SG, D, Trans) .. . WM136
At Home Three (D, 2RC) . lvA'vrv1412I
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans) .. ..
Binowave S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) Whlisz
Fanfare (D, 2 Trans) ..  WM157
Brookmans Three (SG, D, Tram) .. . WM16 t
Community Three (D RC, Trans) ..  WMi64
New Q3 (SG, D, Pentode) .. WMI67
Brookmans Push-pull Three (IIF, D, Trans) 1/6 WMx7o
Celerity Three (SG, D, Trans) WM173

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, 2 Trans) .. AW133
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans, AC

Rectifier) . AW2oo
'Music -lover's .(SG, D, RC,

Trans -is. 6d.) .. AWzo2a
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Loud-speaker-

is.) AW2o2b
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Motor -board -9d.) AW2o2c
Binowave .Four (SG, D, RC Trans) .. WM119
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, 211C) WM122
Dominions Four (zSG, D, Trans) .. .. WM134
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four .. WM140
Music Player (HF D RC, Trans) .. WM144
Arrow (SG, HF D, Trans) .. WM154
1930 Monodial (zSG, D, Trans) WM158
Electric Four (All AC -SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM tea
Outpost Four (SG D, 2 Trans) W11/1z65
Brookman's Four (2 SG, D, Trans) .. WM174

FIVE -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)
Fidelity Five (HF, D, 2RC) . WM130
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Push-

Pun) . WM I46
1930 Five (2t1F, D, RC, Trans) WhI171

AMPLIFIERS (is. each)
A.W:Gramophone Amplifier .. AW2o5
Beginner's Amplifier (tv.) 9d. AW210
Brookman's Separator (HF Unit) AW2r2
Signal Booster (HF Unit) . . WM 28
Auditrol Amplifier .. . . . ; W141132
Concentrator (HF Unit) .. WM.169

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. eat*
Short-wave Adaptor (1-v.) . : AW183
High-tension.Batter Charger .. AWr91

AW193
AVVI 97
AW204

WM125
WMx26

Mains Unit for S.8 Valves .

Simplest H.T. Unit ..
B.P. Wavetrap (6d.)
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains .

Lodestone Loud -speaker
James H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains ..  WM133
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit ___WM-147
A.C. Mains Amplifier ..  wM149
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WM x sr
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains .. .. WM 59
"W.M." Linen -diaphragm WhIr72

PORTABLE SETS
Arcadian Portable (SG, D, 2 'Trans) with

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AW177 1/6
£5.1.0 Portable (D, Trans) 1/6
Holiday Portable Three OD RC, Trans) .. AWx 88 1/-
Music Leader (SG, D, RC,e Trans) with

copy "AW " AW2o3
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het) . WM139 1/6
1924 Chummy (SG, D, 'Trans, EC)W14145 116
Enchanter Portable (21 -IF, D, RC, Trans) WM150 1/6

'The three priests are obtainable for as. 6d. post free
OWN of the " Wireless Magazine " and of "Amateur Wireless " con-
taining descriptions of any of these sets can be obtained at Is. 3d. and 4d.
respectively, post free. Index letters " A.W." refer to "Amateur Wire-
ess " ,t9 and " W.N." to" Itaretess Magazine" sets.

AMATEUR WIRELESS 51-61 FETTER LANE
LONDON. EC .4
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in New York, has equipped its 2,50o rooms
with loud -speakers fitted with a switch.
This arrangement gives the residents a
choice of four local programmes "broadcast"
through a central receiving station. It is
also possible to listen to the musical pro-
gramme supplied by the hotel restaurant
and ballroom orchestras.

Requests were recently broadcast from
WENR (Chicago) for listeners to indicate
whether they select programmes by refer-
ring to the newspapers or whether they
merely "dial around" until they find some-
thing of interest. Compilation of the
replies resulted in the following statistics :
75 per cent. of the listening audience refer
to programmes printed in newspapers,
20 per cent. use lists made up by them-
selves or from sources other than news-
papers, 4 per cent. merely " turn the dials"
and t per cent. listen regularly each week
to programmes or stations that are their
favourites and do not attempt to find
either new stations or new programmes.

WIRELESS.IvPARLIAM ENT

_shic4

(From Our Own Correspondent)

SIR WILLIAM MITCHELL-THOMP-
SON asked the Postmaster -General

what call -sign was being allocated to the
second station, at Brookmans Park and.
when it was anticipated that a full alter-
native programme would be transmitted
from this station.

Mr. Lees -Smith said it had been agreed
that, for the time being, the London call -
sign, " 2L0," should cover both transmit-
ters at the Brookmans Park station. He
understood that when two programmes
were transmitted simultaneously, they
would be referred to as " London Regional "
and " London National" respectively. The
tests which were now being carried out in
the -transmission of alternative programmes
for short periods would be continued for
some weeks; but the British Broadcasting
Corporation was not yet able to state the
date on which they expected to be in a
position to transmit full alternative pro-
grammes from the station.

Mr. Benson asked the Postmaster -
General if he would state the cost of issuing
a. wireless receiving licence and upon what
basis the cost was calculated.

Mr. Lees -Smith said that the average
cost during the last financial year was
about is. id. per licence. This cost was
based upon returns of the time occupied,
and it included provision not only for the
issuing, recording, and renewing of annual
licences, but also for headquarters work
and for such duties as the detection of
unlicensed stations and any subsequent
legal proceedings.
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Be Sure It's
RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly'sTheatre Phones  Gerrard 4637 and 2821

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday morning 11-1

TUNEW ELL
CLARION COILS
(AERIAL OR

ANODE) 10/6
DUAL 6 -PIN COIL, 7/S

P00/2000 metros
For MASTER 3, A110.3111

DE LUXE MODEL
SENSATIONAL OFFER IN
LOUD -SPEAKER SETS (Z1.)
BEADY TO SWITCH ON -THAT'S ALL!

USE
BATTERIES

and
SPEAK ER S

EXTRA
Grand Re-
ception on
Brook in ass
Park, 5GB,
Local, 5XX,
,4; Continental

Stations
Assembled
REAM To DE LUXE RECEIVER
In 171. .M.LE-CABINET

as shown. '

Complete with :THREE
D.E. VALVES, BATTERY
LEADS, GRID BIAS,
DUAL RANGE COIL 200/

2000 metres.
.extra with LATEST

DARKE3IITTER. TRIO-
TRON VALVES

No 17L 1 Ni;IN

6
Carr. & Packing 51 -

BRITAIN'S FAV. 2
Kit of approved components, For home assembly
panel, strip, all screws, wire EASY TERMSand sundries, 14x7 Cabinet
(hinged lid), . baseboard, . FIRST
Power and 1). Valve, Blue-

81
PAYMENT

print, DUAL RANGE 200/ and 11 further monthly
2000 Metres COIL. L.P. payments of
Form 'on request to flat or

holi,eholdee, 8! -
TALISMAN 2

Kit of approved components, For home assembly
panel, strip, all screws, wire EASY TERMSand sundries, 14x7 Cabinet
(hinged lid), baseboard, FIRST

- PAFewer and D. Valve, blue- 8/YMENT
print, Wearite Talisman and 11 further monthly
Dual Coil. E.P. Form on payments of
reaue3t to fiat or house-

holder. 8/-
CLARION 3

Kit of approved components, EASY TERMS
2 Tunewell Clarion Coils,
panel, strip, all sciews, wire 12/9 FIRST

PAYMENT ..and sundries, 14x7 Cabinet and 11(hinged lid), baseboard,
S.G. Mallard Valve, 2 D.E. further monthly 4219Valves. blueprint. payments of I
KITS OF PARTS CAN BE BAD ON EASY £3

TERMS OVER

WE STOOK Front A. U. Morton, of Balk;
J.B. Condensers, It.I.Ctiokes,
Transformers, and all usual
products, Lewcos Coils,
Chokes, etc. Ekeo Mains
Units, Amplion Speakers,
Brown Speakers, and all
components, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti L.F. Transformers,
Chokes, Anode Resistances,
Cossor, Osram, Ediswan,
Marconi Valves, Varley
Chokes and Transformers,
Ormond Condensers, Dials,
etc.

BRITISH VALVES
Marconi, Cossor, (Warn, DO.
Poiver, 1216. 5.1'.. 111-. 2216.
Pentode, 25/, Sets of valves for
all Coseor and Osram kits of pats,
de.
KITS OF PARTS of your own seise.
lion adoted for at a special OVER
cash price when possible on 25/.
receipt of letaiiPri eat.

COUPON NO. 6
NEW CATALOGUE READY 3d.

Mention Number of Coupon.

Wintney, 1/10/29
Dear received wire-

less set, etc. (yesterday). I am more
than pleased with sane. It has sur-
passed my expectations, and you can
be sure I shall recommend your fins
in future to my friends.
Xourserttly, (Signed) A. C. Morton.
From Mr. A. Wall, of Syarkhill,
Birmingham, 7/11/29 :-

Fla -Thank you for set. etc., of
which I am very proud: it is all it
claims. I was extremely astonished;
its merits are unequalled. 1V ish ing
your SeiS every future success, and
thanking you again, I remain,

(Signed) A. Wall.

DARIO VALVES
or 4 volts

Universal, B.C., or Super H.F.
each - - 5/6

Soper Power - 7/6
Hyper Power - 9/6

(Postage pleasta)

TRIOTRON VALVES
New Dark Emitters.

Power, 7/6; R.C.,11.F., L.F., each
the, 2 -volt. Post 3c1.. Latest
TRIOTRON 4 -pole Gal. Arm.
Loud Speaker Unit ISM.
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ROTOR -
OHM

VOLUME
CONTROLS
For your volume con-
trols insist upon Rotor -
ohms, because they are
extremely accurate,
smooth as velvet in ac-
tion, constant, durable

Ohms - and have a generous cur -
2,000, 5,000, 10,000,
25,000, 50,000, 70,000, rent -carrying capacity.
100,000, 200,000, Used by art the best set
500,000, 1 Megohm, triabbfaelusers.

2 Meg'hm°, Megohms. If unable to obtain from your
Prices : dealer, order direct from us-

Standard Type .. 5V mentioning dealer's Raise, and
Potentiometer Type 6/6 type required.

ROTOR ELECTRIC Ltd., (Dept. A.W.)
2-3 UPPER RATHBONE PLACE, LONDON, W.1

Telephone: Museum 2641-2642

750 WATT "Q.M.B."
SWITCH 2/6

LYONS' NEW "B.A.T."
(Best - After - Test) QMB
Switch breaks 3 amps. at
250 volts
For TIE., L.F., II.T.,L.T.,
circuits. For A.C. Sets,
Mains Units, Gramo-Mo-
tors, and as Moving Coil
Speaker Field Switch, etc.
Send for FREE 4 -pp. cir-
cular; request at the sam
time our famous 36 -pp.
"CLAROSTAT " Book (all
about D.C. and A.C. Mains
Units, with scale drawings).

CLAUDE LYONS, LTD.,
76 OLDHALL STREET,
LIVERPOOL : ENGLAND

YOU WANT AN
"ELECTRADIX" RADIO TESTER
TO GET EXACT

The
D1X-ON EMETER
is the Highest Grade possible.
Used in Admiralty, L.C.C.

G.P.O., and the Varsities.
Price : "DIX-ONEMETER"
IN CASE, READING 40
MICROAMPS, PER DIV.,
WITH 6 MULTIPLIERS.

£4 : 10 : 0
A Wonderful Stock of Radio

and Scientific Apparatus.
Send us your enquiries for Moving Coil Speakers,
Mains Sets, Chokes, Gramo-motors and Amplifiers,
Microphones, Recorders, Relays, Special Apparatus
for Transmission anti Testing. Dynamos and
Motors, all sizes. Bridges, Galvos, Switch and
Couto] Gear of every description in stock.
NOW READY, NEW EDITION OF 72 -PAGE
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 4d.
Send Stamped Addressed Envelope for November

Sale List.

218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
Telephone: City (.9i

RESULTS

GRAMOPHONES LATEST HORNS
AND PARTS

CATALOGUE FREE. CASH OR TERMS.
BUILD £12 MODEL FOR £3. INSTRUCTIONS 31.

W. BURT, 185 High St.. Deptford, London, S.E.8

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loud -speaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/. Post Free.

Terms to Trade
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

"Service " Dept.
214 High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19
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" THE SHEER JOY OF CONSTRUCTING "
(Continued from page 6)

work, whilst knobs and switches jostle -one
another. The set is well-nigh perfect now,
but obviously it can be simplified. The
potentiometer setting, once found, requires
no alteration; therefore, one can use a
semi -fixed pattern mounted upon the base-
board. And so with many of the other
added controls.

Home construction is not dead. It is as
much alive as ever it was, and it will con-
tinue so long as the love of snaking things
and altering things persists-that is one of
the characteristics of our race.

ALL BRITAIN'S THREE
HERE ARE THE VERY
PARTS FOR THIS SET

The Sovereign Base-board Mounting
Potentiometer is also
specified. From 11/
all dealers . ..40/

The Sovereign H.F.
Chokeour

of setis a dgersetagtnfearvs.

If is efficient ; effective
over a very wide fre-
quency band ; slot
wound , minimum
capacity ; low loss
Bakelite former; ter-
minals and tags. Fol-
low the set
designer - he
knows,

OR

SIGN
4/ 11111111111111111111111

UFAG
Produced by J.R. WIRELESS CO.
6-8, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1

Baldry Ad. J.R.7

SINQUERS
SAVE YOUR

ACCUMULATORS
SET A SINQUER

SENTRY!
HE'LL NEVER LET

YOU DOWN.
Double the life of your cells! Avoil
Icing let down by a run -out accumula-
tor. Sinquers tell you the exact state
of your battery ant warn you wbeu it
needs recharging. Just drop them ai
and leave them to it.
1/. per carton from molt dealers or
1/3 post free from amnia, makers.
FIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO.,

Oakhill Road, Sutton.
Pole trade distributors, Eric 3: Lever
(Trix, Ltd., 33 Clerkenwel !Green, RCA
1=11=11111=11110111111110

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Prize
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief awl
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of "Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Aivertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for Ms

tons fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
skald be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received 01
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and ls. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, doubts
lees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON,

PATENTS.-Trade Marks, Advice Handbook free.-B. T.'
King, Regd. Patent Agent, 146 Queen Victoria St., London.
WIRELESS OPERATING APPOINTMENTS-Fees payable
after qualifying (for boarding students). Morse Classes.
Wireless School, Manor Gardens, Holloway, N.7.
THE PROPRIETOR of Patents Nos. 263752 and 263753
` Variable Directional Electric Wave Generating Device"
and "Directive Projecting and Receiving System for Use
in Wireless Telegraphy or Telephony" is desirous of
entering into arrangements by way of Licence or other-
wise on reasonable terms for the purpose of exploiting
the same and ensuring its full development and practical
working in this country. All communications should he
addressed in the first instance to:-J.-E. Evans -Jackson
and Company, Registered Patent Agents, Bath House,
57 to 60, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.1; and 34,
Dame Street, Dublin. Ireland. '

ENGINEERS.-Can't we get together? All we ask is the
chalice to prove that you can earn £300, £400, £500 per
year and ,more. Other men are doing it and you can do
the Same. We have an unrivalled and world-wide organise-,

:tiOn waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expert.
If you wish for something more ;than a " bread-and-
butter " job, you owe it to yourself -to investigate our
service. Our handbook, "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," has pointed the way to better things to over
20,000 of your fellows. It contains details of A .M.I.Mech.E.
A.M 1?,.I.C..,.A.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M C.I.Struet.E.. C. and,

etc. ExanM., and outlines Home -study Courses
in all branehei of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor, and Wire-
less Engineering. In a brilliant article, Professor A. M.'
Low shows clearly the chances you are missing. The book,
and our advice are quite free. We guarantee " NO PISS-NO FEE." Don't miss this opportunity; send a post
card NOW (state Branch, Post, or Exam.).-British
Institute of Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare
House. 20 Oxford Street, London, W.I.

EUREKA
The L.F. Transformer that gives Really First

Class Reproduction at a low cost.
Baby Grand ist or znd stage 8s. 6d.
Concert Grand ist stage .. . 10s. 6d.
Concert Grand znd stage .. . 9s. 6d,
Smoothing Chokes soh. 4om/a. . 10s. 6d.

All Post Paid by return. Money
refunded if not satisfied in 7 days.

L. PERSON & SON
(Dept. 6), 63, Shaftesbury Street, London, N.1.

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH - TENSION
ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT

RADCROIX
Mains Unit Components.

KITS OP PARTS FOR
A.C. Unit, 9.0.50, 8.0.80, Det. GO, 130 max.

All -Power A.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages .;
D.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages
Battery Charger, complete with valves, charging

Wiring Diagrams Free. State A.C. or D.C.
From your dealer or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY
103, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1

Telephone : Clerkenwell 3312

it 16
52 2

19

6
6
9

B. 15 6

BATE'S
'M ILLI ON'

EARTH
TUBE

1/6 EA:
A REAL EARTH TUBE

24." LONG X I" DIA:.
ALL DEALERSR SUPPLY.

0

JABEZ BATE &CP-
VERONA WORKS BIRMINGHAM

BEAUTIFY YOUR S De LaneET! Itritadmioitugisifutroe

Sent ON APPROVAL-you may return at our expense
if you wish to past with it. Used by Radio Press-over

3,000 clients.
PHOTOGRAPHS & LIST FREE

Pickett's Radio Furniture Workshop (A.M.) BodeyHealb

nutteur Wirebizsl Avail
COUPON

Available until Saturday

JANUARY 11, 1930
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DUBILIER
FOR STAUNCH

RESISTANCES

.25, .5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5 and
io Megohms. Other Higher
Values specially to order.

Each

',RESISTORS

Any standard Holder (Hon--
value zontalorVerti- I

Each cal) Each

slM

HOLDER

DUMETOHM
HOLDERS

Vertical or Horizontal

(Horizoiltal Type)

10,000 to 100,00o ohms 5 
15o,00o and 200,000 ohms 8-
250,000 ohms 99
300,000 ohms T16
Holder for horizontal type 1,6

UBILIE
RESISTANCES

If you have any difficulty in obtaining Dubilier
Products, please write direct, giving your

Dealer's name and address, to
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.,
Ducon Works, Victoria Rd., N. Acton, London, W.3

v, -r 13C27$/it

Easily operated by connecting to any A.C.
Mains light socket-no batteries needed -
this Lotus All Electric 3 -valve S.G.P. Set
is highly Selective and covers a good
range of British and Continental stations.
Cash price tar , (Royalties paid, and in-
cluding valves). The same circuit is used
in the Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. Battery Model
-Cash Price £13 r5s. od. For home con-
struction get the Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. Bat-

it.terayt anoydwelireiltesast kcjeale21 dealer's
do See

write
andn

to-dhearay

for the Lotus Sets Catalogue and Hire Put-
' chase terms.

4011FILIIS
&LL ELECTRICRECEIVER

Gets the Best Reception
Made by the makers of the famous lotus Components in one of

the most modern radio fact)ria in Great Britain.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Dept. A.W.4, Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Radio Products
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reception

leaflet-Reference
Lewcos "Q"
lbove will be sent
WRITE FUR IT TO -DAY !

ltcf. 
Si spin IBaseboard
Model I Model

Aerial Gait
SP/QAT QAT

Split Primary
Transformer '

SP/QSP QSP
Screened Grid

Transformfr
SP/QSG QSG

15/-

15'-

15' -

The name Lewcos ' is the hallmark of a
Perfect Radio CoMponent-7-it is' a guarantee
of perfection in the materials and \Oilman=
ship used in every stage of manufacture.
If your Set is fitted with Lewcos Coils you
will be rewarded with greater purity of tone,
increased vol- -------- tlle, and super
selectivity.
Afully descriptive
No. R.351-:of the
Coil illustrated
on request.

-

Q"COIL
Which is specified

for the "New All
Britain Three'
described in

this issue.

R.

k/
zok,

04, RADIO PRODUCTSAsAt,I,As\\.\-
6.44-CTR/C WIRE COMPANY '.1:.E-Ciii4rch

Road, Leyton London
°

5

Pe94

Printed in England,  Published by -Bernard' Jones Publications; Ltd., 5 Fetter Line, London;
Sole Agents for South Airica-:.CrNrkai.-IcEws'Aotgev, L6i1rro.-Solz. Agents for Australasia; Gdmdas & Uorcti. LISIIIED. Saturday, Jarman' 4, 1930
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Valves E
MADE IN

Sold by all

with the Wireless Deokri

"TENACIOUS COATING"
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One of the famous

OSRAM
SUPER - POWER

VALVES
will make

the programmes
louder, clearer and

more life -like.

(law of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House; Kingsway, Lanaon, W.C.2.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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THE POPULAR
BATTERIES FOR
PORTABLE SETS

Portable 1. 03 volts
6"x 5"x ..

Portable 2. 99 volts
9" x x .  

Portable 3 108 volts
10" x x .

33 (imam Winztel

Nigtali I,E
4044 )14.1t% I:1:

ogrili II I EN
1111161.AIISE

8/6

13/6

15/ -

pure H.T. current comes only from a dry
battery for it contains steady, direct
current and does not depend upon
humming generators for its source of
supply.
Batteries are handy, portable, and safe,
too, and cheaper in the long run-no
expensive valves or windings to burn
out.

Buy a Battery and get the best in
EVER READY, the battery that.
has stood the test for 25 years.

Use an EVER READY
refill battery for your
Electric Hand Lamp.

EA Y
11E4° TQADE MARK

BRITAIN'S BEST BATTERIES

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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top and bottom-braced
to a girder -like rigidity-the
elements of the NEW Cossor

Screened Grid Valve are definitely
immovable. This Cossor system of
Interlocked Construction ensures a
remarkable degree of strength-far
greater than ever before attained
in any valve. As a result the
NEW Cossor Screened Grid Valve has
an exceptionally long life - it is shock-
proof, noise -proof and break -proof. Use
the NEW Cossor Screened Grid in your
Receiver - it is Britain's strongest and
most dependable Screened Grid Valve.

2 -volt type
now available.

Cos -or 220 S.G. (2 volts 2
amp.) Anode volts 120-150,
Impedance 200,000
Amplification Factor_22162011. Price -

Cossor 4 and 6 volt Screened
Grid Valves are also available
with similar characteristics at
the same price.

A. C. Ccss-,r Ltd, Highbtoy Grove, Lonhn, NS

(The NEW

ossor
Screened Grid

Valve
Don't Forget to Say That You Sew it in "A.W."
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A Gift to You-Tatsfield's Good Work-A Radio Night-Radio on the Road -
The King's Broadcast-A Difficult O.B.-A 5SW Broadcast

. A Gift to You-A present, useful
to every reader, is being given with
next week's issue Of AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS-a Free thirty -two -page Book,
giving specifications, brief notes,
circuit diagrams, layout diagrams, and
other illustrations of twenty approved
receivers and speakers of a thoroughly
up-to-date kind. Every piece of ap-
paratus described has been tried out
and is known to give fine results.
Remember, this book is being given
free with next week's issue. Make sure
of your copy now, to avoid disap-
pointment. Further details on page 38.

Tatsfield's Good Work-Tatsfield
is being used extensively nowadays
by the B.B.C. And perhaps because
Keston has put on new clothing, as
it were, it seems that more than usual
jobs are being given to the B.B.C.
listening post. Tatsfield was responsi-
ble for a very good American relay
recently, in which we understand a
rather novel method of short-wave
reception was employed. Also on a
recent occasion the Danish high -power
station, Kalundborg, was picked up at
Tatsfield, relayed to Savoy Hill, and The Hon. Mrs. Vicki/. Bruce with her portable set before setting off

on a Lapland -Monte Carlo run. (See accompanying paragraph.)broadcast from London and Daventry.
Probably there is no other broadcasting
organisation in the world which has such
an efficient reception post as has
the B.B.C. Tatsfield is certainly a
feather in the Corporation's cap.

A Radio Night-Radio entered
largely into New Year's Eve festivi-
ties. At many of the large hotels in
London, notably the Hotel Cecil,
the Savoy, and the Carlton, the
Marconiphone Co. installed loud-
speakers so that the revellers could
listen to Big Ben and also to the
switch -over to New York, which
carried them back again for a few
minutes to 1929. Radio fans who
had to put up with humbler
festivities on New Year's Eve
doubtless made good use of their
sets. The B.B.C. certainly did do
its bit properly on this occasion.

Radio on the Road-The Hon.
Mrs. Victor Bruce, the well-known

woman motorist, who is competing in the
transcontinental Monte Carlo rally next

CificaticitItatacaptt47)catir.a v7ice713e.,)E1
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week, is taking with her on a hazardous
four -day trip a complete " Eskimo "
outfit, picks and shovels, emergency
rations, and a radio set ! These pre-
cautions are necessary because she is
starting for Monte Carlo from a small
village on the fringe of Lapland. Just
what part the radio set will play it
will be interesting to watch.

The King's Broadcast-That
H.M. the King is shortly to broadcast
is welcome news. It is, of course, His
Majesty's first broadcast since his ill-
ness. The relay is being made from
the Royal Gallery of the House of
Lords, and the only, previous occasion
of a relay from there was way back
in 1926, when H.R.H. the Prince of
\Vales broadcast.

A Difficult O.B.-The O.B. depart-
ment is making special arrangements
for this broadcast by the King. Ten
microphone extensions will be placed
-in the Royal Gallery, and these will
be taken to a listening point just
outside the door. Thence the lines
will pass to the private branch ex-
change of the House of Lords, and so
to the transmitter. Therefore, when
you hear the King speaking you

will now know the devious routes through
which the speech currents are passing.

The broadcast is being given
between ri a.m. and r p.m. on
January 21.

A 5SW Broadcast-In order
that the King may have the largest
possible audience, the B.B.C. has
arranged to broadcast the ceremony
from 5SW Through the Inter-
national Broadcasting Union at
Geneva, facilities have been offered
for relaying the proceedings by tele-
phone line from Savoy Hill, or by
wireless link from Daventry 5XX,
to broadcasting organisations
throughout Europe. In spite of
the inconvenient hour for American
longitudes, the National Broad-
casting Company is arranging to
relay the speech through its
chains of stations. Th whole world
will be able to hear.
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LYING LESSONS!

Flying instructions being transmitted to a pupil pilot

I SUPPOSE everybody knows what a
large portion of the progress and safety

of aviation nowadays is due to radio,
writes an AMATEUR WIRELESS corre-
spondent All commercial and most private
aeroplanes, and all R.A.F. machines are
radio -equipped; and now a new use has
been found for radio in connection with
flying

Radio flying lessons are now given at
the Heston Air Park School, in Middlesex,
one of the most important training and
R.A.F. centres in this country. In brief,
the aeroplanes in which pupils are taught
to fly are fitted with very simple sets, so
that a pupil pilot can listen, while in the
air, to orders given by an instructor on
terra firma

This is a great innovation, because it is

A double microphone Is used to obviate
breakdowns

a most important connecting link in the
teaching of an air pilot. When a man has
been taught the rudiments of flying and
can "taxi" on the ground, he undertakes a
number of flights in a dual -control machine,

How Wireless is being used to,
Teach Flying

with the instructor taking the leading hand
and being ready in case of emergency. But
it is the pupil's first solo flight which has in
it the element of danger; for the first time
he is on his own-or at least he was until
the Heston School installed this radio link !

What will interest readers most is not
the way in which the radio link is employed,
but rather the type of receiver used, which
is of the simplest possible design. All the
radio parts are manufactured by Messrs.
Alfred Graham & Co., Ltd , of Slough.

Simple Receivers
The transmitter, which has been fitted

at the Heston centre solely for the teaching
of pilots, is used largely for transmitting
speech and not morse. Each aeroplane is
fitted with a simple four -valuer, having two
stages of screen -grid amplification, a leaky -
grid detector, and one L.F. stage. The
whole is contained in a small metal cabinet,
thoroughly shielded and attached to the
instrument board in the cockpit. The
tuning is semi-aperiodic, in that only one
tuning control has to be operated, and this
has a simple lock, so that it need not be
moved and cannot get out of adjustment
while the 'plane is in flight.

Preventing Interference
All the valves are fitted in shock -absorb-

ing holders, and the screen -grid stages have
holders at the anode -terminal ends to pre-
vent undue vibration. The set is well
shielded inside,. and a rectangular metal
sheath. fits over each valve stage, so that
there .is no possibility of interaction
between one stage and another.

There is a great necessity for this shield-
ing, too, in a receiver which is operated
Close to electrical mechanism, as is a radio
receiver in an aeroplane. Were the valve
stages, H.F. and L.F., not properly
shielded, together with their associate

circuits, magneto interference would be
picked up so loudly as to drown reception.

Projecting through the front of the panel
is an on -off switch, and this is really the
only control which the pilot has to worry
about.

Transmitting Arrangements
Reverting once more to the transmitting

end, the transmitter itself is installed at the
top of the, control tower at Heston aero-
drome. A dual microphone arrangement,
using carbon "mikes" of a special type,
prevents any possibility of this section of
the transmitter breaking down, which
might be very dangerous for a novice pilot
relying on the radio instructions.

On the top of the control tower, above the

The four -valve receiver in the cockpit

transmitting room, is a simple double -wire
aerial, which has not a very marked
directional effect, so that the receiving
strength does not vary according to the
respective positions of the 'plane and the,
transmitting aerial.

Mullard valves are used in this equip-;
ment, and it is interesting to note that one:
'plane, fitted with one of these receivers,
crashed mildly, owing to bad handling by
an inexperienced pilot. No part of the r
receiver was damaged and, complete with ,
the original valves, has since given over
roo hours' service I KENNETH ULLYETT.

It is reported from Paris that the Petit
?arisien broadcasting station has been
taken over by a French syndicate with a'
capital of some twenty million francs. The,
transmitting plant will undergo many
improvements.
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AND THE
NEW(
SMISSIO

ANGLERS are proverbial prevaricators,
golfers are proverbial profaners, and-

so it would appear-radio men are terribly
careless. There seems to be a large section
of listeners who, once having made a set
which works, either rest on their laurels or
sit amazed at such a stroke of luck in that
it does work !

Anyway, they wait till it is quite out of
date before again having the temerity to
touch it, juggle with its innards and make
it work like a good set should.

The coming-almost at once-of the
" B.P.'s " has caught many of these dreamers
napping.

Mist take the case of a simple two-valver,
in connection with which I was asked last
week to give some helpful advice. It was
not a very old set-perhaps only eighteen
months or so --and it had been rigged up
by an " expert " at a time when London and
5GB were the only stations which this set
owner needed. It had replaced a crystal set.

The first snag was
that a second. " ex-
pert " who had in-
stalled the crystal set
had done his job
thoroughly and there
was a full moo -foot
aerial-I believe we
used to call them
P.M.G. aerials-and
the earth lead was
short, fat, and well-
nigh perfect. The
whole aerial and
earth system was
so efficient that I
should think several
milliamps of rectified
current would be ob-
tainable with a
crystal detector using
this super antenna.

Therefore you can
guess what a job it
was to get good

selectivity with a valve set on this aerial
now that the B.P 's have started.

For some obscure reason only a single -
range coil was fitted so that despite the
fact that the ether is now so congested on
the medium waveband the owner of this
two -valuer was not able to "escape" on
occasions to the long waveband, there to
get interference -free reception from 5XX

No Selectivity
Of course, the aerial was taken direct

to the grid end of the coil, and there was no
suggestion of any centre -tapping or similar
device to lessen the aerial damping Grid -
leak rectification was employed with a very
doubtful -looking grid leak connected across
the condenser terminals.

Apart from the fact that this is not the
most efficient way of arranging a leaky -grid
system for selectivity, the detector valve
was hopelessly overloaded in this particular
set and it seemed to me that the only

kW....:W=603112IDSZMNIMMANWSWIEr

USE SUFFICIENT
GRID BIAS

FIT MAGNETIC ---
REACTION

FIT DUAL
RANGE COIL

ADD WAVE -
TRAP OR SERIES'

CONDENSER

CHOOSE DETECTOR
WHICH DOES NOT
OVERLOAD\

AT LEAST
120 VOLTS

H.T. NEEDED

CHANGE TO
ANODE BEND
DETECTION

USE LARGE
POWER VALVE

REMOVE -DUST FROM
ALL COMPONENTS

.exammmogueamrs. "rAmemotfit,
A typical two -valve set, with nine up-to-date improvements suggested

raritynr Wu -1763

solution was to change to anode -bend
rectification, or to use a pentode valve as the
detector, in a manner similar to that
employed in a recent AMATEUR WIRELESS
set, the " Pentector Two."

The power valve was a power valve, I
will admit, but it should be remembered
that the term " power " is a very indefinite
one. This particular valve did not have a
characteristic curve capable of accommodat-
ing the much greater grid swings now obtain-
ing owing to the greater strength of the
Brookmans Park transmissions.

Although electric light mains were instal-
led in the house, a small -capacity moo -volt
dry battery was used for H.T. When under
former conditions,the received strength was
not regularly so great, the valve worked
well with only moo volts, but with the ad-
vent of Brookmans Park an extra 20 volts
was obviously required. A better plan
would have been to have installed a mains
unit giving a m50 -volt output with a

useful flow of current
capable of putting the
small -capacity H.T.
battery to shame.

A minor trouble
was that 5GB was
received at such poor
strength that Lon-
don had to be relied
upon almost entirely.
Therefore the tuning
condenser was hardly
ever turned ! Dust
had settled between
the condenser vanes
and also on the other
components of the
set, causing high re-
sistance "shorts, "
resulting in broad
tuning.

I have chosen this
example because it
(Continued at foot of

next column)
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HOME -
CONSTRUCTOR

SETS i SPEAKERS

CIRCUIT
DIAGRAMS,
WIRING LAY-
OUTS AND
SPECIFICA-
TIONS

THIS BOOKLET IS AN INDISPENSABLE

FREE, NEXT WEEK!
32 -PAGE BOOK

HERE yon have both the subject and the title of the
free 32 -page book which we shall give to every reader

Of AMATEUR WIRELESS next week.
With every copy of AMATEUR WIRELESS a copy of this book.
What will the book contain? Specifications, brief notes,

circuit diagrams, layout diagrams, and other illustrations of
twenty approved receivers and speakers of a thoroughly
up-to-date kind, which any home constructor can make and
use with the least trouble and the most pleasure.

Every piece of apparatus in the book has been tried out
and is known to give fine results.

You will be glad to have at hand for easy reference this
collection of data,, diagrams, and descriptions, and you will
welcome the opportunity of making known to your friends
that this booklet is to be had free with AMATEUR WIRELESS,
published next Thursday morning, January 16.

The issue itself will be as good as ever-readable, useful,
authoritative-and readers, new and old, will be glad to
have it for itself alone.

On every occasion when we have given away a book of
sets and circuits we have run out of print before publication.
Although we are printing more than ever next week, we
expect exactly the same to happen again. Once the shops
and stalls have used up their first supplies it will be difficult
for them to get more; thus you may be disappointed of your
copy unless you make sure now by ordering in advance.

Please get your friends to do the same.

Price as Usual, 3d.
PART OF THE HOME -CONSTRUCTOR'S OUTFIT

4 OLD SETS AND THE NEW
TRANSMISSIONS "

(Continued from preceding page)
seems to contain most of the faults which
many listeners' sets seem to harbour; per-
haps not all, but some of them. People
arc waking up to the fact that there is now
greater power in the air, and shortly there
will be more stations available. An old -
type set which would receive, say, London
and 5GB at good loud -speaker strength,
and perhaps 5XX if a dual -range coil was
fitted, will not necessarily receive regional
transmissions satisfactorily. Selectivity is
only one of the new needs.

Salient facts which should be remembered
are the following : Aerials put up when
one aimed at getting as near as possible
to the roo-foot mark, must now be cut
down in order to get sharp tuning; and
with modern valves one will not lose any
strength : every set should be capable of
receiving on the long waves as well as on the
medium waves, for more use will have to
be made of the long waves as high -power
stations cause an increasing degree of wipe-
out on the medium band. A final point is
that, at a rough estimate, 5o per cent. of the
sets operated in the service -area of the
regional transmissions will suffer from over-
loading in one form or another. If it is the
detector, valve which overloads, then a
solution will be found in anode -bend or

pentode -valve detection. If it is the L.F.
side which is overloading, then higher H.T.
and a power valve with a more capable
characteristic are called for.

An accompanying photograph illustrates
a fairly old-fashioned set-a "winner"
in its time-which will need a little touching
up here and there in order to make it really
serviceable under the new conditions.
Several points at which improvements
could be made arc indicated, and the

A Lissenden impression of Vernon Bartlett

improvements suggested. Are some of
these points to be found in your set?

U.

BROADCASTING IN JAPAN
THE Japanese broadcasting system

now possesses six to -kilowatt trans-
mitters installed at Tokio, Osaka, Hiro-
shima, Kuamoto (Kuushi), Sendai, Sap-
poro (Hokkaido). In view of the number
of licensed listeners-namely, over 70o,000
-the tax has been reduced to r yen per
month (about zs.).

Plans have been drawn up for the con-
struction of a ro-kilowatt station at
Nagoya to replace the smaller plant now
in use, and a further transmitter is to be
erected at Kanasawa. The Japanese
authorities have also extended broadcast-
ing fatilities to Korea by the opening of
a station at Dairen, and a ro-kilowatt
plant is destined to the island of Formosa.

With the exception of Sapporo, situated
on the Island of Hokkaido, which takes its
programmes by wireless link, all stations
are connected up by cable with the capital.

Generally spealiing, the Japanese nation
has enthusiastically welcomed these radio
entertainments, the older generation show-
ing their appreciation of the true native
music, whereas their offspring claim a
larger share of European or American
up-to-date syncopated melodies. GRIDDA.
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A Quartz Crystal and its holder
RADIO channels have need for a source

of frequency whose absolute value is
known to a high degree of accuracy and
whose relative variations are held to within
very narrow limits.

The reasons for

Y

this rigid frequency

Fig. la. Method of cutting crystal

specification are obvious to everyone who
has used a transmitter. Absolute accuracy
and freedom from slow variations of large
magnitude are necessary to keep the station
at the assigned position in the frequency
spectrum and thus avoid interference.
Rapid variations must be eliminated if good
quality is to be maintained at the receiver.

The usual means employed for frequency
generation consist of a valve oscillator in
which the oscillations set up in a tuned
circuit are sustained through the medium

C2

CI

R

CO

Fig. 2. Electrical
circuit equivalent
to Quartz oscil-

lator

maltur

QUARTZ CRYSTAL

OSCILLATORS
of a valve. The frequency of such an oscil-
lator is affected by a number of factors,
such as supply voltages, the load imped-
ance, the temperature of the circuit ele-
ments, and so on. The frequency change of
this oscillator as ordinarily set up is greater
than a tenth of i per cent. for a I -per -cent.
change in H.T. voltage. The modern
operating requirements require a constancy
of five thousandths of r per cent or better,
taking into account all the factors that
affect the frequency This oscillator is thus
unsuitable for carrier frequency generation
without some radical improvement in
stability.

Value Oscillator Stabilisation
A large amount of experimental and

theoretical work has centred about the
stabilisation of valve,oscillators for supply -
voltage and load -impedance changes, and
a number of circuit arrangements have
been devised which result in a material
improvement. Some of these schemes
involve the balancing of one disturbing
factor against another, while others make
use of phase -correcting networks. The
most desirable scheme from the standpoint
of simplicity uses a circuit whose reactance
and resistance change very rapidly with
frequency. This implies a sharply resonant
circuit-that is, one with very low damping.
Such a system can accommodate itself to
a new set of conditions, such as changes in
valve -supply voltages or load impedance,
with a small frequency change, to an
extent depending upon how much the
damping has been reduced.

A good measure of the reduction of
damping is the ratio of the inductive reac-
tance of the circuit element to its resistance.
For well -designed coils this ratio may be
as high as 300, but mechanical vibrators
can be constructed whose equivalent ratio
of reactance to resistance is of the order of
30,000. If, then, a mechanical system can
be used for the oscillator circuit, a hundred-
fold improvement in damping is to be
expected with a corresponding increase in
frequency stability.

The use of mechanical vibrators was
confined to the low frequencies in the
audible range, until it was pointed out that

the piezo-electric effect in crystals could be
used to furnish the necessary coupling at
higher frequencies. The term " piezo-elec-
tric effect" describes that property of a
certain group of crystals by which electric
charges are generated on particular surfaces
when the crystal is stressed mechanically.
Of this group- of crystals there are only a
few which possess the mechanical qualities
necessary for a standard of frequency.
Quartz is the most suitable of these,
because it is easy to obtain at a reasonable
cost, offers no serious difficulties in prepara-
tion, and has very low electrical losses.

Quartz -crystal vibrators can be con-
structed for any frequency from a few
kilocycles to ro megacycles, but the ordin-

x
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Fig. lb. Positions of electrodes

ary useful commercial limits are from
5o kilocycles to 6 megacycles. As usually
prepared, the vibrator consists of a plate or
bar cut from the quartz crystal. Coupling
to the element is secured by means of
metallic electrodes placed in light contact
or in close proximity to the major faces of
the quartz. Fig. ra shows one of the
typical methods of cutting a plate with
respect to the original axes of the crystal
structure, and Fig. 113 illustrates the rela-
tive position of quartz plate and electrodes.

Fig. 3. Reactance curve of oscillator system
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The process by which the plate is set in
vibration can be described briefly as fol-
lows. When a potential is applied to the
electrodes, the crystal plate, by reason of
the piezo-electric effect, expands in the
direction v and contracts along the direc-
tion x. Along the third direction z of the
plate,' which corresponds to the direction
of the optic axis of the crystal, there is no
motion. When the potential is removed,
the crystal contracts and develops a voltage
of opposite sign on the electrodes. For a

Fig. 4a. Circuit inc uding high -frequency
crystal

steady potential, the magnitude of this
effect is small:. of the , order of, 6. by
zo-7 centimetres for, a, potential. of, 3,000
volts. But when an alternating potential
having a frequency corresponding to one of
the mechanical vibration frequencies of the
plate- is applied, the familiar
phenomenon of resonance builds
up the amplitude of ,vibration to
a level at which the forces acting
are very considerable. The
motion of the surface is some-
times so violent, that the crystal

walks" around between the
electrodes, and it is not uncom-
mon for a crystal to shatter
w hen vibrating.

The equivalent circuit of a
quartz vibrator in the region of
one of its mechanical vibration
frequencies, or "normal modes"
of vibration, is shown in Fig 2
The elements L, R, and c repre-
sent the electrical equivalent of
the mechanical vibrating system
c I is the capacity of the plate
itself --of a condenser with the
quartz plate as the dielectric.
C2 is the capacity of the air gap between
the quartz plate and the electrodes. For
a million -cycle vibrator, L may be of
the order of a half a henry; R, zoo ohms;
and co, cr, and c2, 0.06, z.o, and 5.o
micro-microfarads respectively The reac-
tance curve of such a system is shown in
Fig. 3; except in the region of a mode of
vibration, the crystal acts as a simple
capacity.,

High -frequency crystals are usually used
in a circuit similar to that shown in
Fig. aa. The equivalent electrical circuit of
this arrangement is shown in Fig. 4b. This
type of circuit will only oscillate when thq
equivalent circuit element on the grid side
is an inductive reactance, and, as the crystal
is only an -inductance - in -the region of its
mechanical period, oscillations can only
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take place at the natural frequency of the
crystal.

Assuming that the low damping of the
Crystal system is sufficient to reduce the
frequency change with change of supply
voltages and load impedance to a negli-
gible amount, there are other factors which
affect the frequency 'which have to be con-
sidered. Among these are the temperature
of the quartz crystal and possible change of
position of it with respect to the coupling
electrodes. To take care of these factors the
crystal has to be held at a fixed temperature
and supported in a holder that it is free
to vibrate but cannot change its position.

The designer of a frequency generating
system involving a quartz crystal, there-
fore, must know e the relation between the
dimensions of the plate and the frequency
at which it will vibrate; the decrement of
that vibration; its temperature co -efficient
of frequency; the type of vibration: and,
finally-, the fact that the voltage developed
by the plate while vibrating will be adequate
to ensure sufficient coupling between, the
mechanical and the electrical systems. If
a crystal plate could be so cut as to respond.
to only a _single frequency, it would be,
simple to determine this information for.
this mode of vibration and write the com-,
plete specification , Unfortunately speci-,
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times have values that are widely different
for modes of vibration that are of very
nearly the same frequency. Moreover, a
slight change in temperature or a variation
in the circuit to which the crystal is attache d
will sometimes cause it to "hop" from one
of these modes of vibration to another.

A large amount of work has been done,'
both in the Bell Telephone Laboratories
and by other investigators on the factors

Fig. 4b. The equivalent electrical circuit
of Fig. 4a

that determine the relative frequency
spacing, aetivity,- and other constants of
these modes of vibration.,

Crystals are now being produced on a
commercial basis. Of the means
now known for securing accurate

Trying out a crystal in a typical American transmitter

fication is not as straightforward as this.
In the first place, any mechanical

system of three dimensions possesses a
large number of degrees of freedom. The
crystaline nature of quartz further com-
plicates its vibration, for the various elastic
constants in a given direction vary as that
direction changes with respect to the axes
of the crystal structure. AS a result, a
quartz plate has a large number of possible
modes of vibration, some of them within a
few hundred cycles of each other The fre-
quencies of these modes depend 'upon the
orientation with' respect to the crystal
axes and shape and ratio of dimensions of
the plate. The decrement, temperature co-
efficient, voltage developed, and so on are

-all functions of the -particular mode of
vibrations set up in the crystal, and some -

frequency control, the quartz
crystal appears to be the best.
As radio requirements become
more rigorous, their application
will doubtless be extended. By
resort to harmonic and sub -
harmonic generation, the fre-
quency range to which crystal
control can be applied becomes
virtually unlimited.

TUNING BY SIGHT
rrHOSE who have any diffi-

culty in discovering by ear
whether a station has been tuned
in to its best possible strength
should make use of a milliam-
meter. Watch its needle as you
tune in and see what happens.
If your detector is of the anode -

bend variety you will find that there is
quite a definite increase in the reading as
resonance is approached. The needle
travels to a maximum position at reson-
ance and then falls back to normal.

With the grid - leak - and - condenser
rectifier just the opposite happens, the
needle making a pronounced dip at the
resonance point. The milliammeter tip is
especially useful if you are calibrating a
set, for it enables you to discover to a
hair's breadth the tuning of any particular
station. .It will also show you whether
your detector is being overloaded when
the local station is coming in. The needle
should remain perfectly steady. If it
waggles; then the detector is being asked
to handle'. more than it -,,can deal
properly.
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Varley All -Electric
2 -Valve Receivers
List Nos. AP r (A.C.)
and APz (D.0 )
(Marconi Royalty extra

each 15/-)

16 Gns.

Varley All -Electric
Receivers

List Nos. AP3(A.C.)
and AP4 (D.0 )
(Marconi Royalty extra

each 20/-)

25 Gns.

7or 19"VARLEY
ALL -ELECTRIC RECEIVERS

Valley

In London-in
Yorkshire-in
Lancashire-in
Scotland-in Wales
-on the South
Coast-in the West
Country-every-
where come the
same glowing re-
ports of the excellent
performance of the
Varley ALL -
ELECTRIC Re-
ceivers. Provincial
newspapers all over
England-the lead-
ing journals of the

Wireless Technical Press-all recommend these Sets in
the strongest terms.

Behind them is the name VARLEY-the name that
stands for everything up-to-date, for QUALITY, for
all-round excellent performance, and for perfect finish.

and
RADIO GRAMOPHONES

6,

Write to -day for Section A of our new Catalogue,
which gives full particulars of Varley All -Electric

Receivers and Radio -Gramophones.

Radio Week, Jan. 12-18.
A real pleasure if your Set
is a VARLEY All -Electric

Advt. of Oliver Pell Control Ltd , Kingswxy House, 103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2 Telephone : Holborn 530_

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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ol WIRELESS MAGAZINE .
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1JANUARY, lfor 1-, now on sae
contains full instructions for

O 0making the following Receivers:- fo

O 0
0THE 0

o 0
CELERITY THREE

O 0
This set will give you the best possible results with fa

el a minimum of trouble in construction and operation. all

el It is the cheapest and most satisfactory one -control
la ". screened -grid three yet produced. Standard two -pin la0

THE

SI Get this issue of the WIRELESS
ti MAGAZINE from your newsagent To -day

0. coils are used.
0.1 -71

fa

THE

BROOKMAN'S
FOUR

Well worthy of its famous designer, W. el
James, this set should prove to be one of
the most successful he has produced. It
is extremely powerful and reproduction el

is of the finest quality.

Also fully described are two other Sets :

0.

el

10

A.C. TWO & THE REGIONAL CRYSTAL SET
THE BIG LIST OF CONTENTS INCLUDES :

What Strength is a Good Signal ? By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.-
Wireless Troubles on the South Coast-High Power Television Broadcasts-
Better Results with the Brookman's Three, by W. James-We Pick Out the
Best of the New Sets for Your Guidance-Developing the New Form of
Radio Drama-" W.M." Set Buyers' Guide-Grarno-radio Section-New
Records Criticised and Listed for Your Choice-A Question of Aerials-
The Stentode Radiostat-Do Your Own Broadcasting, Etc., Etc., Etc.
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Certainly-
experiment
with your set

BUT NOT WITH
the COMPONENTS

Always use the best-

BglipkitiN
VALVE -HOLDERS

Clearer Tone . 2
Vibrolder 16
5 -Pin Holder 1'9
Pentode .. 2, 3

SWITCHES
Push -Pull 1 3
Rotary 1 9

TURNTABLE
tall -bearing and equipped with

hinged and folding legs .. 7/8
Send P.C. for fully illustrated leaflet

No. 2003.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
BRANTWOOD WORKS, LONDON, N.17
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it's easy as A.B.C.

4
4.4

With
4444pr

FLUXITE is sold in tins,
Price 8d., I 4 and 2,'8.

Another use for Flux..
ite : Hardening Tools
and Case Hardening.

Ask for Leaflet on
improved methods.

FLUXITE LTD.,
Wept. 326)

Rotherhithe, S.E.1S.

SOLDERING
SET Complete

7/6
or LAMP
only
2'6

- IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

For
better

results
use

The

C A40
RAD

" Melodee" Loud Speaker
Cabinet and Unit Holder

No. I. Size 151" x 13" x 71"

Oak, 22/- ; Mahogany, 24/ -
No. 2. Size 151" x 15" x 10"

Specially suitable for BROWN'S VEE UNIT,
Large BLUE SPOT, ORMOND ULTRA, etc.

Oak, 30/- ; Mahogany, 33/ -
This cabinet has been constructed on technical lines. Special care
has been taken to avoid resonance. The front of the cabinet is

of sufficient thickness to carry a chassis.

The Cameo Unit Holier as recommended saves cost of chassis, and
is drilled to take Unit. Complete with taing bolt and met.

; No. 1 Size, 1'-. No. 2 Size, 1/3.

Call and see full range of Cameo
Cabinets at NEW London Showrooms.

CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.
New Showrooms : 24, Hatton Garden, London, E.G.(

Telephone  Holborn 8102 ((°,. 3104

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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GET THEM
BOTH

TOGETHER .

66K
When getting your 66K Unit, ask
your wireless dealer to demonstrate
the Blue Spot Chassis.

You will then hear what the 66K
Unit really can do-for it is work-
ing under ideal conditions, driving
a chassis specially made for it.

The Blue Spot Chassis is made in
two sizes complete with cone :

The Major (i3" cone) i51 -

The Minor (91" cone) 12,6

Both Blue Spot and both the finest-
value obtainable.

BLUE SPOT
CHASSIS

BLUE SPOT
Major Chassis

15 -

BLUE SPOT
Minor Chassis

12'6

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 GT. PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.I.

Phone: Museum 863o (4 lines)
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales,

H. C. RAIVSON (SHEFFIELD 3 LONDON) LTD.,
too London Rd, Sheffield(' Phone: Sheffield 2,6006) ; 22 St. Mary's

Parsonage, Manchester ('Phone: Manchester City 3329).
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-THE FORCE BEHIND
PERFORMANCE !

Every dancer working in harmony, a fine
performance, a great show.

Every component working in harmony, a
great set with a fine performance.

Every component in the " Empire 3 " a
BurTon component . . . in the right
place, doing the right

25job; the whole a perfect 1 0synchronisation, a per -
Valves, Batteries andfeet set ! Royalties extra.

ALL MAINS MODEL
(self-contained)

Price of Set - - - - £11 : 5 : 0
Price of valves (Mullard A.C.) £3 : 10 : 0

(Royalties extra)

Identical in appearance to the Battery Model

T t

EVERY PART A BURTON PART

C. F. & H. BuaTon, Progress Works, Walsall, Eng.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Echo-and Our Sets
AS the years go by and the quality of

-reproduction on our receiving sets
improves, echo is added more and more to
the British broadcasting transmissions. It
seems an extraordinary fact that broad-
casting studio reverberation and receiving
sets should have any such complementary
effect upon one another, but it is so. In
the early days of broadcasting, only head-
phones and loud -speakers having doubtful
response curves were available. The
resonances in these reproducers coincided
with the resonance of the low -frequency
amplifiers of the time, resulting in a high
amplification of frequencies between 600
and r,000 per second, and with poor repro-
duction of sounds below or above this range.
The reverberation of small rooms, particu-
larly those with plaster walls, also empha-
sises the same range of audible frequencies.
The final result of a transmission made
from an undraped studio or room_ in those
early days was a reproduction so " rich " in
echoes, that speech was hollow and almost
unintelligible and music was a mere
"nasty noise."

Enter the Bass
Heavily draped studios were used by the

B.B.C. right up to the end of the general
use "of the horn loud -speaker. The cone
loud -speakers and the earliest moving -coil
speakers demonstrated the fact that the
transmissions were too " dead " and were
also lacking in bass. Hitherto, the mag-
netophone microphones had given pleasing
results on the best horn loud -speakers, and
the fact that they did not pick up bass
notes very well did not matter ; the receivers
and loud -speakers could not have repro-

_duced them. And so, with the improve-
ment at the receiving end, more and more
bass and echo have been added to the
transmissions. At the present time the
B.B.C. uses nothing but Reisz and con-
denser microphones, instruments which
give equal output voltages for the equal air
pressures applied, the converse of what the
ideal loud -speaker should do.

Reisz versus Condenser
Condenser microphones have been used

experimentally by the B.B.C. for a number
of years, but it was only until a few months
ago that they were brought regularly into
use cn the transmissions. The greatest
advantages of the condenser microphones
are the absence of blasting and background
hiss. On many transmissions, these
qualities place it ahead of the Reisz and
other high-grade carbon microphones. But
the musicians of the B.B.C. are loath to
give up the Reisz, on the grounds that this

well -tried instrument gives a brilliance to
orchestral music which has not yet been
achieved with any other microphone, j udg-
ing the result on the best -quality loud-
speakers.

Both types of microphone are now being
used, carbon and condenser, and it may be
of interest to listeners to try and identify
what type of microphone is doing the job
at the "other end." The condenser micro-
phone has practically no background noise
and is ever so slightly metallic in tone; the
Reisz carbon microphone is more " woody"
in tone, but gives a brilliant reproduction
of the high harmonics of the violin and
other musical instruments. The Reisz also
has, alas, a rather objectionable background
hiss, which is very noticeable during
announcements and silent periods when the
microphone is still "live."

Film Microphones
In the talking -film world there exists the

same uncertainty in regard to the relative
merits of the carbon and condenser micro-
phones. The British Acoustic recording
system, which has made a marvellous
improvement in the quality of its record-
ings, uses condenser or carbon microphones,
according to the type of sound to be picked
up. I believe that Ampliort or Reisz carbon
microphones are generally used for orches-
tral music. The R.C.A. and Western Elec-
tric sound -film systems use condenser
microphones only. The condenser micro-
phone possesses an additional advantage in
talking -film work; it may be moved about
during the taking of a scene without intro-
ducing undue rustling and " ponging."

A " Moving " Sight
I was an interested spectator at a film

studio the other day and\ saw the inspiring
sight of one of these microphones (complete
with its three -stage amplifier !) literally
follow a talkative actor all round a large
"set." The "mike" was in a small metal
box, about 8 in. square, which also con-
tained a three -stage resistance -coupled
amplifier, and the complete instrument was
suspended on sorbo rubber from a long
bamboo pole. The pole was mounted,
crane fashion, on a heavy pneumatic-
tyred tricycle. The whole assembly rather
reminded one of an inspiration of 'Mr. Heath
Robinson, but I must confess that it cer-
tainly enabled the recorder to have his
microphone suspended in the best position
above that talkative actor, no matter where
he walked. I was informed that the use of
such a contrivance would have been impos-
sible with a carbon microphone, as the
inevitable shaking up it would get when
being moved about would introduce most
unpleasant crackles and bangs.

Home Cinemas
The home cinema has made great head-

way as a national hobby during the last
year or so, but it has not reached the
heights of popularity achieved by radio.
Still, there are thousands of machines in
use, taking various gauges of films, from the
9 mm. Pathe stock to the 33 mm. width
of standard -size film. Hitherto, the home
users of standard -size films have depended
on the supply of pictures which have made
the rounds of the cinemas and have been
put on the "retired list." The overwhelm-
ing popularity of talkies and gradual
disappearance of the silent film threatens to
dry up this source of the amateurs' sup-
plies. Talking pictures are dull and useless
without the accompanying sound; the
actors remind one of gold fish opening and
closing their mouths !

-and Home Talkies
A large number of wireless men possess

amateur cinema apparatus, and doubtless
they will have been wondering if they can
connect up the projection machines to their
wireless sets. They have been asking -them-
selves how they should convert their
cinematographs to take gramophone disc or
sound -on -film talkies. Each method of
reproduction has its interesting problems,
advantages, and disadvantages, SD far as
the amateur is concerned. Disc reproduc-
tion requires the least amplification and
fairly good results may be obtained by
running the discs on a non -synchronous
turn -table revolving at 33/ turns per
minute. In this case the operator keeps his
film "in step" with the sound by ear.
Better results can be obtained by mechanic-
ally coupling the gramophone to the cine-
matograph, bearing in mind the fact that
the film has to travel 90 ft. in the same time
that the record revolves 331 turns. This
method is much more difficult, for it brihgs
with it the job of running -the machine at a
perfectly constant speed and the working
out of elaborate gear ratios. So that tho
majority of "home talkists" will probably
make use of the simpler (and vastly intrigu-
ing) method of keeping their projection
machines in time, with a separately played
record, by ear.

Sound from Film
The picking up of the sound from the

track on the edge of the film is much more
complicated from the electrical point of
view, though it does not bring great
mechanical problems, such as does the
mechanically coupled turn -table. The film,
after passing through the picture gate, has
to pass through a sound "tank." This
" tank " is nothing more or less than a box
containing a photo -electric cell and a
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    On Your Wavelength! (continued)     
special gate or drum round which the film
has to travel. A powerful light of the
motor -car headlight type projects a light
slot of i mil. by 8o mils. on the centre of the
sound track, the variations of the density
of which affects the photo -electric cell
behind. It requires about four stages of
valve amplification to magnify the impulses
from the photo -electric cell up to good
loud -speaker strength. On the whole, the
picking up of the sound from the film is the
most interesting for the experimenter,
though it is probable that the finest -quality
results will be obtained from discs.

The Supplies
Before deciding which method of

" talkies" he will use, consideration should
be given to the types of talking films
available. At the moment, it must be
admitted, few second-hand talking films
are available to amateurs. These, too, are
of the sound -on -film variety. Film com-
panies have the annoying habit of return-
ing old discs to the gramophone companies
to be ground up into composition for new
discs, leaving the synchronised film without
.ts sound. The sound track on the film can-
not be separated from the picture, fortun-
ately, and this type of film goes intact to
the second-hand and junk film dealers, the
:hid suppliers of standard -size films to
amateur cinematographers.

The " Radiotec "
Our police, I see, are to make greater

use of wireless in the very near future for
the purpose of preventing crime and for
tracking down wanted men. For quite a
long while the vans of the Flying Squad
have had small transmitting sets enabling
them to keep in touch with headquarters
when out on the warpath-or should one
say the peace -path, since the object of
their activities is to preserve peace ? Now
there is to be a wireless link between
police headquarters in all parts of the
country, which should be of the greatest
service to the authorities. Some time ago
the police tried out the Fultograph to see
whether it could be used satisfactorily for
transmitting from place to place, both
photographs and finger prints of people
whom they desired most earnestly to
interview. The results were most success-
ful, and probably still -picture transmitting
and receiving gear will form part of the
new equipment.

How Wireless Helps
The sending of pictures of the wanted

from place to Pace by radio would, of
course, be an. enormous help, for written
descriptions are seldom definite enough to
be of much real value. Has it ever struck
you on reading through such a description
in your newspaper how exactly it might
lit=FOU? I remember once having quite
an uncomfortable time in a London tube.

A hue and cry was out after some fellow
or other and his description was pub-
lished in the morning paper. I noticed
Several people looking at me rather queerly:
and couldn't think why it was until my
eye fell upon the personal details of the
fellow in question. Height, age, eyes, hair,
and even dress fitted in remarkably well
with my own. "As quite a fat reward was
offered, your "Thermion" probably had
a narrow escape from being hauled off to
a police station to give an account of him-
self. Wireless will also be of the greatest
help owing to the speed with which com-
munications can be broadcast all over the
country. Just think of the difference in
time between one transmission via radio
from a central station and the score or
more of long-distance calls on the tele-
phone that would otherwise be necessary.

But Once a Year
Probably you, dear reader, suffered, as

I did during the festive season, from the
doings of the fellow next door, who had
given himself a new set as a Christmas
present ! What so utterly astonishes me
is that anybody can howl in the place
where I live when trying to receive Brook -
mans Park, for these transmissions come
in with real punch even on a crystal set.
Yet two or three chappies with new valve
sets simply could not find Brookmans
Park, but went wandering up and down
the cat -call scale in search of the silent
point. Why people will start searching for
powerful signals with reaction full on I
have never yet been able to discover,
though I suppose there must be some
abstruse reason for it. At the time of
writing most of these squeakers seem to
have got the hang of things more or less,
but it was a pretty wild week whilst they
showed their novitiate.

Why Not?
It seems to me that the time has now

come to put howling on the same basis as
driving an improperly silenced car or
motor -cycle. The fellow who is fined for
using his horn unnecessarily disturbs
dwellers in only one street, but the wireless
howler creates pandemonium over a radius
of several miles. With the very wide use
of the screen -grid valve nowadays sets can
be made completely howl -proof, and I don't
see why it should not be a punishable
offence to rend the welkin with screams
and squeals. One little point has long
puzzled me : Why does the B.B.C. recom-
mend in its official circuits the construc-
tion of sets with the reaction coil coupled
slap on to the aerial ?

Worth Trying
In the last week or two I have dis-

covered a tip which enables many rather
old-fashioned sets to be made selective
enough to meet the requirements of the

twin transmission from Brookmans Park
at medium or short range. The trouble
with a very large number of sets designed
before B.P. got to work is that the aerial -
tuning arrangements are not sufficiently
selective. Sometimes a direct -coupled
aerial is used, sometimes the " aperiodic
method, but the coils themselves, designed
at a time when 2L0 was using 3 kilowatts
or so, are not good enough for the much
higher power of the new station with its
twin transmission. One method is to
scrap the set and rebuild it, but that may
be rather an expensive business, and not 
everyone has the time to carry out the
work. My tip is to remove the existing
tuning coils from the aerial and the grid
of the first valve and to substitute an
aerial transformer of the best modern type.
Generally the alterations in the wiring are
so simple that they can be carried out in
half an hour or so, and the cost of a really
good transformer is quite reasonable. The
difference that one genuinely selective cir-
cuit can make to the working of the set is
astonishing.

A " Spotlight " Combination
It is really surprising how a development

in one branch of a science can be seen to
have an application in another branch.
One example of this came to my notice the
other day, for I read that one American
broadcast, which happens to be a weekly
feature, was noted for its splendid artistic
presentation, and the success of this was
attributed largely to what has been called
a concentration microphone. This instru-
ment is so arranged that it can be pointed
towards the source of sound wherever it
may be located in the studio. In fact, it
acts like a spotlight and is actually referred
to as the " spotlight mike " in the studio.
Mounted on a high platform with a mega-
phone attachment directed from it towards
the studio, the microphone receives the
sounds to which it is pointed.

This scheme does away with the neces-
sity of placing several microphones in
various parts of the studio, all operating at
the same time in order to make certain of
catching all the necessary sounds, for
undoubtedly this, on occasions, produces
a certain woolly quality in .the broadcast.
What I was particularly interested in was
the suggestion that the spotlight micro-
phone may be the forerunner of the kind
used when both aural and sight effects are
broadcast simultaneously. In that event
some such instrument will have to be
arranged so that shots from big scenes can
be taken and transmitted at the a-ne time
that the sounds come from them. Thus,
with the microphone perfected so as to he
focused on any part of a large 'scene the
television transmitter device may be set
up on the same type of stand as the
microphone so that both can be operated
and controlled together. THERMION.
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SINCE we gave full work-
ing details of the " 193o

Ether Searcher" in the
December 7 issue of AMATEUR
WIRELESS, several enter-
prising firms have arranged
to market complete kits
Of parts for readers desiring
to con
struct the
set with
the least
possible
trouble in
obtaining
the components. Inciden-
tally, all the parts utilised in
the original set are readily ob-
tainable through the ordinary
channels. The metal chassis
is obtainable through most
dealers.

We have received from Peto-Scott Co.,
Ltd., of 77 City Road, E.C.r, a complete
kit of parts for building the " 193o Ether
Searcher." The price of this kit, including
the three specified valves, is 8 2S. rd.
As we have mentioned in previous articles,
the low cost of the " 193o Ether
Searcher" is one of its big attrac-
tions.

The Peto-Scott kit does not
include all the components
:as originally specified. Keystone
.push-pull switches are used; a
Pliips low -frequency trans-
former has been substituted
for the one originally specified;
the volume control in the Peto-
Scott kit is a 3o -ohm Ezistat;
the fixed condensers are of
another make than was specified;
a Keystone high -frequency choke
is also used.

To make allowance for the sub- The parts of the H. and B. " 1930 Ether Searcher " kit
stitution of these components, the chassis readings on the Peto-Scott set correspond -
drilling has been slightly modified. The ed almost exactly with those of our stan-
;layout of the original " Ether Searcher" dard " Ether Searcher." Of course, the
has been followed and the process of same tuning coils and gang condenser are
assembly can therefore be fully under- utilised in all the "Ether Searcher" kits.
stood by reading the constructional We have plenty of evidence proving that

Street, W.r,
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the manufacturers of both
the coils and the gang con-
denser are turning out really
accurate products.

The quality of reproduc-
tion with the Peto-Scott kit
was very pleasing. We
found it best to use an

R.C. valve as
detector with
rig. volts
applied to
the anode.
We have
every confi-

dence in recommending this
kit of parts to those who are
contemplating the assembly
of an "Ether Searcher."

From H. & B. Radio Co.,
of 34 Beak Street, Regent
we have also received a kit

of parts, which can be obtained by
AMATEUR WIRELESS readers for t3 6s. 6d.
This is without valves. Even so, the
price is distinctly competitive.

The kit is supplied with the metal panel'
already mounted on the metal baseplate

rte. .f,:<',,WZ.40g" by means of brackets. A special
drum -dial, different from that
specified, is already fitted to the
panel, as is the Formo gang con-
denser and volume control. The
constructor's work has been still,
further simplified by the fixing,
of the terminal strips to the base -
plate.

The kit is very attractive in
appearance, and complete in
every detail.

The assembly of the H. & B. kit
follows our original specification.

On test we were impressed
with the smooth working of
the drum dial. The perform-

ance was well up to standard in every
way. With the exception of the dial
and the metal chassis, the H. & B. kit
includes all specified components. We
can heartily recommend it to intending
constructors.

J. SIEGER
TESTED BY

and A. S. HUNTER

articles in the December 7 and December
14 iSSUC Of AMATEUR WIRELESS.

The Peto-Scott kit was assembled at
the Fetter Lane laboratory with consider-
able ease. We encountered no snags. On
test the completed kit set gave a perfor-
mance well up to standard. The dial

19 3

Here are two sets erected from kits of parts. The one on the left is the Pet3-Scott and that on the right the H. and B.
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THE "RADIO WEEK" PROGRAMMES
SUNDAY, JAN. 12, to SATURDAY, JAN. 18.

BELOW we give some excerpts from " Radio Week" pro-
grammes," omitting the regular items and any of minor

interest. It will be seen that every day has one or more first-
rate items well worth listening to. " Go Home and Listen !"
That is the slogan. Arrange for some of your friends to go
with you -friends who up to now have looked ." down their
noses" at wireless and have wondered whether any good could
come out of the B.B.C.

Next week provides an opportunity for all wireless devotees
to make converts. Every home in the land should have its
wireless set. " GO HOME AND LISTEN.",

SUNDAY, JANUARY 12
2L0 London and 5XX Daventry
3 to 3.3o. -Church Cantata, Bach.
4.30 to 6.15. -Orchestral Concert :

Dora Labbette (soprano);
Hubert Eisdell (tenor) ; the
Wireless Orchestra, conducted
by John Ansell.

7.55. -Religious Service, from St.
Martin -in -the -Fields.

9.5. -Albert Sandler and the
Park Lane Hotel Orchestra;
Olive Groves (soprano).

5GB Daventry
4.3o. -Military Band Concert:

The City of Birmingham Police
Band, conducted by Richard
Wassell.

9.5. -From the Oratorios : the
Birmingham Studio Chorus and
Augmented Orchestra (leader,
Frank Cantell); Stiles Allen
(soprano); Astra Desmond
(contralto) ; Eric Greene (tenor) ;
Howard Fry (bass).

MONDAY, JANUARY 13
2L0 London and 5XX Daventry
12. -Organ Music, by Edgar T.

Cook, relayed from Southwark
Cathedral; Gladys Currie (sop-
rano).

1.15 to 2. -Concert by the National
Orchestra of Wales. (S.B. from
Cardiff.)

3. -Concert : Ella Gardner (sopra-
no), Cuthbert Smith (bari-
tone).

3.3o -Dance Music : Jack Payne
and B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.

4.15 -Light Music : Alphonse Du
Clos and His Orchestra, from
the Hotel Cecil.

7.45. -Request Programme : Su-
zanne Bertin (soprano) , The
Wireless Orchestra, conducted
by John Ansell.

9.zo.-Discussion : "Should the
Speed Limit be Abolished,"
between A. P. Herbert and
Gerald Barry.

TUESDAY, J
2L0 London and 5XX Daventry
12. -Ballad Concert : Hilda

Blake (soprano ; Robert Beres -
ford (baritone.

12.30. -Organ Music, played by
Edward O'Henry, relayed from
Tussaud's Cinema.

z to 2. -Light Music : Leonardo
Kemp and his Piccadilly Hotel
Orchestra, from the Piccadilly
Hotel.

3. -Ballad Concert : Esther Cole-
man (contralto); William Hesel-
tine (tenor); Joyce Ancell
(pianoforte).

4. -Light Music : Fred Kitchen
and Brixton Astoria Orchestra,
with Pattman at the organ,
relayed from the Brixton As-
toria.

7.45. -Edward German Pro-
gramme : Mavis Bennett (so-
prano); Stuart Robertson (bari-

0.15.-Recital : Lionel Tertis
(viola); Berkeley Mason (piano-
forte).

ii to 12. -Dance Music.

5GB Daventry
12. -Ballad Concert : Eva Nealc

(soprano); Leslie \Vin Jones
(baritone).

6.4o. -Light Music : Caroline Hat -
chard (soprano); The Gershom-
Parkington Quintet.

7.30. -Dance Music : Jack Payne
and his B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.

 8.35 -Pianoforte Recital, by
Maurice Cole.

9. -From the Musical Comedies
(from Birmingham), Pattison's
Salon Orchestra, directed by
Norris Stanley, relayed from
The Café Restaurant, Corpora-
tion Street; Emilie Waldron
(soprano), George Dawkins
(baritone).

ANUARY 14
tone) ; Wireless Chorus; Wireless
Orchestra, conducted by Stan-
ford Robinson.

9.35. -Vaudeville . Will Hay (the
schoolmaster comedian); Tom-
my Handley (comedian); Mr.
Flotsam and Mr. Jetsam; Mabel
Constanduros and Michael
Hogan in The Whale, by Mabel
Constanduros and Michael
Hogan; Jack Payne and his
B.B.C. Dance Orchestra; var-
iety items from the Alhambra.

5GB Daventry
6. -Birmingham Studio Chorus,

conducted by Joseph Lewis, in
" Fireside Songs " (from Bir-
mingham).

6.40. -Organ Recital, by Dr.
Harold Rhodes, relayed from
Coventry Cathedral.

7.15. -The Wrecker, by R. L.

Stevenson and Lloyd Osborne.
9.5. -Chamber Music : The Eng-

lish Ensemble ; Marjorie Hay-

ward (violin); Rebecca Clarke'
(viola); May Mukle (violon-
cello); Kathleen Long (piano).

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15
2L0 London and 5XX Daventry i r to r2. -Dance Music.
22. -Ballad Concert.
I to 2. -Light Music : Frascati's

Orchestra, directed by Georges
Haeck, from the Restaurant
Frascati,

3.45. -Light Classical Concert :
4.4.5. -Organ Music, played by

Reginald New, relayed from the
Beaufort Cinema, Washwood
Heath, Birmingham.

7.45. -The Wrecker, by R. I.,:
Stevenson and Lloyd Osborne.
After the "News.'' -Excerpts
from The Show's the Thing,
with Gracie Fields, Archie Pitt
and Tommy Fields from the
Winter Garden Theatre.

THURSDAY,
2L0 London and 5XX Daventry
12. -Concert.

to 2. -Organ Music, played by
Reginald Foort, relayed from
the Regent Cinema, Bourne-
mouth.

3. -Evensong, from Westminster
Abbey.

3.45. -Concert : Doris Vane
(soprano); Philip Bertram
(baritone) ; the Wireless Military
Band, conducted by B. Walton
O'Donnell.

7.45 Vaudeville : Marie Burke
(comedienne); Ronald Frankau
(entertainer); Wish Wynne (in
character studies) ; Albert Sand-
ler Trio; Muriel George and
Ernest Butcher (in folk,songs
and duets); Jack Hulbert and
Cicely Courtneidge; Bransby
Williams (in character im-
pressions); Jack Payne and
B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.

9.2o. -The Toast of "The Im-
mortal Memory of Sir Walter
Scott" : proposed by the Rt.
Hon. Stanley Baldwin, at the
annual dinner of the Edinburgh
Sir Walter Scott Club, relayed
from the North British Station
Hotel, Edinburgh. (S.B. from
Edinburgh).

ro.-Pianoforte Recital, by
Harriet Cohen.

10.30 to I2.-Dance'Music.

5GB Daventry
30. -Light Orchestral Pro-
gramme (from Birmingham)
The Birmingham Studio Orches-
tra, conducted by FrankCantell.

6.40. -Vaudeville (from Birming-
ham) : Frederick Chester in
dialect songs and stories; Walter
Lanham (the human ark); Eva
Floyer (the entertaining
soprano); Philip Brown's Domi-
noes Band.

8.35. -Military Band Concert
(from Birmingham) : the Birm-
ingham Military Band, con-
ducted by W. A. Clarke.

JANUARY 16
5GB Daventry

12.-A Ballad Concert.
I. -Light Music : Maurice Toubas

and his Orchestra, from the Kit-'
Rat Restaurant.

2.30 to 3. -Organ Music, played
by Reginald New, relayed from
the Beaufort Cinema, Wash -
wood Heath, Birmingham..

6.40. -Programme of Old Memor-
ies, by the Birmingham Studio
Chorus, conducted by Joseph
Lewis.

7. -Helmet and Haversack (from
Birmingham) : A Page of Mili-
tary History, recalling Water-
loo, The Crimea, South Africa,'
Flanders. Arranged by Charles
Brewer, presented by Vincent.
Curran, Egar Lane, William
Hughes, Donald Davies, Harry,
Saxton, and John Rorke; the
Birmingham Studio. Chorus and
Orchestra, conducted by Joseph
Lewis.

7.4.5. -Concert : Margaret Balfour
(contralto); Leonard Gowings
(tenor); Wireless String Orches-"
tra, conducted by John Anse11.1

9.5. -From the Popular Operas
(from Birmingham) : the Birm-
ingham Studio Chorus and
Augmented Orchestra (leader,
Frank Cantell); conducted by
Joseph Lewis; Marjorie Parry
(soprano); Hughes Macklin
(tenor) ; Paul Eugene (baritone) ;
Joseph Farrington (bass).

FRIDAY, JANUARY 17
2L0 London and 5XX Daventry
12. -Sonata Recital: Maurice

Blendel (violin), Mirian Duncan
(pianoforte).

iz.3o.-Organ Recital, by Regin-
ald Goodall, organist and direc-
tor of the choir, St. -Alban's,
Holborn, relayed from St.
Mary -le -Bow.

3. -Ballad Concert : May Blyth
(soprano), John Buckley (bari-
tone), Elsa Karen (pianoforte).

4.30. -Light Music : Moschetto
and his Orchestra, from the
May Fair Hotel.

8. -Symphony Concert IX : Re-
layed from the Queen's Hall;
solo violin, Joseph Szigeti. The
B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra.

10.35 to 12. -Dance Music.

5GB Daventry
r2. -Lunch Hour Concert (from

Jirmingham) : The Birmingham
Studio Orchestra, conducted by
Frank Cantell.

1.15. -Light Music : Moschetto
and his Orchestra, from the
May Fair Hotel.

(Continued on page 62)
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING -BY CAPT. ROUND I

RECEIVER DEVELOPMENTS 11
OWING to the very sharp tuning

that is necessary in American
receivers, the problem of the audio
characteristic does not seem to have
been solved very satisfactorily. The
voltage outputs of some of the receivers
dropped off fairly rapidly above
',no° cycles, and apparently use has
been made of the rather rapid rise of
efficiency of the moving -coil speaker
above r,000 cycles, due to diaphragm
resonance, to counter this effect.

The general result of this combina-
tion, in a cabinet with a definite ele-
ment of cabinet resonance, was not
a quality I liked personally, but as all
the receivers I heard gave very nearly
the same quality, it seems to be one
that is liked by the public.

All the sets have ample power
output, with the result that blasting
in a receiver need never occur and
this is one of the nasty character-
istics that we, with our dry batteries,
have to contend with, and one which
I seldom heard in American receivers.

The ease with which these receivers
can be handled is really extraordinary.
Any child can manage them, as all the
operations have been reduced to the
one tuning knob and the volume control,
except in those cases of the more expensive
sets where there is an automatic volume
control, and this is added as a third knob.

Automatic Volume Control
This automatic volume control is very

amusing and, I think, a very valuable
device. In parallel with the rectifier of the
receiver is another rectifier, and the output
of this second rectifier is smoothed off and
allowed to alter the grid volts of the high -
frequency valves, so that as the input
strength goes up, the grid volts of the H.F.
valves are made more negative, and the
whole characteristic is arranged so that a
certain maximum volume can be obtained
and then, after that, signals are level.

At first, the use of this second control
knob is a little puzzling. For instance, if the
automatic control knob is set all out, that is,
at no control at all, one can control on the
usual hand control, and this simply reduces
the sensitivity of the receiver so that if One
is up to mush it can be reduced until the
mush is inaudible, but now as you go
through the tuning curve with the tuning
handle every now and then you hit an
extremely powerful station, the fully -tuned -
in volume of which is too loud. You can, if
you like, reduce this station to the strength
required by the hand control knob, but you
can also reduce it with the automatic
control knob, and then if the signal tends

A rear view of a typical American receiver-the Victor.
Note the efficient screening

to fade up and down on the input, there is
no change in volume at all from the loud-
speaker. So that, if one turns the tuning
knob over the scale, the ultimate sensitive-
ness of the receiver is set by the hand -
control knob, but the maximum loudness
is set by the automatic -control knob.

Obviating Annoyance
On very sensitive receivers I have used in

this country, one of the most annoying
features is that when a very powerful
station, such as the local, is run into, there
is a terrific roar which annoys all the rest of
the people in the house. I know at my own
house this is often the cause of cross words,
but it is practically impossible to avoid
doing this, at least, occasionally. When the
automatic volume control is set at a certain
degree, the strength of a near -by station is no
louder than that of a distant station, and
if you are set at the maximum sensitiveness
of the receiver, the most distant stations
come in just as well as do the near -by
ones, while the latter are any strength you
like to make them, which naturally in the
initial search is fairly weak.

I believe the cost of inserting an auto-
matic control in a set is fairly small, and as
it cures fading when it is of not too excessive
a character, it is, of course, of immense
value. I think that next year every receiver
will have an automatic volume control, but
this season only the more expensive models

Automatic Tuning
and Volume

Control

carry them. I have been told that
there are some snags in the operation
of these automatic controls, but
during the time I used them I could
find none. One of the chief defects I
am told is the behaviour of the
arrangement during strong atmos-
pherics.

All the American sets have come
to practically the one shape of cabinet,
that of an oblong box on four legs.
Sometimes the loud -speaker is below
in the cabinet, and sometimes it is
above the chassis.

Other Novelties
Several manufacturers this year

were attempting novelties in the way
of distant control, and various methods
of automatic tuning, but these, of
course, raised the prices of sets very
considerably. By distant control, I
mean not only that of strength but
also of tuning.

Automatic tuning consists in initially
determining a number of settings over
the dial for certain stations and ar-
ranging the mechanism so that by
pressing a button afterwards, the dial
will set itself at any one of the stations

previously determined. I understand
that such a device was on show at our

' exhibition this year, but so far I have
not seen anything like them and very much
doubt whether they will ever be extremely
popular.

By the way, all American receivers have
illuminated dials and, of course, this is
quite easy when power mains are in use,
and what is more, most of the American
sets are aerial run and portables are hardly
existent. I rather think our portables,
especially in the neighbourhood of New
York, would have rather a thick time unless
they had more than one tuning control,
because of interference between stations.

There is a very strong tendency towards
the practice of directly running the power
valves from the rectifier-a practice I have
personally been very fond of for some time
-but they have gone almost entirely to
push-pull output and, in consequence,
resistance -capacity coupling is replaced by
a slightly damped split transformer.
Various tricks are used in the receivers for
the purpose of maintaining moderately
constant amplification over the wave range.
We all know the troubles with cascade
tuned circuits, because the amplification
steadily rises as the wavelength gets
shorter. This trouble is cured in various
ways, one method I saw being the intro-
duction of an additional stage of ampli-

(Con tinuecf at foot of next page)
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For the Newcomer to Wireless : CAPACITY AND
INDUCTANCE

YOU said not long ago that you
would tell me why turning the knob

of a condenser alters the wavelength of a
circuit.

Right you are ! The wireless tuned
circuit consists, as you know, of a coil
and a variable condenser. The coil has a
property known as inductance.

What is that?
Have you ever watched a fireman's

hose when the water is first turned on?
Yes. It's flat to begin with and you can

see it swelling as the water runs down it.
Just so. And when the water is turned

off the hose doesn't go flat at once-
does it ?-but returns gradually to its
original shape as the water leaves it.

That's so, but how does this fit in
with inductance?

A wire behaves in very much the
same way when an electric current is
switched on or switched off.

But a wire can't swell.
It doesn't, but round the wire is

built up an invisible magnetic field
which surrounds it just like a sleeve.
Until this field reaches its full develop-
ment current can't flow unimpeded. In
the same way when current is switched
off, the invisible field has to collapse,
'just like the hosepipe, before current
stops flowing.

I see, then you mean that a wire has
a property which opposes the starting
or the stopping of a flow of current?

That's it, and this property is called
inductance. -- Actually it opposes not.
only the starting and stopping, but also
any change in the rate of flow. And if
you wind a wire into a coil this property
becomes very much more marked.
Electrically it is the equivalent of mass
or weight.

How do you mean ?
To set a wagon in motion requires a

great effort, to keep it in motion a com-
paratively small effort, to stop it a great
effort again, for its mass when at rest
possesses inertia and when in motion has
momentum.

I foliow that quite well.
Now watch this table knife, whose

point I place under a paper weight close
to the edge of the table. I press its
handle down arid release it. The knife
oscillates up and down rather fast.
Here's a two -ounce weight and a rubber
band. Fix the weight to the handle of
the knife and see what happens.

Why, it moves up and down much
more slowly.

In other words by adding weight we
decrease the, frequency.

That is so.

Similarly in wireless, by adding
inductance-that is by putting more
turns on to a coil-we decrease the fre-
quency or increase the wavelength.
And now for another experiment with
the table knife. Push it farther under
the weight so as to decrease its springi-
ness and again see what takes place.

It vibrates more quickly.
You will find that you can actually

adjust the rate of vibration by altering
the springiness.

Yes, I see that you can.
Well, capacity may be taken as the

electric equivalent of springiness in a
circuit. When we turn the condenser
knob we are increasing or decreasing the
springiness. The " weight " or inductance
remains the same; but by altering the
capacity or springiness we tune the cir-
cuit by varying its frequency or the rate
of oscillation.

Couldn't we do it by varying the
inductance and using a fixed capacity?

Yes. This was done in the old sliding
contact coil and it is still seen sometimes
in the variometer, but it is- generally
found more convenient to use a variable
condenser since this allows the circuit to
be made up in very compact form and
also enables minute adjustments in the
wavelength to be made.

' ii
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AMERICAN RECEIVER DEVELOPMENTS (Continued from preceding page)

fication with a transformer tuned to a little
above the longest Wavelength received on
the set, and the efficiency of this trans-
former falling off as the wavelength was
shortened, balances the general rise of the
remainder of the set towards the shorter -
wave stations.

In a country where the number of valves
is not an important factor, and where the
public do not worry about how many valves
they have in a set, this is a very good
solution of the difficulty.

Aperiodic coupling through a coupling
valve of the antenna was used to some
cxtent, but for various reasons I rather
think it will fall out, one reason being that
it very definitely increases the ground noise
in a receiver.

Mass Production
The manufacture of the various receivers

that are on the American market takes
place in factories where mass production is
carried out to the very limit, and it is only
by producing the receivers in these very
large numbers that the prices are kept down
to the extremely low figures which rule.

I think one of the most interesting
characteristics - of -these American factories

is the way they have brought the testing of
the various parts of a receiver and also the
testing of the final apparatus, down to a
fine art. For instance, the setting of the
intermediate transformers for super hetero-
dynes is carried out by girls who have noth-
ing to do but turn a screw until an oscilla-
graph indicates the right curve. These
oscillagraphs are quite elaborate instru-
ments and are actually used in large num-
bers out in the shops. Then, again, in the
testing of condensers, coils, tuning curves,
sensitivity, and all these like operations,
large numbers of young men sitting along
benches have delivered to them along
shielded cables, five or six standard wave-
lengths generally " piped" round the factory
like electric light. Each of these wave-
lengths is produced from a small power-
house by a crystal oscillator and a power
amplifier, delivering 5o watts output.
On each bench is an attenuator which
enables the testing men to get anything
from volts to microvolts on any of these
wavelengths. It is surprising to see how
these laboratory operations have been
brought down to mass testing practice.
Audio -frequency responses, particularly of
loud -speakers, are handled in the same rapid

way. Loud -speakers travel on endless belts
from where they are mounted to the testing
cabins on the side of each of which is a
round hole and as each loud -speaker arrives
in front of the hole, it stops. The man inside
the cabin passes it through its paces and 1
should say that a minute is all that is given
-to each loud -speaker, then it travels on the
belts to somewhere else to be mounted in a
cabinet.

Testing
The individual testing of all parts of a

receiver bit by bit in the factories is
complete that final testing does not seem
to be of major importance, and in the final
testing shops I saw dozens of receivers
being tested on actual stations side. by
side, and as all these sets were receiving
different stations, I hardly think the testers
could have got a fair judgment of the
performance.

It will be good news to readers to kart)
that the French P.T.T. stations are being
equipped with quartz crystal control, with
a view to the maintenance and checking of
their allotted wavelengths.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley

ILIKED Miss N%olet Sackville West's
spirited and, in my view, unanswerable

reply to those who had criticised her talks
on books. Although I adhere to the idea
(exclusive and patented) that there should
be a highbrow and a lowbrow critic on books
and plays, I think she has made her talks
of wide appeal,

I daresay I have said and written more
appreciative things about the B.B.C. talks
than most people, but I am doubtful
whether in the height of recent festivities
we were in the mood to listen to a miniature
biography, even though the hero was of
topical interest. In order to do justice to
any talk one must concentrate; and .how
the dickens can you, with crackers going off?

The Mendelssohn programme was wel-
come, not forgetting the ever -sweet "A
Midsummer Night's Dream." We don't
hear this often.

Did I omit to mention to pay a much -
deserved tribute to Hastings for its Munici-
pal Orchestra, conducted by Basil Cameron ?
This broadcast of popular music was a
refreshing seaside breeze.

Mr. A. B. Luckett (Birmingham), answer-
ing my Smethwick correspondent, declares
that " the Grange Orchestra is far above the
Norris Stanley combination in balance and
everything else. I should welcome more
programmes from them."

I see they announced each of Olive
Kavann's songs separately, which was both
unnecessary and interfering.

Here are further interesting comments
regarding dance music. You will remember
that I suggested not long ago that the
reason why we hear the same dance Music
is dile to the B.B.C. having more than one
band playing in one evening. Now here is
more evidence of this system-which
appears to be getting no better.

When I last wrote about this business I
said we were getting three bands in one
evening. Now I have just heard four
different bands from one station within
sixty minutes. There was Alan Green's,

Art Gregory's, Jerry Hoey's, and the
Piccadilly Players. And they have all been
playing popular stuff for all they are worth.

Naturally, there is repetition, for all
bands like to play the most popular airs.

Again I heard many of the bands during
the afternoon and evening, recently, and I
was struck by the predominance of one
particular tune. I had better not mention
its name lest the publishers get annoyed,
but it was noticeable that each and every
band I heard featured it without fail. At
first I thought it a pretty, tinkly sort of
tune. Now I loathe it.

H.B.G. pays a compliment to Christopher
Stone for his judicious selection of dance
records. He says that whereas the common
or garden record broadcast usually features
jazz records which are apparently calculated
to instil into the mind of the listener a deep
hatred for everything syncopated, Christo-
pher Stone seems to choose dance music
which, while a joy to the dancing fiend,
cannot possibly off end even the most
elevated brows.

Which reminds me of a point I intended
to mention last week. Who on earth is

Nancy Lovat -our cartoonist's impression

responsible for those broadcasts of the
latest American " hot " records? Even my
lowbrow friends agree that the stuff
featured is most offensive. I thought that
type of rubbish died out years ago. Fancy
Savoy Hill fostering it ! We must look out
for this sort of abuse.

To revert to Christopher Stone for a
moment. A week or two ago I heard him
announce a certain tune "by special
request of mother of a child of six." I
should like to inquire-exactly what was
the idea? The record proved to be a
scratchy indifferently played one and the
tune was banal. What next? Shall we hear
"I am now going to play Itchykoo,' by
special request of a father of Siamese
twins"?

The interchange of programmes with
Schenectady came off splendidly and credit
is due to all concerned. As far as reception
goes, the American programme came over
well, and I am not sure that it was not the
best relay solar. The fare served pp by our
transatlantic friends was enjoyable, as well
as being a change from the very nace for-
mality, of our own way of doing things-
which, if you please, I prefer.

I have been listening to two plays, Rupert
of Hent3au, arranged for broadcasting by
Holt Marvel and produced in the studio,
and The Student Prince, relayed from the
Piccadilly Theatre two totally different
productions, but giving me one more oppor-
tunity of pointing out how prefeitable a
studio production is to outside broadcasting.
The noise, laughter, and cheers from the
theatre spoilt the production for me.

It was a good idea, however, to give the
production in two parts; the first taking
place at 8.io and the second at 10.50. The
interval for relaxation was taken up by the
news, Mr. Gerald Barry, and a vaudeville
programme.

And, by the by, I must not forget to pay
a tribute to the incidental music in the
Rupert play, which, as is usual in Holt
Marvel's productions, was quite appro.
priate.

The narrator, too, was actually under-
stood I
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THIS title certainly sounds rather
ambitious. Yet it has always been
the policy of AMATEUR WIRELESS to

give to sets titles which really do convey
something either of the performance which
may reasonably be expected, or of the use
to which each receiver can be put in order
to give satisfactory results. .

Much has been said recently anent "new
conditions," and certainly it is true that
the advent of high -power transmitters
situated still too close to populated centres
has resulted in the need for greater than
ever selectivity. This is generally obtained
by the use of an H.F. stage. Three-valvers
are, therefore, in the greatest light of
popularity. It may reasonably be asked,
therefore, how it is that such an ambitious
title as "British Broadcast" can be applied
to a simple two-valver.

A " Two's " Scope
The justification for the name depends

entirely on how and where the receiver is
operated. This two-valver will properly
fill the needs of those who live not too close
to Brookmans Park, while it will have a
rather more limited but nevertheless effi-
cient scope with those listeners who have
at present to use wavetraps and similar
devices in order to get knife-edge selec-
tivity on the Brookmans Park transmis-
sions. .. -

For instance, if on your old -type set at
present you can just manage to get the
261 -metre transmission free from interfer-
ence from the 365 -metre transmission, and
vice versa, and you feel the need for an
up-todate set, economical to work, which
will give greater selectivity and which will
enable you to get more foreigners while the
local stations are working, then this.two-
valver will suit you.

The aerial and tuning arrangements of

Simplicity and low cost
are special features of the
British " Broadcast 2 "

A CHEAP AND
ECONOMICAL TWO -VALUER

this " two" are such as to provide a reason-
ably sharp degree of tuning. Were this set
a " three" and not a " two," then the added
amplification might be sufficient to cause
the sharpness of tuning to be unsatisfac-
tory, but with only one low -frequency
stage such a condition should not obtain.

This set, too, is a useful one in any case
where it is desired to use an indoor aerial.
A good indoor aerial will enable this little
receiver to give good signal strength and to
maintain a degree of selectivity comparable
with that evinced by a three-valver having
an H.F. S.G. stage and working on an out-
door aerial.

In brief, no fears need be entertained by
the large majority of listeners that this
simple receiver will not be selective enough
or will not give sufficient strength.

The Circuit
The set is designed for loud -speaker

working. The inter -valve coupling and
power valve arrangements-with a separate
tapping for the anode of the power valve-
are such that excellent loud -speaker repro-
duction is given

Glance at the theoretical circuit diagram
to see how the various features are
arranged.

Tuning is carried out by means, of
course, of a dual -range coil. A type of
coil is used in which the long and short-
wave sections are wound on the same
former, the long -wave section being
" shorted " by a switch on the panel when

reception .on the medium waves is
desired. The windings and charac-

teristics of the coil are so arranged
that no loss of efficiency is caused

by the presence of the " dead '
long -wave winding.

The coil is tapped in order
that the aerial damping
shall not have any
serious effect on the
sharp tuning of the coil
itself. The tapping is
taken to an inter-
mediate point on the

inding of the short-
ave section. Further,

to increase selec-
tivity, a .0002
condenser is in-
cluded in series
with the aerial.
This combina-
tion of series
capacity and coil
tapping results
in a satisfactory
degree of sharp
tuning.

An important
point of note is
that this aerial
arrangemen t
still allows a
wavetrap or
similar device
to be used in
cases of
extreme
" wipe -
o u t "

0002

BY THE "A

Study this plan view in conjun.

liFehoke

The theoretical circuit diagrt
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ztion with the wiring diagram

SPECIALLY DESIGNED
FOR THE NEW CONDITIONS

Therefore, this
two-valver can
be used in areas
in which a nor-
mal set, without
a wavetrap,
would be hope-
lessly unselec-
tive But for all
normpl purposes
the aerial tap-
ping and series
condenser ar-
rangements
given in this
design will be
found sufficient
without the need

for any addi-
tional " selec-

t o r " or
wavetrap.

T h e
method of

im of the " British Broadcast 2 ".

UM,

detection deserves mention. Leaky -grid
rectification is employed, but the grid leak
is not connected between grid and positive
L.T., as is the usual practice with this form
of detection.

A Semi -fixed " Pot "
In order to enable the detector valve to

operate with greater than usual efficiency,
the grid leak has its lower end taken to a
semi -fixed potentiometer. This, in a simple
receiver of the present type, is more suit-
able than a fully variable potentiometer,
and; moreover, the full range of variation
is not required. The potentiometer used
has tappings to allow of tappings being
made to two points on the winding.

The whole winding is, of course,- con-
nected across positive and negative L.T.
The connections are so arranged that no
current can flow through the " pot " when
the receiver filament switch is in the off
position. There is thus no danger of current
being allowed to flow through the potentio-
meter when the receiver is left unattended.
The current consumed is, of course, very
minute, but over a long time the continu-
ous connection .of the winding when the
set is not in use would result in appreci-
able power waste. When the set is in
use the current passed by the " pot"
windings is not appreciable in compari-
son with that taken by the valves.

Detector Bias
A flex tapping, with a spade tag at

the end, enables the grid -leak con-
nection to be made to one or
other of the two terminals,
thus giving a choice of bias
to the detector. Whea
the receiver is working
it will be found that
one or other of the two
will give the better
results, depending on
the type of valve used,
the H.T. voltage, and
so on.

The reaction is of the
normal capacity type,
and the balance of

capacity and inductance is such that
smooth reaction is obtained-or, rather,
will be obtained if the battery values
are correctly chosen-over the entire
wavelength range. This is an important
point if the set is to be used for the recep-
tion of fairly weak foreign stations, either
at the top or bottom ends of the condenser
scale.

The Controls
The two condensers, for tuning and reac-

tion respectively, are mounted on the
panel, and have convenient dials with short
handles to facilitate operation. Below, at
one extreme end of the panel, is the wave -
change switch, which is pulled out for the
short waves and pushed in for the long
waves; at the other end of the set is the
switch cutting off the L.T. current and, as
has been explained, which also puts the
potentiometer out of circuit. -

An accompanying list shows the com-
ponents required for the construction of
this receiver, and it should, perhaps, be
explained that the first -mentioned com-
ponent in each case is that used in the
original receiver ilhistrated by the accom-
panying photographs. Following this first
choice are alternatives, in many cases,
which can be used without serious modifica-
tion of the design. These will be found to
give similar results to those claimed for the
" British Broadcast 2" in its original
form, and readers are most definitely
recommended not to try alternatives of
their own in any case where there is room
fOr doubt as to electrical characteristics.
Undoubtedly a great deal of trouble experi-
enced by some constructors who have made
up receivers in almost any form- is due to
the fact that they will not accurately follow
the published description. No apology is
needed, surely, for devoting space to this

Note the straight-
forward layout and

the simple wiring
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" THE BRITISH BROADCAST 2 " (Continued from preceding page)

warning in connection with a simple
receiver of this type, which, it is reasonable
to expect, will be made up by many novices.

Do not forget, also, that, as is the case
with all AMATEUR WIRELESS receivers, a
blueprint is available which makes child's
play of the work of construction. This can
be obtained, price is., post free, from the
Blueprint Department at the offices of
AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4. No correspondence is
needed. Simply ask for blueprint No. 215.
The print, of course, gives all the com-
ponents full size, so that it can be used as
a guide to the mounting of parts, the drill-
ing of the panel, and so forth. The wiring is
shown, too, so that no difficulty should be
experienced in this connection. Most
novices are fond of imagining that wiring is
a night -mare job, but this illusion is dis-
pelled if the connections are made with a
full-size AMATEUR WIRELESS blueprint at
hand while the soldering iron is being
wielded.

Vst of Components
Ebonite panel, 14 in. by 7 in., and strip,

9 y2 in. by 2 in. (Lissen, Trelleborg, Ray-
mond, Trolitax).

.0005-microfarad variable condenser (Or-
mond, Lissen, Formo, Lotus, Burton).

.0003-microfarad variable condenser (Or-
mond, Lissen, Formo, Lotus, Burton).

Two push-pull on -off switches (Lissen,
Bulgin, Junit, Lotus, Pioneer, Benjamin).

Panel brackets (Bulgin, Keystone, Lis-
sen).

Baseboard, 14 in. by 9 in. (Pickett,
Camco).

Low -frequency transformer (Valley, Ni-
core i r, Lissen, Telsen, Lotus, Igranic,
Ferranti).

Grid -bias battery clips (Bulgin).
One red and one black wander plug

(Clix, Belling -Lee, Eelex).
Nine terminals, marked : Aerial, Earth,

L.T.-, L.T.+, H.T.-, H.T.+1, H.T.+2,
L.S. 4- , L. S. - (Burton) .

Connecting wire (Glazite).
Two valve holders (Benjamin, W. & B.,

Igranic, Lissen).
.0002-microfarad fixed condenser (Lissen,

Dubilier, T.C.C., C.D.M.).
.0003-microfarad fixed condenser (Lissen,

Dubilier, T.C.C., C.D.M.).
Dual -range coil (Tunewell, Watrnel,

Formo).
High -frequency choke (Lissen, Bulgin,

Lewcos, Tunewell, Sovereign, C.D.M., Wat-
mel).

2-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Dubilier,
Grahani-Farish, Ediswan).

Grid -leak holder (Lissen, Bulgin).
Fixed potentiometer (Polar, Lewcos).
The large majority of the connections

are made with stiff, rigid, insulated wire,
such as Glazite. Flex connections, however,
are used for the grid -bias battery leads and

for the short connection from the grid -leak
holder to the two tappings on the semi -
fixed potentiometer. The use of insulated
wire for the main connections in a set of
this type obviates the possibility of short
circuits. The extra trouble involved in
making connections with covered wire, in
baring the ends neatly; and so forth, is,
therefore, well repaid by the impossibility
of a short-circuit resulting from the wires
touching.

The connections to the aerial coil must be
made with due care, for a wrong connection
might conceivably result in a short-circuit
of the H.T. The blueprint shows the con-
nections clearly, and these are also explained
in the instruction leaflet given by the
manufacturers of the coil.

The detector valve used with this
receiver should be of the medium imped-
ance type-an "HL "-type valve, with an
impedance of about 20,000 ohms, is suitable.

The method of using a tapped potentio-
meter, and the provision of a separate H.T.
tapping for the detector has the effect of
making the choice of a suitable detector
valve not very critical. About 6o volts
H.T. should be applied to the detector
tapping H.T.I In some cases a lower
voltage will be found advisable.

The power valve, which should have an
impedance of about 9,000 ohms or less,
will need 120 volts applied to the anode for
the best results. A voltage of ioo can be
applied to the anode, but the best results
cannot be expected unless the full 120 volts
is used.

If there are any constructional points
about which you have doubts before, per-
haps, obtaining the full-size blueprint, take
advantage of the fact that the original
receiver can be seen in the Somerset Street
win dows"-th e radio department-of Messrs.
Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Oxford Street, W.

BLIMPRIN7I
N°A.W.2/5

PANEL
/4,r7"

REACTION CONDSR AERIAL TUN/NC GOND"
.00035mfd. .0005mid

L.T. SWITCH

lre0

O

TO08
o+)

1

Ebonite
95i;r2"

7b mow
filo/Ps

BASEBOARD
/4x9'

Checked,

by
AER/AL COIL

/MAL RANCE)

LE TRANS' HECHOKE

app-ink-m,

WAVE CHANCE
SWITCH

LS -- HT T+ 1 HT L.T.+ LT M IAI
The wiring diagram of the "British Broadcast 2." A blueprint is available, price 1:-
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MISCHA LEVITSKI
hears the impossible'!

"I have heard what I thought impossible," eay.i 111iecha Levilski, the
brilliant pianist-- "the true authentic notes of a piano conning from a radio
1011,1 speaker. The pz_ 10 wao a .;7Iarcon ;phone, and JO (4,as the speaker."

Choose your programme-orchestra, dance music, a
speech. On a Marconiphone loud speaker it will come through
clear-cut, flawless. Sir Edward Elgar, Theodor Chaliapine,
Albert Coates, many other famous musicians, have found in
the Marconiphone tone and volume unrivalled today.

Marconiphone engineers make these speakers. All the skill
of thirty years' leadership in wireless is in their construction.
Ask any dealer for a demonstration. If there is no dealer near
you, write to the Marconiphone Company Limited, 210-212
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

Listen ivitli a
THE FIRST AND GREATEST

NAME IN WIRELESS

MODEL 60 CABINET CONE
(. bewit viz left)

Obtainable at the very moderate
price of £3, the Model 6o is an
extremely efficient 'all-purpose"
speaker. Embodying the Mar-
coniphone reed system, it is out-
standingly clear in tone.

THE FAI,10IIS
MOVING COIL. SPEAKER

The highly accurate centring of
the Moving Coil and the one-piece
fibrous diaphragm ensure abso-
lutely accurate reproduction.
Units from 4.4.1o.o, Cablnet
models : for 6 -volt accumulator,

; for D.C. mains, £7.lo.o;
fcr A.C. mains, £12.12.0.

ONLY 30/-1
The Octagon Cone gives excellent
reproduction equally from a 2- or
a 5 -valve receiver. Made in two
different and pleasing designs, it
can be placed on the table or hung
from the wall.

MARCONIPHONE LOUD SPEAKER

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
Use Ample H.T.

GOOD quality of reception is sometimes
obtained simply by using plenty of

high tension. There are many sets in use
to -day which magnify almost without dis-
tortion until the last valve is reached.
This valve, being overloaded, distorts and
spoils the quality.

The high tension should therefore be
increased in order to raise its power -
handling capacity. Too often the volume
obtained is in excess cf what the set is
able to provide without, say, x6o volts
instead of the zoo or 120 that is used. The
addition of the extra voltage, particularly
to the last valve, often results in a wonder-
ful improvement in the quality. Naturally,

. the grid bias must be increased in propor-
tion, or the expected benefit will not be
obtained.

Making Push-pull " Safe "
The trick of putting a grid leak of about

100,000 ohms into each grid wire of a push-
pull stage is fairly well known, but yet I
find that these are sometimes omitted.

L.S.

G.B.
Method of stabilizing a push-pull stage

I have, therefore, sketched a push-pull
circuit, showing the two grid leaks, R.
Transformer TI is, of course, the input and
will usually have a ratio of 3 or 4 to I. It
may, however, have a ratio of less than this,
according to the circuit values of the
remainder of the set. The output or loud-
speaker transformer is T2. .This is shown
with a tapped secondary, as it is rather
important to use the correct ratio in order
to obtain the maximum output with the
least possible distortion.

When a tapped output transformer is
used it is an easy matter to determine by
experiment the best connections for the

loud -speaker. When two loud -speakers are
used, a different ratio will naturally be
found better. Here, then, are two
advantages of the tapped output
transformer.

The cores may have to be earthed in order
to assist stability, but when the parts are
properly spaced, there is not likely to be
any real need to earth the parts.

Push-pull amplification is very con-
venient when the power supply is available,
as quite a fair amount of volume is to be
obtained with a high tension of about zoo
volts. Owing to the fact that the pair of
valves used may not be identical, however,
it is necessary to include the resistances, or
self -oscillation may occur, with disastrous
results.
Detector Anode Volts

A point in the -design of a wireless set
that seems often to be lost sight of is the
provision of a margin of safety against the
high-tension battery running down.

This is more especially applicable to the
detector circuit of a set.

It is all very well arranging the detector
to perform nicely with a high-tension of
120 volts, giving smooth reaction, and so
on. But where are we when the -voltage of
the battery falls-say, to zoo. Nowhere at

 all-unless there is a generous margin in
the reaction circuit. '

When the detector voltage is fixed at
90 volts, however, and the circuit is cor-
rectly arranged, it is a relatively easy
matter by re -setting the detector H.T.
wander plug to maintain this voltage as
the battery discharges. The detector valve,
with its rectifying apparatus and reaction

' circuit, is really a rather delicate part of a
set, and it should, therefore, always be
given special attention. Little is lost by
using, the lower voltage, and the advantage
of consistent operation over a period is
worth having
Dead-end Effects

Tuning coils of the dual -range type often
give trouble unless 'hatters are so arranged
that the -effect of the long -wave part, when
it is tuning over the lower wave range, is
_negligible,

.

It sometimes happens that the natural

Have you seen the Gift
Announcement on page 38 ?

wavelength of a short-circuited long -wave
coil, for instance, lies in the tuning range
of the lower range coil. This results in flat
tuning and loss of signal strength. Perhaps
the reaction provided will not cause the
circuit to oscillate about this point; but,
in any case, the effect is one to be avoided
so far as is possible.

The difficulty does not arise when one
or both of the windings are sufficiently
astatic, and naturally much depends upon
the position of one coil with respect to the
other I always look with suspicion upon
coils not so constructed, however, as I
know how serious are the effects produced
by unskilled design.
An Advance in Reaction

How many readers, I wonder, have tried
out for themselves the differential method
of reaction control, such as was used in
the AMATEUR WIRELESS " 1930 Ether
Searcher"? Probably the majority of
receiving sets at the present time employ
capacity -controlled reaction, and a very
big improvement in the smoothness of the
reaction coupling can often be made by
the simple process of exchanging the
present "plain " condenser for one of the
differential type. With a plain condenser
there are only two paths open to the H.F.
component of the detector valve's output.
When the condenser is at its maximum
setting, the bulk of it passes through the.
reaction coil; at the minimum setting this
path is almost closed and it must travel to
earth through the windings of the trans-
former primary or of the coupling resist-
ance, unless, of course, a shunting con-
denser is provided. Now, we certainly
don't want the H.F. component in the
L.F. department, and, personally, I am
not very keen on shunting condensers,
because they have a way of cutting out
high notes unless one is rather careful.
The differential condenser has two sets of
fixed plates close to one another, but each
separately insulated. One set of these is
connected to the reaction coil and the
other to earth, the moving vanes going to
the plate of the detector. With the con-
denser at its minimum setting the moving
vanes are meshed with the fixed set con-
nected to earth. At the mid -way reading
the muting vanes are in mesh equally
with both sets of fixed. This provides an
exceedingly delicate and smooth form of
control, which I can strongly recommend.
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READINGS.
0-150 VOLTS
0-6 VOLTS
0-30 MILLIAMPS

Resistance 5,000 ohms.
Standard

Model

8/6
Cast 2.6 extra

Panel Milliammeters
Model 0--25 or

0-50 M.A.

13/9 9/6 VO LT -A M P

Avoid hit or miss radio. Get a
Wates Meter and control your set
like an expert. It gives you the
three essential readings ; volts on
the H.T., L.T. scales and milli -
amps. Look for the name en-
graved on the dial, and be certain
of obtaining only the genuine
Wates Meter. Sold by all Radio
Dealers, Halford's Stores, and

Curry's Stores.
Descriptive literature sent free on

request.

RADIO TESTMETERS
PATENT N 3 2 2 5 5 8

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.), 184'188 Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.2
Y1 Es ma,

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER,

Perim H.T. Battery
AMONG the apparatus for test this week

is a Pertrix H.T. battery. This bat-
tery is made in a compact size, having over-
all dimensions of 6 in by 51/.r in. by 3 in
The cells are protected by a stout, card -

A long -life H.T.-the Pertrix

board container, with small holes over the
tapping sockets. The voltage can be varied
from 3 up to so% volts at intervals of

% volts. This enables grid bias, in addi-
tion to H.T. potential, to be obtained from
the battery. From so% volts there are
tappings at every additional so volts up
to the maximum of 6o The sockets are
clearly marked with their correct voltage.

During our tests the battery was dis-
charged at a 7 -milliampere rate, corre-
sponding to a standard economical rate for
the size of the battery in question. The dis-
charge continued until the voltage fell to
half its original value : this it did after
294 hours continuous use. The capacity
obtained under such conditions was 1,540
milliampere hours, a figure well above the
average for standard size cells.

The battery should, therefore, have a
long life and can be recommended to
readers.

Eureka L.P. Transformer
AWIDE range of Eureka transformers

is available for incorporation in sets.
The standard range includes a first and
second stage " Concert Grand," with step-up
ratios of 4 to r and 3 to r respectively, and
a first and second stage " Baby Grand,"
having step-up ratios of 4.5 to s and 3 to
respectively. The windings and iron core
of these components are enclosed hi thick
copper screens with a circular ebonite top
panel. The ends of the windings are taken
to four terminals on the panel placed in an
accessible position.

In circumstances where a fairly high
primary winding is necessary, the "concert
grand " is most suitable; this sells at Los. 6d.

for the first stage article and 9s. 6d. for the
second. The " baby grand," although
having a comparatively low primary
impedance, will function quite satisfac-
torily in the average set. We haVe previ-
ously used amplifiers in which two of these
transformers were placed in cascade and
obtained quite successful results from
them.

The Eureka transformer submitted for
test was a second stage " baby grand,"
costing 8s. 6d. The primary inductance of
this article varies from 7.6 henries without
D.C. polarising current to 6.z henries with
so milliamps flowing through the winding.
Since in a second -stage amplifier the trans-
former will generally follow a low -imped-
ance valve, a high value of primary
inductance is not always necessary; whilst
the fact that the change in inductance is
very small for values of D.C. polarising
current up to so milliamps indicates that
the iron circuit will not saturate when
following a low -impedance valve.

One of the range of Eureka L.F. transformers

Readers will find this transformer a
serviceable instrument.

Heayberd Power Transformer
MESSRS. HEAYBERD, of so, Fins-

bury Street, London, E.C.2, have had
long experience with mains apparatus _for
wireless and battery -charging work, and
articles bearing their name can be relied
upon to give good service. We have
recently received for test and report a
compact little mains transformer suitable
for 200, 230, and 25o volts A.C. input at

NEXT WEEK :

A WONDERFUL

FREE GIFT
Full particulars on page 38

5o cycles. One of the output windings gives
approximately 135 volts on no load, whilst
a second provides 4 volts at 3 or 4 amps.
and is intended as an L.T. supply for the
filaments of the standard 4 -volt A.C. valves,
each of which takes I amp.

The transformer is designed primarily
for use with the HT4 Westinghouse metal

A Heayherd power transformer

rectifier. This incorporates a novel device
by which the voltage alternately charges two
condensers placed in series across the D.C.
output and provides an output voltage
almost double the input.

This Heayberd transformer is designed
to give an output of approximately 7o
milliamps A.C.; the D.C. output on full
load is less by approximately 3o milliamps,
due to the absorption of the rectifier and
reservoir condensers. During our tests on
this instrument we took voltage readings on
load and found that with an A.C. consump-
tion of 4o milliamps, the A.C. voltage was
120, indicating that the regulation of the
transformer is quite satisfactory for average
purposes.

With regard to the design of the trans-
former, this is certainly a neat and compact
unit. The windings and core are completely
enclosed in a metal case with the A.C. input
terminals at one end and the A.C. output
at the other. The overall dimensions of the
transformer are approximately 4% in. by
314 in. by 21/. in. high. This is a useful
component and can be recommended to
readers.

A religious body calling itself the Mission
Methodique Evangeliste at Antwerp (Bel-
gium) has erected a %-kilowatt trans-
mitter in that city for the purpose of
broadcasting sacred service's and talks
thrice weekly. Although the official call -
letters are ON4ED, the call is "Radio
Eglise du Christ, and transmissions are car-
ried out on the common wavelength of 205
metres. For the present, concerts are
limited to Sundays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays, at 5.45 p.m., services being
broadcast on those days at -so a.m -
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APOLOGY
To :

The Mullard Wireless Service
Co., Ltd,,

Mullard House, Charing Cross
Road, London, W.C.2.

With reference to the recent advertisements
appearing under my name in Wireless Jour-
nals, wherein I have used the words "Mullard
Master 3* Circuit (Simplified)," I regret that I
have caused such advertisements to appear
and appreciate that such advertisements would
lead the public to believe that these sets were
manufactured by you which is contrary to the
fact.

I undertake that I will not in future repeat
these advertisements, or any similar advertise-
ments, nor sell any goods under your name,
unless they are manufactured by you, and I
apologise to you and to the public for having
published advertisements which I now realise
were entirely misleading.

(Signed)

K. RAYMOND.

Trading as RAYMOND'S,
27 28 Lisle Street, London,

W.C.2.

WARNING
All Goods manufactured by the Mullard

Company are clearly marked " Mullard" and
the Trade and the Public generally are warned
that proceedings will be taken against anyone
attempting to pass off other goods as being of
" Mullard" manufacture.

HELSBY
r
k.ONCE.115ER

0114ATOR41.404°
1

You cannot
4rhel

F- afford to use any but the best
Condenser in an eliminator circuit. Cr

HELSBY CONDENSERS
are made and guaranteed by a firm with

3o years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards of z tons.

Guaranteed working voltages :-
Type M - - 15o volts D.C.
Type z A - - 3 5 o volts D.C.
Type 3 A - - 450 volts D.C.
Type 4A - - 600 volts D.C.

All Helsby Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with a special non -

hygroscopic material which
renders them moisture

proof.

If unobtainable from your dealer
write to us giving his name and

address.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD
PRESCOT- LANCS.

Makers of PRESCOT and HELSBY cables

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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OBTAINING A.C. from D.C. MAINS
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Owing to the fact that a number of districts still remain on D.C. supply, there is a steady demand for
some means by which residents can partake of A.C. benefits. This has led to the introduction of equip-

ment for supplying A.C. from the D.C. mains which is described in the article below.
greater proportion of the mains

apparatus of to -day is designed to
operate from A.C. mains. Alternating cur-
rent periodically reverses its direction,
flowing first one way and then the other,
usually about fifty times per second. At
first sight it might appear that this was legs
convenient for use with a wireless receiver
than a source of steady supply, but this is
not the case. In the first place, direct
current is only on very rare occasions
steady and unvariable. Secondly, one is
limited to the voltage of supply, so that if
the supply pressure is 200 it is not possible
to obtain more than this value.

Advantages of A.C.
With alternating current, on the other

hand, one can transform the voltage up or
down as required. Thys it is possible to
take the mains voltage, as it were, and
split it up to a number of small pieces,
each of which does its appropriate task. A
small portion is told off to supply the heat-
ing current for the filament. Another por-
tion will be told off to supply the grid bias,
while a third and larger portion will be
detailed to provide the high-tension supply.
Each of these different portions will con-
duct its own business independent of the
rest, and the three may be linked together
as required by the necessities of the circuit
without any difficulty.

Conversion Principles
Apparatus for the supply of alternating

current from direct -current mains is of a
rotating character and draws power from
D.C. mains at one end, supplying alter-
nating current at the other. The first
and obvious way of achieving the results
is to drive a small A.C. generator with
a D.C. motor, the two being suitably
coupled together. This, however, is not
usually done for two reasons. The first
is the question of cost of running, for
the efficiency of a small generator capable
of delivering 5o to ioo watts rarely exceeds
5o per cent., although it may, with good
construction, be raised as high as 70 per
cent. Therefore a generator giving Ds°
watts out will require about 200 watts in-
put. To drive this we require a motor
which will develop 200 watts of mechanical
power; and if this has a 5o per cent.
efficiency also, then we shall have to put
qno watts in. Thus we have had to put in
four times as much power as we take out,
which is not an economical proceeding.

The second objection to the system is
the first cost, for we have two entirely
separate machines. If we could obtain

what we require with only one machine,
we should' reduce the cost by more than
half, for, as we have now only one machine,
the efficiency would be higher, so that the
whole machine would be smaller. It is thus
distinctly more economical to use one
machine instead of two if this can be done.
The question is, can it?

Anyone who has studied the subject
knows that it can, and there are on the
market one or two makes of machines which
take in D.C. at one end and give A.C. out
at the other. They are known as single -
armature machines, for they possess only
one rotating part which has connections at

Loop of a*. tolohopo
/nape/7e' ned

Fig. 1. Principle of the alternator

each end. It will be interesting to see how
such a machine can work.

Let us consider, first of all, a simple
alternator for supplying alternating current.
We have, first of all, a powerful magnetic
field in which is rotated a loop of wire as
shown in Fig. r. The movement of the wire
in the magnetic field sets up a voltage, and
it will be clear from the figure that if we
rotate the loop continuously we shall in-
duce a voltage first in one direction and then
in the other for every half revolution the
loop is twisted completely round.

Fig. 2. The armature can rotate an appreciable
distance with little variation of the current

We thus have an alternating voltage
induced, and this is the principle on which
the alternator works. A practical machine
consists of a number of loops of wire
wound in slots in an iron former, known as
an armature. The object of this is partly to
hold the loops in position and partly to
strengthen the magnetic field, so that the
only air gap existing is the clearance
necessary between the rotating armature
and the field system.

The Practical Alternator
Our practical alternator, therefore, carries

a number of coils of wire all connected
together, with the ends brought out to two
collecting rings or slip rings, as they are
called. Collecting brushes ride on these
rings and draw the current away to the
terminals. Then when the armature is
revolved we get voltages induced, which
alternate backwards and forwards, depend-
ing upon the speed at which we rotate the
armature. Suppose, however, we do not
wish to obtain alternating current, but
require direct or uni-directional currents.
What sort of machine would be necessary
then? Actually the same construction
would be adopted, but a different method
would be employed for collecting the
current.

Commutation
Suppose, instead of connecting the coils

in series, we connect each coil to two
contacts on a multi -contact switch. We
can imagine the contacts as consisting of
slots placed round the periphery of a large
ebonite disc, and for convenience we will
assume that the collecting brushes are
placed one on each side of this switch so
that the beginning and end of any one coil

- must be brought out to two diametrically
opposite studs.

Let us now arrange that the collecting
brushes make contact with 'one of the
coils at the particular instant when it is
passing through the point at which maxi-
mum voltage is induced. At the top of the
swing, as it were, the armature can rotate
quite an appreciable distance with very
little variation in the current. Reference
to the curve of a typical alternating cur-
rent, given by Fig; 2 will illustrate this
point. We can allow the armature to
rotate, therefore, and the brushes will
Mill collect current from this particular coil
until the voltage begins to fall. When it
does this the brushes will automatically
change on to the next pair of contacts to
which the next coil is connected. The same
process is then repeated, so that we are
continually taking out the current from
successive coils at the particular instant
when they have their maximum voltage
induced. Consequently, we shall obtain a
current always in the same direction.

Thus, we see that the same. machinery
is capable of producing either direct or
alternating current, according to how we
arrange our connections, and we could, if
we desired, place slip rings at one end and a
rotating switch or commutator, as it is
called, at the other, and obtain both
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alternating and direct current from the same
machine. Carrying this one step farther,
we can supply direct current to the commu-
tator end of the machine when it will act
as a D.C. motor (for a machine which will
supply D.C. when it is rotated mechanically
will in turn revolve itself and do work, if
it is supplied with current.) The D.C.,
therefore, drives the machine round and
alternating voltage is then generated at the
other end.

The Rotary Convertor
Such a device is known as a rotary con-

vertor. It has many applications in radio
work and will probably come to the fore
considerably during the coming year. It
has not hitherto been made in small sizes,
but the increasing demand is bearing the
necessary fruit. There is just one point
which should he observed in connection
with this class,of machine, and that is that
the ratio of the output voltage to the input
voltage is always fixed and definite. This
is perhaps the only disadvantage from
which the rotary convertor suffers by
comparison with the motor - generator
arrangement, having two entirely separate
machines.

In the case of the rotary convertor, how-
ever, since the D.C. and A.C. are both
obtained from tappings on the same
armature, there is a fixed relationship
between the two voltages. From what has
been said it will be realized that the D.C.
voltage is the maximum value of the volt-
age induced in the circuit. The alternating
voltage, however, varies between this
maximum and the same value in the
opposite direction, and in rating an alter-
nating voltage or current it is necessary to
adopt an average value; the particular
value chosen is known as the root -mean -
square or the R.M.S. value, which, with a
pure alternating voltage has a value of
o.71 of the maximum.

Assuming that our machine, therefore, is
reasonably pure in wave form, the A.C.
output will be 0.71 times the D.C. input.
If this particular value is not suitable,
then a transformer must be employed on
the output side to step the voltage up to
what is required.

The Osaka Chamber of Commerce and
Industry has decided to submit a recom-
mendation to the Japanese Government for
the establishment of radiophone facilities
between Osaka and Shanghai.

A new aerodrome telephony station
installed at Stroombeek (Belgium) may be
heard carrying out tests almost daily
between 6 and 9 p.m. G.M.T. on goo metres.
The call given is "Ici station 21,997"; on
some evenings gramophone records are
broadcast. As an opening signal, contrary
to the custom of official trarisinitters, a
record of the song of the nightingale is put
over the ether..

To

for Radio on Easy Terms
with Service after Saks

ensure the best results for the special Broadcasts during
NATIONAL RADIO WEEK

build or buy the season's most popular Set.

1930 ETHER SEARCHER
Complete Kit (approved by "Amateur Wireless ") including Oak Cabinet, Panel and Valves, £ 9 3 1 or12 monthly instalments of 16/9. Mahogany Cabinet 41- extra.

FINISHED INSTRUMENT, aerial tested and guaranteed. Valves and Royalty included.In Table Model Cabinet In Handsome Oak Console Cabinetof polished mahogany ... ... £10 17s. 6d. With Ultra double linen diaphragm and Air Chrome
Or send only 37/6 and balance m 11 monthly instal- speaker incorporated ... ... £15 15s. Od.ments of 18;-. Or send only 55:- and balance in 11 monthly instal-

ments of 26/-. Batteries extra. Dimensions:
3 ft. 4 in. high 1 ft. 9iz in. wide 1 ft. 8! in. deep.

Illustrations and full details scat on request.

SPECIAL OFFER
Double linen diaphragm air chrome speakers in oak or mahogany table model
cabinets of handsome appearance. These speakers have been specially made fot us, and
the cabinets are so designed that they ensure the utmost purity and depth of tone front the
ULTRA Type K Chassis, which is incorporated.

SPECIAL PRICE £4 4 0 or send only 7/6 and balance be
11 monthly instalments of 7/6

rims WEEK'S " A.W." SET: THE BRITISH
including drilled panel, cabinet and valves. Cash £5
instalments of 10/4.

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Cash £9 Os. Od., or
12 monthly payments of 16/6. Valves included.

REGENTONE W.1 B.S.G. H.T. ELIMINA-
TOR (for A.G. Mains). Ideal for S.G. Three sets.
Cash £4 19s. 6d., or 12 monthly instalments of 9/2.

EXIDE 120 -volt H.T. Accumulator TYPE W.J.,
in crates. Cash £3 15s. Od., or 12 monthly pay-
ments of 6111. TYPE W.H., 120 volts in crates.

Cash £4 13s. Od., or 12
monthly payments of 8,6.

PHILIPS' CONE SPEAKER,
Type 2010. Cash £2 10s. Od.,

or 9 monthly
payments of

BROADCAST TWO. Complete Kit of components,
12s. 8d.; or send only 10,4 and balance in 11 monthly

CELESTION C.12 LOUD -SPEAKER in Oak.
Cash £5 12s. 6d., or 72 monthly payments of
10,4; in Mahogany £5 17s. 6d., or 12 monthly
payments of 10,9.

1930 MULLARD " ORGOLA," including cabinet
and valves. Cash £10 15s. ltd., or 12 monthly
payments of 20:-.

EKCO 3 F.20 (A.C. Mains). Also for S.G. and
Pentode Sets. Cash £3 19s. 6d., or 12 monthly
payments of 7/4.

STANDARD WET H.T. 144 -volt Batteryi
10,000 mia absolutely complete. Cash £4 Os. Od.,
or 12 monthly payments of 74. All parts fur
these batteries available.

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified Engineers at our Shops:
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I. Telephone: Cleekenwell 9406-7-8
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. Telephone: Chancery 8265
4 Manchester Street, Liverpool Telephone : Central 2134
33 Whitelow Road, Chorlton-Ctnellardy, Manchester

Telephone: Chorlton-Cum-!lardy 2028

Mail coupon in unsealed envelope under Y,(1. stamp.
MI Mil NE a 11111BN11111111111111111 ii

a
COUPON.

a

a
a

11/1 m  Sinanaamisa

Please send I112 your 48 -page Illustrated Catalogue, des-
cribing the 1929-30 products of all the leading makers.

NAME

ADDRESS
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1929 The YEAR'S BROADCASTING
NEW STATIONS

FARLY in the year, work was started on the
new B.B.C. headquarters in Portland

Place, London, on a site occupying an area of
about 2o,000 square feet. This building, which
will cost between £400,000 and £500,000 to
erect, will provide more than roo,000 square
feet of floor space. The new home of broad-
casting will be completed in 1931.

The new offices of the Northern region were
opened at Broadcasting House, Piccadilly,
Manchester, in April last; they include a studio
which is regarded as the best in use at present
by the B.B.C., together with the most up-to-
date control -room equipment in Great Britain.

The advent of Brookmans Park has been a
most important event in the radio calendar of
the year, and has affected thousands of listeners,
Brookmans Park is the first dual -wavelength
transmitter ' of such a size to be built. The
station started in October on a single -wave
basis, making a single programme distribution
in place of the Oxford Street transmitter.
Tests on a two -programme basis were started
on December 9.

In October constructional work was started
on a similar station for the Northern region.
The North regional transmitter will serve the
industrial districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire
with a similar service to that provided for
London, except that its range may be rather
greater.

TELEVISION
Experimental transmissions of television

were started in October and are still in progress.
They are given at a reasonably convenient hour
during the mornings, and all experimenters
who wish to do so, can now co-operate in the
tests. This iS a policy of which AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS has always been in favour. It will be
recalled that during the past year many dis-
cussions have been held betiveen the B.B.C.
and the Baird Television Development Co.,
with a view to the broadcasting of experimental
television. Obviously television in this country
would have been severely handicapped had
regular broadcasting not been possible, so that
amateurs might take part, and both parties
concerned are to be congratulated on their
mutual efforts during 1929, which have resulted
in the broadcasting of television.

TECHNICAL PROGRESS
In September a new and more permanent

station was opened at Tatsfield to replace the
old temporary listening post at Keston. The
main purpose for which Keston was originally

intended was the relaying of distant pro-
grammes; but latterly it had become a wave-
length, or frequency, checking laboratory, work-
ing in conjunction with that of the Union
Internationale de Radiodiffusion at Brussels.
The carrying out of accurate calibration work
rendered it necessary to find a new site upon
which a suitable building could be erected.
Tatsfield has been designed and equipped for
relaying European stations' programmes if and
when a land line is not available, as well as for
the important work of wave -checking.

The year has marked the gradual introduc-
tion of Continental broadcast programmes
relayed by telephone cable as regular items in
the B.B.C. programmes. These relays have
been very successful owing to the development
in Europe of a comprehensive system of tele-
phone cables which comprise circuits specially
designed for broadcasting.

During the second half of the year relays
from America by short waves exceeded all
previous efforts. A good U.S. relay was given
on Christmas Day. Two of the best trans-
missions were a running .commentary on the
landing of the Graf Zeppelin at Lakehurst and

- the Teception accorded to the Prime Minister
in New York. Another notable attempt was
the relaying of President Hoover's inaugural
address.

OUTSIDE BROADCASTS
The chief outside broadcast of 5929 was the

running commentary on the Schneider Trophy;
of perhaps equal importance was the comment-
ary from Cardington on the arrival of R.ror
after her trial trip.

One hour after his arrival from America,
where he had set up a speed record, a talk by
Major Segrave was relayed from Southampton.
Another broadcast from Southampton con-
sisted of a talk by Capt. McNeil of the Maure-
tania after her fastest transatlantic crossing.

Relays of opera from Covent Garden and of
several excerpts from theatrical shows were also
among the activities of the O.B. department.

The Aldershot and ,Tidworth Tattoos were
relayed in July, and in December a broadcast
was given from a London newspaper office at
night. In October a relay was made from a
London telephone exchange.

Speeches broadcast included those of the
Prince of Wales, the Duke of York, the Prime
Minister, Mr. Arthur Henderson, the Earl of
Derby, Lord Cecil, Mr. Philip Snowden, Sir
James Barrie and the Archbishop of Canter-
bury. Speeches by General Smuts and General
Von Lettow Vorlacck were broadcast from the
East African Campaign Dinner.

BROADCAST. MUSIC AND PLAYS
One of the outstanding musical events of

the year was the B.B.C.'s participation in the
Canterbury Festival. The Corporation pro-
vided the Wireless Symphony Orchestra for
this great first festival in the Cathedral.

During 1929 the Queen's Hall concerts have
been noticeable. British and foreign conductors
took part-Sir Thomas Beecham, Sir Henry
Wood, Sir Landon Ronald, Franz von Hoesslin,
and Albert Wolff.

Turns from the Palladium, Alhambra, and
Coliseum have been relayed regularly through
out the year. Among the variety artistes heard
by listeners were Jackie Coogan, Odali Gareno,
Jack Hylton, Fred Duprez, Marie Burke,
Charles Hays, and Will Hay.

TALKS
You may not like talks, but 1929 has cer-

tainly seen-and "heard "-some good ones.
There has been 'Mr. H. G. Wells' first broadcast
talk-an address on world peace; Sir Hubert
Wilkins on "The first Antarctic flight "; the
Duchess of Bedford on "To India and back in
a week"; Mr. Arthur Henderson on " Dr.
Stresemann's death"; Sir Frederick Maurice on
"Marshal Foch"; Lord Cecil on "M. Clemen-
ceau," and many others.

Another important new departure has been
the inauguration of the B.B.C. "National
Lectures." Dr. Bridges, the Poet Laureate,
Professor Eddington, and Professor G. M.
Trevelyan have delivered the three lectures for
1929.

SPORT
Running commentaries on sporting events

have during x929 become a regular thing. This
year descriptions .have been broadcast of all
the principal international Rugby football
matches, the principal Association football
matches, the Grand National, the Derby, the
St. Leger, the Oxford and Cambridge boat -race,
tennis at Wimbledon, the R.A.F. Display, the
final shoot for the King's Prize at Bisley, the
launch of H.M.S. Exeter at Devonport, the
Scott v. Sandwina light -weight championship
match, the Rydal sheep -dog trials, and dirt -
track racing at Wembley. Eye -witness accounts
have been given of the more important golf
matches, of the South African Test Matches, of
the King's Cup Air Race, of the International
T.T. Motor Race in Ulster and of many other
events.

Yes, 1929 has been a top -hole broadcast
year, despite what the growlers say !

THE "RADIO WEEK" PROGRAMMES (Continued from page 48)
2 to 3.-Organ Recital.
6.40.-Military Band Concert.

7.3o.-As You Choose (from
Birmingham) : A Seasonable
Pantovue b Rb tR th, y o er u er-

ford; Presented by Tommy
Handley, Owen Lewis, Denham
Charles, Eddie Robinson,Charles
Herbert, Philip Brown's Domin-
oes Dance Band, and Jack
Venables.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18
2L0 London and 5XX Daventry

I to 2.-Light Music : Orchestra
relayed from the Commodore
Theatre.

2.ro.-Wales v. England : A Run-
ning Commentary on the Inter-
national Rugby Match, by Capt.
H. B. T. Wakelam.

4.ro.-Light Music : Ernest Hast-

ings (entertainer), The J. H.
S luire Celeste Octet.

4.45.-Organ. Music : Played by
Reginald New, relayed from the
Bsaufort Cinema, Washwood
Heath, Birmingham.

7.30.-Excerpt from Mother
Goose.

9.35.-Military Band Concert :
Harold Williams (baritone) ;
The Wireless Military Band,

conducted by B. Walton O'Don-
nell.

ro.35 to 12.-Dance Music.

5GB Daventry
3.30.-Ballad Concert : Gaby Valle

(soprano), Silvio Sidelli (bari-
tone), Betty Humby (piano-
forte).

4.15.-Dance Music (from Bir-
mingham) : Billy Francis and
his Band, relayed from The
West End Dance Hall; Vernon

. Owens (entertainer).
6.45.-Francis Russell (tenor);

The Gershom-Parkington Quin-
tet.

7.

9.

3o.-Orchestral Concert (from
Birmingham) : The Birming-
ham S audio Augmented Orches-
tra, Frank Cantell (leader), con-
ducted by Joseph Lewis; Olive
Goff (soprano).
ro.-Symphony Concert : The
Birmingham Studio Augmented
Orchestra, Frank Cantell
(leader), conducted by Joseph
Lewis; Robert Maitland (bari-
tone), George Bone (pianoforte).

A SPECIAL GIFT OFFER APPEARS ON PAGE 38
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AT BOTH ENDS OF THE
SCALE

Jottings from My Log, by JAY COOTE

THE recent spell of wet weather has
provided us with a series of favourable

nights for exploring the ether and an
enforced rest at home has furnished an
opportunity for taking full advantage of
these suitable conditions. Result . a batch
of new catches, some probably useless,
others worthy of careful registration.

As a start, both Rome and Oslo, the
latest high -power transmitters launched
into the waveband, cannot be ignored. The
Italian station after a formal inauguration
on December 2I last, has been working
steadily ever since and now provides a
signal of considerable volume; Oslo, on the
other hand would still appear to be in the
test stage, and on some nights it is towards
the end of the evening programme that it
comes on the air. Both are welcome
additions to our log, inasmuch as from
Rome we may expect excellent operatic
programmes and from Oslo, entertain-
ments which up to the present have not
been available to any but listeners dwelling
in the north-eastern districts of England
and Scotland.

As regards Trondjliem (Norway) which
is to operate do 1,071 metres so soon as the
old Oslo plant has been transferred to that
city, its presence on that wavelength may
compel Hilversum to seek a fresh position.
It is not quite clear what. ivies actually
happen, for the Dutch broadcaster is
doing all in its power to retain what it has
held for so long a period. At time of writing
the quarterly change -over between Hilver-
sum and Huizen has not been advertised to
take place.

Bucharest, which for a few days was
clear of interference and could be separated
from Frankfurt, seems to have disappeared
in a background of mush and unpleasant
noises, Frederiksstad had, I understand
Leen moved, but appears to have returned
to its criginal position.

- In the lower band, a search will prove
interesting, for Radio Wallonie (Liege) has
revived its broadcasts on 28o metres and
may be heard-faintly, it is true-on
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 p.m. G.M.T.

Luxembourg on 223 metres is now a
regular transmission and although suffering
from spasmodic distortion should be easily
picked up on most nights. Below this
station, and frequently colliding with
Flensburg you will hear a call: Radio
Chatelineau-Charleroy (Belgique), followed
by a broadcast of peculiarly out of date
dance tunes.

Finally, the latest arrival is that of Ant-
werp (ON4ED), on 206 metres, which three
times weekly (Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Sundays at 5.45 p.m. G.M.T.) puts out the
call : Radio Eglise dii Christ, with a special
service on Sunday mornings; the station is
run by the Mission Methodique Evangeliste.
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A Happyi, NoariubigperigL
Spare -Thome
Bus ihnoe ss

cc:or YOU

;#.
I Icre is your chance to become a Master Man

in a Sparc -Time Business which is expanding enormously;
one which is competing successfully against large combines.
Just sit down and think over this carefully. Our enormously
successful Patents are in great demand everywhere. 'They
have become tremendously popular, and as the Wireless and 't
Electrical Business extends, which it will do and is doing to an un-
thinkable degree, this demand will increase proportionately. We will
Licence you to manufacture our articles under our own Patent Rights,
so that you can participate in the Big Profits.

No4Plard Needed.
No special knowledge or skil is needed, and you w'll find no difficulty abdist the manufacture:
With our new and improved process no expensive " plant" or machinery of any kind is
required, and, even though you have not the slightest knowledge of Electricity -or Wireless,
you can commence to turn your spare hours into GOLDEN Hours ! There is no drudgery.'
Indeed, the work is so simple and easy that you require no special accommodation-the
kitchen a any spare room can be your workroom-and the whole of the family, including the
children, can help you. The work is of fascinating interest and your profit is only limited by
the amount of time you have to spare.

Earn faivto 300 alrear
£300 a year EXTRA can easily be yours. New vistas will open out to you. It will smooth
the way to success and enable you to be independent of employers and industrial upheavals.
All those -luxuries and necessities you have long desired will be yours ! Let us hear from you
NOW 1 You are not asked to attempt to revive a " dad " industry, but ary offered a Novel

and Live Business-a growing business I Somebody is going to
make a BIG PROFIT in your district, and that somebody can
be YOU 1 I Send the coupon AT ONCE and full free particulars
will be forwarded. Any questions you ask will be answered fully.
We have nothing to hide-no expensive " plant " to sell you.
This is a Plain, STRAIGHTFORWARD, MONEY -MAKING
Proposition, ONE THAT HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED A
DECADE I As man to man, can you afford to let it pass by?

We positively Guarantee your profits. Only
a limited number of persons are allowed to
manufacture. There is not the slightest chance
of your market being overcrowded. If neces.
sary, we will purchase all your stocks, provid.
use the same reach the required standard of
efficiency, which is easily attainable-a fact
which assures that you make PROFIT what-
ever may be the peculiarities of your own case!

ettd Coupon NOW,
To Mr. V. England -Richards,

The England -Richards Co., Ltd.,
1215, King's Lynn, Norfolk.

Sir.-Please send me at once, and FREE, full details
as to how I can Make Money at Home in my spare
time. I enclose 2d. stamp for postage.
Print your name and address boldly in capital letters
on a plain sheet of paper and pin this coupon to it.

Amateur Wireless," 1 1 /1 130.
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point, V. e rep y promp ly by post. Plea e give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put ketches, layouts, diagrams, etc.,on separate sheets containing your name
and address: See announcement below. Address Queries-A0nmun WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

Separating the Two Regionals
Q.-I have been anxiously awaiting The start

of the two new London stations and I now know my
fate I I am experiencing difficulty in separating
the two transmissions and would like to know
what steps I should take. As you will observe, I am
living twenty miles from the new stations and yet
no matter how I tune I cannot listen -in to one
programme without a background of the other
My set is a manufacturer's kit -set consisting of a
detector and two L.P. stages. I have plenty of
R. 7'. current and voltage available front an
eliminator. -13'. R. (Hounslow).

A.-There is just one little point you have
omitted to mention and this may account for
the whole of your trouble. If your aerial is
erected directional for the reception of the
new London stations, then you will certainly
have difficulty in separating the two trans-
missions. To overcome such difficulty we
suggest that you erect a new aerial of the
single wire (7/22 copper) vertical type. The
upper end of the aerial should extend as far as
possible above the roof -top so as to avoid undue
screening. At the same time a new earth wire
should be run, also consisting of 7/22 copper
wire. Two lengths of this wire twisted together

All the year round ,.B. are
producing dependable, up -to
date condensers suitable for
every Set and purpose.

Their continued p opu la rity
shows how accurately and effi-
ciently they function under all
conditions.

JUNIOR LOG. (plain typ...)
.0005 7/-
0003 ... 6/9

.00025 6/6

.00015 6/6
(Bakelite dia! 1"6 extra)

for the earth will be an asset. If you still have
any difficulty in separating the two trans-
missions, then we would advise you to connect

When Asking
Technical Queries

PLEASE write briefly
A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
or postage stamps) must accompany
each question and also a stamped
addressed envelope and the coupon
which will be found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams
can be provided for the usual query fee.
Any drawings submitted should be sent
on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring

o plans and layouts cannot be supplied.
Queries cannot be answered personally
or by telephone.

CAAWAMAAAAAAAAM
a semi -variable type of fixed condenser, .0003
microfarad maximum capacity, in series be-
tween your aerial lead-in wire and the aerial

JUNIOR LOG (slow.7motion typz1
0005 ... 11/6
.0003 ... 11/3

.00025 ... 11/-

.00015 ... 11/ -
'Complete with dial)

0

terminal of -your Set. Suitable adjustment of
this pre-set condenser should enable you to
separat; the two transmissions.-L. C.
Reversed Reaction

Q. have constructed the  Music LeadeV,"
using the " Arcadian Portable " coil, and whilst
I am very satisfied with reception on the long
waves I have had no success with short-wave
stations. I cannot seem to get a proper reaction
effect on the medium waves and feel that there is
only some small fault which is spoiling an
otherwise highly satisfactory set. Can you suggest
where I may have gone wrong? -17 (Whit -
church).

A.-It seems to us that the winding of your
special H.F. tuning coil is incorrect. We have
learned that some samples of coils sent out
from certain manufacturers had the medium -
wave winding connections reversed, thus giving
rise to a reverse reaction effect on the medium -
waves only. This is possibly the cause of the
trouble in your case and we advise you to try
the effect of reversing the connections to the
medium -wave winding. If you have any -
difficulty in following the windings or con-
nections, then we would refer you to " Amateur
Wireless," No. 367.-C. L.

'PRECISION INSTRUMENTS'

1.gp-- .

..

dye' isement of Jackson Bros., 72, St. T lamas' Street, London, Telephone 1837
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THERE IS NO SHORTAGE
OF

KE ST/NE
COMPONENTS SPECIFIED

HE

1930 ETHERTTEARCHER
Order Keystone

ALUMINIUM PANEL
Drilled to specification
and beautifully finished
in two shades of brown,
which blend one into the
other.
"I he Drum Drive Escut-
cheon is already mount-
ed and finished to match
the panel.

and be sure you
ALUMINIU-6 CHASSIS
Comprising base-
board and screen
drilled and slotted
to specification.

get Keystone!
DRUM DRIVE

A delightfully smooth
slow-motion drive, gives
a reduction of 9 tor.
Clearly engraved sca!e
appears on a drum re-
volving behind the
escutcheon.

All the above components are packed 9%
together and sold at an inclusive price of ,Z1/ -

KEYSTONE S.C.H.F. CHOKE
For the F111ER SEARCHER (approved by "ANC.")

The unique form of winding in this choke renders it especially
suitable for sets using a screened -grid valve, but it can also be
used in any other circuit. It has a negligible self capacity min
and a very high inductance. One -hole fixing: PRICE 'f0/

Keystone Components are sold by all good dealers
Illustrated folder on request.

THE BRITISH
RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD,,

77 City Road, London, E.C.I.

ONE OR MORE

ORM°
TAR Ttl PRLEN&CO LTD

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED
In every NOTABLE CIRCUIF PUBLISHED during past year.

"1930" CONDENSERS
For COMPACTNESS, EFFICIENCY and RELIABILITY UNEQUALLED

"1930" LOG (,;t-) CONDENSER

CUNCEALLO

PIGTAIL

SINGLE

SCREW

FRICTION

81LATTE

wricfri
ouffres

hi four Capacities
.00:5
.00035
.00025

*.00015

4% each
* Dcuble spacing of vanes
[or Ultra Short-wave work.

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard
THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,

CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2.

s -

Components carrying the Wearite Guarantee of Effici-
ency are made by skilled' mechanics representing over
ten years' continuous improvement in methods of pro-
duction. When you buy Wearite you buy satisfaction.

WE' .:IT
comPavEA/TS

CHAPMAN'S TALISMAN COIL ... 7/6
Made under licence.

REYNER'S Q COILS ... 15/- each
Q.A.T., Q.S.C., Q.S.P.

W. JAMES' 1930 BINOWAVE COILS
£1 14 0 per pair

Improved type iron cored H.F. CHOKE-
Inductance 300,000 microhenries
Resistance 200 chms
Self -capacity 3.5 mmf.
Effective range 10-2,030 metres

VALVE HOLDERS. New 5 -pin type; also
suitable for standard va!va.s. 1/3 each

Illustrated Lists by return of post.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.
740 High Road, Tottenham, N.17

Tel : Tottenham 3847,8

V"URING1
RADIO WEEK

Will Day Ltd., as always, are co-operating
with British Radio manufacturers, and all
wireless receivers, component parts and
accessories can be obtained immediately.
Deal with a firm that has a real British
reputation second to none.

ALL MAINS RECEIVERS
Dubiller 3 valve £25
39. Marconi 3 valve £21
Lotus 3 valve £21

ALL TYPES OF

450)**4
e08/et 1.16% lj 61%91VSP G

supplied on easy payments. Details
and catalogue on request.

WILL DAY LTD.
19, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

'Phone: Regent 0921-22

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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MAKE 1930
A YEAR OFs a

1111 PERFECT RADIO IN

You can afford to have an up-
to-date set the P.D.P.way. For
a small monthly payment you
may enjoy the very best
Radio can offer, immediately

a

a

P. EL P.

EVERYTHING WIRELESS
 QUICKEST DELIVERY IN LONDON -CARRIAGE PAID .

Call, or send a list of your requirements. .Quotations by return of post. Catalogue on request.

 The P.D.P. Co., Ltd. *pt. A.W.) 
II M
m 121 CHEAPSIDE, London, E.C.2
IR Telephone: National 9846 M

a
MULLARD ORGOLA KIT IN

SUPPLIED FROM STOCK
 CASH 210/12/11 including Valves and II
1I I Cabinet. Send only 19/5, bal. by ix monthly °I

payments of 19/5 II

11 COSSOR 1930 KIT ii
III Cash £811510. Send only 16/-, bal. by n II
a monthly payments of 16/- RI

NI
NEW ()SRAM MUSIC MAGNET ri

 Cash £9:0;0. Send only 16/6, bal. by Ix 
II monthly payments of 16/6 a
a ERGO MODEL 3 F.20 (A.C.) El

Cash £3/19/6. Send only 7/3, bal. by 11
IN

monthly payments of 7/3 a
 Besides the above we can offer kite for the MUSIC 
m LEADER. CLARION mom KNIFE-EDGE THREE, 
m etc. Loud -speakers, Climax H.T. Units. Accumulators, a

AloNing-roil Speakers, Portables, in fact
MI

111

'POPULAR
TRANSFORMER

Make your new set a better set
with the Brownie POPULAR Trans
former. Although it costs only 9;'6,
its purity of amplification gives a
more vivid clarity of reproduction
throughout the musical scale, while
its sturdy British build ensures that
once it is Fitted the words "trans-
former troubles" can be eliminated
from your list of worries.

BROWNIE,
WIRELESS
CO. (G.B.) LTD.,
Nelson St. Works,
London, N.W.1.

BROWNIE
WIRELE SS

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
25.53 21,751 Chelmsford

(5SW) 15.0
* 200 1,500 Leeds (2LS) 0.13
*242 1,238 Belfast (2BE) 1.0

281. 1,148 Loudon (2) tests 36.0
*288.5 1,040 Newcastle (5140) 1.0

288.5 1,040 Swansea (5SX) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Stoke-on-Trent

(6ST) 0.13
288.5 .r,o4o Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Plymouth (5PY) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
288.5 7 (6KH) , 0.13
288.5 x,o4o Edinburgh

(2E1 -I) 0.35
288.5 1,040 Dundee (2DE) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth

(IBM) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Bradford (2LS) 0.13

* 301 995 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
*310 968 Cardiff (5WA) 1.0
356 843 Brookmans

Park 30.0
*377 797 Manchester

(2ZY) 1.0
*399 753 Glasgow (5SC) 1.0
*479 626 Daventry (5GB) 25.0

1,554 193 Daventry (5XX) 25.0
AUSTRIA

' 246 1,220 Linz 0.5
* 283 1,058 Innsbruck 0.5
*352 85r Graz 7.0
*453 666 Klagenfurt (1.5
*517 581 Vienna 15.0

BELGIUM
296 1,460 Antwerp 0.4 .

217.1 1,383 Charleroy (LL) 0.25
21t 1,229 Ghent 0.5
2:.0.91,196 Schaerbeek-

Brussels 0.25
280 1,071 Liege 0.1
339 887 Velthern 8.0

* 509 590 Brussels 1.0

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
*263 1,139 Morayska-

Ostrava 10.0
*279 1,076 Bratislava 12.5
*193 1,022 Kosice 2.0
.342 878 Brunn (Brno) 2.4
.487 617 Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK
*281 1,067 Copenhagen

(Kjobenhavn) 0.75
1,153 260 Kalundborg 7.5

ESTHONIA
*396 1,013 Reval (Tallinn) 0.7

FINLAND
*221 1,355 Helsingfors 0.9

*1,796 167 Lahti 40.0

FRANCE
31.65 9,479 Radio Experi-

mental (Paris) 1.0
175 .r,7r4 S. Quentin 0.1
214 1,400 Fecamp (Radio

Normande) 0.5
220 1,364 Beziers 0.1
238 1,260 Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest) 1.0
240 1,250 Nimes 0.25
248 1,411 Nice -

Juan -Ids -Pins 0.5
.272 1,102 Rennes (PTT) - 0.5
*286 ',op) Montpellier

(PTT) 0.2

66

ROADCAST
JANUARY 11, 1930

ELEPHONY
Broadcasting stations classified Ly country and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,

the power indicated is aerial energy.
Kilo- Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

286 1,040: Radio Lyons 0.5
292 1,027.4 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304 986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
308 973 Radio Vitus 1.0
311 964.5 Agen 0.25

* 316 95o Marseilles (1,17) 0.5
329 914 Grenoble (PTT) 0.5
329 914 Petit Parisien 0.5
363 828 Algiers 12.0
368 815 Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
375 803 Caen 0.5

*381 788 Radio Toulouse 8.0
410.7 730.4 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 2.0
447 ' 67r Paris (Ecole

. Sup. PTT) 3.0
468 640 Lyons (PTT) 5.0

1,444 207.5 Eiffel Tower 12.0
.1,725 174 Radio Paris 12.0

GERMANY
*218 1,373 Flensburg 0.5
*227 1,329 Cologne 4.0
* 234 1,283 Miinster 3.0
*239 1,256 Niirnberg 2.0
*246 1,220 0.35
*246 7,220 Cassel 0.25
*253 144 Gleiwitz 2.0
* 259 1,157 Leipzig, 1.5
* 270 1,112 Kaiserslautern 0.25
*276 1,085 Konigsberg 2.5
* 283 1,058 AlagclOurg 0.5
*283 1,058 Berlin (E.) 0.5
*283 1,058 Stettin 0.5
*319 941 Dresden 0.25
*319 94r Bremen 0.35
*325 923 Breslau 1.5
* 360 833 Stuttgart 1.5
.372 8o6 Hamburg 1.5
*390 77o Frankfurt 1.5
* 418 716 Berlin 1.5
*453 663 Danzig 0.25
*456 657 Aachen 0.35
* 473 635 Langenberg 13.0
*533 563 Burnett 1.5
*560 536 Hanover 0.35
560 536 Augsburg 0.25
570 527 Freiburg 0.35

*1,635 /83.5 Zeesen 30.0
2,100 z2
2,290 x34

Norddeich 10.0r [
GRAND DUCHY

223 1,346 Luxembourg

HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven

(PCJ) 25.0
*298 1,004 Hilversum (until

5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
* 1,071 280 Hilversum 6.5
*1,071 28o Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B S.T)

*1,875 16o Huizen (after)
5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5

HUNGARY
550 545 Budapest 20.0

ICELAND
*1,200 250 Reykjavik 1.0

IRISH FREE STATE
*225 1,337 Cork (IFS) 1.0
*413 725 Dublin ('SRN) 1.0

ITALY
201 .r,o3o Turin (Torino)

*332 905 Naples (Napoli)
*385 779 Genoa (Genova)

7.0
1.5
1.0

Kilo. Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

*441 68o Rome (Roma) 50.0
453 662 Bolzano (IBZ) 0.3

*501 599 Milan (Milano) 7.0
YUGOSLAVIA

308 973 Zagreb (Agram) 0.7
436 68g Belgrade 2.5
575.5 521 Ljubljana 2.5

LATVIA
*525 572 Riga 3.0

LITHUANIA
'1,935 155 Kovno 7.0

NORWAY
241 1,243 Rjukan 0.18

*283 1.058 Notodden .05
364 824 Bergen 1.0
393.7 762 Frederiksstad 0.7
453 662 Tromso 41.1
453 662 Aalesund 0.3
453 662 Porsgrund 0.7

*493 6o8 Oslo (tests) 60.0
107.1 280 Trondjhem

(tests)
POLAND

*313 959 Cracow 0.5
*335 896 Posen 1.2
385 779 Wilno 0.5

*408 734 Kattowitz 10.0
1,390 2r5.75 Warsaw 8.0

ROUMANIA
*394 76i Bucharest 12.0

RUSSIA
720 417 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
938 320 Moscow

(C.C.S.P.) 75.0
1,000 300 Leningrad 20.0
1,075 279 Tiflis

.

10.0
1,103 272 Moscow Popoff 40.0

*1,304 230 Kharkov 4.0
1,481 202.5 Moscow (Kona) 40.0

SPAIN
251 z,193 Almeria (EAJ18)' 1.0
268 1,2'21 Barcelona

(EA J13) 10.0
314 956 Oviedo (EA1J9) 0.5

* 349 86o Barcelona
(EAJ1) .8.0

*368 815 Seville (EAJS) 1.5
424 707 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0

4,532 663 San Sebastian
(EAJS) 0.5

SWEDEN
231 1,30t Malmo 0.6

*257 /,160 Horby 19.0
271) 1,112 Trollhattan 0.45 -

932 Goteborg 10.0
*52 905 Falun 0.5

*43k 689 Stockholm 1.5
.54'., 554 Sundsvall 0.6
*770 389 Ostersund 0.6

1,200 250 Soden 0.6
'1.348 222.5 Motala 30.0

SWITZERLAND
* 403 743 Berne 1.0
*459 653 Zurich 0.63
680 442 Lausanne 0.6
760 395 Geneva 0.25

1,010 297 Basle 0.25
TURKEY

'1,219 246 Stamboul 5.0

All wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

RADIOGRAMS
A Scottish Electrical, Wireless, 'Engin-

eering, Musical and General Trades Exhibi-
tion is to be held in. the Kelvin Hall,
Glasgow, from January 29 to February 8.
One of the outstanding features of the
exhibition will be a small hall where
visitors will witness, for the first time in
Scotland, Baird television at work.

A new series of children's concerts for
broadcasting has been arranged for Ulster.
The series is being carried out by the
B.B.C., in conjunction with the Ministry
of Education for Northern Ireland, with
the idea of laying the foundations of
musical culture and musical appreciation
in the audiences of the future.

WABC (New Jersey), the new 50 -kilo-
watt key station of the Columbia Broad-
casting network, is to be the most powerful
and modern transmitter in the New York
area. It will work on 86o kilocycles
(349 metres).

Turin would appear to have altered its
interval signal, instead of the song of the
nightingale, the trilling of a canary may be
heard between items.

On 1,350 metres (222.2 kc.) the Tunis
(North Africa) broadcasting station trans-
rafts a concert nightly at 8..15 p.m. G.M.T.
The call is "Aldo I Alto ! ici le poste radio-
telephonique de Tunis-Kasbah," announce-
ments being made in both French and
Arabic.
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THE
CHOICE

WE MAKE ALTERNATIVE TYPES
13F EVERY LINE TO SUIT ALL

POCKETS.

FUSEHOLDERS
Manufacturers of the largest
range offuseholdersfor both
screw bulb and tubular fuses.

Single Bakelite 9d.
Single with spare.. 1 /3
Flex Wire .. 1 /6
Universal .. 1 /9

This is our new twin type
Bakelite Insulated Mains
Fuse. Price complete

OUI.LIN

SIGNAL LAMPS
Prevents waste of L.T. cur-
rent. Thousands now in use
giving every satisfaction.

Redactor & Bracket 1 :6
Dlalite .. 2/ -
Small Signal Lamp 213
Flush Nitg.(mstr.ta) 2/6

GRID LEAK CLIPS
A superior holder, which
securely grips all makes of
grid leaks and resistances.

Vertical Mtg. .. 9d.
Horizontal Mtg... 9d.

Obtainable from all
dealers, but in case
of difficulty write

direct.

F SEND TWOPENCE
IN STAMPS FOR
OUR NEW 56 PAGE

CATALOGUE.

A. F. BULGIN & Co., LANE,
9-1041 CURSITOR ST.,

E.C.4
CHANCERY

LONDON, .
RADIO MANUFACTURERS Telephone: Holborn 1072 and 2074

(imam WireIT,

FEAYBERD
UNIVERSAL.

MAINS TRANSFORMER
Available tappings

134 volts 120 m a ...

280+ 280 v. 120 m a
212+212 v. 120 m a ... Price
2!',-1-2! v. 2 amps
2 2 v. 4 amps
3 ! 3 v. 21:,, amps
12 v. 1!_ amps ...

For Westinghouse Rectifiers and A.C.
Valves.

W.I. 230 v. 160 ma.. 20;-
\F. 135 v. 70 m.a. .. 15 '-
W.3. 8!/., v. a. 12 6
\\ .5. 12 v. 11 a. .. 15, -
W.0. 12 v. 3,,c, a. 20
W.7. 18 v. 1 a. 17 6
W.8. 18 v. 311, a. 25,-
W.14-

.

135 v. 70 ru.a.
1 4 v. 4 a.

W'17*l g vv. a.a.

135 v. 70 m.a.
W.15. 12 v. 11.; a. .1. 28,6

45 v. ulf m.a.

)63/-

For A.C. Valves and Power Valves.
723. 4 v. 3 a. ... 9;-
727. 4 v. 5 a. ... 12,6
725. 6 v. a. 14;-
730. v. 6 a. ... 22,6

720. 2 \ 31:, a. 10 '-
721. 0.8 v 4 a. 12 6
728. 71, v. 3 a. 12 6
726. 5 v. 3 a. 12 6

Full lists of Mains components of every
conceivable kind together with explanatory

diagrams from

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.
10 Finsbury Street, E.C.2

One minute from Moorgate Station

-----------------

iii
-

Amateur Wireless" HANDBOOKS e21/6
Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, or 2,'9 post free from Cassell and Company Limited, La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4

:11

ii
ii

111:

Capt. Round is one of the greatest authorities in the world
1 on radio Science and practice, and his book is a complete

guide to the principles under which this latest and most re-
markable valve should be operated.111

111

lit

111

Eii

111

Provides working instructions for building a number of highly
efficient crystal sets; making an attachment for simple con-
nection to existing wireless set; and designs for crystal sets
embodying the crystal loud -speaker system,

iii

11111

It

11

ii

.T he Shielded Four -electrode Valve
THEORY AND PRACTICE
By Captain H. J. Round, M.C.

Loud -speaker Crystal Sets
How to Make and Manage Them

Wireless -controlled Mechanism
For Amateurs. By Raymond Phillips
This book is an illustrated practical guide to the making and
using of short-range wireless control apparatus, and it has
been written so simply that it can be understood by any
enthusiast possessing an elementary knowledge of wireless.

The Practical " Super -het" Book
Explains what the Super -het is, what it does, how it works, and
how to build up a number of super -het sets made of tested,
British -made components.

The Short-wave Handbook
By Ernest H. Robinson (5YM)
Describes in very simple language the wireless apparatus used
in short-wave work, shows how to make it and how to use it,
and explains the technical principles with which the beginner
will need to become acquainted.

The Practical Wireless Data Book
The intelligent novice, and particularly the home constructor
and the keen wireless amateur who is always rigging up
different circuits and experimenting for progress, will find this
Data Book extremely helpful.

The Wireless Man's Workshop
By R. W. Hallows, M.A.
Written by a practical home constructor, this book-con-
taining much useful wireless information-enlightens readers
on the selection and right methods of using the tools and
wireless materials used in constructing sets.

'The Book of the Neutrodyne. By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
CONTENTS: Why Neutralising is necessary ; Systems of Neutralising ; Difficulties Encountered in Neutralised Circuits , How to obtain Good
Selectivity Without Loss of Quality ; Design of High -Frequency Transformers ; Lay -out in Neutralised Receivers- ; Some Suitable Circuits.

Price 1 /6 net. or post free for 1 /9

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

II

111

f!!
iii

ih
111

iii
111

111

111
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PERFECTION.

GRAWOR again brings perfection to
reproduction of sound.

The GRAWOR Electric Pick -up -tracks accurately
and silently, adds life to your records and further it
is supplied complete with 8" Tone -arm 45/and Volume Control for only ..

(Nickel -plated finish) From. To
GRAWOR CONE LOUD -SPEAKERS .. 28/6 55/-
GRAWOR CABINET SPEAKERS 34/- 147/-
GRAWOR SECTORPHONE UNITS .. 42/- 48/-
GRAWOR MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.. 90/- 160/-
GRAWOR CONE UNITS AND CHASSIS 13/6 21/-

G RAWOR
Sound - ZTL every. Sense
HENRY JOSEPH

11 RED LION SQ.
HOLBORN
LONDON, W.C.1

Telephone:
CHANCERY 8770

No.

Nos. 12 &13.

SEND POSTCARD
FOR THE GRAWOR
ILLUSTRATED
PRICE LIST G.

Will solve all your contact
problems. There are 21
varieties of " Clix," each one
specially designed for its
particular purpose. What-
ever your need in the way of
connection there is a "Clix "

to solve it.

No. 11. POWER PLUG
The combination of Plug, Socket
and Safety Bush makes a perfect
method of contact for Battery
Eliminators, Chargers, etc.

Price Complete 6d.
Power Plug, Red and '31

'14Black 4.1ff

No. 12. POWER'.
SOCKET

With one locknut 2d.
No. 13. POWER
SAFETY BUSH

;Red and Black 1d.2
No. 9. PARALLEL

PLUG
A resilient plug of great
utility, giving quick, firm and
perfect contact.
Red and Black 2d.

No. o.

No. 09.

No. 19. PARALLEL SOCKETS.
For use with parallel plugs or standard valve and 1 A
coil sockets. With locknut. .°
With locknut and engraved safety shoulder. 1 1 ,r1
Red and BlackOhl

NO. 21. CLIX CONNECTOR
A completely insulated wire link. A neat and sure

-. 1 ri
method of connection in extension work. Red,Black.2,. 

Write for the Clix k older
LECTRO LINX, LTD.
254 Vauxhall Bridge Road,

London, S.W.1

R(TDIOGR(IMS
HIS MAJESTY'S first broadcast since

his illness will be made at the
International Conference on Naval Dis-
armament, which opens in the Royal
Gallery of the House of Lords on January
21 next. The King will leave immediately
after having spoken, and his place will be
taken by Mr. Ramsay MacDonald. The
broadcast will continue from II a.m. to
I p.m. Ten microphone extensions are
being installed in- the Royal Gallery, all
connected to a central point, thence led to
the private branch exchange of the House
of Lords and so to the Savoy Hill control -
room.

Captain H. B. T Wakelam, from Cardiff
Arms Park, will give a running commentary
on the International Football match which
is taking place on January 18; it is to be
relayed to London and Daventry 5XX.

Under the title " Helmet and Haver-
sack," listeners to the 5GB programme on
January 16 are to hear a sequence of army
marching and camp songs from the days
of the Waterloo campaign to the Great War.

On January 17 the Birmingham studio
will produce As You Choose, a seasonable
pantomime -revue, to be broadcast through
Daventry 5GB.

Arrangements have been made to trans-
mit through London and Daventry 5XX
excerpts of a performance of Gilbert and
Sullivan's Mikado, as presented at the
Savoy Theatre, London, on January 24.

A particularly attractive vaudeville pro-
gramme will be broadcast from London on
January 16; it includes a number of wireless
stars as well as some of the most prominent
revue favourites. Ronald Frankau; Marie
Burke, Jack Hulbert, and Cicely Court-
neidge are taking part in the performance.

The conversion of the Eiffel Tower trans-
mitter into a short-wave station for com-
munication with the French Colonies is
being seriously discussed in Paris. The
Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs has
already earmarked a sum of one and a half
million francs for this work.

The telephone system in America is to
be linked by radio with those in some of the
South American republics. Arrangements
for the service have been made and equip-
ment installed, states a report from the
Federal Radio Commission. The 19,000,000
telephones in the United States will be
directly connected with any of the tele-
phones in South America, which are
equipped for the radio telephone service.

For the fist time in nearly three years,
the number of radio stations in the United
States has dropped below 600. The most
recent count taken by the Federal Radio
Commission puts the number at 594.

H&B
Service for YOU

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM
STOCK

British Broadcast
Two

Ebonite panel 14 in. by 7 in. and strip £ s.
91,4 in. by 2 in. (Trelleborg) -. 4

1 .0005-mfd. variable condenser (Ormond) 5
1 .00035-mfd. variable condenser (Ormond) 5
2 Push-pull on -off switches (Pioneer) ... 2
Pair panel brackets (Bulgin) . . 1
1 Low -frequency transformer (Varky) ... 15
Pair G.B. battery clips (Bulgin)
1 Red and 1 black wander plugs ( Belling -Lee)
9 Named terminals (Eelex) ... 3
Connecting wire (Glazite) ... 1
2 Valve holders (Benjamin) 3
1 .0002-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissen) 1
1 .0003-mfd. fixed condenser (Lissed)
1 Dual range coil (Tunewell)
1 H.F. choke (Lissen)
2 Megohm grid leak (Lissen)
1 Grid leak holder (Lissen)
1 Fixed potentiometer (Lewcos)

8
5
1

d.
0
9
6
6
3
0
6
6
4
0
0
0
0
3
3
0
6

49---
Cash Price £3 4 1

Complete with Panel drilled, Baseboard and
Screws. Full-size Blueprint sent Free with each
kit order.
2 Mullard or Cossor valves 23,1- extra.
Hand -polished Cabinet 16,'- extra.

This kit can be supplied on our gradual payment
system  9/- down and 6 monthly payments of 101,

Now Ready. H. & B. 1930 Catalogue price 9d.
Refund on first order over 5,'-.

Carriage Paid on all orders.
C.O.D. charges paid on orders, over £1.

H. & B. RADIO CO.
34, 36, 36 BEAK STREET, REGENT STREET
Phme : Gerrard 2834 LONDON, W.1

TUNEWELL COILS
SPECIFIED AGAIN

Tunewell Base Fitting Dual Range
Coil for the BRITISH BROAD-
CAST 2, described in this issue.
With special brackets for base-
board mounting. No 6 -pin
base required. PRICE

The Tunewell " Cut -Out" is the
most efficient station selector
yet. Enclosed in superior Bake-

lite case.
B.B.C. Waveband; 1-0/6

High wave, 12/6

TURNER AND CO.
54 STATION ROAD, LONDON, N.11
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Editor Joes not necessarily agree with
the crews expressed by correspondents.

The Cost of Licensing
SIR,-I see that a question was recently

asked in Parliament regarding the cost
of issuing a wireless receiving licence.
Mr. Lees -Smith, the Postmaster -General,
said that the cost was about is. id. per
licence. This seems to me to be an excessive
proportion of the whole ios. Personally, I
would not mind the job of issuing licences
at the cost of even a farthing each ! Just
work this out. There are over 3,000,000
licensed listeners. And in approximate
arithmetic 3,000,000 farthings equal
1.3,000. Allowing for reasonable cost of
'printing and clerical work, this should show
a fair profit. Surely the radio section of the
Post Office has little at which to grumble
if they charge fifty-two times the amount
given in my example ! P. D. (Towcester).

Request Programmes
SIR,-From what I hear from friends, the

B.B.C. must get a large number of
complaints regarding programmes. Is it
not a. fact that this is due to the choosing

Correspondence should be brief and to the
Point and written on one :idea the paper.

of programme matter by folk who, them-
selves, hardlylever listen to the programmes ?
I think it would be a good idea if more use
could be made of the " Request" features
-which, from personal experience, I know
is done in America and Canada. Of course,
many of the "Requests" would be the
same, for a popular programme would be
asked for again and again Nevertheless,
it does seem that the B.B.0 takes too little
notice of the requests it receives, owing, I
suppose, to the pre -arranged programme
scheme. If programmes were regularly
compiled from "Requests," they undoubt-
edly would be more popular with the
average listener. M. B (London).

The Licence Position
SIR,-I know that los. a year is not

excessive for the value one gets in pro-
grammes, but I do think that the licence
fee and regulations should be more adapt-
able, as are car licences. What is going to
happen to a man who wishes to try out a

(Continued on next page)
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BUILD WITH THIS
HASSIS

Sold in all radio
shops. If out of stock
send dealer's name
and address to us.

Accurately balanced for area, juxtaposition and
mutual tension. Small diaphragm for high,
large diaphragm for low audible frequencies.
Simultaneously operated by balanced armature.
Acoustic conditions exclusive to Ultra Air
Chrome-the factory -made t/onble Linen ia-
phragm Speaker. Bright speech. Realistic
volume. Natural time. Hear t7te chassis form at
your dealer's. Available ill four sizes from 42j,

ULTRA ELECTRIC LIMITED
661-663. Harrow Road. London, N.W.111

ABSENT MINDED DOCTOR TO PATIENT

"Say-er-

NC.C. 756A



treateur

SOMETHING YOU
REALLY WANT

ND now, a new and welcome additionA to the popular range of Sovereign
Products-the Sovereign Compression -
Type Condenser suitable for use in the
Brookman's Rejector and wherever this
type of condenser is specified. In beauti-
fully manufactured Bakelite case, base-
board mounting, heavily nickel -plated
metal parts, locking nut, best Ruby
Mica, nickel silver plates
Type Fl (.0001 mfd.), G2 (.001mfd.) 2/..

J3 (.0003 mid.)
From all dealers. If any difficulty in obtain:oe
a My direct to its. Requirements by return.

r 111..11111111111111111 HM11111111111111111

0 EI GIST
1111111111111111111111111 17. 4' HIHMUffliiiiMil

Produced by J.R. WIRELESS CO.
6-8. Rosebery Avenue, London. E.C.1

Baldry Ad. .1.15.11

ESSENTIAL FOR
MAINS RECEIVERS
Look at it-completely insu-
lated, essential where high
voltages are concerned ---
ample contacts - impas-
sible to burn out valves.
The first plug and socket
in which both parts are
engraved and entirely
insulated when con-
nected or disconnect-
ed. Engravings on
both Plug and Sock-
et make for easy
connections.

Price 9d.
(Panel Portion 3d.
(Zle.r Portion Gd.)

Ask your dealer,
or send to us,
for Belling -Lee
Handbook
'Radio Con-

nections."

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTI"N

Advertisement of Bening 1. Lee Ltd., Oneensway
Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.

The Neutrodyne from A to Z

" The Book of the
Neutrodyne 97

By J. H. REYNER. 1/6 net.
Cassell & Co. Ltd., Fatringdon Street,

70

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR "
(Continued from preceding page)

new set before definitely purchasing it, and,
of course, before obtaining a licence? Or
what would happen to him if, for instance,
he lent the receiver to a friend for a few
days? Who would be liable if the Post
Office van should happen to pay a visit?

It is a pity that the licencing regulations
cannot cover such simple cases as these.

B. F. (Walthamstow).

Separate Control for the Detector ?
SIR,-A few years ago the majority of

wireless receivers using two or more
valves had a separate rheostat for each.
The modern practice is to have only one,
or an " on -and -off " switch. This certainly
simplifies matters and reduces components,
but owing to a recent experience of mine, I
am inclined to doubt the wisdom of this
method, in spite of its convenience. I have
been led to the conclusion that when the
detector valve is linked up on both its fila-
ment sides with the L.F valves, there is a
certain loss of efficiency in the detector
circuit. That the system works is granted,
but the point I wish to emphasize is this :
Would not results be even better with a
separate control for the detector? I am
inclined to think so for the following
reason, based on practical experience.

I have a three -valve "straight" set of
the Reinartz type (o -V-2), using two -pin
coils. The tuning condenser was in the
centre of the panel and the reaction con-
denser to the left of this as you faced the
panel. I had a separate rheostat for each
valve, and the set was very efficient so far
as getting distant stations was concerned.
The other day, in order to shorten the leads
to the aerial coil from its condenser, I
reversed the, position of the two, i.e., the
tuner and reaction. -In doing so I had to
remove the rheostat controlling the detec-
tor valve, and as I did not wish to drill a
fresh hole in the panel for it, I dispensed
with it and linked up the first two valves on
the baseboard and controlled them from
the rheostat which had done duty for the
first L.P. valve only. On switching on again
everything seemed pretty much as usual so
far as the local station and the two Daven-
trys were concerned, but when it came to

(Continued on page 72)
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ELECTRADIX
LONDON DISPOSAL DEPT.

WE are clearing out at
sacrifice prices, a large

quantity of WIRELESS and
ELECTRICAL GOODS.
Bargains which cannot be
repeated.

If you cannot call, send an
addressed envelope at once
for copy of Sale List of
these goods.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

'Phone : City 0191

EUREKA THE L.P.
TRANSFORvIER
for perfection in wireless recep-
tion combined with full wale
amplification and pure tonal

quality.
CONCERT GRAND

1st stage, 10;8
CONCERT GRAND,

2nd stage, 9,16
BABY GRAND,

1st or 2nd stage, 8;6
Model "A" Chokes for out
put or eliminator, 1016
All toot paid and supplied with
money -back guarantee if dissatis-

fied within 7 days.
Sole Manufacturers:

L. PERSON & SON
(Dept. 6), 63, Shatte:.-, bury It., London, P1.1.

Clerk. 7139.

SUPER -MICROPHONES
New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vast
improvement over all other types: will pick up whispered

words from a distance of several yards, also
strongly amplify and transmit speech and
taus is over a distance, through Loud -speaker
or Headphones. Splendid Instruments for
making Detects phone, DEAF -AID, LOUD -
SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Announce-
ments through Loud -speaker, Amplifier for
Crystal or boles Sets. Electric Sound
Detector, NARY ALARM or INVALID

CALI, from bedroom through distant Loud -speaker, Experi-
ments, etc.
NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF EQUAL SEN3ITIVENES3
KNOWN: each Instrument finely black enamelled and
fitted with a aft. silk connecting cord. Despatched 8/6
by return post.

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
for connecting Super -Microphone to Radio Head- /
phones, Loud -speaker, Valve Sot, or Vulva Amplifier W.'

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE
for nse with gaper -microphone as a HIGHLY EFFICIENT
DEAF AID, or Detectaphone, etc. thin 3 -ft. silk con- 6/.
netting cord fitted. Earpiece finely black enamelled.
Full Direcaons for use of Super -Microphone for matt/ purposes

and Diagrams of connecb:ons froe.

FRED& ADOLPH, Actual Maker, Phone:
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1. MUSEUM 8329

Continental
B
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,
AMATEUR WIRELESS

DIARY
This handy and compact reference
on many occasions during 193o,

every wireless amateur. Here

Conventional Symbols used in Wireless.
Contractions.

Aerials and Earths
Frame Aerials.
Wavelength Frequency Tables.
Notes on Accumulator Upkeep.
Coil -winding Data.

The "Amateur Wireless " Diary
sellers for 1/6 (cloth) and 2/E (leather),
from "Amateur Wireless," 58/61,

NOTEBOOK

for 1930
book, which will be of assistance

should be kept within easy reach by
are some of the contents :

Useful Formula Section.
Calculating Condenser Capacities.
List of World's Short-wave Stations,
Choosing Your Valves.
Valve Tables.
Glossary and Definitions of Wireless

Terms.

can be obtained at Book -
or by post (2d. extra),

Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4



.. AW213
AW215

Clipper Two (D, Trans) WM135
Continental 1 \vo (D, Trans) WN1143
Stay -put Two (All AC, D, Trans) .. WM155
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) VVNI
ABC Two (D, Trans) with copy "WM"-is. 3d. W111160
Brookmans Two (D, Trans) .. WMx68
AC Two (D, Trans) WMx 75

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
All -Britain Three (I -1.F., D, Trans) AW158

,The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW172
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW175
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans) AW192
James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans) AW196
All -wave High-mag. Three (D, z Trans) .. AW199
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW201
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW2o3a
Wide World Short-wave Three (HF, D, Trans) AWzo7
Everybody's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW209

AW2ri
AN\ 2/4

.. WM117

.. WM t zo
WMI23

.. WM129
WN413z
WM136
WM141
WMx4.2
VV1V1152
WM/ 57
WMI6i
\AMIN.

New Q3 (SG, D, Pentode) .. WM167
Brookmans Push-pull Three (HF, D, Trans) 1/6 WM x7o
Celerity Three (SG, D, Trans) WM173

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Overseas Short -waver (I1F, D, a Trans) .. AW133
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans, AC

Rectifier) AWzoo
*Music.lover's Gramo-radio (SG, D, RC,

Trans-is. 6d.) . AWziaza
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Loud -speaker -

1s.) .. AWzozb
'Music -lover's Graino-radio (Motor -board -9d.) AW2o2c
Binowave Four (SG, D, RC 'Frans) .. WM119
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, aRC) WM122
Dominions Four (2SG, D, 'Frans) .. WM134
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four .. WNIx 40
Music Player (HF, D RC, Trans) WN1144
Arrow (SG, HF, D, Trans) W.M1 54
1930 Monodial (2SG, D, Trans) WNI158
Electric Four (All AC-SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM162
Outpost Four (SG, D, 2 Trans) WMI65
Brookman's Four (2 SG, D, Trans) .. WM174

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Fidelity Five (HF, D, aRC) WM130
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Push-

pull) .. WMtaki
1930 Five (2HF, D, RC, Trans) W1I171

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
AAV:Gramophone Amplifier .. AW2o5
Beginner's Amplifier (iv.) 9d. AW2io
Brookman's Separator (HF Unit) . .. AW2 12
Signal Booster (HF Unit) WN1128
Auditrol Amplifier WN1132
Concentrator (HF Unit)  .. WA1169

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
Short-wave Adaptor (1 v.) 1W183
High-tension Battery Charger .. AW191
Mains Unit for S.8 Valves AW193
Simplest H:1'. Unit AW197
B.P. Wavetrap (6d.) AW2o4
H.T: Unit for A.C. Mains .. WMxz5
Lodestone Loud -speaker WN1126
James H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains .. .. WM z33
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit WN1147
A.C. Mains Amplifier . W1A1149
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WM151
fur. Unit for A.C. Mains WM1 59
"W.M." Linen -diaphragm W.Mx 72
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS

CRYSTAL SETS (6d. each)
B.B.C. Brookmans Park Set .. AW2o6
Regional Crystal Set .. WNII76

ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
B.B.C. Official One .. AW208
Reinarta One .. .. . N11 7
A.z WN1153

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Loud -speaker America Two .. AWino
Talisman Two (D. Trans) .. AW194
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode) ..
Pentector Two (P. det, RC) ..
British Broadcast Two (D, Trans) .

1930 Ether Searcher (SG, D. Trans)
New All -Britain Three (HF, D, Trans)..
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans)
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode) ..
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Simple Screen Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Dynamic Three (AC-SG, D, Trans) ..
At Home Three (D, zRC)
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans) ..
Binowave S.C. Three (SG, D, 'Frans)
Fanfare (D, 2 Trans) ..
Brookmans Three (SG, 0, Trans) ..
Community Three (D, RC Trans) ..

PORTABLE SETS
Arcadian Portable (SG, D, z Trans) with

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AW177 1/6
1:5.5.0 Portable (D, Trans) AW181 1/6
Holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW188 1/ -
Music Leader (SG, 0, RC, 'Frans) with

CO3n "AW " . AW203 -/4
Wayfarer Portable (Super-het) W\1139
1929 Chummy (SG, D, Trans, RC) Wk1145
Enchanter Portable (zHF, D, RC, Trans) WAIx5ci

°The three prints are obtainable for as, 6d. post free
Copies at the " Wireless Magazine " and of "Amateur Wireless " con-
taining descriptions of any of these sets ear be obtained at Is. 94. and 4d.
respectively, post free. laden letters "A.W." refer to "Amateur Wire-
ess " sets and " W.51." to " Wireless Magazine " sets.

sib
1/6

AMATEUR WIRELESS 58-61 FETTER LAW,
LOON. E.0 4

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W."

71 NSW,

RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Dalv'sTheatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 21121

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERYDAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m,
Sunday morning 11-1

COUPON 7
Send 3d. stamp for our
140 pp. illustrated cata-
logue. But please men-
tion No. on this coupon.

KITS OF PARTS of your own
selection

Quoted for at a special
cash price where possible OVER 251'
on receipt of detailed list. In value

Following for Home Assembly.
ALL APPROVED COMPONENTS.

CLARION S.G.3
SET OF PARTS

2 Polar .0005, No. 3, at 8/9..0001
Reaction, 41-. 2 Dual range C.I
Coils, with Reaction (runewell)
Anode, 10/8; Aerial, 1011. Sprung
V.H. at 1/8. Formodenser, "2,"

1-mfd., 2/6. .0 Fixed T.C.C.
I!9. 2-nieg., 9.0. H.F. Choke,
5,-. B.F. Choke, 51. L.F., Lotus
or Telsen Radiogrand, 12,8.
COOS and Series Clip. 14 by 7
Ebonite Panel. Screen, 8.1 by 0.
8 Terminals, Push-pull Switch.
Flex. Plops, %Vire. 2 S.M.Dials.

CASH 70/-. Carr. paid

TALISMAN 2
KIT OF PARTS, "A.W.," Aim 3.
.0003 S.M . Condenser, .0002 Reac-
tion, 2 Spring V.H., .0002 and
Series Clip, 2.meg., Wearite Talis-
man Coil vo, D.P. Choke, Telsen
L.F 12;6, Type "3" Forms, P.P.
Switch, Panel Strip, 8 Engraved
Terminals, Baseboard,Wire, Plugs,
Clips.

CASH 49/6. Post free

EASY TERMS
KITS OF PARTS, with 2 Tune
well Clarion Coils, panel, strip, all
screws, wire and sundries, 14 by 7
Cabinet (hinged lid), baseboard,
8.0. Mallard Valve, 2 D.E. Valves,
Blueprint.

12/9 PIISZN
and 11

further monthly 1219payments of
EASY TERMS
KIT OF PARTS, with Dual Coil,
Cabinet, and Baseboard (hinged
lid), 2 Mallard Valves, Blueprint,
Screws, Wire, etc.

8/- PN1EIT
nd 11 further monthly

payments of
81 -

Build MULLARD
THE MASTER

With MULLARD SPECIFIED PARTS

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR
As specified by MullartIS

3 Spring V. holders,.Combined wave coil, Permacore L.F., Climax
L.P., H.F. Choke, Battery Switch, J.B..0003, 3.11..00033, Mallard
.0003 and 2 meg., bolder, .0001 fixed, paneLbrackets, spades, 8
plugs, Flex, Lhiks, 4 engraved terminate, Baseboard, all screws,

Aluminium panel ready drilled, Grid Bias,

ABOVE TOTAL £ 6 : 2 : 6
3 Mullard Valves £1 : 13 : 6

CABINET AND BATTERIES EXTRA

OAK SPEAKER CABINET
ifx1/xIi

Cone on baffle board,
Aluminium chassis,
complete with unit :
Blue Spot 66K - 32,6
Latest Tefag - - 24/-
Lissen 4 -pole - - 20/ -
The above prices are for
the cabinet, chassis,
cone and unit. Carr. 2 -

FOR HOME ASSEMBLY.

AMAZING OFFER IN
LOUD -SPEAKER RECEIVERS

DE LUXE
MODEL

READY TO
USE

For Local,
Brookm ails
Park, 5GB,and new
alternative
programmes.
Many Continent-

al Stations.
NO COILS
TO CIIAN(..L

READY TO FIX TO AERIAL.
The Most Wonderful Set for Distance,
Speech and Music; and THE WORLD'S

BEST SELLER
Complete Receiver READY TO USE

as shown above
Assembled in AMERICAN CABINET
(hinged lid) all parts enclosed , DUAL
WAVE COIL is incorporated (200/
2000) ; GRID BIAS BATTERY 4
WAY LEADS ; 3 DULL EMITTER Packing & Carr.
VALVES ; 2 SLOW MOTION DIALS, Is. U.K.
TRANSFORMER COUPLED. NOT C.O.D.

BATTERIES AND SPEAKER EXTRA.

WHY PAY MORE?

Does not get
every station

on the map,
but gets those

that matter.

Our Latest De Luxe Super
3 -Valve Loud -speaker Re-

ceiver is just what you want
BUILT FOR TONE, POWElt,

AND SELECTIVTTY
Extremely efficient. Lissen Power
Pentode supplied, giving mirvel-
one results. New type of Dual -

wave Panel -mounting Coil incor-
porated, with Switch, 2 Fine
Timing Dialts, Telsen and Super
L.F. Transformers, 2 Dull -emitter
Valves (11.F. and D.), Lissen Pen-
tode (only 100 volts H.T. needed),
Grid Bias, Coloured Battery Leads.
Range, '200 to 2,000metz es. Switch
on, that's all
Cash price on application. For easy
terms a tonal sent, to lint or
householder.

BATTERIES AND
SPEAKER EXTRA

H.P. form free on re.inest.

/6
WITH ORDER AND
11 MONTHLY PAY -

MEWS OF

9/6

DAR 10 VALVES TRIOTRON VALVES
Universal, or Super H.F. New Dark Emitters.

each - 5/8 Power, 7,6; R.C., B.F., L.F., each
Super Power - 716 51, S. -volt: Post' 3d. Latest
Hyper Power - 1118 TRIOTRON 4 -pole Bal. Arm

2 or 4 volts Post 3d. total Sneaker Unit, 15.6.

RAYMOND'S CHALLENGE THE
WORLD FOR VALUE & QUALITY

BRITAIN'S FAV. 2
Kit of approved components For home assembly
panel, strip, all screws, wire
and sundries, 14x7 Cabinet
(hinged lid), baseboard,
Poster and D. Valve. Blue-
print, DUAL RANGE 200/
2000 - metres COIL. E.P.
Forts on request to flat or

householder.

EASY TERMS
8/FIRST- PAYMEN T

and 11 further monthly
payments of .

8/ -
ALL -BRITAIN 3

1930 Model

ALL PARTS IN STOCK
QAT, 15;-.
Please make oat, llet and will roote
you inclusive prix over 23;- value

FOR ETHER SEARCHER
Pair Dual -range Covern Coils, 17,'-.
Llseen Super, 19,-. Lotus ..,00013
Differential, Leavos 11.F.
Choke, 7;9. Lisseu, 518, etc. Two
1 -add. IP-, etc.

TDNEWELL
CLARI ON COILS, each 10 6
DUAL 8 -PIN, each .. 7 9
6 -PIN BA SES, each .. 1 9

SPEAKERS, etc.
Blue Spot Unit 011K, 25; -;-Chassis,
12;6; Do., Major, 15;-: B.T.H.
Chassis, 12,,-; Vnit, 15,-; Brown's
Vee Unit, 25,-; Chassis, 151-;
Nnoilion. Cone, 211.: A.C.40, £3.;
A.R.9 HMIs, 2711; Celeetion C10,
75 - , Marconi Octagon, 50,-;
B.T.H. (7,2. 45',
KITS OF PARTS CAN I

TERMS OVER

BRITISH VALVES
Marconi, Cossor, Omani, 10,8.
Power, 1E44 9.P., 15,-. ,

22/6. Pentode, 26/... Sets of valves
for alleassor, Oerani, and M ullard
Kits of parts, etc.

WE STOCK
LB. ernatenserS., 11.1.Cliokes,
Transformers, and all usual
products, LCIVC03 Coils,
Chokes, etc., Ekco Mains
Units, Amplion Speakers,
Brown Speakers, and all
components, 'phones, etc.,
Ferranti L.F. Transformers,
Chokes. Anode Resistances,
Cossor, Mallard, Osram,
Ediswan, Marconi Calves,
Varley Choices and Trans -
ionizers, Ormond Conden.-
Aets, Din le, rte.

TAI ISMAN
DUAL O0,1.7/
(Wearite) magnetic reaction

E 11AD ON EASY 4E3

to Advertisers
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2DS

1. Hole f r Plugs
2. Spade Connection
3. Takes Pins, Wires.

etc.
4. Soldering Tabs
5. Under -panel wire slot
Treble -Duty Terminals

2DP (T2LC)

.DI

2DH

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
Eelex House, 118 Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1

Price 411. each
without names (THAL

3d.each.
EELEX Spades, Pins,

Eyes and Hooks.
6 different colour,'

sleeves 2d. each
Write for Lisl JS6.

UCH IMITATED

cLAROSTAT
4it NEVER EQUALLED
" REDUCED PRICES/

STANDARD. WAS l06w:019'6
VOLUME. 8'6 7'G
POWER TYPES.0195t 13'6
FREE VtfreSPLZ461r2e

types mains apparatus, etr_

CLAUDE LYONS LTD:
76,OLDHALL ST.,LIVERPOOL

tVANDER PLUG
set'ili pOWERFUL Gio:

Look at its prongs of special
spring -metal that grip the
socket-its insulated holder
-the neat engravings on the
head-its finish. Replace
your old wander plugs with
Belling -Lee to -day, and
put an end to bad con-
tacts and loose plugs.
Ask your dealer, or sr, d
to or for Relling.Lee
handbook " Radio
Connections."

4d. P. l'at.

BELLING -LEE
idreriisesnent of Belling and Lee, Ltd.,Queensloay Works,

Ponders End, Middlesex.

BARGAIN IN CRYSTAL I- ETS
The.19.C.R.S. Crystal Set in Renter covered Case, with lid and
fastener, making it absolutely dustproof. Nickel -Plated fittings,
Detector complete with crystal and Cate -Whisker. Variometer
Tuning. Strong reception with two pairs of Phones. Every one
is tested and guaranteed. Special Price. 6/6 Post Free.
Folly guaranteed Headphones for above set, BB Post Free.
SEND NOW FOR NEW BARGAIN LIST, POST FREE
sent C.O.D. if desired. 'Phone Terminus 6777.
WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES
259, Gray's Inn Rd., King's X, London, W.C.1

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres

Thousands of these tuners are in use, and we can strongly
recommend them. No further coils are required. Send
P.C. for particulars and circuits. FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, COVENTRY.

GRAMOPHONES LATEST HORNS
AND PARTS

CATALOGUE FREE. CASH OR TERMS.
BUILD £12 MODEL FOR £3. INSTRUCTIONS 31.

W. BURT 185 High St., Deptford, London. S.E.8

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems

72

" LETTERS TO THE EDITOR"
(Continued from page 70)

the foreigners there was a different tale to
tell. With one exception, Langenberg, they
were there all right, but not so good (loud
and clear) as formerly. As for Langenberg,
it had disappeared altogether. When I
turned the dial to the spot where it usually -
came in, all I could get was a whistle not
unlike a heterodyne, and no amount of
j uggling with the two condensers could alter
this. I thought at first that perhaps 5GB
was clashing with the German, as it some-
times does, but not to the extent of a
heterodyne in my experience, though their
programmes occasionally interfere with one
another. However, I did not trouble over-
much at the moment, but on the second
night of switching on and I met with the
same conditions, I began, to be suspicious,
but decided to wait another night. When I
then met with no improvement (and I was
very much attached to Langenberg
always a good strong signal with me), I
knew that something drastic must be done.
Not wishing to reverse the variable con-
densers again, I decided to drill a fresh hole
in the panel and replace the detector rheos-
tat, having formed the opinion that the
trouble arose at this point. It did not take
many minutes to make the necessary
alterations, and you may guess how eagerly
I awaited results. I switched on with
mixed feelings, turned the dial to the
Langenberg position and, to my great
satisfaction and delight, he was there as
good as ever ! Moreover, the other foreign-
ers were much improved in reception.

It would appear (though I do not speak
as an expert) that when the detector valve,
perhaps the most important in the set, is
linked up entirely with the L.F. valves, its
full functioning is crippled in some way,
probably by inter -electrode capacities.

A. J. W. (Chorlton-cum-Hardy).
[Ire sugge;t that the performance of the set

when the detector rheostat was removed was
impaired owing simply to a change of bias on
the detector valve grid by the removal of the
resistance in one filament leg of the detector,
Alternatively, the re -arrangement of the wiring
may have had an adverse effect. Our corres-
pondent's suggestion seems highly improbable.
-ED.]

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6cl.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6(1.
Postal, Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for !MI

tone fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
ir,troduced a system of deposit which it is recommended,
rhculd be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article baring
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and ts. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
restage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
Ices are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.

THE PROPRIETOR of Patents Nos. 263752 and 263753
Variable Directional Electric Wave Generating Device"

and "Directive Projecting and Receiving System for Use
in Wireless Telegraphy or Telephony " is desirous of
entering into arrangements by way of Licence or other-
wise on reasonable terms for the purpose of exploiting
the same and ensuring its full development and practical
working in this country. All communications should be
addressed in the first instance to:-J. E. Evans -Jackson
and Company, Registered Patent Agents, Bath Douse,
57 to 60, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.1; and 34,
Dame Street, Dublin, Ireland.

ENGINEERS.- Can't we get together? All we ask is the
chance to prove that you can earn £300, £400, £500 per
year and more. Other men are doing it and yOU can do
the Caine. We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisa-
tion waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expert.
If yon wish for something more than a " bread-and-
butter " job, you owe it to yourself to investigate our
service. Our handbook. "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," has pointed the way to better things to over
20,000of your fellows. It contains details of A .M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.1.C.E., A.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.. A.M.T.Struct.E., C. and
G., G.P.O., etc. Exams., and outlines Horne -study Courses
in all branches of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor, and Wire-
less Engineering. In a brilliant article, Professor A. M.
Low shows clearly the chances you are missing. The book
and our advice are quite free. We guarantee " NO PASS
- NO FEE." Don't miss this opportunity; send a post
card NOW (state Branch, Post, or Exam.).- British
Institute of Engineering Technology, 100 Shakespeare
House, 20 Oxford Street, London, W.1.

DECORATE YOUR LOUDSPEAKER YOURSELF.
Transfers giving painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal,
etc. Sample and catalogue 1,c. A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey,
England-

SINQUERS
SAVE YOUR

ACCUMULATORS
SET A SINQUER

00 L-1 SENTRY!
HE'LL NEVER LET

lm YOU DOWN.

,, MI_ t

Doable the life of your cells! Avoil
Icing let down by a ren-ontaecamula-
f or. Sinquers tell you the exact state
of sour battery and warn you when it
needs recharging, Just drop them 'a

! V k 1/- per carton from most dealers or
M post free from actua, makers.
FIDDIAN BAWTREE & CO.,

and leave them to it.

, ,!,11.1% / i.le trade distributors, Eric J. Lever
Oakhill Road, Sutton,

--nanneone. (Tr le) Ltd- 23 Clerkenwel 'thee:, E:C.I.
11111.111.111111=

Build your own Dry Batteries
A New Wireless Hobby

We supply super capacity Dry Cells and all parts for build-
ing your own dry battery at home. This is the best and
cheapest form of H.T. yet offered. Super Capacity Cells,
each 1.5 volts 22 mill iamps, 3;6 per doz. Send I H. stamp

,

for Booklet: "How to Build a Dry Battery at Home" to-
THE LEYTON BATTERY CO.

305 Church Road : Leyton. E.10

WET H.T. BATTERIES-
Solves all H.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHANGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS (waxed 21 in. x 17: in. sq., 1,3 dos.
Z1NCS, new type, 101. doz. SACS, 1 2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with bands sill
electrolyte. 4 1 post 9d. Sample unit 0,5.
Illus. booklet free. Bargain but free.

AMPLIFIERS, 30,C. 3 -VALVE SET, £5.
A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON

lenutteurWirelezy
COUPON

Available until Saturday

JANUARY 18, 1930
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Easily operated by connecting to any A.C.
Mains light socket-no batteries needed --
this Lotus All Electric 3 -valve S.G.P. Set
is highly selective and covers a good
range of British and Continental stations.
Cash price £21 (Royalties paid, and in-
cluding valves). The same circuit is used
in the Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. Battery Model

Cash Price £13 x5s. od. For home con-
struction get the Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. Bat-
tery Model Kit at £7 12s. 6d. See and hear
it at any wireless dealer's or write to -day
for the Lotus Sets Catalogue and Hire Pur-
chase terms.

norm&
ALL ELECTRIC
RECEIVER

Gets the Best Reception
Made by the makers of the famous Loins Components in one of

the most modern radio factories in Great Britain.

GARNETT, WHITELEY_ & CO., LTD.,
Dept. A.W.4, Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

DUBILIER
FOR

DURABILITY

MICA CONDENSER.
TYPe B773''; .1 8/6; .5 37/5

01 41 'cities
proportiouate pr Ices

Iatermediatecova

MICA
CONDEN.

SERS
00005 to '0009 216

01 to *006
-007 to 009 3f6

Type
610

DoE0.40

PAPER

c'"EssER 4

If unobtainable front your
dealer, write direct to us giv-
ing his name and address

" GO HOME AND
LISTEN"

Radio Week, Jan. 12-18

UBILIE
FIXED CONDENSERS

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, North Acton, London,' W.3

Cleaver

Don't Forget to Say That Yca Saw it in "A.W."

ac -277F
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"The Most \
Efficient Cho
We Have
Tested"

rmr-vvvrervvlsrv-v4441

H F CHOKE CURVES
Sh owing the p.,foi.".,,,ce of the 1.40.000SHFChohe

con. red with other -mattes

r -
-."-4-.11111

LEWCQ§ IIII
illion.

SELF OSCILLATION
WITH AVERAGE

Ai!
C

A

Ar. 0, i 16.mAIIPI.. ..
=INT r oror r 444-R-sine

A 44102E-milliir.4'
230 SOO 750 1. 1000 1250 1.500 1750

WAVE LENGTH METRES

H.F. CHOKE
Price 7/9

The above letter is a further appreciation of the unique
qualities of the Lewcos H.F. Choke. The fine materials and
the high-class workmanship used in its manufacture make it
supreme. The terminals are arranged one at the top and the
other at the base of the Coil, to eliminate the risk of additional
self -capacity in the wiring of the receiver.
The H.F. Choke curves illustrated above show the astonishing performance
and advantages of the Lewcos Choke over other makes.
A fully descriptive leaflet will be sent on request.

The.
Lewcos ir

Fixed
Potentiometer

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE

COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED

Church Road, Le yt on
London, E.10

Is designed to give
smooth reaction
control on all
Radio Receivers.

Regd

2000 2 515

" We are pleased to
report that the Lewcos
H.F. Choke is, in our
opinion, the most effi-
cient Choke we have
tested, there being no
sign of instability
even when using 150
volts H.T. on the
Anode of the S.G.
Valve. The construc-
tion is massive and
well finished, and
its design places it in
the front rank of high-
class components."
An appreciation from Industrial
Progress (International), Ltd.,

Bristol

Trade Counter and Cable
Sales :

3, Playhouse Yard,
Golden Lane Lcnion.

E.C.1

RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION

Printed in England. Puhlished by.Bernard Jones Publication, Ltd.;. 58/6x.Fetter.Lane, London,
Sole Agents for South Africa: CENTRAL News AGENCY, LIMITED. S012 Agents for Australasia: GORDON & L/ICU, LIMITED. Saturday, January II, 1933
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THE TRANSFORMER
THAT PUT Al IN RADIO

iTA-1 PI kol rl .711 iT1

Telsen Transtormers have set a
Etar dArd of performance second
to none in the history of Radio
Cc mponent manufacture.
They give equal rendering of
;he Treble and Bass notes and
have been accepted as standard
by many of the Leading
Manufacturers.
Fit one in your set-notice the
perfect rendering of all notes
throughout the entire musical
range ; you will then appreciate
Wireless in all its glory.

dicgrard 12/6 Ace - 8/6
Reties 3-1 & 5-1 Ratios 3-1 & 5-1

TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.,
Miller Street, Birmingham.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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5 -Pin Valve -bolder
For 5 -pin valves with
centre leg. In bakelite,
with one-piece springs,
terminals and soldering
tags. Perfect contact
with either solid or split -
pia valves ... 1/9

QVNYC

lacnit

Push -Pull Switch
The original Benjamin
Battery Switch with
double -contact and ter-
minals ... 1/3
Without terminals 11.

73 emnleur Wtrplo!"

Here are ranged some of the famous Benjamin Radio Products. Specified

for use ill all the best radio circuits, their dependability for excellent per-
formance is supreme. The patent self aligning anti -microphone, valve holden,

are unequalled for obtaining the best results from all types of valves.
You will find the new Rotary Switch equally efficient, as well

as giving a neat appearance to the finished receiver. The
new ball -bearing turntable is a necessity where

portable receivers are concerned.

Rotary Switch
An efficient alternative to the
push-pull type. All insulated
with pointer knob, indicating
dial and terminals ... 1/9

Clearer -tone Valve
Holder

The popular anti.micro-
phonic valve holder, which
has been often imitated
but never duplicated. 2/ -

Pentode Valve
Holder

The standard Clearer -tone
valve holder with flexible
connection for attaching
to terminal on pentode
valves ... 2/3
Write for illustrated leaflets of

all Benjamin products,

Vibrolder
One-piece Bakelite construction,
with one-piece springs, self -
aligning feature, terminals, and
soldering tags ... 1:6

Turntable
Ball -bearing and equipped with
hinged and folding legs, enabling
set to be used effectively, either
in or outdoors ... 716

AtE N
huota Lai

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD., BRANTWOOD WORKS TOTTENHAM N, l7

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of `-`44.W." with Your Ordez
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IMPROVE
You have heard this
message given to
British Industry ; you
know who gave it.
At Progress Works it
is our constant aim
to adopt, adapt and
improve, as, indeed,
the name of our
factory indicates.

Adopt BurTon Com-
ponents, adapt your
set and you will im-
prove your reception !

Burton
Differential
Condenser

A new addition to the famous
range of BurTon Condensers,
Scientifically designed, brass
vanes, interleaved with Bake-
lite leaves, this condenser makes
shorting an impossibility. It
means easier tuning, better
selectivity and better de-mi
tection. The price is only

BUY

Burton L.F. Transformer
Highest efficiency, high grade ni6

Price I°

Burton Mid -Log Condenser
Aluminium End Plates with Burton
Friction Brake. Price without 5/3
dial, '0005..
Price without dial, *0003 .. 5/ -

Burton H.F. Choke
Wave band of 20-2,000 metres 01 i/9

Price `P
Binocular choke, wave band 50 5/9-3,000 metres. Price

BURTON
COMPONENTS

C. F. & H. BURTON, Progress Works, Walsall

74

General Purpose and Power

7/6 Super
Power

JANUARY 18, 1930

Let FOTOS fill this vital position !
And give your set a chance to pro-
duce that quality of which it is capable.

ES
THE HEART OF EVERY SET

Or Write for Descriptive Booklet-

CONCERTON RADIO & ELECTRICAL Co., Ltd.
256-7, Bank Chambers, 329, High Holborn, W.C.

Telephone: HOLBORN 8667

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A. W." to Advertisers
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Ref.

Six -pin Baseboard
Model Model

Aerial Coil
SP/QAT QAT

Split Primary
Transformer

SP/QSP QSP
Screened Grid

Transformer
SP/QSG QSG

15/-

15/-]

15/ -

The name "Lewcos " is the hallmark of a
Perfect Radio Component-it is a guarantee
of perfection in the materials and workman-
ship used in every stage of manufacture.
If your Set is fitted with Lewcos Coils you
will be rewarded with greater purity of tone,

.------ ume, and super
4.1'4}4

so\f,it

increased vol-
selectivity.
A fully descriptive
No. R.35-of the
Coil illustrated
on request. VCM-C

Radio Products

J1/4-ettr
reception

leaflet-Reference
Lewcos "Q"
above will be sent
WRITE FOR IT TO-DiY !

COILS
(Refs. QAT and QSG)

Which are speci-
fied for the "Best-

by -Ballot 3" des-
ITE_ cribed in this issue.

11111=011122111011,E,Q

Coloured Connecting Wire is
recommended for wiring the

"British Broadcast Two."
Price 6c1. per loft, coil.

404/004, RADIO PRODUCTS
4'6-crRic

WIRE COMPANY.4:11:EgiiChurch
Road, Leyton. Londo111111MINIft.__

Rego.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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BECAUSE of its Interlocked
Construction the NEW Cossor
Screened Grid has a degree of

strength never before attained in
any valve. Unit by unit its elements
are assembled - each joint electrically
welded-each unit reinforcing and locking
the previous one until the whole structure
assumes a girder -like rigidity. Even the
hardest blow cannot disturb its perfect
alignment. For strength, for power and
for long life use the NEW Cossor
Screened Valve in your Receiver, no
other make has Interlocked Construction.

2 -volt type
now available.

Castor 220 9.G. (2 volts, .2
amp.) Anode volts 120-150,
Impedance 200,000
Amplification Factor 22/b
200. !'rice -

Cossor 4 and 6 volt Screened
Grid Valves are also avai'ahlo
with similar characteristics at
the same price.

A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, Londoil, 5.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in

76 JANUARY 18, 1930

(71te NEW

ossor
Screened Grid

Valve
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Our Gift-The New 5GB Times-"Hunting" the B.P.'s!-The "Hare" Found-
Sweden's Radio "Scotland Yard "-A New Rating-School Broadcasts

OUR GIFT-In the centre pages this
week you will find the first details of our

latest set-the "Best -by -Ballot 3." It is
your set, and is, of course, the outcome of the
prize-winning ballot held in the Christmas
issues to determine the most popular sets
at the present time. To ensure that
nobody has any trouble or difficulty in
making up this set, we are next week
presenting a free full-size blueprint with
every copy of AMATEUR WIRELESS. Turn
to page 79 for further details.

The New 5GB Times-We advise you
to keep at hand this new schedule of 5GB,
which came into operation last week.
.5GB has hitherto broadcast the weekday
programmes from 3 to 11.15 p.m. A pro-
gramme is now radiated from 12 noon until
3 o'clock, when the station closes down.
The evening programme starts at 5.15 and

ends at 10.3o. No transmission will take
place between 12 and 3 on Saturdays, the
programme hours on that day being 3.3o
to 10.3o p.m. The first news bulletin con-
tinues to be broadcast at 6.15 p.m., and
the second news bulletin is changed from
To to ro.15 p.m. No late dance music will
be given in future. The hours of transmis-
sion on Sundays are 4.30 to 10.3o p.m.

"Hunting" the B.P.'s!-In view of
the discussion which has been aroused in
amateur circles by the working of the dual
transmitters at Brookmans Park, it is
interesting to hear of a selectivity "hunt"
by a prominent manufacturer and an
official of the Radio Manufacturer's Asso-
ciation. Late one night last week important
tests were carried out in order to investigate
complaints respecting the twin programmes.
That well-known pioneer, Mr. L. McMichael

undertook the tests on a four -
valve portable and he was
accompanied by another radio
authority and an official of the
R.M.A.

The "Hare" Found-The
party started testing by the
roadside in various parts of
North London and Hertfordshire
at 11.4o p.m. and continued
until midnight. The last halt
was made at the gates of Brook -
mans Park when not only were
the twin programmes separated
and heard clearly, but several
continental stations, including

One licence for 200 families ! A "communal " radio set has been fitted to a block of fiats in the
West of London. Here is a view of the installation and one of the 200 receiving points

Berlin and the Eiffel Tower, were received !
The moral? Well, just that selectivity is
not yet a thing of the past, provided you
use efficient tuning arrangements.

Sweden's Radio "Scotland Yard"-
Many complaints from Swedish listeners
have influenced the Swedish Government
radio department to establish a unique
kind of " Scotland Yard." This is a control
station in the little town of Eskilstuna in
central Sweden. The cause of the com-
plaints of the listeners, who have been dis-
turbed by insistent and powerful inter-
ferences, has now been traced by the radio
police. It was found that a station in a
certain capital of a Central European coun-
try had not respected the Prague Plan, but
arbitrarily changed its wavelength with
the result that it conflicted with that of
Sweden.

A New Rating !-The engineers who
built Huizen (the short -waver) have been
digging into some funny statistics. Huizen
has a power of 120 kw. The power used
by an average person speaking has been
calculated as being equal to .000f watt.
It would therefore take 12,000,000,000
people to produce a power equal to that of
Huizen ! Yet, when this station is received
and heard at normal strength on a loud-
speaker, the pressure on the ear -drum of a
person standing io in. away is only .00000
of an atmosphere ! There seems to be a
snag somewhere.

School Broadcasts-Despite opposi-
tion in some quarters, the educational
people at Savoy Hill are pushing forward
with the 193o programme of broadcast
education for schools. Even the most
severe critics must concede that the pro-
gramme is extraordinarily complete. On
Mondays the broadcasts to schools will
consist of readings and dialogues in foreign
languages for secondary schools, history
and stories for younger pupils; on Tues-
days, of music, elementary and advanced,
French, and special talks for secondary
schools; on Wednesdays, of nature study
and English literature; on Thursdays, of
speech and language; and on Fridays, of
rural survey and farming, geography, mis-
cellaneous courses, concerts, and plays.
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A number of uses can be found for this amplifier. For instance, it is just the
thing to bring crystal reception up to loud -speaker strength, or it is equally suitable

for gramo-radio purposes.
NOWADAYS there are dozens of uses to

which a simple two -stage low -fre-
quency amplifier can be put. In a recent
issue was described the "Beginner's One -
valve L.F. amplifier," for addition to units
such as the "B.B.C. Crystal Set," or the
" B.B.C. One Valver."

Now here is an equally simple two -stage
amplifier which, of course, gives greater
amplification and which will find an even
greater number of uses. It can be used in
just the same way as the one -valve ampli-
fier, with an existing receiver: or it can be

113 OP
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The circuit of the amplifier

used for gramo-radio work, and with most
pick-ups will give good loud -speaker re-
production. For simplicity, transformer
coupling is used, both in the input and
between the two L.F. valves.

But few parts are needed for the con-
struction of this unit, and in their choice
readers should be guided by the following
list :-

Baseboard, 9 in. by 6 in. (Cameo, Pickett,
Raymond).

Two ebonite strips, 6 in. by 2 in. (Troli-
tax, Lissen, Raymond, Becol).

Push-pull filament switch (Junit, Lissen,
Bulgin, Keystone).

1/2-megohm volume control (Lissen,
Igranic, Rotorohm).

Eight terminals, marked : Input +, In

put-,L.T. +, L.T. - , I .T. - , T
L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex).

Two valve holders (W. B.. Benjamin,
Lissen, Igranic)

Low -frequency transformer, ratio 3 to
(Lotus, Varley, Lissen, Igranic, Bulgin).

Low -frequency transformer, ratio 5 to
(Burton, Varley, Lissen, Igranie, G.E.C.,
British General).

Grid -bias battery clips (Bulgin)
Three wander -plugs, marked : G.B. +,

G.B. - 1, G. B. 2 (Belling -Lee, Eelex,
Clix).

Connecting wire
(Glazite).

Half a yard of thin
flex (Lewcofiex).

A full-size blueprint
has been prepared, and
though the construction
of the unit is essentially
simple, this blueprint
will be found useful,
Lecause it gives a wiring

Hi- plan and shows all the
components in their

LT+ exact positions. The
print can be obtained

If- (price is., post free)
from the Blueprint
Dept., of AMATEUR

WIRELESS, 58-61 Fetter Lane, E.C.4 No
correspondence is needed. Just ask for
print No. 216.

The unit is
made up as simple
as possible. Strict.
ly speaking there
is no panel. A
terminal strip at
one end of the
baseboard carries
the battery and
output terminals,
while a strip at
the other end
carries two input
terminals, a vol-
ume control, and

an on -off switch. Both these strips can be
drilled, using the blueprint as a guide, and
they are then screwed direct to the edge of
the plywood baseboard.

On the baseboard are mounted two low -
frequency transformers, two valve -holders,
and two clips supporting the grid -bias
battery.

Wiring is straightforward. The connec-
tions of the volume control are so arranged
that adjustment of the input strength does
not have any adverse effect on quality

Constructional Points
The amplifier may be coupled direct to

an existing valve set and in this case care
should be taken to get the input terminals'
the right way round. With the Lotus EP.,
transformer wired as in the original unit,'
the upper input terminal should be con-'
nected to positive high tension, and the
lower input terminal to the anode side of
the detector circuit. Rigid insulated wire is
used for connections and it will be seen that
the components are so arranged that all the,
wires are as short and direct as possible.

Make sure that you connect both trans-
formers the right way round. If the

Here is the amplifier without
the valves and batteries. Note
how simple is the construction
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Comparison of this plan view with the wiring
diagram will facilitate the construction

windings are incorrectly connected, either
indifferent results will be experienced, or
motor -boating will be set up.

Short flex leads are used in order to
make connections from the transformers
and the L.T. negatives to the grid -bias
battery. When you have completed all the
wiring, check it over very carefully, using
the blueprint as a guide, for wrong con-
nections may mean a burnt -out valve.

So far as valves and batteries are con-
cerned, these matters will depend entirely

on the use to which the amplifier has to be
put. For gramo-radio work about 120 volts
should be applied to the H.T. terminal, the
first valve should have an impedance of
about ro,000 to 15,000 ohms (that is an
ordinary L.F. or general-purpose valve),
while the power valve should be a valve
with an impedance of between 5,000 and
9,000 ohms.

For somewhat heavier work, the H.T.
voltage may be raised to 15o or even 18o
volts, a small power valve having an impe-
dance of about 9,000 ohms should be used
in the first valve -holder, while the second
stage should be a power valve of the super
class having an impedance of perhaps only
z,000 ohms.

RESISTANCE OR
IMPEDANCE

ALTHOUGH one is recommended to
speak of the internal or A.C. resistance

of a valve, in preference to using the term
impedance, the distinction so drawn is not
wholly correct. The capacities existing
between the plate, grid, and filament inside
the valve form an impedance factor which
(unlike resistance) varies very considerably
with the frequency being handled.

For instance, the input "resistance" of a
negatively biased valve is not infinite, as
one might imagine (since the circuit is
broken between grid and filament), but may
have an effective impedance varying from
50,000 to 200,000 ohms according to the
frequency being handled. Further, owing
to the inter -electrode capacity coupling,
the value of the input resistance is to some
extent affected by the impedance of the
output or plate circuit.

B. A. R.

BLPRN
N°

I/EA.W21I
6

:j
VOLUME CONTROL

L.TS MX4

BASEBOARD
916*

Checked by- la"

The wiring diagram. A full-size blueprint
is available, price 1/ -

FREE GIFT No.2-NEXT WEEK
Large Blueprint of our Readers' Ideal Set, " Best -by -Ballot 3 "

This week-a 32 -page Book-
let is presented with every
copy of " A.W." Next week
-A FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT OF
AN IDEAL SET will be given
free to every reader !

There are blueprints and
blueprints. This is a large
Blueprint, approximately
22 in. by 18 in. An absolutely
full-size Blueprint, so accur-
ately prepared that it can be

used as a template when
setting out the panel and
baseboard.

A REAL HOME -CONSTRUC-

TOR GUIDE BLUEPRINT, com-

plete in every detail and
ready for immediate applica-
tion to the job. A full-size
layout and wiring guide, so
simple that with it at hand
you cannot go wrong.

And what of the set-the
" Best - by - Ballot 3 " -
which will be the subject of
next week's free blueprint?
Well, in a sense, readers of
AMATEUR WIRELESS designed
it. They said what sort of a
set was their ideal; what
systems and what details
they would like it to incor-
porate. The set's a beauty,
as good a " three " for British
and Continental stations as

anybody could reasonably
want or could wish to build at
the low price to which our
Constructional Staff was in-
structed to work.

Control is easy and simple
-no " lid -lifting "; battery
consumption low; layout,
intelligent, thoughtful, con-
venient. In a word, just the
reader's ideal set " edited "
and " revised " by the
AMATEUR WIRELESS experts.

STILL ANOTHER FREE GIFT WILL BE ANNOUNCED NEXT WEEK
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ALTHOUGH he
does not always

receive recognition,
the announcer is en-
titled to a place
among masters of
the microphone. His
work is an art often
as difficult as any
practised by those
whom he introduces
to the listening pub-
lic.

I am not sure
whether radio an-
nouncers of to -day
receive much "fan
mail" breathing
adoration and re-
quests for signed
photographs. Prob-
ably persistent
anonymity coupled
with the fact that so
much of their con-
versation is about
the weather, spares
them in this respect. At the same time,
an announcer's task calls for qualities
which are praiseworthy if not spectacular

The days when announcers were called
"golden voiced" seem to be passing away
The probability is that, through radio,
listeners are coming to realise that ordinary
good "King's English" isnot beyond them;
and the "golden voice" of the announcer

that of a practitioner of King's
English crying in a wilderness of slang and
slovenly talk.

The Impersonal Element
A factor, more important in announcing

than is the ability to speak English well, is
the ability to be impersonal. Most listeners
will realise that an announcer is required
to announce without recording his own
feelings about the matter This restraint
can prove a most difficult task at times, for
announcers, like everyone else, are human,
with their own axes to grind, and their own
desires to give "points of view."

Yet the use of a "wooden voice" is
based on sound principles. It has been
urged in some quarters that if announcers
were given more freedom of style-if, f
instance, one of them adopted the " A. J
Alan " method of delivery and another the
" Sir Walford Davies "-their work would
command even greater attention. On the
face of it, this variety would seem to be the
spice of broadcasting. But as one announcer
put it to me, "such a method would be
fatal at the end of a month ! Don't forget
that announcers, unlike other speakers in
front of the microphone, are there constant-
ly. A marked style would grow wearisome
and the best style is no style at all."

Yet in demanding no style at all from its
announcers the B.B.C. does not expect
mediocrity. An announcer has to be able
to rise to an occasion and, if necessary,
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charge his voice with just the right kind
and right amount of emotion which that
occasion demands.

A particularly good example of this was
heard when radio was utilised for the
spreading of news during the General
Strike. The reports sent out were often
such that, seen in cold print, would have
made very worrying reading. In announc-
ing them, however, listeners heard voices
that were reassuring and steadying-and
the presence of that reassurance was due
neither to accident nor blind optimism. It
was the art of announcing at its pinnacle,

Universal Criticism
The ease with which announcers speak

is not always one which they feel. Perhaps
they know that they are looked upon as
natural targets for criticism, and no one
likes to be shot at. I know at least one
announcer who cloaks a severe " micro-
phone fright" every time he speaks, while
another has assured me that an announce-
ment to "all stations " gives him a thrill of
anxiety which long experience has not been
able to allay. It is all the more to the credit
of these two, therefore, and others like
them, that from the " loud -speaker- end " I
have never detected anything other than
an admirable coolness in their speaking.

It is, perhaps, not surprising, in view of
the self-effacement generally expected of
announcers, to find an occasional outcrop-
ping of personality. So long as it does not
develop into a habit, inviting the demon
of boredom, it is wisely allowed to pass.
Thus the announcer who added "Good
rest ! " to his usual "Good night, every
one 1" received general acclamation. But
he has been wise enough to use the addition
only on rare occasions-for otherwise, as
he is no doubt well aware, an unloLd
public would be only too ready to feel first

bored and then skit-
tish concerning this
pothhrear:ev.ise friendly

A Real Art
The art of the an-

nouncer is not one
which can clearly be
defined. Unlike the
arts of, say, painting,
dancing, music, and
literature, it is not
one where self-ex-
pression comes first.
It is the art of being
a back -ground, the
art of setting a stan-
dard, both in speech
and bearing, at which
radio performers
may aim without be-
ing outshone if they
fail. It is the art of
concealing art.

And while an-
nouncers are expect-

ed to know something about everything-
so that they may correctly pronounce the
names of Chinese generals and botanical
specimens-it is also an advantage to
them to know everything about some-
thing, that something being human
nature. They are the captains of the
studio, dealing, sometimes, with "artistic'
temperaments " ; and from what I have,
seen of them they are required to exerdise
as much graciousness and kindliness in
side the studio as out "on the air."
It is true they may not give rise to a desire
to chaff, but if the jokes about annouicers
are few and dignified, there none the less
exists a feeling of goodwill between
most of the announcers and those witht
whom they deal, which is again as much a
part of the announcer's art as of .his human
nature.

Finally, by virtue of his particular,
share in broadcasting, the announcer is, on
occasion, a man to whom' all men will
listen. It is one of the most creditable
features of broadcast listening that, no
matter what they are doing, 90 per cent.
of listeners will pause to attend to an
S 0 S. And if the work of assisting those in
distress and of spreading the possibility of
happiness and reunion for them were the
only tasks of a radio announcer, they would
surely constitute an art of which he might
well be proud ! ALFRED DUNNING.

A revival of " My Programme" broad=
casts has been arranged for Scotland. In the
first instance, the programmes will be con-
structed by people connected with broad-
casting, though not officials of the corpora-
tion. The first of the new " My Pro-
grammes" has been prepared by T. P.
Maley, whose work as dramatic producer
and actor for the B.B.C. in Glasgow is
well known.
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:stiont Stotions
By N.

THE enthusiastic amateur has two
great ambitions. One is to obtain per-

fect quality from the local station, the other
is to log more distant stations than anyone
else. We have one and all turned two or
more condenser knobs for hours in the vain
hope of hearing Finland laugh or China
cough. Although buoyed with hope and
full of expectancy, the tuning process lacks
excitement, and a time comes when we tire
of reaching out very far and content our-
selves with reception of near -by stations.

In winter it is common experience that
one's harvest of distant stations exceeds
that in the summer time. The influence of
the summer sun on the atmosphere is such
as to cause fading with consequent reduc-
tion in signal strength. Furthermore, elec-
tric disturbances are more prone to occur
it4 the summer than in the winter months

A Station Finder
Everyone is familiar with the well-

known heterodyne wavemeter, which con-
sists of an oscillating valve and its associ-
ated circuits. When this is placed near a
receiver tuned to a certain station, it is
.possible to secure, a beat note of variable
pitch by merely turning the condenser of
the wavemeter. This instrument, however,

is only useful when we have found the distant
station. What we really desire is to know
where to set the tuning controls of the
receiver in order to find, say, Cologne.

A Simple Instrument
To make the process of locating distant

stations simple, and to avoid needless
searching by tuning for long periods in the
pious hope of finding a station, I have
devised a simple piece of apparatus called
a radio station finder. In this apparatus use
is made of a certain property of the
screened -grid valve. A characteristic curve
showing anode current and anode voltage
for a definite value of grid bias is illustrated
in the diagram. Over the portion AB,
which slopes downwards to the right, the
anode voltage increases as the anode cur-
rent decreases. This is the reverse of the
usual state of affairs. Under such circum-

W. McLachlan, D.Sc., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.
stances the valve is said to have a negative
resistance over the section An. If the valve
is arranged to operate over the portion AB,
and if a suitable radio circuit consisting of
a coil and condenser is connected in its
anode circuit, persistent oscillations will be
generated. Thus the arrangement will
operate as an unmodulated transmitter and
can be used in the same way as the hetero-
dyne wavemeter mentioned previously. By
adding a low -frequency circuit, having a
frequency of, say, 800 cycles per second, to
the above arrangement, the valve generates
simultaneously two sets of oscillations (i.e.,
radio and audio) in its anode circuit. The

Aleptii/e .ON
tesr/zwee ply

Fife lie kW,"
Curve showing anode current and anode voltage

for a definite value of grid bias

result is that the apparatus radiates high -
frequency waves modulated by an 800 -
cycle note. If now the apparatus is brought
near a receiver, it is possible to tune to the
high -frequency waves by observing when
the 800 -cycle note is loudest in the 'phones
or loud -speaker. In other words, the
apparatus is a miniature broadcast trans-
mitter, whose wavelength can be varied by
a condenser, and which is always modu-
lated by a tuning note of 800 cycles. Such
a piece of apparatus can be regarded as a
radio station finder or modulated C.W.
wavemeter. An instrument embodying
these principles and calibrated to cover a
range from 15 to 3,000 metres or more,
is manufactured by Gambrell Radio

and illustrated photographically above.

How the Finder is Used
The following examples will illustrate its

:use in finding distant stations, whether in
Great Britain or abroad. To find Cologne
proceed as follows :

1. Ascertain the frequency or the wave-
length of the station desired. In this case
the frequency is 1,319 kilocycles, corres-
ponding to a wavelength of 227 metres.

2. Look up the charts and ascertain the
correct coil and the reading of the con-
denser to give this wavelength.

3. Adjust the tuning condensers of the
receiver until the musical note in the tele-
phones or speaker is loudest.

4. With the_ receiver tuned as in (3),
swing the wavemeter condenser five divi-
skins on each side of its present setting.
The receiver tuning should be quite sharp
and the musical note should be at a maxi-
mum at only one setting of the wavemeter.
If the note is loud on two or more settings
of the wavemeter, or persists over several
degrees of the condenser, some of the
receiver circuits are not in tune and the
condensers of the receiver must be re-
adjusted.

5. Having tuned the receiver, switch off
the wavemeter. The distant station will be
heard if it is transmitting. A little tuning
adjustment on the condensers or more
reaction may be necessary to bring the
signals up to full strength. Absence of
signals me -ms that either (a) the station is
not working, (h) the signals are extremely
weak, (c) the receiver is not operating
properly.

To ascertain the wavelength of a distant
station which is being received, proceed as
follows :

T. Set up the wavemeter as before and
swing the condenser until a note is obtained
whose pitch varies with the setting of the
wavemeter condenser.

2. As the condenser is rotated, the pitch
of this heterodyne note falls gradually until
it becomes inaudible, and then rises again
beyond audibility. The correct setting of

(Continued in third column of next page)
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Weekly Tips-Constructional and
A By-pass

HAVE you ever realised that the use of
a detector by-pass condenser may

improve not only the selectivity, but the
volume as well?

I discovered the effect years ago whilst
investigating detectors, especially those
having negative grid bias. This form of
rectifier, being so operated, as it is, that
grid current does not flow, was generally
supposed not to introduce damping into
the circuit connected to it. But I found
the detector did introduce damping.

It lowered the voltage of the signal in
the tuned -grid circuit and broadened the
tuning. By connecting a condenser be-
tween the anode and filament the damping
was removed, signals being practically
doubled in strength in certain instances.

This condenser is not always used, even
to -day; but, needless to say, one should
always be fitted. It may take the form of
the reaction condenser, and in this con-
nection the so-called differential type has
its advantages. A condenser of fairly large
capacity is usually best, about .0003 micro -
farad being the minimum. It depends, of
course, upon the type of valve used and
the rest of the circuit.
My Wander -plug Comments !

In looking over a box of odds and ends
lately whilst tidying up, I discovered no
less than a dozen different makes of wander
plugs.

How I came to have so many is quite
beyond me to explain; let's hope they
were all bought and paid for ! Not that
all of them were good ones; far from it.

Indeed, many of them seemed quite
unused. They looked perfectly good wander
plugs, but they were either too fat or too
thin for the sockets provided in my usual
grid and high-tension batteries. The
sockets themselves are not of uniform size.
Some makes are larger than others, with
the result that really good plugs of the
correct size and having springy prongs are
essential for providing really reliable con-
tacts.

There are some wander plugs which are
not a good job. Some patterns do not hold
the connecting wire firmly. Others tend to
rut through the wire. The best, of course,
grip the wire tightly and no strands are
broken when the plug is tightened.

some plugs have ridiculous contact

Theoretical-by
prongs. One type I noted was just a brass
rod having a sawcut. It was fragile, a poor
fit, and could not be adjusted to hold
tightly in a socket for any length of time.

There were others which were little
better in this respect: The satisfactory
ones were really springy but firm. They
were properly marked, too-a great advan-
tage, particularly whilst. experimenting.

Safety and Mains
Are you using a direct -current mains

unit? If you have one fitted to your set,
are you certain the outfit is properly pro-
tected and safe. Have you a fixed con -

10005

A safety condenser arrangement which should
be employed when direct -current mains are

used to supply H.T. to a set

denser in the aerial wire, for instance, as
well as one in the earth lead?

This aerial condenser. is, I find, not
always used and, as a matter of fact, may
not always be essential. But it is the
better plan always to connect one between the
aerial wire and the aerial circuit inside the set.

Its capacity is of no great importance,
provided it is not too little, when it would
sharpen the tuning of the set. Anything
above .0003 microfarad would be suitable.

In the earth circuit a larger condenser is
more generally used. The capacity of the
earth -circuit condenser is often a micro -
farads. If it is too small a hum may be
heard, depending upon the mains.

The aerial condenser has nothing to do
with hum. Its purpose is to isolate the
aerial from the mains, and so to prevent
one from obtaining a shock by touching
the aerial should it so happen that the
main connected to negative low-tension in
the set is at considerable voltage from
earth. .The accompanying sketch makes
the arrangement quite clear.

W. JAMES
Bias-and Sharp Tuning

Many "local station" sets have an
anode -bend detector because the signal to
be handled amounts to several volts, and
with this type the distortion is the mini-
mum. The selectivity, too, is better than
when a leaky -grid detector is used.

Listening to the two stations at Brook -
mans Park the other day on a simple set,
I noticed there was slight interference, the
speech from one being just audible during
intervals in the musical programme from
the other. Reaction was not provided in
the set, and for a moment I wondered how
best to remove the slight but annoying
interference. But presently it occurred to
me that I had purposely under -biased the
detector for the purpose of making its
working anode impedance as little as pos-
sible. This tends to improve both magni-
fication and quality, but it was the reason
for the interference, as by increasing the
amount of the bias (making the grid of the
detector more negative) the second station
was completely removed. Those familiar
with anode -bend detectors may have
noticed that the apparent selectivity is
dependent to an extent upon the grid bias
and anode voltages, and may have had an
experience similar to my own. Incidentally,
the same result could have been achieved
by reducing the H.T. of the detector by a
small amount, and this would in a number
of instances be the better method to
adopt.

"A SIMPLE WAY OF LOCATING
DISTANT. STATIONS "

(Continued from preceding page)

the wavemeter is found when the pitch of
the heterodyne note is zero and the musical
note of the wavemeter is purest. When the
condenser is rotated a few degrees on either
side of the correct settings, the heterodyne
note will reappear. It should be under-
stood that although the heterodyne note is
loud, no interference is experienced by
neighbouring listeners.

3. Read the condenser and from the chart
find the frequency or wavelength which
corresponds to this condenser reading.

4. From a list of stations and their wave-
lengths the incoming signals can be identi-
fied.
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SOUTH POLE
speaks to

LONDON!
IN FAR Antarctic wastes ... Sir Douglas

Mawson charts unknown continent.

Sights new island. Wirelesses to London.

-through Marconi Valves. "Discovery"

uses them -to keep touch with civiliz-

ation, with supply ship, with accompany-

ing airplane. Cable Service to Australia

. . . Empiradio Beam Wireless . . . all

British Broadcasting Stations . . . use

Marconi Valves. For their wide range.

For their long life. For their reliability.

0

In cases like these, when unfailing efficiency

is essential -a matter of life and death

even - men insist on Marconi Valves

FIT

MARCONI VALVES
TO YOUR RADIO SET
Give you clearer tone, greater volume, longer

range. Cost not a penny more. Fit any set. The first and greatest name in wireless.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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*AVIATOR Clot
iiV" You cannot

"Ceti
CS afford to use any but the best

44 Condenser in an eliminator circuit. NF

HELSBY CONDENSERS
are made and guaranteed by a firm with

3o years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards - of . 2 _ tons.
Guaranteed working voltages :-
Type M - - 15o volts D.C.

Tipe
2A - - 35o volts D.C.

ypc 3A i - 450 volts D.C.
Type 4A - boo volts D.C.

All Helsby Condensers are vacuum dried
and impregnated with a special non -

hygroscopic material which
renders them moisture

proof.

If unobtainable from your dealer
write to us giving his name anl

address.

BRITISH INSULATEDIABLES_LTD
PRESCOT". LANCS.

Makers of PRESCOT and HELSBY cables

AN INDOOR AERIAL

1
The neatest and quickest
waytofix an indoor aerial

is to use these
ELECTRON igrgri
Fixed in a moment to your picture rail,
skirting or any convenient place, they
hold the aerial so neatly that both the
aerial and pins are practically invisible.
With Electron Indoor Aerial Insulator
Pins a directional Aerial can be instantly
removed and fixed at different angles at
either end or across the room; simply
pull out the Pins and fix in varying posi-
tions until the best results are obtained.

PRICE
PER BOX

D

POST FREE

the NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS Ltd.
EAST HAM LON DON. E.6

For your indoor aerial use Superial, Electron's
Super Aerial, price 216, too feet long.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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STAN DARDS
. '

The
IMPERIAL PINT

and T.C.C.

NAkIAN.,AW.35.0 re roe

Ni

...

THE Imperial Pint is the Standard pint-
the pattern for all pints. Many pint
pots are etched with the Imperial Pint

mark-such a pot, filled, contains true measure.
There is also a standard among condensers-
and that is T.C.C. Every condenser marked
"T.C.C." is an assurance that it is up to
standard. T.0 C. Condensers, because of their
accuracy, dependability and good service are
to -day the recognised standard of all con-
densers-that's the opinion of experimenter,
scientist and amateur alike. Remember this
when next you want a condenser.

The illustration above is of the z mfd. Paper Con-
denser (Licensed under Design Reg. No. 723,275)
Price 3s. rod.-Other capacities from .005 to 10
mfds. Prices is. 8d. to 18s. 6d.
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(Incorporating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier)

Prices :
1, amp. Type 2, 4, and 6 volts £2:15:0
i amp. Type 2, 4, 6, and 9 volts £4: 7: 0

Ferranti PermanentTHE
Trickle Charger settles

the Charging question.

IT is a little marvel of
efficiency, measuring only

74 in. x 41in. x 4 in. Can be
plugged -in in a second and
will save you a lot of trouble.

MAY also be used for
energising the fields

of low voltage Moving Coil
Speakers.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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LOW FREQUENCY PURITY

Small, neat and hand-
some, but with a
straight line perform-
ance and a purity and
constancy of amplifica-
tion far above any
transformer in its price
class. Use it and
enjoy truly magnificent

magnification.

PRICE

A

" J " Type Transformer. Ratio 6 to 1.

Specified for the

-Best - by - Ballot

Obtainable in two ratios
3-1 and 6-1. Ratio 3-1
for valves with imped-
ances of 10,000-20,000
ohms. Ratio 6-1 for
valves with impedances
of 5,000-10,000 ohms.

Apply to your dealer. If he
cannot supply you, please
write at once to Dept. D.139.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., 149 Queen Victoria St., LONDON

When constructing your new set, ask for a
Trolitax Panel.
Your dealer can supply Trolitax cut to the
size you require in whatever finish you choose.
Its insulating properties are excellent and it
is easily workable and reliable under all
conditions. You cannot do better than a
Trolitax panel. Ask to see the range of
finishes.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 Great Portland Street, London, W.I.

'Phone: Museum 863o (4 lines)
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North :Males:
H. C. R..4IVSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., zoo London Road,
Sheffield" (Phone: Sheffield z6006) and 22 St. Mary's Parsonage,

Manchester (Phone: Manchester City 3329).
To Ensure Speedy Delivery,

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED

FOR THE 1930

ETHER SEARCHER

Mention

* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Guaranteed!

ALUMINIUM PANEL
Drilled to specification
and beautifully finished
in two shades of brown,
which blend one into the
other.
The Drum Drive Escut-
cheon is already mount-
ed and finished to match
the panel.

teumwoula
CHASSIS

Co mprising
baseboard
and screen
drilled and
slotted to
specification.

DRUM DRIVE
A delightfully smooth
slow-motion drive, gives
a reduction of 9 to I.
Clearly engraved scale
appears on a drum re-
volving behind the
escutcheon.

All the above components are packed
21together and sold at an inclusive price of

KEYSTONE S.G. H.F. CHOKE
For the ETHER SEARCHER (approved by " kW.")

the unique form of winding in this choke renders it especially
suitable for sets using a screened -grid valve, but it can also be
used in any other circuit. It has a negligible self capacity /
and a very high inductance. One -hole fixing: PRICE 5

Keystone Components are sold by all good dealers.
Illustrated folder on request.

THE BRITISH
RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO. LTD.,

77 City Road, London, E.C.1.
"A.W." to Advertisers
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02 Kialkoet"e/e
Fine Work

THE B.B.C. has given us some excellent
relays of late, both of European and of

American programmes. We have not yet
reached the time when, except in particu-
larly favourable circumstances, American
stations can be relayed over here with a
complete absence of distortion or of loss of
both very high and very low notes. One of
the worst enemies of relaying with the
short-wave link at great distances is quick
fading, which causes the signal to wobble,
as it were, and gives rather the effect of
waves washing against the shore. Still,
these American relays are jolly good in
that they let us see something of the kind
of programme fare that our transatlantic
cousins have, and I hope that we shall have
more of them, The relays from stations
such as Brussels and Cologne are extra-
ordinarily good from every point of view.
Personally, I would like to see relaying
-not, perhaps, of scraps from various
stations, but of outstanding programmes
from abroad=made a regular feature of
our home broadcasting.

Funny, Isn't It?
'the exchange of programmes at Christ-

mas time between this country and the
United States produced rather an amusing
situation. We selected for transmission to
America a Cockney programme, which
made no very great appeal, since London's
own particular dialect is even more of a
foreign language to the Americans than
are the accents of the innermost Bowery
to us. The result was that the average
listener could hardly understand a word
of it, and, judging from the comments
that I have seen, didn't think much of
what he did. If the English programmes
consist of tripe like that, etc. The Ameri-
cans sent us a programme full of coal -
black mammies, and the jazziest of jazz
and negro spirituals, and one heaid people
freely express the opinion that if on the
other side of the Atlantic the programmes
consist of tripe like that, etc. And there
you are, you see ; or quite possibly there
you aren't, and don't see. Anyhow, it is
all rather complicated.

Wanted-A New Valve
The coming of the regional scheme has

already had its effect upon receiving gear,
and it is going to have an even greater
effect still as the months roll by, and more
and more big fellows come into operation,
slinging out alternative programmes on
different wavelengths in different parts of
the country. One of the difficulties is this.
With 1- or 2 -kilowatt stations the number
of listeners living within what I call the
swamp area is quite limited. But the more

you raise your power the bigger is the
number of people whose aerials bring in
terrific signals. Now, in the swamp area,
this big signal strength means that the
detector valve has to cope with something
very much bigger in the way of grid swings
than it ever dreamt of in the past. Unless
one is very careful, distortion can be in-
troduced by the overloading of the
detector-a very undesirable form of dis-
tortion, since each note -magnifier makes it
worser and worser.

Special Requirements
When using such valves as are general

nowadays it is extraordinarily difficult,
without a huge plate voltage, to prevent
the anode -bend detector from being over-
loaded, and it is still more difficult to make
a leaky -grid detector comfortable, since
one of its little failings is that it does not
like strong signals. What we need, I think,
is a new valve especially designed for
rectifying these big grid swings without
being overloaded. It must not need too
much in the way of plate voltage, nor must
it consume a vast amount Of H.T. current.
It should, I think, be designed. especially
for the parallel -feed circuit that I have
mentioned before in these columns. In
this you combine resistance capacity and
transformer coupling. From the plate of
the detector there are two paths : the first
via an ordinary coupling resistance to H.T.
positive, the second by way of a coupling
condenser and the primary of a trans-
former to earth. The secondary of the
transformer is connected to the grid of the
following valve and to the grid battery.
The presence of the resistance cuts down
the plate current considerably, and with
this system you obtain all the advantages
of resistance coupling together with all the
advantages and none of the drawbacks of
transformer coupling. Both the quality
and the step-up effect are there.

Hooray!
For some little time past conditions for

long-distance reception have been rather
depressing, probably owing to those infernal
sun spots. During the past ten days a
tremendous improvement has taken place,
and the set is now far more lively than it
was at the beginning of the year, The posi-
tion on the broadcast band is very curious
at the moment. An examination of the
monthly reports of the Brussels Laboratory
would lead one to suppose that there was
hardly a station that could be received
without a heterodyne. Actually, as readers
who take radio trips abroad will know,
there are very few nights when a dozen
or more stations cannot be picked up at
good strength and perfectly clear of

unwanted accompaniments. Whatever the
croakers may say, DX listening is not dead
yet by a very long chalk.

Sane or Insane?
There are, of course, two kinds of long-

distance listener : the man who doesn't
care two hoots what lie hears provided
that it comes from a distance of umpteen
hundred miles, and the man who won't
bother about any foreign station unless
his loud -speaker will give him reproduc-
tion of its programmes that is genuinely
worth listening to. The man who is in-
terested only in stations that can be
received at good strength and without
whistles or sparks I call the sane DX man.
I must admit, though, that there is a thrill
to be obtained in picking up just occa-
sionally a few stations, distorted though
they may be, from very distant parts of
the world. But, like most thrills, this one
very soon palls if you overdo it. There is
one other semi -sane long-distance mer-
chant : the fellow who as soon as he has
"got" Vienna switches over in the middle
of a bar to Brussels, subsequently flitting
from Brussels to Oslo, from Oslo to Rome,
from Rome to Breslau, from Breslau to
Toulouse, and from Toulouse to Cologne
all in the space of half an hour. More
happy homes have been broken up by this
way of torturing musical wives than by
any other that I know.

I Stand Accused . . .

My ears burnt when I read Baynham
Honri's article in the current issue of
Wireless Maga*zine. After alluding to me
as "our mild -and -bitter friend," he nest
accuses me of "song -plugging" the virtues
of " The Squeak" ! Rather than say any-
thing more that may turn out to be
incriminating, I think you had better get
a copy of the January number and read
the article for yourself

If you do, I may add, you will not be
disappointed. I am 'certain you will be as
interested as I am in the design of W.
James' "Brookmans Four," a new set
using two screen -grid valves in conjunc-
tion with the 193o Binowave coils-a real
"he-man" combination.

Those Sidebarzds
I came across a funny effect the other

day which throws an interesting sidelight
on the existence or otherwise of the much-
discussed sidebands in radio transmission.
I was using at the time a frame -aerial set
having one stage of screen -grid amplifica- 
tion, a detector, and a fairly beefy -sized
amplifier afterwards. The amplification
was sufficiently good to give good moving -
coil speaker strength on quite a number of
foreign stations.
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   4 On Your Wavelength! (continued)   
Now, I found that whenever London

was not working, such as on Sunday
evenings, I could obtain these distant sta-
tions without difficulty, but the advent of
Brookmans Park on the scene promptly
put a stop to all such reception. The dis-
tant stations simply faded out as soon as
London came on the scene, and one
obtained nothing else but London.

So far, there is nothing to startle the
gentle reader. We have all experienced
the same effect. The point is, however,
that I happened to tune in idly the other
day when London was not modulating.
I found, to my surprise, that I could tune
in several of the foreign stations which
were normally blotted out, and that I
could continue to do so- until 2L0 modu-
lated. Then the wipe-out became evident
at once.

There is fbod for thought here. If one
can eliminate the sidebands from 2L0,
apparently, reception on near -by wave-
lengths is quite practicable. But the
energy in the sidebands is only one -
quarter of the total, and therefore they
should be comparatively easily obliterated.
Now, all ye technical wallahs, what about
it I

Play Technique
Slowly, but surely, the dramatic people

at the B.B.C. are realising the artistic
possibilities of various technical tricks.
Some two or three years ago an elaborate
dramatic control -board was installed for
the benefit of the producer of radio plays.
This " gadget" enabled him to mix up the
outputs of any number of studios, intro-
duce the right amount of background
noises, or dissolve the sounds of one studio
into the sounds of another. After a half-
hearted "try out," the apparatus remained
unused for several weeks, little importance
being attached to the " freak" effects which
it made possible. And then along came
Messrs. Cecil Lewis and Sieveking, gentle-
men who were afflicted with extraordinary
ultra -modem ideas about the "rhythm
and momentum" of sound plays.

A Fade-in
Suddenly the dramatic control -panel

came into most extensive use. Hitherto,
radio plays were nearly always produced
in one studio, with "effects" located some-
where behind the players. Radio -play pro-
ducers gradually revised their policy as
they became more acquainted with the
workings of the dramatic control -board.
And now the effects the producers want in
their plays have got beyond the scope of
this control board. The scripts of the
latest radio plays are calling for complicated
combinations of sounds from two or three
studios mixed up with gramophone records
and an outside broadcast, the total number
of "channels" of sound sometimes reaching
ten.

Talking Film to Radio
The talking -film companies have taken

a large number of ideas-and people-
from the B.B.C.. and one of the ideas which
has been developed by the British com-
panies is the original B.B.C. dramatic
control -board. It is now the turn of the
B.B.C. to borrow a few ideas from Islington
and Elstree studios-rival institutions
which are almost entirely " microphoned"
by ex-B.B.C. engineers. In both of these
studios the dramatic control -board idea
has been much used, and at Islington, at
the studio of Gainsborough Pictures,
Baynham Honri, the chief recorder, has
devised a dramatic control -board system
employing trap valves for the prevention
of interference between the various chan-
nels of sound and for ensuring that circuit
impedances shall be constant, no matter
how many microphones or pick-ups are
used. And now a little friendly co-opera-
tion between the B.B.C. and the talking -
picture people may result in a further
exchange of ideas in this direction and the
injection of a little talking -film technique
into radio plays. As a result of these
"conversations" it will not be long before
some surprising new technical effects are
heard by radio.

A Striking Television Claim
I see that some rather sweeping claims

have been made by a Wolverhampton
motor engrneer, Mr. J. S. Shinton, in con-
nection with a television patent he has
just taken out. His apparatus appears to
consist of revolving mirrors and a slot
arrangement by which' details of a trans-
mitted picture are received and reproduced.
This seems to suggest a combination of the
Weiller drum used by Karolus and the
Nipkow disc employed by Baird. Mr.
Shinton states that his system gives a
picture with greater detail and sharper
reproduction.

It compares favourably with the very
early films, the intensity and length of
the projected light beam being said to
govern the ultimate size of the picture.
Apparently the all-important question of
synchronising is at the moment engaging
the inventor's attention, for, after all, this
is the crux of nearly all television problems.
Since the claims for this invention embody
points including no unduly high, voltages
and small power units, together with a
relatively low first cost and subsequent
moderate running costs, a more detailed
explanation of the methods employed and
the results achieved will be awaited with
interest.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
GIFT ANNOUNCEMENT

ON PAGE 79 ?

Night Television Transmissions
Started

I see that the two extra half-hour trans-
missions allotted to the Baird Company
for television tests through the Brookmans
Park station have now been taken up.
Tuesdays and Fridays from midnight to
12.3o a.m. are the chosen times at present,
the first transmission having taken place
on Friday, January 3. There was a rather
remarkable circumstance arriving out of
the first night transmission, for this was
successfully picked up in Germany by an
enthusiastic amateur. It so happened that
one of the Baird engineers who was tele-
vised had been working in Germany on the
Baird transmissions from the Witzleben
station during last year and the German
amateur voluntarily testified to haVing
recognised the engineer in question. This
surely is something of a record, and proves
that there can be little doubt as to the
quality of the transmissions given normal
conditions.

Home-made Apparatus
Apparently there are several amateurs

up and down the country who have con -t
structed their own television receiving
apparatus and report good reception of the
daily tests. -One enthusiast made up his
disc from cardboard owing to lack of
facilities for constructing one from sheet
aluminium, and even with this is able to
obtain quite good pictures. Undoubtedly
still greater keenness will be displayed
when the second wavelength is allotted,
for both speech and picture will then'- be,
broadcast simultaneously from Brookmans
Park and the real advantage of television
will manifest itself. That is to say, it can
be proved that complete intelligence may
be conveyed by calling into operation the,
two human senses of sight and hearing.
It is to be hoped that details of the in-
tended television programme will soon be
made public.

A Useful Hint
At this time of the year the permanent

magnets of my loud -speakers (I use two
at once) make their annual journey to the
workshops of a firm which specialises in
re -magnetising and kindred jobs. I find it
well worth while to send them regularly for
such treatment, for even the best of mag-
nets are apt gradually to lose their pull.
Though one scarcely notices it, since the
process is so gradual, the loud -speaker,
whether it be of horn or cone type, slowly
becomes less and less able to tackle a strong
signal. If it is left long enough it will
eventually chatter on loud passages. Try
sending your magnets up to be treated, and
you will most likely be astonished at the
improvement when they come back. The
whole business costs only a shilling or two,

'and it is very well worth it.
THERMION.
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THE satisfactory electrical reproduction
of music or speech from gramophone

records depends primarily upon whether or
not the vibration of the needle in the pick-
up armature generates a voltage, the wave
form of which corresponds to the shape of
the record track. If for some reason, such
as armature resonance or, say, movement
due to play at the armature bearing, the
needle does not follow the track absolutely,
distortion of the reproduction must neces-
sarily take place. I have been assured by
more than one manufacturer that the
gramophone pick-up, with the possible
exception of the balanced -armature loud-
speaker drive, is the most difficult piece of
apparatus they are called upon to make.
Experimental models may have done all
that is required of them, but the same
models when put into production have
given very different results. It is frequently
found that although the individual com-
ponents of the pick-up may be exactly the
same and an identical process of assembly
followed, individual pick-ups of the same
batch may differ quite widely in output
characteristics. It
therefore follows that
when purchasing a
pick-up, even when
the particular make
has been decided
upon, a test under
working conditions is
highly desirable.
Further, having
purchased and in-
stalled a pick-up, a
trial of various grades and types of needle
points will indicate how the reproduction
of the radio gramophone is modified.

If for any reason you are dissatisfied with
the reproduction of your pick-up try
changing the grade of needle before altering
the damping, or loading the armature with
plasticene, or smothering the bearings with
vaseline or whatever may be your pet
method of trying to damp out the armature
resonance.

Examples of needles
Columbia

89 0 molt= Wireksi

HINTS FOR THE
GRAMO -RADIO

ENTHUSIAST
By A. G. McDONALD

This article will be particularly useful to readers who build
the " Best -by -Ballot 3 described in the centre pages of this
issue and make use of the gramo-radio feature incorporated.
Among matters dealt with are: -Different Types of Needles and
their Influence on Reproduction-Makers Recommendations
-Burmese Colour Needles and the Pentode-Scratch Control

Makers' Recommendations
Of course, in the first instance the makers'

recommendation as regards the most suit-
able needle to employ should be followed.
An authentic list of these may prove of
interest.
Amplion.-Standard loud -tone needle. If

soft -toned needles are used the top
register may be lost.

Brown, S. G.-Entirely a matter of taste;
either fibre or ordinary steel needles may
be used.

Therndept.-Columbia or H.M.V. half -tone
needles. H.M.V. extra loud -tone needle.

Edispn Bell.-Electric Chromic or any
medium steel needle of the fairly long
variety.

Edison Swan (B.T .H. product).-Choice of a
proper needle depends on one's own
personal test as regards reproduction.

G.E.C.-Any type of needle, no single one
specified for preference.

Harlie Bros.-Any grade of needle.
Hughes (Blue Spot).-H.M V. medium tone

or Columbia de Luxe.

referred to in the text. From left to right they are : Spear-po:nted,
de Luxe, Ordinary, Burmese Co' -our, Tungstyle and Fibre

Igranic.-Any grade of needle.
Lissen.-Lissen or Columbia spear point.
Loewe.-Any grade of needle.
Marconiphone.-Loud tone Tungstyle.
Parley.-H.M.V. loud -tone needle.

While it is true that with many pick-ups
any grade of needle, within fairly wide
limits, may be used with success, it is also
true that for any given pick-up one par-
ticular type of needle will in the long run
prove most satisfactory. It must not be

forgotten that the type of record being
played also may influence the choice of
needle.

My own personal recommendation for the
average make of pick-up is the spear point.
Also as in the case of an ordinary acoustic
gramophone, the semi -permanent needle
should be used. By semi -permanent I mean
the make of needle which is reputed to play
ten records. I need not say that since
record wear with the present heavily cut
records needs to be guarded against, more ,
than one playing per needle point cannot
be recommended. For trying different
grades of needles without having to pur-
chase a full box of each, the Columbia
Company's glass tube container of assorted
needles is certainly useful.

Burmese Colour Needles and the
Pentode

It is very sound practice to compensate*
for the losses in one part of an electrical
network by additional gains in another part
of it. Probably the most familiar example
of this is to be found in the type of low -

frequency amplifier
in which the falling
high -note charac-
teristic of a resis-
tance -coupled stage
is compensated for by
a rise in the charac-
teristic of a trans-
former -coupled stage.
This system may be
applied to pick-up
practice. For in -

stance, non-metallic needles such as fibre,
and particularly the new Burmese Colour
needles, owe their silent playing and dimin-
ished needle scratch to the fact that the
higher audio frequencies are largely cut off.
A pentode amplifier on the other hand tends
to emphasize the high notes unduly. Messrs.
Philips supply with their four -valve all -
mains receiver, the output stage of which is
a pentode, special filters for the purpose of
cutting down the high notes.
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"HINTS for THE GRAMO-RADIO ENTHUSIAST" (contimmafromprecedingpago

It follows that in practice a,very effective
compromise can be made by using Burmese
Colour 'needles in conjunction with an
amplifier, the last valve of which is a pen-
tode.

- Scratch Control
Although elimination of the

scratch due to the abrasive action
of the needle on the record track
is very desirable, I am not at all
certain that scratch filter circuits
are the best methods of solving
the problem. I feel that the
problem is best tackled on the
prevention, rather than the
cure, basis. That is to say ex-
treme care in use, rigorous clean-
ing before use, and sticking to
one type of needle will ultimately
give better results. There seems
to be two types of surface noise.
The first is a slight hiss produced
by the needle gliding over the
record material. The second
is an actual scratch due to wear.
The note frequency of the first type of
noise is somewhere of the order of 4,50o
cycles, and it is this type of noise which can
be readily eliminated by a scratch filter.
The other type of noise has more the nature
of a transient rather than a continuous
noise, and this type of scratch cannot be
removed from the reproduction without
some loss of quality. All scratch filter
circuits are bound to have some effect on
the quality of the reproduction. These
effects curiously enough are most noticeable
on speech, particularly in sounds of a
sibilant nature.

There is one other aspect of the question
which must receive consideration. The
"attack" of many loud -speakers depends
on the wave form of the currents in
the windings. A filter circuit which is
designed to suppress the higher frequencies
in order to remove scratch will quite pos-
sibly change the phase of the higher fre-
quencies close to those which are sup-
pressed. This means that the wave form
of the driving current is altered and conse-

quently the " attack " is necessarily modi-
fied also

Tone -arm Vibration
An annoying phenomenon frequently met

It is

tone. Pianos are also frequently placed on
glass pedestals for the same purpose.
Vibration of the tone arm is best cured by
introducing some damping at the pivot.

_I have found that thick grease is particu-
larly useful for this purpose.
While it is necessary that the
pick-up mounting should swing
freely so that record wear
should not be excessive, when
resonance of the type described
above is experienced some form
of resistance at the pivot appears
to be desirable.

easy to attach a pick-up arm to an ordinary gramo

with on several well-known makes of pick-
ups is that of vibration of the whole of the
tone arm as well as the pick-up armature
on some particular note. Just as an organ
when some particular note is played will
make a church vibrate strongly, so a pick-
up can make the supporting arm resonate
in an unpleasant manner. It is frequently
found, too, that not Only does the pick-up
arm vibrate, but also the whole of the
gramophone itself. Apart from the fact
that extraneous noise from the pick-up is
undesirable, the reproduction itself will be
found to be irregular.

As regards the cure for troubles of this
character some experimenting may prove
necessary, but the lines on which the
problem should be tackled are fairly clear.
Resonance of the gramophone cabinet is
damped out by standing the feet on some
vibration absorbing material such as rubber,
cork, or felt. On ordinary acoustic gramo-
phones this cabinet resonance used to be
emphasized by standing the cabinet on
glass insulators to produce a more robust

phone

H.M.V. Oil -damped Pick-up
The problem of minimizing

record wear really boils down
to a question of providing th&
pick-up needle with a load
that is a pure resistance. If
the reaction due to the dis-
placement of the needle in
following the record track is not
absolutely coincident with the
displacement itself, wear is bound

to result. In practice it is extraordinarily,
difficult to make the load resistive only. The
rubber damping usually employed is a good
approximation but it is by no means per-,
feet. The oil damping method used by the.
Gramophone Company is a good example',
of the practical application of the theory of
the desirability of resistance loading.

Oil Creepage
I hear that in the new models of the pro-

ducts of the combined H.M.V. and Marconi
phone Companies the oil -damped pick-up.
will be discontinued, the reason being that
although this pick-up gave very good results
both from a reproduction and record wear
point of view, yet trouble was experienced
because excessive maintenance was neces-
sary. Creepage of oil was the principal,
trouble experienced.

If this is the case, it seems a pity that the
oil -damped pick-up cannot be sold separate-
ly to amateurs who would not mind trouble
with leakage of oil if long-playing life of
records could be assured.

SMALL TRANSFORMERS
THERE is much to be said in favour of

the new type of low -frequency trans-
former in which the ordinary iron core is
replaced by a special alloy of iron, nickel,
and cobalt. There are a series of such
alloys-for instance, Permalloy and Mume-
tal, all of which are distinguished by their
high permeability or extreme sensitiveness
to magnetising force. Their use allows a
considerable reduction to be made in the
cross-section of the core stampings, with a
corresponding reduction in size and weight.

If such transformers are inserted directly

in the H.T. supply, so that the direct as
well as the alternating -current component
passes through the windings, there is a
possibility that the former will saturate the
core, and so lead to a slight loss of the
highest and lowest audible notes. This can
be avoided by feeding the plate direct
through a suitable resistance of 25,000 ohms
and connecting the transformer primary
in shunt through a .5-infd. condenser.

M. B.

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems

PERMINVAR

PERMINVAR
is an alloy containing

nickel, cobalt, and iron, together with
traces of a non-magnetic metal such as
molybdedum. The alloy possesses high
resistivity and an exceptionally constant
permeability over a wide range of magnetis-
ing force. The new transatlantic telephony
cable (intended to supplement the existing
radio -telephony service) is to be con-
tinuously loaded with perminvar so as to
enable heavier signalling currents to be
used than have previously been possible.

M. A. L.
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The illustration shows Capt. Eckersley and Mr. G. P.
Kendall, B.Sc., experimenting with the aid of the
Standard Battery, in the " Modern Wireless "Research
Laboratory. Where smooth, non -fluctuating H.T. is
required, the Standard Battery is the most efficient
source of supply.
If the performance of the Standard Battery is suffi-
ciently good for accurate laboratory work, no wonder
over 10,000,000 Standard Cells are in use. Do not
use out-of-date dry batteries-save money and get
better reception with Standard. Supplies high capacity
of current for months on end, when you merely replace
old cartridges with new ones, and the battery voltage
will register as new.

WATES

Reproduced by kind
permission of

Modern Wireless"

144 -volt 3 -tier
Unibloc.

(Imam Wirelvs_

STANDARD BATTERY
Profusely illustrated booklet giving comple e details, sent free on request.

M.B. THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. A.W.), 1841188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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An excellent and easy method of determining which station
it is that you are receiving is provided by the McLachlan
Station Finder.
This instrument is designed on an entirely new principle from other types of
wavemeter.
It is a Modulated C.W. Wavemeter, with a high degree of accuracy and is quite
simple to operate.
The advantages of the method employed are :-

I. Pure constant note obtained over the entire range without the use of vibrat-
ing contacts such as buzzers, which are subject to fluctuation.

2. Alterations in voltages and capacities due to batteries or change of valve do
not affect the calibration.

3. As a continuous wave is emitted as well as a musical note, use may be
made of the heterodyne principle, enabling the Wavemeter to be set with
great accuracy.

McLACHLAN STATION FINDER
Price, complete with Valve, Coil, and Chart to cover 180-6bo metres, £6

Price for Extra Coil and Chart to cover Goo -2.,000 metres, 11
Write for Descriptive Leaflet "C.W."-

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.
6 & 7, BUCKINGHAM ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

EVERY OWNER OF AN ELECTRICAL PICK-UP SHOULD WRITE FOR THE " NOVOTONEV.
COMPENSATOR BOOKLET '' C.N." Get realism from your records. The Novotone is the only wage

P.R.
VALVES

BRITISH
MADE

LIST OF P.R. SUPER GOLDEN SERIES.

f6GPT"eR

Fil.
voltv. Amp.

Imp.
411 ms, '

Amp.
-' foe.,

v-

4 2GPR 3
2
2

095
.095/ g,(1111!): '1'5 H.LF.Jet.

SAO: GPR 4 2 - .095/ 40,000 32 R.C.Post 4d. GPR , 9 3.5.4 e.09 22,000 14.5 H.F. Get
pow E IR GPR 10 3.5-4 .09/ -10,000 9 L.F.7/g,

'''''
GPR 11
GPR 17

3,5-4
5-6:.14

:09 ,. 44,000
50,000

41
17.5

R.C.
H. F. Oct.

EACH
Poet ad GPR 18

GPR 19
5.6

- 5-6
.14
.14

11,000
75,000

9.5
41-

L.F.
R.C.

POWER- GPR 20 2 / .15 I 6,000 7 Power
12/6 GPR 40 4 .15 6,000 7
gAcli GPR 60 6 .15 6,000 .7'

Post 4d.
GPR 120 2 .3 3,000 4.5 Super

11ORRENED
GRID

,
GPR 140 4 - 1,500 4.5

Power

15/- Rs b
"46c. SG 2S 2

.
.12 220,000 150 S.G.

ABSOLUTELY
ASTOUNDING
The new Golden Series of P.R. Valves give the
most astounding results. The amplification is
simply enormous and the selectivity abnormal.
This is due entirely to the new filament coating,
which is applied with scientific exactitude. It
does not matter how much you pay for a valve,
you will not get better than a P.R. Golden Series
at 4 6. Send for one NOW. You are protected by
a " straight " Guarantee that fully covers any
possible failure. /a

PERFECT RESULTS
OR MONEY BACK

All postal breakages replaced free.
Each valve has attached to it a written guarantee
covering 7 months. In the event of the valve losing
emission or becoming inefficient in any way
during this term, a new valve will be supplied
under the terms of the guarantee. If not fully
satisfied that the valves received are equal to any
they should be returned within a week, full refund
will be made by return of post.

2 Valves or more sent POST FREE. Matched Valves 1:- extra per set.
Sent C.0 D. if desired. Ask your dealer for them. Accept no other.

P.R. PRODUCTS,
31, P.R. HOUSE, NEWGATE STREET,

LONDON, E.C.4
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station) Telephone: CITY 3788

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

35/- for 19/6
POST 91

For a limited time, to introduce our P.R.
Speaker, we have arranged to supply the com-
plete KIT to make up this wonderfully power-
ful speaker for 19,6.
The RIT consists of our Balanced Armature
P.R. Speaker Unit, the Special P.R. Fabric
Cone, 3 -ply oak -front Baffle, 4 heavy, natural
oak, cabinet -finished sides rut ready for as-
sembling, 4 pieces oak front moulding, 4 rub-
ber feet, 3 -ply unit cradle, screws, etc.

The whole
sent safely
packed by re-
turn of post
ready for you
to assemble,
with full in-
structions.
Please sole
that the abase
consists only
of a complete
kit READY

TO AS-
SEMBLE,

and is UN-
POLISHED
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley

r-11-1HE idea which I suggested exclusively
in these columns, that a referendum of

listeners should be taken as to the pro-
grammes they like, appears to have caught
an. More about this later.

Here is a friendly warning to the B.B.C. :
Go slow with " Treasure Hunt" series.
There are, of course, many true and
financially disinterested talks to be given
here; but some " Treasure Hunt" stories
are used by financiers in order to obtain
money from the public for hunting for the
treasure. And I hereby warn listeners and
others not to subscribe a penny to any-
body who is sending out an expedition to
locate treasures. I know of no instance
where money was made, and I think the
B.B.0 should broadcast a warning in this
connection.

.41r .Stobart's." Good night" was the best
yet-yes, even including his first brilliant
ef4rt. I would suggeSt that this master -
pi e of original literature should be repro -
d ed and. distributed

1)

Pl

A friend of mine " begs to disagree most
foundly" with me in regard to my corn-
'nt about the drowning of the announcer's

voce by the band during variety hours.
may say" (lie writes) "that after hear -
countless vaudeville broadcasts I have

never heard the announcer's voice made
indistinct by the entr'acte music on any
occasion. As a patter of fact, I regard the
few bars usually played by Jack Payne's
hand as highly essential. I heard, only this
week, a variety hour during which-except
for the announcer's voice-there was com-
plete silence between turns. I give you my
word that it 'was the dullest broadcast I
have ever heard "

I don't know whether my friend mis-
understands what I wrote. I certainly did
not refer to the intervals. I referred to the
opening announcements, when we were
invited to hear what the variety hour was
to be composed of, when the band inter-
vened and made the announcer inaudible.

As far as I can remember I had not
heard Ronald Frankau's Cabaret Kittens
until a few evenings ago-at least, not as a
variety turn. I must say that they are a
blight little crowd-well drilled, jolly, and

f t

possessed of likeable voices. They bright-
ened up the evening considerably. They
have personality-none too plentiful among
lighter turns.

The concluding talk of the "While Lon-
don Sleeps" series-that given by Mr.
Maurice Dance entitled, "The Journalist"
-was well up to the standard of a success-
ful series. While Mr. Dance at times did
not keep quite strictly to the nocturnal
aspect, his talk was full of interest. In fact,
many of my friends thought Mr. Dance's
fifteen minutes' chat was one of the best
given in the series.

"I heard Codolban's Tzigane Orchestra
with mixed feelings" (writes my low -brow
correspondent). "One could not help
admiring their clever artistry and nimble
fingers, but as for the stuff they played and
at times their style . . ! There was that
breakneck one-step tune with which they
opened --just a chaotic mixture of noises.
And then a violin solo-slurred to such an
extent that it reminded one, irresistibly, of
molars slowly being drawn out."

The "Foundations of Music" series per-
sists and, although received with mixed
feelings by listeners of varying tastes, has
more than: justified itself. Dorothy Mog-,
gridge, playing Schubert's Pianoforte Sona-
tas, was delightful. She plays with a wealth

Our cartoonist's idea of Cecil Harrington

of expression and has a pleasing touch.

Arnold Bennett's Milestones was another
good reason why the names of wireless
actors should- be given. Seldom have I
heard a cast interpret with such under-
standing and depth of feeling as these
nameless players. Without exception,
those who took part merited praise. There-
fore it is -invidious to single any one out
for special mention. Yet I cannot resist
saying that the actor who took the part of
John Rhead came very near to my concep-
tion of the ideal radio actor. One criticism
of " Rose Sibley "-about the only 'criticism
I can level at any of the features of the
play-is that her gobs were somewhat over-
done through the ether.

4

Leonard Henry=like most funny men-
is not always at top notch. He has inclined
to fall away lately; but he was a lot better
in the last turn in which I heard him.
There was more originality -in his patter
and for the greater part of the time he
steered religiously clear. of- "chestnuts."
His ballroom conversation was quite funny
and I had a good laugh over his Scottish
song with bagpipe accompaniment.

The programme of marches and waltzes
played by the Northern Wireless Orchestra
and S.B. from Manchester was thoroughly
enjoyable. Everything was sensibly selected
and the orchestra must have made a good
impreSsion upon its southern listeners.

"William," of Hammersmith, suggests
t'hat the lunch-hour music from the hotels
should be continued until 2 3o for the
benefit of late lunchers. The real point is
this : Exactly'hoW- many people are able
io listen to the midday programme, apart
from housewives and invalids? Answer :
Quite enough to justify the extension of the
bright music till half -past two.

There having been a bit of a re -shuffle
of the dance bands, "Harold" comes for-
ward with an amended opinion regarding
their abilities. Leaving out Jack Payne's
Orchestra, as it is an integral part of the
B.B.C., he says that Jack Hylton's and Bert
Ambrose's are the only dance bands worth
listening to, or, rather, up to broadcasting
standard as set by the bands of the earlier
days. This is rather a sweeping statement.
Any comments?
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SURPRISING as it may seem, there are
many ways in which valves can be

damaged, or even altogether ruined, by
treatment which at first sight would appear
to be of the most considerate kind. On the
other hand, as we shall see in a moment,
the advice to "treat 'em rough" may some-
times be applied successfully to valves
suffering from senile decay.

Here is a way in which many a valve
meets its end through its owner's earnest
endeavour to enable it to do its best. We
are told that no output valve has a fair
chance unless its grid bias is adjusted to
a nicety. Determined that its output shall
have no cause for complaint, Muggs
switches on the set, tunes in the local sta-
tion, and proceeds to vary the grid bias
until his ear tells hiin that neither grid-
currenting nor bottom -bending are present.
He does this by picking the negative
wander plug out of one socket and trying
it first in one and then in another. What
is wrong with that?

The Correct Way to Adjust Grid Bias
Just this. Valves are made to stand up

to a certain maximum emission from the
filament. Every time that the wander plug
is pulled out of the socket the grid loses
its negative bias and the current passing
through the valve leaps up to a figure far
higher than is good for it. To give a con-
crete example, the Cossor 23oXP, with
15o volts on the plate and properly grid -
biased at 22 % volts negative, passes some
i8 milliamperes of current. Flick out the
grid -battery wander plug and current
leaps straightaway to the neighbourhood
of sixty milliamperes.

The proper way of adjusting grid bias is
to try the plug in one socket and then to
switch off before changing it to another.
When a current much heavier than that
for which the valve is designed passes, the
coating of the filament is apt to be des-
troyed or damaged, with the result that
emission goes down and the valve's whole
characteristics are altered.

"Always use plenty of volts on the plate
of the last valve" is another piece of
advice that is excellent so long as one bears
in mind the limit set by the makers. This
for most valves nowadays is 15o volts.
To exceed the maker's voltage, even

though by doing so one seems to get
slightly improved results for a time, is
sheer folly, for any valve so treated must
necessarily be very short lived.

One of the most curious ways in which
a valve can be killed by kindness is by the
use of an incorrect filament potential.
Everyone knows that too high a voltage
from the L.T. battery spells ruination to
filaments, but how many realise that too
low a voltage may be just as bad? In the
old bright -valve days we were always told,
and quite rightly, to advance the rheostats
slowly from the zero setting, and not to go
beyond the point at which good results
were obtained. But with certain kinds of
dull -emitters such counsel is eminently
unsound. The thoriated filament consists
of a blend of tungsten and of thoria. Dur-
ing the " age-ing" process at the factory
the filament is run at such a temperature
that a coating of thoria is deposited upon
its surface. When the valve is in use this
thoria is gradually dissipated, but if the
temperature is exactly right fresh supplies
arrive continually from within to replace
what is lost. The filament thus continues
in good condition until all the thoria con-
tained in it has been used up.

HAVE YOU NOTICED
- the unconscious humour to be
found in the pronunciation of
English song -titles by some of
the foreign station announcers,
notably the French ? Radiolo,
the famous Radio -Paris an-
nouncer, who is not now with
the Compagnie Francaise de
Radiophonie, once gave out the

' fox-trot "Swinging Down the
Lane" as (approximately}
"Sveenjin-gg doh-vern ter lah-
ner." His inimitable pronuncia-
tion of "Take, oh ! take those
lips away," almost always caused
a ripple of laughter to pass
among his unseen circle of
listeners.
- in direct contrast to the pre-
ceding paragraph, the facile
ability for excellent English pro-
nunciation possessed by the an-
nouncers of Hilversum ?

WES
BEss: W. HALLOWS

Filaments Too Dull
If we run the filament with too low a

potential it is insufficiently heated. The
result is that as the thoria on its surface is
used up; replacements cannot come from
inside. The emission slowly declines, and
in time the valve becomes useless. The
filament, in fact, is just in the same condi-
tion as one whose surface coating of
thoria has been burnt off by_ the effects of
an over -high temperature. Be careful,
therefore, not to cut down the low-tension
voltage too much. It is quite natural ,to
feel that the lower you keep it, the longer
will your filaments last, but this form of
kindness is actually misplaced. Speaking
generally, the voltage should not be
allowed to fall more than about ro per
cent. below the maker's maximum figures.
This means 1.8 volts for a 2 -volt valve,
3.6 for a 4 -volt, and 5.4 for a 6 -volt.

Flashing
The rough treatment which was men-

tioned at the beginning of this article can
sometimes be applied with success to valves
which have lost their emission through the
effects of too high or too low a filament
potential. It is known as flashing, and this
is the way in which it is done. Connect one
of the filament pins to the negative of a
high-tension battery. Place a wander plug
with a piece of flex attached to it in, say,

*the 18 -volt socket. With the bared end of
this flex flick the other filament pin two or
three times. Don't try to make a fixed
conaection or you will probably blow the
filament up. The contacts must last only
for a fraction of a second apiece. The effect
of doing this is to drive a. filesh supply of
thoria from within to the surface of the
filament. Obviously it can be successful
only if the filament has not already been
drained of its reserves. Another method
which sometimes succeeds is to leave the
valve in its, holder with the high-tension
wander plug disconnected. Current from
the L.T. battery is then allowed to flow
through the filament for several hours.

Pentode valVes are expensive, and no one
would willingly spoil their wonderful per-
formances by any kind of ill-treatment.
Yet many are ruined by users who have
the best intentions in the world. All that

(Continued on page III)
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING -BY CAPT. ROUND I

DURING my visit to America, I had the
great pleasure of going to WGY and

KDKA, the two early birds of American
broadcasting, where I saw the actual trans-
mitters at work and I discussed various
problems connected with transmission
with the engineers. Both these stations
are intimately connected with the two
great manufacturing companies-the Gen-
eral Electric Corporation and the Westing-
house Company-and both are used as try-
out stations for new ideas and for the
initiation of new schemes in broadcasting.
WGY has its own transmitter capable of
giving zoo -kilowatts to the antenna, and
the transmitting panel with its six giant
valves is very impressive. Each of these
valves, by the way, when self oscillating, is
capable of delivering zoo kilowatts to the
antenna, but the six are used in the well-
known way as high -frequency amplifiers
delivering zoo kilowatts of modulated
energy to the aerial.

These valves are about four feet in height
and they seem to be handled in quite a
casual way. I saw workmen strolling about
the buildings at Schenectady with these
roo-kilowatt tubes lying across their
shoulders just as though they were carrying
ordinary iron pipes. I actually saw the
manufacture of some of these tubes and
it seems to exhibit no great dif-

Chassis of the
American Grebe receiver

ficulties, so that one can quite conceive
the next stage being still larger ones cap-
able of 500 -kilowatts to the antenna.

American Short-wave Stations
Aside from the normal wave stations of

WGY and KDKA, they have a multitude
of short-wave stations. The transmitter
building at KDKA is very interesting in
that it seems like a giant switchboard lying
on its back. All over the top of this switch-
board, i.e. the main ground floor, are a number
of high -frequency and low -frequency panels,
the connections of all of which go through
the floor. On the underneath side of the floor
in the cellars are the bus bars with which
all these high -frequency and low -frequency
sets can be interconnected; and in addition,
in the cellars also are the modulation chokes
and other subsidiary apparatus which can
all be joined up in this horizontal switch-
board system.

There is nothing impressive about the
aerial systems, which are quite small and
normal.

Of these two big stations, WGY is not
in either of the N.B.C. chains and seems to
give its own programmes, but KDKA is
in one of the N.B.C. chains.

At Schenectady the General Electric
Co.'s great factories or at least the more

vortant of their factories have been
erected; in fact, it may
be said that the town
of Schenectady is
merely the residential
part of the General
Electric factories. The
town itself has about

oo,000 inhabitants,.
and about 30,00o of
these are directly em-
ployed by the G.E.C.
As a sidelight on
American living meth-
ods and at least their

apparent prosperity, I saw in the car park
at the factory over 2,000 cars belonging to
the employees. The activities spread over
almost all electrical fields, and in them are
contained the great research laboratories
with such well-known research men as Dr.
Langmuir, Dr. Hull, Messrs. Alexanderson,
Kellogg, and Rice, and many other research
engineers.

A Wonderful Mercury Rectifier
Developments along every imaginable

line are being carried out at a great rate
and some novel product of these great
laboratories is being brought out practically
every month. One of the most recent
developments is a hot -cathode mercury
rectifier which Dr. Langmuir showed me in
operation. A.comparatively small bulb of
glass, a mere seven or eight inches diameter,
but it is capable of rectifying zoo -kilowatts
and not giving any sign whatever that such
a vast quantity of energy is being trans-
ferred.

This new mercury rectifier is, I think, the
most impressive practical development in
the last year or so's work, and it is so
extraordinarily simple when one sees it
working that it is hard to conceive that
there is any invention in it.

There is a small 5 -kilowatt broadcasting
station at the factory which is used in the
daytime, I believe, but the big station is
some few miles away, and at this big station
new ideas, when they have arrived at the
practical stage, are tried out. There I saw
the zoo -kilowatt oscillating valves being
tried and I also saw the mercury rectifier in
operation. Apparently WGY's main station
is used primarily as an experimental one
during the daytime, and at night time it
goes over to broadcasting work.

At WGY I saw some very good demon-
strations in television; nothing very differ-
ent from the methods being used over here,

(Continued nil page 98)
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THIS re-
ceiver is
the outcome

of the AMATEUR
WIRELESS Ballot held
in the Christmas num-
bers in order to obtain
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IT EMBODIES--

GRAMOLPADIO 12EPPODUCTION WITH

the most popular receiver
at the present time.

Thousands of entries were received, care-
fully examined, and the vote taken; and
here is the concrete form of what may
be taken as a receiver designed to fill the
most popular needs.

leo

.00,05

Choke
-4005

The Circuit Diagram

In the ballot
readers were
asked the
following
questions : (r)
How many
valves would
you have in
your ideal set?
(2) W h a t
sequence do
you prefer -
H.F., detector,
and L.F. stages
or the detector
valve followed
only by L.F.
stages? (3) If
an H.F. stage

CrIANGE-OVEV SWITCH
DUAL -RANGE TUNING

-SffliAPATE Qt:010 GIXIM0-RADIO
VOLUME CONTPOLS
SCPEeNaGRID 1.E STAGE
CI10KE OUTPUT

is used, do you want single -dial tuning
of the whole set ? (4) Do you prefer
a screen -grid valve in the H.F.
stage? (5) In L.F. stages, do you prefer
resistance -capacity coupling, or push-pull
transformer, or ordinary transformers?
(6) Do you prefer output choke or trans-
former output? (7) Would your ideal set
act also as an amplifier for gramophone
records? (8) In wiring, do you prefer nut -
and screw or soldered points? (9) For
tuning -in both medium and long waves,
do you prefer interchangeable coils or
panel -switching? (io) Do you prefer
ebonite panel with wooden baseboard or
metal panel with metal baseboard ? (II)
Should the volume control be after the
detector or before it? (r2) Which suits
your convenience, battery operation on
mains operation?

An Effective Survey
These questions are searching ones, and

each is a guide to an important feature of
a set. The list was compiled in order that
the result should show in analytical form
the degree of popularity of the dozen fea-
tures listed. This questionnaire, apart
from forming a highly interesting prize

competition, has enabled the AMATEUR
`WIRELESS Technical .Staff to form an
accurate idea of the types of receivers
mostly in demand.

The Ideal Set
Rather than go here into the details of

the results, it is sufficient to point to the
outcome-the set illustrated by the accom-
panying photographs and of which full
constructional details will be given next
week. It is constructed as closely as prac-
tical considerations permit in accordance
with the specifications given by the
winners in the ballot.

The receiver is, of course, a three-valver.
It has been known for some considerable
time that a three -valve combination, in
one form or another, suits the large
majority of amateurs' needs at the pres-
ent time. The title given to this set is
the "Best -by -Ballot 3" and, in brief,
it is a receiver which is just the kind
of thing needed by listeners who do not
necessarily want a set of the simplest type,
but one which will give really good results
and which can give every advantage
possible with a modern outfit.

It is natural to expect that such a

novices. Effort; have
therefore been made
to result in the actual
building of the receiver
being as' easy as possible
for those who have not
had great experience in set
construction.

It is considered that the
best way of helping be-
ginners is to ensure that
every one of them has in
hand a copy of the full-size
blueprint in the
WIRELESS style. A
" Best - by - Ballot
being given
Free with
every copy of
next week's
" A.W.," in
which also will
be published
an article giv-
ing full con-
structional de-
tails of the re-
ceiver. This
print-the nor-
mal price of
which, apart
from the issue,
is rs.-is full
size. It gives
all the wiring,

receiver, con-
ceived by
reason of a
collection of
readers' own
views as to
what is popu-
lar and de-
sirable, will be
made up by
many new
comers and

1mateur W trete!,

00000000000.01V

shows each corn
_ponent in its exact
place, and can be
used as a drilling
guide and mount-
ing template.

The theoretical
circuit of the
set is shown

accompanying diagram, and this
shows the various salient points of
A screen -grid valve is used in the

stage, a leaky -grid detector is em-
ployed, with provision for adding a gramo-
phone pick-up; the third valve is trans-
former -coupled to the detector, and a
choke -and -condenser output arrangement
is incorporated in the power -valve anode
circuit

While no particular attempt has been
made to condense the receiver into the

in the
clearly
the set.

Here is a
picture of the
complete receiver

normal AMATEUR
blueprint of the
3" is therefore

smallest possible space or to reduce the
number of controls to the minimum, the
set is neither unwieldy nor difficult to

COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. (Lissen,

Becol, Trolitax).
Two ebonite strips, 3 in. by 2 in. and
in. by 2 mil.

Baseboard, 16 in. by to in. (Cameo,
Pickett, Raymond).

Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin,
Lissen, Keystone).

Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers
(Lotus, Lissen, J.B., Dubilier, Ormond,
Igranic, Burton, Polar, Formo).

.000l-mfd. reaction condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish, Wat-
mel, Ormond, Igranic).

is -ohm rheostat (Lissen, Varley,
Sovereign, Ormond).

Volume control (Clarostat, Volustat,
Regenstat).

Two push-pull on -off switches (Lissen,
Bulgin, Keystone).

Two slow-motion dials (Brownie,
Lissen, Igranic, Formo, Lotus).

Two dual -range coils, types Q.A.T.
and Q.S.G. (Lewcos, Ready -Radio,
Wearite).

Three valve holders (Benjamin, W. and
D., Lissen, Lotus, Formo).

REQUIRED
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,

T.C.C., Lissen, Graham-Farish, Ormond).
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser with series

clip (Dubilier, T.C.C., Lissen, Graham-
Farish, Ormond).

t-mfd. and z-mfd, fixed condensers
(T.C.C., Dubilier, Lissen).

3-megohm grid -leak (Dubilier, Edi-
swan, Lissen, Graham-Farish).

H.F. choke (Peto-Scott, Lissen, Ready -
Radio, Bulgin, Lewcos, Tunewell,
Sovereign, Watmel).

J -type L.F. transformer, ratio 6 to t
(Igranic, Lissen, Lewcos, Varley, Lotus,
Burton).

Output choke (Lissen, Varley, Bulgin,
Formo, Wearitc).

Three wander -plugs, marked ,

G.B.-t, G.B.-z (Belling -Lee, Eelex,
Clix).

Twelve terminals, marked : Aerial,
Earth, H.T.+ z, Pick-up (a), L: I'.-,
L.T.+, H.'F.-, H.T.+ 2, H.T.+ 3,

L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix,
Burton, Raymond).

Partition screen, to in. by 6 in (Ready -
Radio, Parex).

Connecting wire and thin flex (Lewcos),

FREE FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT of this Favourite Set GIVEN AWAY with every copy of Next Week's "A.W."
>000 .......     
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THIS re-
ceiver is
the outcome

of the AMATEUR
WIRELESS Ballot held
in the Christmas num-
bers in order to obtain

96
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readers' ideas of
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IT EMBODIES--

GRAMOLPADIO 12EPPODUCTION WITH

the most popular receiver
at the present time.

Thousands of entries were received, care-
fully examined, and the vote taken; and
here is the concrete form of what may
be taken as a receiver designed to fill the
most popular needs.

leo

.00,05

Choke
-4005

The Circuit Diagram

In the ballot
readers were
asked the
following
questions : (r)
How many
valves would
you have in
your ideal set?
(2) W h a t
sequence do
you prefer -
H.F., detector,
and L.F. stages
or the detector
valve followed
only by L.F.
stages? (3) If
an H.F. stage

CrIANGE-OVEV SWITCH
DUAL -RANGE TUNING

-SffliAPATE Qt:010 GIXIM0-RADIO
VOLUME CONTPOLS
SCPEeNaGRID 1.E STAGE
CI10KE OUTPUT

is used, do you want single -dial tuning
of the whole set ? (4) Do you prefer
a screen -grid valve in the H.F.
stage? (5) In L.F. stages, do you prefer
resistance -capacity coupling, or push-pull
transformer, or ordinary transformers?
(6) Do you prefer output choke or trans-
former output? (7) Would your ideal set
act also as an amplifier for gramophone
records? (8) In wiring, do you prefer nut -
and screw or soldered points? (9) For
tuning -in both medium and long waves,
do you prefer interchangeable coils or
panel -switching? (io) Do you prefer
ebonite panel with wooden baseboard or
metal panel with metal baseboard ? (II)
Should the volume control be after the
detector or before it? (r2) Which suits
your convenience, battery operation on
mains operation?

An Effective Survey
These questions are searching ones, and

each is a guide to an important feature of
a set. The list was compiled in order that
the result should show in analytical form
the degree of popularity of the dozen fea-
tures listed. This questionnaire, apart
from forming a highly interesting prize

competition, has enabled the AMATEUR
`WIRELESS Technical .Staff to form an
accurate idea of the types of receivers
mostly in demand.

The Ideal Set
Rather than go here into the details of

the results, it is sufficient to point to the
outcome-the set illustrated by the accom-
panying photographs and of which full
constructional details will be given next
week. It is constructed as closely as prac-
tical considerations permit in accordance
with the specifications given by the
winners in the ballot.

The receiver is, of course, a three-valver.
It has been known for some considerable
time that a three -valve combination, in
one form or another, suits the large
majority of amateurs' needs at the pres-
ent time. The title given to this set is
the "Best -by -Ballot 3" and, in brief,
it is a receiver which is just the kind
of thing needed by listeners who do not
necessarily want a set of the simplest type,
but one which will give really good results
and which can give every advantage
possible with a modern outfit.

It is natural to expect that such a

novices. Effort; have
therefore been made
to result in the actual
building of the receiver
being as' easy as possible
for those who have not
had great experience in set
construction.

It is considered that the
best way of helping be-
ginners is to ensure that
every one of them has in
hand a copy of the full-size
blueprint in the
WIRELESS style. A
" Best - by - Ballot
being given
Free with
every copy of
next week's
" A.W.," in
which also will
be published
an article giv-
ing full con-
structional de-
tails of the re-
ceiver. This
print-the nor-
mal price of
which, apart
from the issue,
is rs.-is full
size. It gives
all the wiring,

receiver, con-
ceived by
reason of a
collection of
readers' own
views as to
what is popu-
lar and de-
sirable, will be
made up by
many new
comers and

1mateur W trete!,

00000000000.01V

shows each corn
_ponent in its exact
place, and can be
used as a drilling
guide and mount-
ing template.

The theoretical
circuit of the
set is shown

accompanying diagram, and this
shows the various salient points of
A screen -grid valve is used in the

stage, a leaky -grid detector is em-
ployed, with provision for adding a gramo-
phone pick-up; the third valve is trans-
former -coupled to the detector, and a
choke -and -condenser output arrangement
is incorporated in the power -valve anode
circuit

While no particular attempt has been
made to condense the receiver into the

in the
clearly
the set.

Here is a
picture of the
complete receiver

normal AMATEUR
blueprint of the
3" is therefore

smallest possible space or to reduce the
number of controls to the minimum, the
set is neither unwieldy nor difficult to

COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. (Lissen,

Becol, Trolitax).
Two ebonite strips, 3 in. by 2 in. and
in. by 2 mil.

Baseboard, 16 in. by to in. (Cameo,
Pickett, Raymond).

Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin,
Lissen, Keystone).

Two .0005-mfd. variable condensers
(Lotus, Lissen, J.B., Dubilier, Ormond,
Igranic, Burton, Polar, Formo).

.000l-mfd. reaction condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, T.C.C., Graham-Farish, Wat-
mel, Ormond, Igranic).

is -ohm rheostat (Lissen, Varley,
Sovereign, Ormond).

Volume control (Clarostat, Volustat,
Regenstat).

Two push-pull on -off switches (Lissen,
Bulgin, Keystone).

Two slow-motion dials (Brownie,
Lissen, Igranic, Formo, Lotus).

Two dual -range coils, types Q.A.T.
and Q.S.G. (Lewcos, Ready -Radio,
Wearite).

Three valve holders (Benjamin, W. and
D., Lissen, Lotus, Formo).

REQUIRED
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier,

T.C.C., Lissen, Graham-Farish, Ormond).
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser with series

clip (Dubilier, T.C.C., Lissen, Graham-
Farish, Ormond).

t-mfd. and z-mfd, fixed condensers
(T.C.C., Dubilier, Lissen).

3-megohm grid -leak (Dubilier, Edi-
swan, Lissen, Graham-Farish).

H.F. choke (Peto-Scott, Lissen, Ready -
Radio, Bulgin, Lewcos, Tunewell,
Sovereign, Watmel).

J -type L.F. transformer, ratio 6 to t
(Igranic, Lissen, Lewcos, Varley, Lotus,
Burton).

Output choke (Lissen, Varley, Bulgin,
Formo, Wearitc).

Three wander -plugs, marked ,

G.B.-t, G.B.-z (Belling -Lee, Eelex,
Clix).

Twelve terminals, marked : Aerial,
Earth, H.T.+ z, Pick-up (a), L: I'.-,
L.T.+, H.'F.-, H.T.+ 2, H.T.+ 3,

L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix,
Burton, Raymond).

Partition screen, to in. by 6 in (Ready -
Radio, Parex).

Connecting wire and thin flex (Lewcos),

FREE FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT of this Favourite Set GIVEN AWAY with every copy of Next Week's "A.W."
>000 .......     
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" THE BEST -BY -BALLOT 3'" (Continued from preceding page)

operate. There are, it is true, nine con-
trols on the face of 'the panel, but these
are only to enable the most to be made of
the set, and tuning is carried out with only
three, and sometimes two, knobs.

As a matter of interest, it may be ex-
plained that two of the knobs on the panel
(on the slow-motion dials) are the con-
denser controls; the three small knobs
between these condenser controls are for
reaction, volume, and H.F. valve control
respectively; while the four knobs along
the lower edge of the panel are for coil -
switching, for bringing a pick-up into use,
and for switching the whole set on and off.
Nothing very difficult about that !

The receiver is made up in the conven-
tional way with a wooden baseboard and
ebonite panel. ,An aluminium screen
separates the screen -grid stage from the
rest of the receiver, but this can be pur-
chased already drilled, and no metal work

has to be undertaken in the construction of
the set itself.

An accompanying table gives the com-
ponents used in the original receiver. It is
recommended that this list be adhered to
and that if the parts specified are, for some
reason or other, not obtainable, then the
alternatives given should be used.

Simple Wiring
The wiring of the set is quite straight-

forward and, with the aid of the blueprint,
no difficulty at all should be experienced in
construction.

Two particular advantages of this -re-'
ceiver are the facts that the wave -changing
does not necessitate any changing of coils
or probing about inside the cabinet; the
two wave -change knobs on the panel enable
the set to be used either on the medium or
the long waves.

In addition, a gramophone pick-up can
he used. The pick-up can be permanently
connected to two terminals at the back of
the set, and the touch of another switch on
the panel brings it in or out of circuit as
required. This opportunity to use a gramo-
phone pick-up without modifying the
wiring of the receiver will be welcomed by
amateurs who for this reason have previ-
ously refrained from benefiting by the
advantages of electric gramophone repro-
duction, Those who have not gone into
the question before are advised -to read
the article on this subject on page 89 of
this issue.

The accompanying photographs give a
very good, idea of the appearance of the
receiver and of the general arrangement of
the components. Make sure of getting
next week's issue in order to obtain' your
copy of the free blueprint and the explicit
details of construction.

" TRANSMISSION -RECEPTION & OTHER MATTERS" ("7=/7"1
but considerable care is being taken to
obtain the finest results regardless of ex-
pense. Several people spoke to me over a
wire transmission of television and voice,
and as an interesting comparison between
the transmissions of television and speech,
I was able to recognize the faces before I
recognised the voices. None of the tele-
vision experiments which I saw, however;
were really satisfactory in that with any
decent size picture, projected up to a foot
square, the amount of light was hardly
sufficient to make vision easy. One had to
be in a dark room and get used to the lack
of illumination on the screen.

Experiments in television at Schenectady
are being pushed forward as fast as possible,
but no one so far has any hope of being able
to give practical results within any reason-
able time.

At East Pitsburgh where KDKA is
situated, are the factories of the 'Westing-
house Company, almost as large as the
General Electric Co. at Schenectady, and
here, very similar work is going on, only
carried out quite independently in all the
possible fields of electrical development.
Here again KDKA is maintained to some
extent as an experimental try -out station
for the productions of the company, and
here again I saw experiments in television
amongst other things. Mr. Conrad, who is,
one might say, the father of the real broad-
casting, was very busily engaged in these
television experiments and they were being
carried out along somewhat different lines
from those at Schenectady, although similar
methods have been employed using scanning
discs. The method being developed is of
very great interest, and in the whole of the
receiver there were -no mechanically -moving
parts. The picture producer consisted of a
large cathode-ray oscillagraph and on the

end of this oscillagraph was a fluorescent
screen and a picture about four inches
square appeared on this of quite remarkable
definition and clarity. It was difficult to
judge whether the intensity of light was as
great as that for the scanning disc, because
the picture was considerably smaller, but
what interested me was the fact that the
whole operation was merely that of placing
a cathode-ray oscillagraph on to the end of
receiver with no unwieldy disc revolving or
any moving parts of any type except the
light ray. The method certainly seems to
have distinct possibilities, but all American
engineers recognise that there does not
seem to exist any wireless channel which
can be used for television, and the only one_
they are attempting to use is the range
between roc, and 200 metres, with no great
hope of real success; they recognise that
there will be great interference between
television sets situated in different
districts.

At WGY and at KDKA are maintained
valve factories in which new types of valves
are made, but the main production of valves
occurs at Cleveland, and at Springfield, New
Jersey.

At KDKA I saw being produced in small
numbers some new transmitting valves
larger than those produced at Schenectady.
These valves have not only water-cooled
anodes, but also water-cooled grids, and
have been tested, so far, up to r8o-kilowatts
and 30o metres. As this amount of power
is about equal to that given by the great
Alexanderson alternators that We use on
the long waves, and as the cost is probably
less than one -hundredth of that of the
alternator, it gives some idea of the develop-
ment that has taken place in what a
generation ago was quite a toy of doubtful
value 1

Valves by the Million
The great mass -production valve fac-

tories, one of which I saw at New Jersey,
had not such vital interest to me as had the
research laboratories, but it was extremely
interesting to watch the enormous care
being taken to reduce the cost of every
single operation of valve manufacture. It
almost seems as though glass and wire and
valve sockets were fed into a machine at
one end and at the other end came out
boxes of a dozen valves neatly packed and
labelled. But, of course, it is not quite so
complete an operation as this.

Mass -production Testing
The construction of the valve stems is

done to a great extent, as here, by hand;
but from that point up to the final valve
delivered for testing, is almost one con-
tinuous operation on gfeat circular rotating
tables handled by the minimum of labour.
Completed valves are then delivered in
bins to the testing machine which as far
as. I could make out was handled by one
small girl. This girl plugs the valves one by
one into a rotating turntable and as the
valves go round on this table they are auto-
matically tested for the possible defects;
then they are automatically ejected on to
moving belts, One belt representing perfect
valves, another belt representing those
with filament constants not quite within
limits, and other belts for those valves with
defective grids or plates, and so on; and
these valves go down the belt into four
separate bins where they are collected.
Perfect specimens are about 70 per cent.
of the total and these go off into the auto-
matic packing machine where valves and
cardboard are fed into the machine, and
at the other end of this machine the valves
are turned out packed in boxes.
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OTHER TYPES
AND PRICES
H.210-R.C. and

H.F., 10 6.
H.L.210-H.F. and

Detector, 10.6.
L.210-L.F. Ampli-

fier, 1st Stage, 10 6
P.220-Power Valve,

12 6.

All other types avail-
able shortly.

LISSEN LIMITED,

Iti like bringing into
the room the massed

orchestra
that was
previously
playing in
the distance
When you put this new Lissen
Power Pentode Valve into any
set with one stage only of L.F.
amplification, what was pre-
viously a whisper becomes a
great volume of sound. Yet
this new Lissen Valve is bat-
tery driven-it takes only
7 milliamps of current, and
your existing batteries are,
therefore, all it requires, and
they will last you just as long
as with ordinary valves. Put
this new Lissen Power Pentode

Valve into any set with one stage of L.F. ampli-
fication and the increase in volume will surprise
you. You will get very big volume from your
local station and fine loud -speaker strength
from distant stations previously heard only on
headphones. Ask for Lissen Power Pentode-
the only Power Pentode Valve you can drive
off batteries-and learn the difference this new
valve makes to your set.

LISSEN 2 VOLT POWER PENTODE (r.T.22a

FOR ANY 17/6
SET WITH
ONE L.F.
STAGE USES

*I4lotelt91
45 0 tlo Off

, 0, ,t.s
11-81,,tA

Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex. Factories also at Richmond (Surrey) and
(Managing Director : T. N. Cole). Edmonton.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers



etnateur Wtrde.,s.,

Mr. Cyril E. Baron with his receiver in his home at Weybridge

and I spent
several minutes
picking up
Morse, idly jott-
ing down figures
and messages.
Perhaps I
should add that
the set I was

Probably Many AMATEUR WIRELESS using was a simple home-made three-
; readers read of -the recent thrilling experience valver, with a detector and two L.F. stages.
of a fellow -reader, Mr. C. E. Baron, the well-
known marketing consultant, who, while
listening -in at his Surrey home, picked up an
S.O.S. Message from a Russian steamer He
'phoned the authorities and the distressed ship
was saved Here is his own story

OFTEN listen to the "dots and dashes"
during broadcasting intervals You see,

being an ex -operator, I can read Morse and
so find a great interest in deciphering some
of the messages that flash about on the 600 -
metre shipping wavelength Well, I hap-
pened to rise early on the morning of
Sunday, December 8. This was the time
when the great gales were causing havoc all
over the country A gale had caused my
aerial to blow down over night, and it
seems like the workings of Fate that, on this
Sunday morning, I was so keen -to listen to
some of the ship traffic that I should be
energetic enough to climb a 50 -ft. fir tree, in
a strong wind, just in order to re -fix the
aerial

There was much doing on 600 metres,

A Call for Help
Then I chanced on quite a strong signal,

and it wasn't until I had recorded it that I
realised what it was : SOS SOS GNF GNF
de RAEW RAEW SOS SOS. Please every-
body come and help urgent.

Translated from the lingo of operators,
this meant that a ship with the call -sign
RAEW NVaS in distress, and wanted help
from the post office station GNF at North
Foreland. Well, I went on listening to this
thrilling call for help, but no reply came
from North Foreland Risking a reprimand
from the authorities, I rushed to the tele-
phone, explained matters to the exchange,
and in three minutes I was speaking from
my Surrey home to the officer in charge at
GNF

Official Thanks
He just said, "Oh, thank you," when I

said that I was only an ordinary amateur
listening -in, but when I went back to my

JANUARY 18, 1930

AN `A.W.' READER
SAVES A SHIP

A Personal Account by
Mr. C. E. Baron
set I found that GNF was immediately
calling out for the ship, and was giving the
warning signal QRT so that the Channel
might be cleared for the SOS call. In the
meantime I looked up the call RAEW in
the official list, and found that it belonged
to a Russian boat of 1,812 tons- jahov
Sverdlov-it had been driven ashore Later
I heard GNF tell the Jakov that three tugs
were being sent to her assistance, and later
still I picked up an en route message from
one of the tugs. Then the aerial blew down
again !

The finis to the story is that subsequently
I wrote to North Foreland, giving full
particulars, and received no reply. The
Pest Office was more polite, though !

I received one of those rigidly official
letters (like one . gets when a licence runs
out), thanking me for acting so promptly,
and explaining that, of course, the cost of
the trunk call to GNF would not be
debited to my account ! The reason, so they
said, that GNF did not pick up the SOS
signals was that its directional aerial was
not pointing in the right direction at the
time !

Mr. Baron, it is interesting to note, is a very
old reader of AMATEUR WIRELESS, and,
though now an amateur, was responsible for
the erection of several Army W.T. stations
in the East during the War-notably at
Akaba, the headquarters of the famous Col.
T. E. Lawrence. --ED. -

Mr. and Mrs. 2L0
TT is a curious fact that whilst many sets
.1 will cut out the short-wave " twin" com-
pletely, when tuned in to the original 21,0
wavelength, much more difficulty is experi-
enced in reversing the operation. In other
words, although Mrs. 2L0 can be silenced
when Mr 2L0 is performing, Mi. 2L0
refuses to disappear entirely when his" wife "-
is on the ether.

This is certainly not in accordance with
the traditional privilege of the gentler sex.
Probably the rude persistence of the longer -
wave station arises from the fact that the
standard P.O aerial of too ft. is more
suitable for the reception of medium than
short wavelengths. One solution to the
difficulty is, to loosen the coupling between
the aerial and input circuits. A better is
to add one stage of screened -grid H.F
amplification to the set.

M. L. An impression of Miss Betty Hardy

Another Milestone
WHEN Crippen was traced by radio

while ou board ship, a radio Mile-
stone was passed. Another was reached
recently when a radio transmitted photo-
graph flashed across the Atlantic resulted
in the detection of a criminal. The affair
was taken up by the newspapers on account
of the radio interest. What actually
happened was that the transmission of
the photograph was made from New York
to London and it led to the detention of a
man required in New York on a provisional
warrant issued in America.

The photograph when received was at
once distributed among detectives at the
" Yard " and also circulated in the police
papers. A man was in consequence detained
within a day or so. He was remanded on a
provisional extradition warrant charging
him with embezzlement in the United States
of America-thanks to radio ! U.
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not a sound upon
the background

A dead silent background is the first thing you
notice about the reproduction a Lissen Trans-
former gives; you get volume, you get purity,
because the notes of music stand out with start-
ling definition.
It is well worth while to replace any specified
transformer in any circuit you are building with

THE LISSEN SUPER TRANSFORMER
-with which you get almost perfect amplification -
The laboratory curves taken of the Listen Super Transformer
prove that there is exceptionally even amplification over the
whole band of audible frequencies, and it should be noted that
these curves have been taken with ordinary
standard valves. Tao ratios, 3!2 to I and
2,1 to I. Each -

19/-

a Lissen Transformer; and if you want to bring
your old set up to date, the first step is to get a
new Lissen Transformer for it. Because by
doing this you get rid of the rustling background
which less carefully - designed transformers
always will produce; the notes of music, words of
song or speech are amplified in a background
upon which no other sound is heard.

The
Famous 8/6 LISSEN TRANSFORMER
For all ordinary purposes this Listen Transformer at 8 6 has
proved itself the equivalent of many at double the price, and
its popularity has been reflected in huge sales. In the two
years since it was introduced it has earned the 8/6title of " The Transformer that never breaks
down." Ratio, 3 to 1

TRANSFORMERS
and Edmonton !Meknes Dib LISSEN LIMITED, W3RPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH,Middlesex. Factories also at R:chnund (Surrey'; Aired r T. II. WU)kObtainable

of. all Ra 1 w D2,tlera

Middlesex.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.1.E.E.

Watmel Wavetrap
THERE are few devices more popular

at the present time than the wavetrap,
since it has afforded many solutions to the
interference problem from Brookmans
Park. The majority of valve receivers in
this country employ a single -circuit tuner,

If " flat " tuning
is experienced with your

set, this Watmel wavetrap will be of assistance

which under optimum conditions cannot
be sufficiently selective to cut out powerful
near -by stations. Apart from re -designing
the set and incorporating additional tuning
devices, some simple selectivity device is
almost essential.

The Watmel wavetrap which is tested
this week is a particularly neat and well -
made article. It consists of a tuned
rejector circuit to be connected between
the aerial and the aerial terminal on the
set. The rejector effect can be varied by
plugging the aerial into, one of four sockets
on the panel.

Both the base and the top of the coil are
moulded in an attractively -grained brown
material. A small knob and pointer moving
over a semicircular scale, which forms part
of the moulding, provides the tuning
control.

Placing a lead from the aerial terminal
of the set to the terminal 4 and the aerial
on to terminal 3 provides a sharply -tuned
rejector circuit having little effect on the
strength of stations on near -by wave-
lengths to the trapped wavelength. Re-
moving the aerial connection to terminal 2
increases the general trapping effect,
although the tuning is not so sharp. At a
distance of six miles from Brookmans Park
either station could be cut out completely
and 5GB received without interference

There is certainly no question about the
efficiency of this trap, and it can be recom-
mended to readers as a thoroughly service-
able article.

A Pioneer Switch
WE have received for test this week a

neat Pioneer push-pull switch made

I JAL .1111.
by the Pioneer Mfg. CO., of Cromwell
House, Fulwood Place, W.C.7. This is a
useful article of the standard type for
switching on and off the filament circuit
of a valve set Connections are taken to
two terminals or soldering tags in contact
with strong and wide metal springs; these
bear on a plunger consisting partly of
insulating material and partly of metal.
The contour Of this plunger is so shaped
that the action is definite, but quite
smooth and good electrical contact is
maintained in the "on" position.

Although this component is simple and
inexpensive, it is supplied with a brightly -
polished insulated knob and nickel -plated
washer, presenting an attractive appear-
ance on the exterior of the panel to which
it is fitted.

This article should perform its duty with
reliability, and can certainly be recom-
mended to readers.

This Pioneer switch allows the spring leaves
to be removed from tension when in the off

position-a good feature

A Useful Gadget
"THERE must be very few readers who

have not at one time or other consider-
ed the attachment of a microphone to their
amplifiers. By placing a microphone in one
room and the loud -speaker in the other, one
can obtain considerable amusement and
even serve a useful purpose in the house
Most receivers at the present time are
fitted with jacks or °terminals for connec-
tion to a pick-up, and it is, therefore, a
simple matter to wire a microphone in
circuit for use with the amplifier of the set.

We havejeceived for test a small micro-
phone and transformer made by Messrs.
Fred Adolph, of 27 Fitzroy Street, London,
W.r, costing 14s. 6d. The transformer,
which has a step-up ratio of roc -r is
attached to the microphone on -the primary

ANOTHER GIFT
NEXT WEEK!

See page 79

side in series with batter'es or accumula-
tors of i 1/2 to 3 volts. The secondary is
connected to the pick-up terminals or plug
and when inserted in the amplifier forms a
miniature public-address system.

We tried this microphone in conjunction
with a standard all -mains amplifier and
obtained satisfactory results provided that
it was separated from the loud -speaker. If
they are both placed together in one room,
trouble is experienced due to interference
between the loud -speaker and the micro-
phone which causes a form of howl; this
disappears as soon as the sound waves
from the loud -speaker are prevented from
reaching the microphone. With a single
A.C. valve amplifier, the volume obtain-
able was suffidient for a normal size room,
whilst the speech was quite clear and
improved by balancing the microphone at
a certain angle.

Readers should obtain interesting results
from this microphone and transformer

Ready Radio "Q" Coil
COIL enthusiasts will be pleased

to learn that these coils can now
be obtained from Messrs. Ready Radio,
Ltd., of 159 Borough High Street, S.E.
The Ready Radio "Q" coils, one of which
is illustrated on this page, are produced in
the well-known black and red finish which
has become associated with this firm. The
coil is, of course, of standard construction,
being mounted on a six -terminal base with
a self-contained push-pull switch. The size

A newcomer to the ranks of the " Q " coil-
the Ready Radio

of the base, the disposition of the terminals
and the connections thereto are also stan-
dard, thereby rendering the coils inter-
changeable with either of the other makes
of " Q " coil, namely Lewcos and Wearite.

We have tested these coils against our
standard coils and have found them satis-
factory in every particular; they can be
recommended to readers.
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91/91-42.
CARRIER
SUPPLIED

One more triumph of Lissen
organisation-one more exam-
ple of Lissen value for money-
the Lissen L.T. accumulator.
Here is a complete range of
highly efficient accumulators,
sturdily built to give absolute
satisfaction in use and long life.
These accumulators are de-
signed to give absolutely
trouble -free service. The plates
are all very thick, the containers
are strongly made, and the
general appearance and finish
of the Lissen accumulators is
far in advance of usual stan-
dards.
All the Lissen accumulators
listed below are supplied with
strong carrier, free.

PRICES
DULL EMITTER

[(Type G.M.)

L.N.502 2 -volt, 20 amp. hours 4/6
L.N.504 2 -volt, 20 amp. hours ... 8;6

Multiple plate type, glass
containers.

L.N.500 2 -volt, 20 actual amp. hours 9;6
L.N.502 2 -volt, 45 actual amp. hours 13/6
L.N.560 2 -volt, 60 actual amp. hours 17/6

EXTRA CAPACITY
L.N.555 2 -volt, 24 actual amp, hours 10,'6
L.N.557 2 -volt, 48 actual amp. hours 14,'6
N.L.550 2 -volt. 72 actual amp. hours 18;6

H.T. ELIMINATORS
YOU CAN USE
WITH YOUR SET
LIKE A BATTERY

The current you get from Lissen Batteries is the purest power
you can get for radio. But if you wont to use an eliminator,
use a Lissen Eliminator. You'll then get H.T current from
your mains smoother, steadier, better than before.
There are 4 types of Lissen Eliminator: one of them will
almost certainly be just right for your set. Tell your dealer
what voltage your mains supply is and whether it is A.C. or
D.C.; tell him what output you require, or what valves you
are using, and he will show you the Listen Eliminator to suit
your needs.
Then you only have to take your battery out and put the
raccca Eliminator in its place. No need for special wiring.
These Lissen Eliminators are cased in insulating material and
the lead Is heavily insulated cab -tyre flex.

TYPES AND PRICES
D.C. MODEL " A " D.C.MODEL " B "

Employe 3 11.T. + tap- Employs 3 H.T. + tappings:
Prop£ H.T. +1, giving R.T.+1 and 1T.T.+2 are con.
80 volts for S.G. valves; Sinuously variable by (means of
H.T. +2, giving 60 volts two control knobs) and capable of
at approximately 2 mjA giving any desired voltage up to
for detector valves; 120/130 volts at approximately
H.T.+ 3, giving 120/150 2 rn/A ; H.T. +3, giving 120/130
volts at 12 m/A. volts at 12 m;.& for power

valves.
PRICE PRICE 39/6
Models working on 100'110 Mains Voltage give output voltages

of approximately 60 per cent. of above values.
A.C. MODEL " A "

Tappings as in D.C. 61 ode! " it,"
L.N. 576, for A.C. Maim voltage ... .. .. 200-210

677 .. _ 220-230
678

" " ". .. ,. -  - " - no -no
riiicii , £3 : 0 : 0

A.C. MODEL " B "
Tappings as in D.C. Model "B."

L.N. 679, for A.C. mains voltage ._ - - 200-210 . - - 220-230

,., V.2 - -
.. .,  240.250

.," ._.,

.. . 240-250

.. .. 100-110
PRICE - .. .. .. .... £ 3 : 1 5 : 0

MEN
ELIMINATORS

LISSEN LTD
Worp ole Ra, ISLEORTH, N.iddlesex.

s , (Managingd Director : T. SOLE).

Caudal'Wirelt

BUYS YOU

ISSEN
FOUR POLE

ADJUSTABLE BALANCED
ARMATURE UNIT
The Lissen 4 -Pole Balanced
Armature Unit brings some-
thing approaching loud -speaker
perfection within the reach of
everybody who owns a radio
set. You can build any type of
cone loud -speaker with it; you
can use it with a big baffle
board, or put it in a cabinet.
You can build a linen diaphragm
loud -speaker with it, or you can
buy it completely assembled
and ready to connect up to your
set. It has a fine adjustment,
and you therefore get the ut-
most volume from it without
chatter.

In brown moulded case with attach-
ment for fitting to any 12/6type of cone.

PRICE

Cast aluminium Chassis, specially
designed to give the best results 7/6from the Unit. PRICE
13 -in, cone for use with the above, 2,6

COMPLETE
ASSEMBLY

with which you get the
nearest possible approach to
moving -coil tone and fine full
volume without chatter.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W. with Your Order

Ready for use
or to mount in

a cabinet.
PRICE
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.12ffDlOGR(IMS
r pHE new high -power Strasbourg trans-

mitter, which is being erected by the
French Posts and Telegraphs at Brumath,
some eleven miles from the city, promises
to be one of the most up-to-date stations in
Europe. Its normal poWer is to be 15 kilo-
watts, with a possibility of considerably
increasing the energy should it be found
necessary to extend its sphere of action.
A new studio, replete with the most
modern equipment, is to be installed at
Strasbourg and connected to the trans-
mitter by a specially pupinised cable. It is
expected that all announcements will be
made in French, German and Alsatian
dialect. The station is to be completed by
June next.

Conscious that it possesses many lis-
teners in the United Kingdom, Radio
Toulouse has secured the services of an
Englishman, Mr. Malcolm A. Frost, as
announcer for special programmes destined
to Great Britain.

Since the Petit Parisien broadcasting
station was taken over by a limited liability
company, the call of the studio has been
altered. Between items you will now hear
the announcer say, "Ici Poste Parisien," as
the transmitter is no longer connected with
the well-known French daily newspaper.

In Germany, purchasers of wireless
receivers are granted eight days' test before
being required to take out a licence.

On January 21, when His Majesty opens
the International Conference on Naval
Disarmament in the Royal Gallery of the
House of Lords, the speech will be relayed
to 5SW, for reception throughout the
British Empire. Further, through the
International Broadcasting Union at
Geneva, facilities have been obtained for a
transmission to be made to the interested
broadcasting . organisations in Europe. In
spite of the fact that the hour is an incon-
venient one, the N.B.C. (U.S.A.) is arrang-
ing to broadcast the ceremony through its
large network of stations.

Mexico possesses seven broadcasting
stations, all operated by private associa-
tions. Announcements are made in the
Spanish and English languages.

A new broadcast demand is coming from
Scotland. It calls for money for Scottish
programmes to be spent mainly in Scotland,
and for the publication by the B.B.C.. of
accounts showing how much is spent in
Scotland, not only for programmes, but
also for the building and upkeep of studios
and broadcasting stations and for the
improvement of outside broadcasts.

JANUARY 18, 1930

On the Paris -Havre main line several
first-class carriages have been equipped
with broadcast receiving apparatus. Pas-
sengers travelling on the 8.10 a.m. express
from Paris and again at 5.15 p.m. from the
Havre, may hire headphones. During the
journey broadcasts from such stations as
Eiffel Tower, Radio Paris, and 5XX
are tuned in at reguilar intervals.

,The French Government has inaugurated
a wireless telegraphy service with Turkey.
The charge per word is the same as for
ordinary cabled telegrams.

Since January i, Radio Toulouse has
obtained authority to use the French tele-
phone cable system, and as a result carries
out daily relays from the principal cinemas
and theatres in the city. On Fridays, at
9 p.m., on a wavelength of 311 metres,
Radio Agen relays the Toulouse concert
programme.

A French national programme will be
broadcast by the majority of European
studios on February 5.

On a wavelength of about 300 metres, a
private transmitter at Arlon (Belgian
Luxemburg) transmits a short concert
programme every Thursday and Sunday
afternoons between 4 and 6 p.m. G.M.T.
The call is "Radio Arlon."

A revival of the "Ceremony of the Keys,"
a nightly custom of the Tower of London,
has been arranged as a late item of the
2L0 programme fixed for January 21.

A new experimental radio -beacon is now
in operation at North Foreland, Kent. This
station has been allotted the call -sign
MMF, and works in I.C.W. on the usual
radio -beacon wave of t,000 metres.

IS It A CASE OF LEG -PULLING? -ATMOSPHERICS? -

OFF GOES A
SQUIB. ALFRED

BANG GOES Ai
C R.AC1G EA!

\V4

-OR HIGH TENSION?- FLEX ONLY KNOWS.

AND ANOTHER!

AH, TI-IER.E YOU,
AR -E1 CHARLIE1

YOU'RE MISSING, SOMETHINGcoop/ COOD F1REWORKDISPLAy
SNT THAT A RATTLING
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ably low in price and thoroughly sound in . ..-

design and construction. 4"
'
.: 0

le.,: -?Fitted with the famous Ormond 4 -pole AVadjustable loud -speaker Unit and the Ormond .0-,;-',,'
=,,' wonder"" wonder" Cone, this handsome speaker proves yo;'-`,

The performance . of this Ormond product ;',..
is well up to Ormond standard and far above ./

Panditheavy volume with perfect clarity.
highly efficient and capable of reproducing / .:" ,

j

any other speaker of equal price.

Supplied in in handsome
Figured Oak or Solid

Mahogany Cabinet.

Ask your local Radio Dealer
to demonstrate this remarkable

loudspeaker to you.

9he ORMOND!Popular
LOUDSPEAKER
An improved type of loud -speaker remark -

An adjustment is fitted at the back of the
cabinet in a readily accessible position.

^. P

,(1-1 ///
1:15 CORMMT[17

(44441/
THE

ORMOND ENGINEERIN(
CO., LTD.,

Ormond House, Rosebery Ave.,
London, E.C.I.

Tel.: Clerkennell 5334-5-6. & 9344-5-5.
'Grams : " Ormondengi, Smith."

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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Obtaining Punch with Low Voltage
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

THE possibility of obtaining high volt-
ages when A.C. mains are available

has led to the impression that high voltage
is essential if any reasonable volume is to
be obtained. By volume here, I mean an
intensity of sound sufficient to enable, say,
thirty couples to dance comfortably. An
ordinary gramophone is inadequate on
such occasions, and a somewhat larger
output of sound is required to enable
dancing to be conducted in comfort.
Added to which, of course, there is the
additional advantage of the improved
quality.

I fitted up a small power amplifier for
some friends only the other day. The whole
job was carried out rather hurriedly and I
was not by any means satisfied with the
performance, there being several points
which I subsequently cleared up after
spending an hour or two matching
impedances and such -like. Yet right
from the start the difference between
the quality obtained from the am-
plifier and that ordinarily reproduced
by the gramophone was startling.
The marked rhythm in the bass is,
of course, of inestimable value for
dancing, as it is just this which is
lacking with the small table -model
gramophone. Apart from this, the
mellowness of the quality through-
out was favourably commented
upon.

This particular amplifier was not
operating off a high voltage, and it
occurred to me that the arrangement
used may be of interest. The present
article gives details of the amplifier
arranged to operate off batteries.
Two hundred volts H.T. is required;
and as this will have to provide a
current of some 8o milliamps, it is desirable
to use H.T. accumulators for the purpose.
Alternatively, super -capacity batteries may
be used. I have, for example, run such
amplifiers with Columbia Layerbilt bat-
teries for long periods, but this rather over-
loads the battery, and an H.T. accumu-
lator is preferable for supply.

.Push-pull Output
The circuit used is shown by the diagram.

It will be seen that only three valves are
employed, there being one amplifying stage
followed, by a push-pull output stage. This
is adequate to take the output from the
average pick-up and to amplify it to
sufficient volume to fill a small hall; suit-
able, as a matter of fact, for a hall of about
i,000 square feet area, full of people.

The voltage from the pick-up is applied
through a step-up transformer. This is not
usually done, but is a practice which I
have often found convenient. It has the
effect of acting as a scratch filter in that it

tends to cut off the upper frequencies and
it provides quite an appreciable step-up of
the voltage applied to the first grid. The
transformer should be suitably matched to
the pick-up and an arrangement which I
have found convenient is to use the R.I.
multi -ratio transformer. This gives a num-
ber of ratios having varying primary
impedances, and the arrangement best
suited to the particular pick-up can readily
be found by trial. A ratio of between 2 to I
and 3 to i is most suitable.

Suitable Values
The voltage from the secondary of this

transformer is applied to the grid of the
first valve, which is of the L.F. class. This
valve should have an amplification factor

WEARITE

1/74 Choke

HARLIE Volustel-
Unikersoi type a5 -01k,

RI Malt/rotioJ
Tranformer

importance of this in maintaining faithful
reproduction cannot be over -emphasised.

The low -frequency currents are by-passed
through a large condenser to the primary
of a suitable step-up transformer. This
should have a high ratio, and a component
such as the Lewcos transformer is well
adapted to the requirements. This has a
total step-up ratio of 5 to i and is provided
with a centre tap for the push-pull. The
primary inductance of the Lewcos trans-
former is in the neighbourhood of 120 hen-
ries, and one can, therefore, arrange the
feed condenser to resonate with this value
in the bass if desired, thereby accentuat-
ing the amplification in these registers.
Whether this is desirable or not depends
upon the loud -speaker employed and the

MANYVINWIt

lta000 Ohms

LEWCOS

kONslennef

in the neighbourhood of 15 and an A.G.
resistance not exceeding 15,000 ohms. It
should further be able to handle 4 or 5 volts
grid swing and be provided, therefore, with
4 volts grid bias. Such a valve as the
Osram L6ro is suitable in this position.

The voltage is applied to this valve
through a choke, the full H.T. voltage being
broken down to about 15o with a suitable
resistance. If the L61 o is used, this resis-
tance should be 20,000 ohms, which will
cut the voltage down to 14o. The resistance
is by-passed with a 2-microfarad condenser
in order to decouple the first stage, although
with the circuit adopted this is not really
necessary.

The choke should be a high -inductance
one, and in order to maintain the greatest
purity, it should be of the constant -
inductance type. The Wearite H.T.4
choke is admirable for this purpose, as it
will handle up to 25 milliamps without any
appreciable change in inductance, and, as
I have pointed out in a previous article, the

a
FERRANTI _B
optputinmsfrt,p

Diagram of the
power amplifier

described

0+
20011.

circumstances in in which the amplifier is to
be used. If one desires to produce a reson-
ance, however, at about 7o cycles, this
would be obtained by using a condenser
with a capacity of 0.05 microfarad.

The output from this transformer is
applied to the two push-pull valves in the
customary manner, stoppers being placed
in each grid lead, in order to avoid any
parasitic oscillation being set up. In the
anode circuit we have a suitable push-pull
output transformer, and 'here one of the
Ferranti range is probably the most suit-
able. Knowing the impedance of the loud-
speaker to be used, it is possible to choose
the correct ratio of transformer in order to
obtain the maximum undistorted power
output from the output valves. Messrs.
Ferranti give a series of curves connecting
the step-down ratio with the speaker -and -
valve impedance, by means of which the
correct transformer from the possible range
of four may easily be determined. The
series ranges from the OPM rc to the
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OPM4c, and covers ratios of r -to -r down to
66-to-i:

Do not forget that the two push-pull
valves are in series as regards the trans-
former primary. Thus, with the P63o
valves the output -transformer ratio must
be based on the assumption that the valve
impedance is 2,600 ohms.

The output valves are two P65o valves,
having an A.C. resistance of 1,300 ohms
and an amplification factor of 3.5. These
valves will handle a grid swing of 40 and
are capable of giving approximately
watts undistorted power output. The total
output from the amplifier, therefore, is
just over 2 watts, which, as previously
mentioned, is capable of filling a hall
having an area of about 1,000 square feet
full of people.

The amplifier is a fairly foolproof one,
although with the average pick-up, allowed
to run flat out, it is possible to overload
the last stages, but the distortion is not
serious. Provided a suitable volume con-
trol is placed across the pick-up, however,
the volume output can always be kept
within satisfactory limits, and good and
pleasant quality will result.

The grid biases should be, as previously
mentioned, namely, 41A volts on the first
stage and 40 volts on the output stage.
The total milliampere consumption will be
in the neighbourhood of 8o, depending to
some extent upon the particular valve used
in the first stage. The amplifier is neither
cheap nor expensive to construct, being of
an average figure, but it serves to show that
it is possible to obtain quite considerable
volume in a relatively simple manner, even
when not more than 200 volts H.T. is
available.

The wireless transmitter recently in-
stalled at Heston "Air Park," is now in
operation, and may be heard from time to
time transmitting radio -telephony on a
wavelength of 764 metres, in connection
with the wireless -equipped light aeroplanes
used for training pupils at that aerodrome.
The station is also intended for working on
approximately 1,500, 900 and 600 metres,
the last wavelength being for emergency
use. The transmitting power is 500 watts.

With the relaying for broadcast from
London and Daventry, as well as Scottish
stations, of an extract from a concert by the
Scottish Orchestra in Glasgow, it is believed
in some quartersthat a new prominence will
be given to the fact that orchestras of high
standing do exist north of the Border. It
is hoped that other relays of a similar
character will be given in the future, with
works by modem Scottish composers
included in the programme.

Bitterly humorous critics of the B.B.C.
are not unknown in Scotland. An inter-
national chess competition has just been
held at Hastings, one points out, adding
sadly, "By some oversight the B.B.C. did
not arrange to broadcast such an ideal
subject.'

a complete range of Kits and Finished Instru-
ments of the Classic Set of the Year

1930 ETHER SEARCHER
COMPLETE KITS (approved by "Amateur Wireless")

KIT A
With Oak Cabinet, panel and valves.
Cash £9 3s. Id. or 12 monthly
payments of 16s. 9d.

KIT /3 KIT C
Kit and valves, less cabinet. Cash Kit only, without valves or cabinet.
£8 2s. Id., or 12 monthly payments £516s. 7d., or 12 monthly payments
of 14s. 10d. of 10s. 8d.

Any parts supplied separately. Detailed list on application. To further popularise this fine set,

THE FIRST 50 "A" KITS PURCHASED IN RESPONSE TO THIS
ANNOUNCEMENT WILL BE ASSEMBLED FREE OF CHARGE

FINISHED INSTRUMENTS
Aerial tested and guaranteed. Valves and Royalty included.

IN TABLE MODEL CABINET of polished IN HANDSOME .0AK CONSOLE CABINET, with

mahogany. Cash ill) 17s. 6d., or send only
tu,lxdr.a d&illeiAneln5.d.ir-,raogin,1 seLcicn17555r:117c1Tal:=T;

37s. 6d. and balance in 11 monthly instalments II monthly instalments of 26s. Batteries extra. Dimen-
sMns : 3 ft. 4 in. high, 1 ft. 91 in. wide, 1 ft. 8* in. deep.

of 18s. All -mains operated models. AC., £21, D.C., £20.

1930 ETHER SEARCHER

RADIO
GRAMOPHONE
MARVELLOUS VALUE
SUPERB REPRODUCTION

Specification :
Built from selected components approved by
Amateur Wireless"; Mallard valves, Ultra

Type K. Chassis Double Linen Diaphragm
Air Chrome Loud Speaker incorporated,
Garrard Double Spring Gramophone Motor
with B.T.H. Pick-up, Tone Arm and Volume
Control. Cabinet of selected Oak, beautifully
French polished.
Battery Model, absolutely complete, 22 gns.
All Mains, A.C. or D.C. From 25 gns.
Full details and terms on application. Please
state phase, voltage, and periodicity of your
mains supply.
De Luxe Model. Electric gramophone motor,
pentode valve and choke coupled output.
All mains drive. A.C. 34 gns. D.C., 33 gns.

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified Engineers at
our Shops :-
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I. Telephone : Clerken-
well 9406-7-8; 62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
Telephone :Chancery 8266; 4 Manchester Street, Liver-
pool. Telephone : Central 2134 ; 33 Whitelow Road,
Chorlton-Cum-Hardy, Manchester. Telephone : Churl -
ton -Cum -Hardy 2028.

COUPON.
Please send me details of the 1930 ETHER

SEARCHER.

Kit. Finished Instruments. Radio Gramophone.
(Delete items not required)

Name

I Add

/0=01 
A.W. 18,1ems wawa! mew mmm
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Ut41 rair
specified
for the
"Two Stage
Amplifier"

. in this issue

PUSH
PULL
SWITCH
Type B. Black
Knob contain-
ing special
karrel - spring
contact. PRICE r6 each
USE THE SWITCH SPECIFIED

AND ENSURE SUCCESS.

Home constructors all over the
country are using Junit Com-
ponents. They are also specified
for the following sets

Mullard " Orgola " Receivers.
Manchester Evening Chronicle 3.

Help Yourself 3.
and sets designed by the leading
Wireless Journals.

UNIVERSAL
FOUR or FIVE
PIN VALVE
HOLDER

PRICE

1/9
EACH

For horizontal or vertical mounting.
Grips either solid or resilient valve
pins. Well designed -completely
insulatcd-dustproof.

THE

UM II IT
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

2 Ravenscourt Square, London,W.6
Telephone - Riverside 0274

101

108

ROADCAST TEL
Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths; Fo

the power indicated is aerial energy.
Kilo- Station and

Metres cycles Call Sign
GREAT BRITAIN

25.53 11,751 Chelmsford
(5S\W) 15.0

*200 1,500 Leeds (2LS) 0.13
*242 .2,238 Belfast (2BE) 1.0
261 1,148 London (2) tests 30.0

*288.5 1,040 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Swansea (5SX) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Stoke-on-Trent

(6ST) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Sheffield (61-11 0.13
288.5 1,040 Plymouth (5PY) 0.13
288.5 2,040 Liverpool (6LV) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Hull (6KH) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh

(2EH) 0.35
288.5 r,o m Dundee (2DE) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth

(SBM) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Bradford (2LS) 0.13

*301 995 Aberdeen (213D) 1.0
*310 968 Cardiff (5WA) 1.0
356 842 Brookmans

Park 30.0
*377 797 Manchester

(2ZY) 1.0
*399 753 Glasgow (5SC) 1.0
*479 626 Daventry (5GB) 25.0

1,554 293 Daventry (5XX) 25.0
AUSTRIA

.246 1,220 Linz 0.5
*283 1,058 Innsbruck 0.5
*352 851 Graz 7.0
* 453 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
*517 582 Vienna 15.0

BELGIUM
206 2,460 Antwerp 0.4
217.1 1,382 Charleroy (LL) 0.25
244 1,229 Ghent 0.5
250.9 1,196 Schaerbeek-

Brussels
280 1,071 Liege
360 968 Arlon
339 887 Velthem

*509 590 Brussels
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

O 263 1,139 Morayska-
Ostrava 10.0

*279 1,076 Bratislava 12.5
*293 1,022 Kosice 2.0
*342 878 Brunn (Brno) 2.4
*487 617 Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK
*281 1,067 Copenhagen

(Kjobenhavn) 0.75
1,153 260 Kalundborg 7.5

ESTHONIA
*295 1,023 Reval (Tallinn) 0.7

FINLAND
*221 2,355 Helsingfors 0.9

*1,796 267 Lahti 40.0

FRANCE
31.65 9,479 Radio Experi-

mental (Paris) 1.0
175 1,714 S. Quentin 0.1
214 1,400 Fecamp (Radio

Normande) 0.5
220 1,364 Beziers 0.1
238 1,260 Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest) 1.0
240 1,250 Nimes 0.25
248 1,422 Juan-les-Pins 0.5

*272 1,102 Rennes (PTT) 0.5
*286 1,049 Montpellier

(PTT) 0.2

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

280 -1,049 Radio Lyons 0.5
293 7,022 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304 986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
308 973 Radio Vitus 1.0
311 964.5 A en 0.25

*316 95o Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
329 9r4 Grenoble (PTT) 0.5
ti3L4 *9o5 Poste Parisien 0.5
363 828 Algiers ...... 12.0
368 8/5 Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
375 803 Caen 0.5

*381 788 Radio Toulouse 8.0
416 720 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 2.0
447 671 Paris (Ecole

Sup. PTT) 3.0
468 640 Lyons (PTT) 5.0

1,444 207.5 Eiffel Tower 12.0
*1,725 274 Radio Paris 12.0

GERMANY
.218 1,373 Flensburg 0.5
*227 1,319 Cologne 4.0
*234 2,283 Munster 3.0
*239 .2,256 Niirnberg 2.0
*246 1,220 Kiel 0.35
*246 1,220 Cassel 0.25
*253 .2,184 Gleiwitz 2.0
*259 1,257 Leipzig 1.5
*270 1,112 Kaiserslautern 0.25
*276 .2,085 Konigsberg 2.5
*283 .2,058 Magdeburg 0.5
*283 1,058 Berlin (E.) 0.5
*283 .2,058 Stettin 0.5
*319 94r Dresden 0.25
*319 94.2 Bremen 0.35
*325 923 Breslau 1.5
*360 833 Stuttgart 1.5
*372 8o6 Hamburg 1.5
*390 77o Frankfurt 1.5
*418 726 Berlin 1.5
*453 662 Danzig 0.25
*456 657 Aachen 0.35
*473 635 Langenberg - 13.0
*533 563 Munich 1.5
* 560 536 Hanover 0.35

560 536 Augsburg 0.25
.7,66 530 Freiburg 0.35

*1,635 283.5 Zeesen 30.0
2,100
2,290 Norddeich 10.0

GRAND DUCHY
223 1,346 Luxembourg

HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven

(PCJ) 30.0
*298 2,004 Hilversum (until

5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
*1,071 280 Hilversum 8.5
*1,080 277.3 Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 p.m. B.S.T)

*1,875 26o Huizen (after)

HUNGARY
550 545 Budapest 20.0

ICELAND
*1,200 250 Reykjavik 16.0

(under construction)

IRISH FREE STATE
* 225 1,337 Cork (IFS) 1.0
*413 725 Dublin (2RN) 1.0

ITALY
291 1,030 Turin (Torino) 7.0

*333 905 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
*385 779 Genoa (Genova) 1.0
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PHONY
the purpose of better comparison,

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

*441 68o Rome (Roma) 50.0
453 662 Bolzano (IBZ) 0.3

*501 599 Milan (Milano) 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
308 973 Zagreb (Agram) 0.7
423 693 Belgrade 2.5
570 527 Ljubljana 2.6

LATVIA
*525 572 Riga 3.0

LITHUANIA
*1,935 155 Kovno 7.0

NORWAY
241 1,243 Rjukan 0.18

*283 1.058 Notodden .05
364 824 Bergen 1.0
393.7 762 Frederiksstad 0.7
453 662 Tromso 0.1
453 662 Aalesund 0.3
453 662 Porsgrund 0.7

*493 6o8 Oslo (tests) 60.0
1,071 28o Trondhjem 1.5

(tests)
POLAND

. 313 959 Cracow 0.5
*335 896 Posen 1.2
385 77g Wilno 0.5

.408 734 Kattowitz 10.0
1,411 212 Warsaw 8.0

ROUMANIA
*394 761 Bucharest

RUSSIA
720 417 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
938 320 Moscow

(C.C.S.P.) 100.0
1,000 300 Leningrad 20.0
1,075 279 Tiflis 10.0
1,103 272 Moscow Popoff 40.0

*1,304 230 Kharkov 4.0
1,481 202.5 MOSCOW (Kom) 12.0

SPAIN
251 .2,193 Almeria (EAJ18) 1.0
268 1,121 Barcelona

(EA J13) 10.0
314 956 Oviedo (EA1 J9) 0.5

*349 86o Barcelona
(EA J1) 8.0

*368 815 Seville (EAJ5) 1.5
426 703 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0
453.2 66z San Sebastian

(EAJ8) 0.5
SWEDEN

231 .r,3or Malmo 0.6
* 257 2,160 Horby 10.0
270 2,112 Trollhattan 0.45

*322 932 GOteborg 10.0
332 9o5 Falun 0.5

*436 68g Stockholm 1.5
*542 554 Sundsvall 0.6
*770 389 Ostersund 0.6

1,200 250 Boden 0.6
*1.348 222.5 Motala 30.0

SWITZERLAND
.403 743 Berne 1.0
*459 653 Zurich 0.63

680 442 Lausanne 0.6
760 395 Geneva 0.23

1,010 297 Basle 0.25
TURKEY

*1,219 246 Stamboul 5.0

All wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

CHIEF EVENTS
OF THE WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
Jan. 19 The Temptation of Juniper, by G. K. Chesterton,

presented by the University College Dramatic
Society.

20 Vaudeville programme.
2t The Ceremony of the Keys, relayed from the

Tower of London.
22 Symphony concert relayed from Queen's Hail.
23 Concert relayed from People's Palace.
24 Excerpts from The Mikado, relayed from the

Savoy Theatre.
DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5GB)

Jan. 23 The Marchioness, a comedy operetta, being a
chapter from Charles Dickens, arranged by
B. W. Finden.

" Aerbut and Gaertie's Party," written and
arranged by Graham Squiers.

MANCHESTER
Jan, 21 Legend, by Philip Johnson, a play adapted for

broadcasting, by. Muriel Levy.
Leeds Symphony concert, relayed from Town Hall,

Leeds.

If 24

Power
(Kw.)

0.25
0.1
0.3
8.0
1.0

I .1 25

GLASGOW
Jan. 25 Celebration of the r7ist anniversary of the birth

of Robert Burns, relayed from Mossgiel,
Mauchline.

BELFAST
Jan. zo " Stop Press," the first of a new series of daily

features, of which topicality will be the keynote.

The French P.T.T. station at Montpellier
regularly relays a concert from Barcelona
(EA JI), once every fortnight.

Wotk on the reorganisation of the
German broadcasting system is to be
started without delay. The first of the
new high -power transmitters will be erected
in the neighbourhood of Stuttgart, the
second of the series will be installed at
Konigsberg to replace the station now
operating in East Prussia.
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This new Tuning
Unit gives you all
wavelengths between
220 and 2,000 metres
on one dial. Easy to
fix, simple to connect
and fool -proof in
operation. You need
no plug-in coils at all
and the price is-

0 NOW ONLY 14/6
From all dealers of repute or direct from the manufacturers.

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING Co.,
LIMITED

BROCKLEY WORKS, LONDON, S.E.4

HERE IS THE
OAK WIRELESS CABINET

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
Do not put a fine piece of
work into a fourth -rate box

Install a "LANGMORE"
and be proud of your set.

These cabinets are made
in the following sizes:-
No. 1. Panel, 16 in. X

7 in.
Cabinet,2 ft. 6 in.
high, s ft. 8 in.
wide, 12 in. deep.

No. 2. Panel, is in. X
7 in.
Cabinet, 2ft.6 in.
high, t ft. to in.
wide, 12 in. deep.

No. 3. Panel, 21 in. X
7 in
Cabinet, aft. 6in.
hign, 2 ft. s in. Nos. 3 & 4
wide, 12 in. deep.

No. 4. Panel, 18 in. X
8 in.
Cabinet, 3 ft,
high, s ft. 20 in,
wide, I tin. deep.

These Cabinets can also be
supplied with battery com-
partment open (Tray only).

Price 101- less,
PACKED and SENT CARRIAGE PAID
to ANY ADDRESS in GREAT BRITAIN

Nos. I & 2

37/6
Each

42/6
Each

All are fitted with hinged top, heavy ba;eboard, etc., and a tray underneath gives
accommodation for batteries. London made. Highly finished in Jacobean style.

Please note this price does not include Panel.
Other sizes and styles, prices on application. Trade enquiries invited.

THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO. LTD.
'Phone: Ho!. 4894. 143 High Holborn, London, W.C.1

THERE IS ONLY
ONE GENUINE

BLUE

KS POT

Sold under guarantee in specially designed
cartons with the price 25 - clearly marked.

Blue Spot 66K is the world's finest
speaker unit. Imitations are not as good

-refuse them.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED,
204-6 Great Portland Street, London, W. r .

'Phone : Museum 863o (4 lines).

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : H. C.
RAWSON (SHEFFIELD £.4 LONDON) LTD., 100 London Road,
Sheffield. 'Phone: Sheffield 26006; 22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Man-

chester. 'Phone: Manchester City 33:9.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point, VI.e rep y promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketc mes, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address: See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR \VueELESs Information Bureau, 58/6x Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

Adding Volume Control.
Q.-I have a three -valve set incorporates a

detector coupled to the first L.F. valve with a
Dubilicr R.G. unit and followed by a transformer -
coupled power stage. I find that on the new
stations the volume- is overpowering and yet
distant stations come in sweetly. Is there a
satisfactory and distortiouless method of adding a:
volume control and if so, how should I proceed ?
-B. F. (Windsor).

A.-A volume control can be fitted to your
set in such a way as not to create distortion and
the arrangement will be very effective. 'To
incorporate this volume control take out the
grid -leak from the R.C. unit and also disconnect
the grid of the first L.F. valve from the grid
terminal of the R.C. unit. Now fit a potentio-
meter, the total resistance of the 'windings of
which is one megohm, on the panel in -a
convenient position and wire up one outside
terminal to the grid terminal of the R.C. unit
and the other extreme outside terminal to the
grid -bias terminal of the R.C. unit. Connect

.3., When Asking
Technical Queries.

....-- PLEASE write briefly,,
. A Fee of One Shilling ' (postat order...,
...,
,3%, or postage stamps) must accompany
...-

.... each question and also a stamped
.., addressed envelope and the coupon
c'''' which will be found on the last page....,
-.... Rough sketches and circuit diagrams.....-
-.. can be provided for the usual query fee.
>..., Any drawings submitted should be sent

on a separate sheet of paper. Wiring
o plans and layouts cannot be supplied.
e) Queries cannot be answered personally
O or by telephone.

0 AAAAAAAAAAAA/ Ali
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the grid terminal of the first L.F. valve holder
to the centre terminal or sliding-cOntact

Eli

:It

terminal of the volume control component.
Suitable adjustment of this volume control will
give effective variation in the volume, without
distortion. It may be necessary to re -adjust the
grid voltage to the first L.F. valve to rectify
any difference in the resistance of the new
leak-C.

" All -electric Clarion Three "
Q.-I have finished the construction of the

above receiver, but in reading through the text
matter relating to its construction I can find no
reference to the valves used. Will you please tell me
what actual valves were used in your original
tests of this receiver ?-L. M. (Manchester).

A.-The valves we used in our original test
of this receiver were Marconi and Osram MS4
for the H.F. stage, MH4 for the detector stage,
and an ordinary P625 power valve in the L.F.
(power) stage. If you use these valves or valves
of other makes having similar characteristics,
you will obtain satisfactory results.-C. L.

For the Newcomer to Wireless :
WHY is it that, though my set -is

pretty selective, I simply can't get
rid of certain spark signals? I can hear
them over a big band of wavelengths.

Do you mean signals from near -by
spark transmitting stations or those
which come from some distance ?

Well, there is first of all a station only
a few miles away from my aerial which
is a dreadful nuisance when he is working.

The interference that you have from
him is due to much the same kind of
shock excitation of your aerial as an
atmospheric causes. You will remember
that we discussed that not long ago.

Yes, I remember, but why should a
spark signal cause shock excitation ?

When a spark transmitter is working,
trains of damped waves are sent out,
or waves of the same sort that an atmos-
pheric produces. At short range, there-
fore, the aerial has much the same wide
response to them that it has to an atmos-
pheric ; and the worst of it is that the
more efficient- the aerial is, the more
liable is it to shock excitation by damped
waves.

Would you recommend making the
aerial less efficient ?

If you are troubled by a powerful
spark station at short range, I certainly
would. You might try lowering the
aerial and even using an aerial coil of
rather low efficiency.

What about distant spark signals?
Often, for instance, I hear both ships
and the French coastal stations over
many degrees of the tuning dialS.

Here the trouble is not due to shock
excitation or to any fault in your
receiving gear.

What is the cause then?
If a spark transmitter is very loosely

coupled to its aerial, the tuning can be
made reasonably sharp and ne great
amount of interference is caused on
neighbouring wavelengths. But as you
tighten the coupling the tuning becomes
broader. And when it is very tight
indeed, the signal may actually be
heard very loudly twenty or thirty
metres above and below its nominal
wavelength, and not quite so loudly on
that -wavelength. This is known as
double-htirliped tuning.

Then do some operators use too tight a
coupling ? , ..

SPARKS
makes it easier for their signals to be
picked up by the station which they
wish to call up. Not many operators
offend in this way, but if just a few
either on ships or at coastal stations
do so, that is quite sufficient to cause a
great amount of interference with broad-
casting.

Is this practice allowed?
11Strictly speaking, it isn't, for the

regulations lay down quite definitely the
maximum amount of coupling permis-
sible. But until we have some kind of
ether police to deal with commercial
traffic as well as with broadcasting, I am
afraid that there will always be offenders
until

Until when?
Until the spark transmitter disappears

altogether, .as by international agree-
ment it will in a few years' time.

What will take its place ?
Probably what is known as interrupted

continuous -wave transmission. This has
recently been adopted by the North
Foreland and other stations and it has
the further advantage that signals are
receivable with either valve or crystal

ei

Unfortunately they do, since this apparatus.

II

11

11

ANOTHER FREE GIFT NEXT WEEK, AND STILL ANOTHER TO FOLLOW THAT ! (PAGE 79)
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" KILLING VALVES BY
KINDNESS" (Continued from page 94)
has been said about the right and the
wrong methods of adjusting grid bias
applies with especial force to the pentode,
but there is another way in which it can be
completely "done in" by an action which
might seem to be perfectly innocuous-it
would be so in the case of a triode.

The user who wishes to get the best out
of his pentode often provides it with an
output transformer with a tapped second-
ary. He knows that for reproduction of
the finest quality the step-down ratio
between primary and secondary must be
suitable for his loud -speaker. He connects
up the instrument to one pair of secondary
terminals; then, with the valve still
switched on, he undoes the connections
and makes them to a second pair. He may
even rig up a double -pole change -over
switch so that he can change the loud-
speaker instantly from one pair to another.
What can be the harm in doing that ?

It would not hurt a triode valve in the
least, but the pentode is a strange valve
with characteristics that differ from those
of any other. One of the most surprising
of its many little peculiarities is that a
sudden removal of the load in its output
circuit may send up the voltage across the
valve tosomething very much greater than
that furnished by the source of high-tension
supply. With 15o volts on the plate and
priming grid, for example, the disconnec7
tion of the loud -speaker from the second-
ary terminals of the transformer may pro-
duce a momentary voltage in the neighbour-
hood of a thousand across the valve. Little
imagination is needed to realise the ter-
rific strain set up by an electrical pressure
of this kind. If you are a pentode user
make it a firm rule to switch off the fila-
ment before you carry out any alteration.
A Point about Pentodes

There is one other rather interesting
little point about pentodes. Makers often
recommend that plate and priming -grid
voltages should be similar; but many users,
without realising that they are doing so,
give the priming grid a positive potential
considerably higher than that of the plate.

Take a concrete case. Suppose that when
the potentials are really equal at 12o volts
the valve passes 12 milliamperes in the
plate circuit and 3 in the priming grid cir-
cuit. Then the D.C. resistance between the
filament and plate is lo,000 ohms and that
of the priming grid circuit 40,000, ohms. If
the choke or transformer primary in the
plate circuit has a resistance of only 5oo
ohms there is nearly a 6 -volt drop across it,
so that the plate is receiving only just over
114 volts, whilst the priming grid has the
full 120 volts. The higher the resistance in
the plate circuit, the greatef is the differ-
ence between the two potentials. To set
matters right, either connect the priming
grid to a lower tapping of the H.T. battery
or. use a decoupling circuit with a series
resistance of about 2,000 ohms.

A Pioneer Radio Service revived
For over 10 years, we have specialised in supplying the needs of the Amateur Constructor.
Our staff have long been expert in this particular branch of the industry. The famous
PILOT SERVICE-now re -introduced --enables you to build any of the sets described in
the various radio journals with the certainty of perfect results; or to acquire any of the
attractive range of these sets as finished instruments, built by skilled engineers in the
Peto-Scott factories.
You have our guarantee of free technical advice or assistance should you require it at any time.

1930 ETHER SEARCHER
COMPLETE KIT (approved by " Amateur wireless "), including Oak Cabinet, Panel, and Valves t9 3$. 1d.
or 12 monthly instalments of 16/9. Mahogany Cabinet, 4/- extra.
FINISHED INSTRUMENT, aerial tested and guaranteed. Valves and Royalty included. In Table Model Cabinet
of polished Mahogany, £10 17s. 6d. ; or send only 37/8 and balance in 11 monthly instalments of 18/-.

BRITISH BROADCAST TWO
(Described in January 11 issue.)

COMPLETE KIT, including drilled panel, cabinet and valves. Cash, 35 12s. 8d. ; or send only 10,4 and balance in
11 monthly instalments of 10/4.
FINISHED INSTRUMENT, aerial tested and guaranteed. Valves and Royalty included. Cash 27 101. Od. ; or
send only 201-, balance in 11 monthly instalments of 13/-.

THE NEW ALL BRITAIN THREE
(Described in December 28 issue.)

COMPLETE KIT, Including Panel, Valves and Coils. Cash, £8 5s. Od. ; or 12 monthly
payments of 15/-.
FINISHED INSTRUMENT, in Oak Cabinet, aerial tested and guaranteed. Valves and
Royalty included. Cash, 110 17$. 6d. ; or send only 37/6, and balance in 11 monthly

instalments of 18/-.

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified Engineers at our Shops.

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1. Telephone : Clerkenwell 9406-7-8
112 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. Telephone: Chancery 8266
4 Manchester Street, Liverpool. Telephone: Central 2134

33 Whitelow Road, Chorlten-Cum-Hardy, Manchester.
Telephone : Cuorlton-Cum-Hardy 2028

Mail coupon in unsealed envelops under id. stamp.
,1111.111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111

a
a

COUPON.
Please send ms your 43 -page Illustrated Catalogue, des.
cribing the 1929-30 products of all the leading makers.

A.W. 18/1P

pm NE 11 II III 11 111 IBM
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Only Brownie's
ability to produce
2,000 Dominion

Vernier Dials a day
enables them to
keep the price as

low as 2;'6. The special non -backlash
design (For fine tuning) and the splendid
finish (smooth black or beautifully grained
mahogany bakelite) coupled with the low
price, makes the Dominion Vernier Dial
a real radio bargain.
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B ) LIMITED,
NELSON STREET WORKS, LONDON, N.W.1

BROWNIEWIRELESS

TUNEWELL'S
LATESTP-

A Double Magnet
4 -Pole Balanced

Armature Adjustable
SPEAKER UNIT

of Remarkable Efficiency

PRICE 221 6 AS
ILLUSTRATED

Read this letter of appreciation from Winchmore Hills
" I was persuaded to try your new Unit, and must say the
results are amazing. Without fuss or rattle it takes all my
Mains 4 set will give it, and what's more the reproduction
is perfect. Much to my surprise it worked well on an old
crystal set. That it functions so perfectly under such light
and heavy loads, I suppose, is due to the double magnets
but whatever the reason, you are to be congratulated."

DON'T HESITATE. ORDER AT ONCE

TURNER & CO
54, Station Road, New Southgate, N.11

LEZreTERS TO THE EDITOR

CASIOCIOACROWCVOC9"11reSVOCVSXinays,

The Edi or goes not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

American Receivers
SIR ,-I have, naturally, no wish to

decry products of my own country,
but I have recently had occasion to review
the latest radio products of America. I
have also operated American sets myself
for some considerable time.

It is amazing to find the state to which
radio has developed in that country as
compared with this

I have before me a catalogue of a
machine made by the Radio Corporation
of America, in a cabinet of African maho-
gany, of most pleasing and graceful design
nothing comparable to which is on the
English market at all-seven valves, all
electric, and complete with single -dial
tuning, for $54

In this country for the same amount of
money one gets a three -valve battery -
driven set in either a tin box or a varnished
wooden box-you cannot call it cabinet-
work If one turns to the more expensive
models, one is able to obtain powerful,
selective, sensitive, moving -coil receivers
from such firms as Attwater Kent, Robert
Bosch for $275. There is no comparative
machine on the English or Continental
markets.

A typical specification for a nine -valve
machine, complete in first-class walnut
cabinet, with built-in dynamic speaker,
and priced at $i75, is 3 screen -grid H.F.,
automatic tuning (i e., push button),
station selector, double push-pull audio
amplification, 12 -in. dynamic speaker,
automatic volume control, and remote
automatic tuning control and pickTup
adaptor What can we do for the same
amount of money?

J. W. (Upminster).

The " All -Britain Three '
CIR,-Just a few lines of appreciation
L of the "All -Britain Three." It is,
without question, the finest "three" I
have ever had.

Incidentally, I have built over fifty sets.
This set will bring in anything worth

while listening to in the way of foreigners
and the tone is superb.

Just one thing : I think a volume control
should be included. I have put a rheostat
in the same way as the "Chummy Four"
(original)-that is, detune on the H.F.
valve-but I feel that possibly a volume
control on the transformer would be better.

H. (London, N.).
P.S -No doubt other readers will dis-

agree about valves, but my experience. is

Correspondence should be brief and to the
point and written on one side of the paper.

that a pentode is not in the same class as
a super -power for quality and a S.G valve
has little or nothing on a properly neu-
tralised H.F. stage I have had the "All -
Britain Three" twelve months.

A Good Performance
SIR,-As a regular reader of AMATEUR

WIRELESS, I have noticed lately in
your columns quite a lot concerning
Brookmans Park, selectivity, and swamp-
ing; so perhaps the following will be of
interest to you, especially when on the
topic of obsolete and old-fashioned sets.

Over a year ago I built your original
" Clarion Three," detector and two trans-
former L.P. stages, with the old swinging
coil reaction, which, according to present-
day radio, I should consign to the junk
box. Whilst fully appreciating the advan-
tages of the screen -grid and pentode, also
the synchronised tuning of your recent
"Ether Searcher," the following log of
stations speaks well for your original
" Clarion Three." The only alteration that
I made is that I have dispensed with the
switching -out of one valve and run the
set as a three-valver.

The following have all been tuned in on
the loud -speaker (I do not use phones) :
Cologne, Munster, Nitrnberg, Belfast,
Horby, Radio Catalano, Konigsberg,
Turin, Goteborg, Aberdeen, Barcelona,
2L0 (261 metres), Stuttgart, Hamburg,
Radio Toulouse, Lyons, Langenberg,
Daventry 5GB, Milan, Vienna. All were
free of interference with the exception of
Barcelona and Stuttgart, which are only
a few degrees from London.

I use a No. 6o centre -tapped aerial coil
and No. 25 reaction coil. My aerial is about
20 ft. long and runs parallel with the gutter
of the roof.

I consider these results speak very
highly of your designs and of AMATEUR
WIRELESS itself. I have no, desire to
replace the old "Clarion Three."

A. (London, S.E.).

Wireless for the Blind
SIR, AMATEUR WIRELESS iS to be

praised for its interesting article by
Captain Ian Fraser on " Wireless for the
Blind." There is a great need for any
and every form of education and amuse-
ment for the blind, and wireless opens up
new fields.

The School for the Blind at Swiss Cottage
has already given its blind wireless and,
knowing what a benefit it is, thanks you

(Continued on next page)
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for helping to obtain it for other less for-
tunate blind people and children.

H. B. REYNELL (Organising Secretary,
School for the Blind, Swiss Cottage,
London, N.W.).

Sound -recording Progress
SIR,-I read with great interest the

notes setting forth some of the work
which I did for the B.B.0 under the
heading "On Your Wavelength," pub-
lished on December 7.

It is quite correct that I am now with
the British International Pictures, the

- company which made Blackmail, and would
like to state that many of my ideas have
teen successfully incorporated in sound -
recording apparatus.

I think I can claim that this company
has made more progress than any other
film studios which have taken up sound
pictures, and I quote as an example that
fine picture Atlantic, which has just been
released. This picture taxed the resources
of the sound department to the utmost,
and even included sounds recorded by
landline from Tilbury Docks.

The idea of making transmissions gener-
ally automatic, with the exception of the
microphone end, is being developed in con-
nection with sound studios to the extent
that one can ultimately imagine micro-
phones being placed on a " set " by a traincd
expert and the remainder of the work of
getting the sound on to the film being
entirely automatic. It is a far cry from
the crude methods employed in the early
talking -picture work to this ideal, but
Elstree has already commenced a portion
of the final idea.

A. STANLEY ATTKI NS (Chief Sound
Engineer, British International Pic-
tures, Ltd.).

Another Interference Problem
SIR, --I have just been reading Ther-

mion's paragraph entitled, "A Problem
in Interference." I thought that perhaps it
would interest you to hear about my
experiences.

I have a three -valve pick-up amplifier,
which I run off an all -mains D.C. elimin-
ator. Several times I have heard Daventry
5XX coming through the loud -speaker.
The amplifier is not in any way connected
to a wireless set or an aerial.

I also found that if I put my finger on the
grid terminal of the first valve it made the
music louder.

All I can think is that the mains are
acting as the aerial. E. S. C. (Bentham).

A microphone version of Hantingtozoer,
the popular novel by John Buchan, has
been prepared, and this broadcast adapta-
tion will be relayed from Glasgow to
London on January 30. It was given in
October last to the Scottish group under
the title of The Holiday Adeciztare of Mr.
Eickson McCztnn.

H & B
KITS, KITS

READ

"Amateur

Wireless"

Report on

the H & B

Ethe r
Searcher

Kit in issue

dated,
Jan. 11th,

page 41. The parts of the H. and B. " 1930 Ether Searcher " kit

1930 ETHER SEARCHER KIT
BUILD THE 1933 ETHER SEARCHER

H. & B. KIT ASSURES SUCCESS
s.

1 -DTI I led aluminium panel, 15 by 8 in. (If. A B.) .. 3
1-Drilled aluminium ebaseia (H. & B.) . 5
-Drilled aluminium screen (H.AB) 2

1-Slow-motion drum dial (H. A B.) .. .. 5
1-30 011[1:19 rheostat (Varley) . 3
1 -.00013-infd. differential condenser (Lotus) 5
2-Push-pull switches (Bulgin)
3-Anti-mierophonic valve holders (Benjamin) ..
1-.0003 dual condenser, with supports (Porno) -

2-Dual-range coils 112R (Colvern)
1-.0003-rufd. fixed condenser (Ormond) ..
1-.0002-mfd fixed condenser (Ormond)
1-High-frequency choke (Leweos)
1-Low-frequency transformer (Linen)
1-Grid leak holder (Bulgin)
1-Grid leak, 2 meg. (Dubilier)
2-1-mfd. fixed condensers (Ibilnlier)  .
'2-Ebonite strips, 2 by in. (Trelleborgs)
4-Marked terminals: A, F., 1..S. +, L.S.- (Eelex)
1-14,0 connector (Boffin) .. ..
7-Harked wander plugs (Belling -lee)
2-Spade tag ends (Belling -Lee)

3
4

15
17

7 9
19 0

9
2 6
b 0

1 6
1 0
2 0

8

Cash Pries 06 6 6

Included in this kit are all necessary Wire, Screws, and Full-size
Blueprint. Any parts sold separately.
1 Mallard or Censor Valves, 461- extra.
Hard -polished Cabinet, 17(6 extra.
The above kit supplied on our famous gradual payment system,
15;- down and 10 monthly payments of 10,'-.
IL A B. Screen assembly complete with Panel screen and
chassisdrilled, fitted with the H. A B. velvet motion drum dial.
Celiulosed In attractive colours. These panels will not show
marks or scratches. Cash, 106 post free.

THE MUSIC LEADER
1-Ebonite panel, 14 by f, in.
2-Formo .0005-mfd. variable condensers .. 9
1-Bulgin .0002 -mid. reaction condenser, 6
1-Lissen 7 -ohm panel -mounting rheostat .. 2
2-Bulgin " on " and "off " push-pull switches .. 3
1-Pares special screening box, 4) by 4) by 3 In. .. 6
1-yang 0.0. valve -holder
3-small W.B. valve -holders 3
1-Wearite special dual -wave coil, Arcadian type .. 10
2-Peto-Scott H.F. chokes .. 10
1-Liasen 3-megohm grid leak .. 1
1-Lissen 100,000 -ohm anode resistance B.C.C. unit .. 4
1-Costar L.F. transformer .. 1 1
1-Lissen 100,000 -ohm grid resistance with bolder .. 1
1-Dubiller .0001 -mid. fixed condenser 1 1
1-Dubil ler .0002-mfd. fixed condenser, with series clip 2
1-Dubil ler .003-mfd. fixed condenser .. 3
Glazite connecting wire .. 12-Small Brownie S.M. dials ........5
4-yards of thin flex. Lewcoflex
7-Belling-Lee wander plug., marked: ILT.-,

II.T. + 1, 2, 3, G.13. + , G.B.-1, and 2 .. 2
2-Belling-Lee spade terminals, marked: L.T.+ ,

£ s.
4

Cash Price for this complete kit 04 18 6

1 Ormond Balanced -armature Load -speaker Unit, 12,6.
Cabinet in Oak, hand polished, 85/-.
4 Bullard or Marconi yak., 56:-.
2 Ever Ready 03 -volt Batteries, 17;-.
1 Ever Ready Grid Bias, 9 volt, 1,3.
1 C.A.V. Accumulator, 14/6.
REVISED EASY TERMS : For Kit only, 25/- down and eight
monthly payments of 10:-. For Kit, together with Cabinet,
Valves, Ormond Speaker Unit, H.T. Batteries, Accumulator,
and Grid Bias Battery, 50/- down and twelve monthly payments
of 16,8.

/We guarantee

to send you

exactly what

we advertise.

This is our

Ether Kit and

these are the

components

we send you.

"EVERYBODY'S THREE"
1-Trelleborg's high-class panel, 18 by 7 in., and strips

2-Igranic Lok.Vane .0005 condensers ..
1-Cyldon .0003 Bebe condenser ..
1-Lissen 13 -ohm rheostat
1-Pair Wearite 1930 Binowave Coils
1-Parer Screened -grid Valve holder ..
2-Lotus Valve holders ..
1-1.issen .0002 fixed condenser ..
3--1Lissen .0001 fixed condensers
2-Liesen 1-mfd. fixed condemers
I-Dubilier 7-meg. grid leak ..
1-Lissen grid leak holder ...
1-Lewcos fixed Potentiometer ..
1-Cossor Transformer ..
1-11. & B. Screen, 10 by 6 in...
1-Pair Bulgin brackets
13 --CI ix terminals, named ..
Wire, Glazite, screws, dial indicators

I

s. d.

8
1

2
14

2
2
1

5

5
1

1

41
I

Cash Price 06 5

Kit includes Baseboard, Panel drilled, and Full-size Blueprint.
Any parts sold separately.
Hand -polished Oak Cabinet, 22/6 extra.
3 Bullard, Cossor, or Marconi Valves, 45'- extra.
Kit supplied on the H. A B. Gradual payments, 19/6 down,
and 10 monthly payments of 11,3.

"TALISMAN TWO"
s. J.

1-Ebonite panel, 9 by 6413., and strip 9 by 2 in... 2 0
1-Polar " Ideal " .0003-mfd. variable condenser ... 12 9
1 --Polar " Q1 " .0002-mfd. reaction condenser .. 10 4
2-W.B. antbmierophonie valve -holders .. 3 0
1-Dubilier .0002-mfd. fixed condenser with series clip.. 2 3
1-Dubilier 2-megohm grid leak .. 2 0
1- Wearite Talisman coil .. 7 6
1-Linen H.F. choke .. 5 3
1-Lotus transformer, ratio 4 to 1 12 0
1-Formodenaer, " J " type, .0000:23 to .0003-mfd.

1-Benjamin push-pull 1
Bulgin grid bias battery clips ..
Baseboard, 9 by 6 In. ..  .
Glazite connecting wire . .
8-Eelex terminals, marked: Earth, L.T.+,

H.T.-, 11.T +2, L.S.+, L.S.- . 3
2-Belling-Lee wander plugs, marked : G.B. +, (LB.- ..

0
3
a
a

0

8

Cash Price £3 7 0

Cabinet, 12/6, 2 Mallard Valves, 23/-.
EASY TERMS : For Kit only, 10,k- down and 6 monthly payments
of 10/-. Kit, together with 2 Bullard Valves, 15/- down and 8
payments of 111/-. Kit, together with 2 Mallard Valves, 120 -volt
Ever Ready N.T. Battery, Large Bride Accumulator and
Cabinet, down and 10 payments of 11,'-. Or Kit, together with
Ampl ion Cane Speaker, 27,. down and 10 monthly payments
of 13/6.

aadstrips art sent drilled with allkits; unieeeotherwiae requested.

Carriage Paid on all orders.
C.O.D. Charges Paid Olt orders over El.

H. & B. RADIO CO  9
34, 36, 38 Beak Street, Regent Street,
LONDON, W. 1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2834.
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TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range, PETO SCOTT offer YOU
Every Known Radio Receiver or Component on

EASY TERMS
with

SERVICE AFTER SALES
The following list is merely representative, and we ask you to fill in

the coupon below or send us a list of your requirements.

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Cash £9, or 12 monthly
paym-nts of 16/6 Valves included.
COSSOR 1930 THREE -VALVE KIT. Cosh £8 15S., or
12 ninthly payments of 16/-.
EOM 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, Type
W.J., 2,500 rnta. In Crates. Cash £3 15s., or 12 monthly
Parmentsof 6/11. Type W.H., 120 volts, 5,000 m'a. In
Crates. Cash, £4 13s., or 12 monthly payments of 8/0.
REGENTONE W.I.B. S.C. (AC. Maim). For S.C.
and Pentode Sets. Cash £4 19e. 6d., or 12 monthly pay-
ments of 9/2.
CELESTION C.12 LOUD -SPEAKER, in oak. Cash
£5 12s. 6d., or send only 10,'4, balance in I I monthly Pay -
merits of 10/4; in Mahogany, Cash £5 rh. 6d., or 12
monthly naymmts of 10

'MINIM MIN =IN MEN= OI IMM1 Mama Of reme.

SPECIAL OFFErI.
Double -linen diaphragm Air Chrome speakers
in oak or mahogany table model cabinets of
handsome appearance. These speakers have
been specially made for us and the cabinets are
so designed that they ensure the utmost purity
and depth of tone fro g. the ULTRA type K
chassis which is incorporated.

SPECIAL PRICE £4 s 4 : 0
or send only 7/6 and balance by 11 monthly

instalments of 7/6.
1==. =1 IN= ,Em

STANDARD WET H.T. 144 -volt battery 10,000 m/a
absolutely complete. Cash £4, or 12 monthly payments of
7/4. All parts for these batteries available.

PETO SCOTT EA.
Free Demonstrations and advice by Qualified Engineers at our

Shops :-
T7 CITY ROAD. LONDON.

Telephone: Clerkenwell 9400-7-8.
82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,

Telephone: Chancery 8266
4 Manchester Street, Liverpool. Telephone: Central 2134.
33 Whitelow Road. Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

Telephone Choriton-cum-Hardy 2528.
Mail coupon in unsealed enselope under id. stamp.

Mb. M. in MEM ma am MM.

COUPON
Please send me your 45 -page Illustrated Catalogue, describing

the 1520-30 pruducta of all the leading makers.

NAME

ADDEIldd

A .W.1.1

"KLEER-KUT" "X"
COILS FOR SELECTIVITY

I have been manufacturing Plug-in Coils to
the Trade for six years, and now offer
DIRECT TO THE PUBLIC at the following

remarkable prices :
25, 30, 35 2/-; 40, 50, 2/2 ; 60, 75, 2/3 ; 100, 125,
150, 2/6 ; 175, 219 ; 200, 3/- ; 250. 3/3 ; 300, 3/6.
For Centre Tapped Coils, deduct 61. For untapped Coils, deduct 11-

L. BRUCE, 99, King Henry's Rd., London, N.W.3
'Phone ; Primrose 1303. Trade Supplied.
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1930 Notebook Diary

Post free in two bindings, 1/9 and 2/6
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HUMMING IN SHORT-
WAVE RECEIVERS

ASHORT-WAVE receiver is liable to
hum badly when used under the same

conditions as a broadcast receiver. A hum
in a short-wave receiver can be very pro-
nounced and will cause the set to appear
to be insensitive when tuning in a faint
signal. This hum in practically every case
comes from the electric -light circuit in the
house. Occasionally it is provided by the
automatic telephone. If there is no electric
lighting in your house you. are not likely
to be troubled by humming in your short-
wave set, although in some cases this hum
can be produced by an electric -lighting
system in a neighbouring house, or even
by electric trams or trains passing near the
house.

Besides humming, there are several other
sources of interference which show them-
selves up in a short-wave receiver, although
they may not appear on a broadcast set.
Many tramway companies are installing
automatic points now, and these produce
a loud click on a short-wave_ set when
operated. Even if the points are at the
other end of the road, the interference will
probably be bad.

And now a few words about getting rid
of, or at least lessening, the effect of some
of these troubles. The writer recently
built a one -valve short-wave adaptor,
which gave e4Cellent results, but the hum
was hopeless and made distant listening
impossible. The set was enclosed in a
metal case-four sides and a top. The
baseboard formed the bottom of the home-
made "cabinet." The screening did not
make the slightest difference to the hum.
The receiver was operated in an upstairs
room, and it was noticed that when the
receiver was placed nearer the centre of
the room, i.e., with an electric -light pendant
above it and one in the room below, the
hum became very much worse. When the
metal screening was completed, a screen
of metal under the baseboard, the hum, as
far as ordinary listening was concerned,
disappeared completely.

Many commercial receivers are built on
this plan nowadays-i.e., they' have a
wooden baseboard as one side of the
cabinet, and so leave the screening incom-
plete. A piece of thin zinc or' similar non-
magnetic metal, screwed to the underside
of the base and earthed, should be effective.

In the instance given above the mains
are mercury -arc rectified A.C., which are
notoriously bad for humming; and yet
with this set now one has to put one's
head in the loud -speaker to find any trace
of hum at all. Remember, though, that in
cases where a very thin baseboard is used
the proximity Of a sheet of metal near the
tuning coils and condensers is going to
make a considerable difference to the
tuning and, if the amount of trouble
involved is not objected to, it is best to

' (Continued on page' i16)
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PERFECTION,

GRAWOR again brings perfection to
reproduction of sound.

The GRAWOR Electric Pick-up tracks accurately
and silently, adds life to your records and further it
is supplied complete with 8" Tone -arm 45
and Volume Control for only ..

(Nickel -plated finish) Front To
GRAWOR CONE LOUD -SPEAKERS .. 28/6 55/-
GRAWOR CABINET SPEAKERS
GRAWOR SECTORPHONE UNITS

3442/T. 14487 /1:

GRAWOR MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.. 90/- 160/-
GRAWOR CONE UNITS AND CHASSIS 13/6 21/-

G RAWO R
sound - eve23,- seits.
HENRY JOSEPH

11 RED LION SQ.
HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.1

Telephone :
CHANCERY 8770

SEND POSTCARD
FOR THE GRAWOR
ILLUSTRATED
PRIGS LIST G

A ONEHANO
I

IIII
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P.Pat

Push it on and " it stays
put "-the prongs are sprung.
No more holding wire in position
with one hand while you screw down ter-
minal with the other. Head fully insulated
and Engraved for ease of connection.

BELLING -LEE SPADE TERMINAL
Price CA.

Ask your dealer to send t' us for Belling -Lee
Handbook " Rulio Connections."

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Adrertzsernent of &thug st Lee, Ltd.,Queensway Works,
Ponders End Middlesex

UREKA
The L.F. Transformer that gives Really First

Class Reproduction at a low cost.
Baby Grand .1st or 2nd stage .. 8s. 6d.
Concert Grand 1st stage .. 1 Os. 6d.
Concert Grand 2nd stage 9s. 6d.
Smoothing Chokes aoh. 4omia. .. 1 Os. 6d.

All Post Paid by return. Money
refunded if not satisfied in 7 days.

L. PERSON & SON
(Dept. 6), 63, Shaftesbury Street, London, N.1.

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE
Constructors of receivers described in
this Journal should make full use of
our Blueprint Service and avoid all risk

of failure.
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PIGTAIL

3

wEiGur

'14 ounces

"1930" LOG
(MID -LINE)

CONDENSER
As specified for the MUSIC
LEADER described in No. 384.

In four Capacities
.0005
.04035
.00025

'1.00015
'Double spacing of vanes for Ultra Short-
wave work. As used for the " World -Wile

Short -Wave Set" described in No. 387.

The Finest

VERNIER DIAL
obtainable.

MECHANICALLY PERFECT. POSITIVE
BRASS CONTACT drive on SOLID BRASS
SCALE ensuring smooth movement, with
absolutely NO BACK -BASH. ROBUST in
Construction and Trouble Free. SMALL.
EXTREMELY ELEGANT. EFFICIENT.

TUNING WITHOUT IRRITATING
UNCOMFORTABLE
CROUCH or STOOP

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard

THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,
CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2

AMATEUR WIRELESS NOTEBOOK
DIARY for 1930

This handy and compact reference book, which will be of assistance
on many occasions during 5930, should be kept within easy reach by

every wireless amateur. Here are some of the contents:

Conventional Symbols used in Wireless.
Technical Contractions.
Aerials and Earths ,
Frame Aerials.
Wavelength Frequency Tables.
Notes on Accumulator Upkeep.
Coil -winding Data.

Useful Formula Section.
Calculating Condenser Capacities.
List of World's Short-wave Stations.
Choosing Your Valves.
Valve Tables.
Glossary and Definitions of Wireless

Terms.

The "Amateur Wireless" Diary can be obtained at Book.
tellers for 1/6 (cloth) and 2/6 (leather), or by post (2d. extra),
from "Amateur Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4
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The NEW
LOEWE
RADIO
CONE
UNIT

gives Home Constructors an
opportunity to build their own

LOUD -SPEAKERS
With the new LOEWE RADIO Cone Unit you can make in your own
home a high-class cone loud -speaker. It will adapt itself to any type
of cabinet and whether it is simple or intricate in design is a matter for
the builder to decide. With every Unit, complete instructions, working
drawings, etc., are supplied for making the Cone Diagram and the
Cabinet as recommended by LOEWE RADIO. Most of the Unit is
encfosed in robust moulded casing. Plugs fitted to leads arc also sup-
plied. All enthusiastic home constructors should buy PRICE
this pleasingly efficient unit without delay All
LOEWE RADIO products amounting to an aggregate 13 6
rum of not less than :ti'fi eau be obtained on attractive
H.P. terms. Full details from your dmler or front

LOEWE RADIO
THE LOEWE RADIO CO., LTD.,
4, Fountayne Road, Tottenham, N.15

Telephone: Tottenham 3o 1/2

DOUBLE THE VOLUME
of your LOUD -SPEAKER
Fit a P.R. Moulded Paper Cone to your speaker and
you will he positively amazed at the difference.
Double the volume and much greater purity in tone.
All the notes come out in their correct value, Na
resonance-no" drumming "-lust pure and real music.

The P.R. Cone is the only one
which correctly reproduces the
human voice as well as instru-
mental music. That is why i t
will improve any cone speaker,

Post 4d. no matter the make or price.
THE PAPER 11 in. diameter, correctly pro -
WHICH HAS portioned, ready to fit, cons -
IMPROVED plete with washers and screwi.

SPEAKERS ALL Can be adjusted instantly. No
OVER THE cutting, sticking or wash leather

WORLD required.
Sent C.O.D. If desired. Telephone City 3788.
P,R. PRODUCTS, (Dept. C.6), P.R. House, Newgate
Street, London, E.C.4. Opposite Post Office Tube.

RADIO WEEK PROGRAMMES
have been appreciated by the fortunate possessors
of trouble free radio equipment in which

WESTINGHOUSE

METAL RECTIFIERS
are playing, such a prominent part

Once installed, these rectifiers can be forgotten,
because there is nothing to wear out, no fragile
filaments, chemical action, or moving parts.

The majority of modern A.C. mains receivers, eliminators and
chargers incorporate the Westinghouse rectifier. See that your
new equipment has it.

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL Co., Ltd.,
82 York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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SOMETHING YOU
REALLY WANT

THE SOVEREIGN
COMPRESSION -TYPE CONDEISER
QUITABLE for use in the Brookman's
-7 Rejector and wherever this type of
condenser is specified. In beautifully
manufactured Bakelite case, baseboard
mounting, heavily nickel -plated metal
parts, locking nut, best Ruby Mica,
nickel -silver plates.
Type F I (.000I mf d.), G2 (.001 mfd.) /..

J3 (.0003 mid,)
From all dealers. If any difflcuity in obtaining
al5Ply direct to us. Requirements by return.

1
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FA Cc
Produced by J.R. WIRELESS CO.
6-8. Rosebery Avenue, London. E.C.1
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Baldry Ad. J.R.8

PAR EX
PRODUCTS PAR - EXCELLENCE

SCREENS, COILS, VALVE HOLDERS
- FOR -

" BROOKMANS 3"
"BROOKMANS 4"

SPECIAL BOX AND VALVE HOLDER FOR

"MUSIC LEADER"
and

"EVERYBODY'S 3
SPECIAL CABINET FOR

"WORLD WIDE
SHORT WAVER"

f t

SET OF SCREEN, PANEL & CHASSIS FORttETHER SEARCHER
ORDER DIRECT FROM

E.PAROUSSI
10 Featherstone Buildings,

5 H igh Holborn, London, W.C.1
Phone: Chancery 7010.

SUPER -MICROPHONES
New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vast
improvement over all other types: will pick up whispered

words froth a distance of several yards, also
strongly amplify and transmit speech and
music over a distance, through Loud -speaker

,., fir Headphones. Splendid instruments for

Ire',.
making Detectaphone, DEAF -AID, LOUD -

'f SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Announce -
meets through Loud -speaker, Amplifier for
Crystal or Valve Sets. Electric Sound
Detector. BABY ALARM or LNVALID-

CALL from bedroom through distant Loud-speiker, Experi-
ments, etc.
NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF EQUAL SENSITIVENESS
KNOWN : each instrument finely black enamelled and
fitted with a 3 ft. silk connecting cord. Despatched 8/6
by return post.

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
for connecting SuperMicrophorte to Radio Head- C j
phones, Loud -speaker, Valve Set, or Vales Amplifier ll/ s.

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE
for ass with Super -microphone as a HIGHLY EFFICIENT
DEAF AID, or Detectaphone, etc. ; thin 3 -ft. silk con- 6/.,
ceding cord fitted. Earpiece finely black sonnets).
Full Directions for use of Super -Microphone (or many purposes

and Diagrams of connections Ira,

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker, Phone:
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1. MUSEUM 8329

OUI: I3LULPRINI sERVICE
Constructors of receivers described in this journal
stouid snake full use of our Blueprint Service ant

avoid all risk of failure.
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HUMMING IN SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVERS"

(Continued from page 114)
make a " false" base by raising the base-
board about an inch from the metal.

In many cases the hum can be got rid of
without any metal screening at all. There
is the loud hum which sometimes comes
when the receiver just approaches the
edge of oscillation. There are several pos-
sible cures for this. One is to place a fixed
grid leak of about 1/4 megohm across the
secondary of the first L.F. transformer.
Another is to change the value of the grid
leak in the detector circuit. Yet another is
to try another H.F. choke in the detector -
plate lead. An aerial too tightly coupled
to the grid coil will cause it. Even too
much grid bias will sometimes cause it.
This hum will become so bad at times that
it reminds one of threshold howling.
Indeed, the cure in many cases is the
same.

When humming occurs in a short-wave
set it is practically sure to originate in the
detector circuit, where it is passed on to
the L.F. valves and gets amplified along
with the signal. If all hum can be got out
of the detector circuit the background will
not be amplified by the L.F. valves and
the signal will stand out loud and clear.

MANDER BARNETT.

In 1925 the number of British ships on
which wireless direction -finding apparatus
was fitted was 225. The number has now
risen to over 80o.

The U.S. Department of Commerce
announce that 24 radio beacons are in
operation, 15 are being built, and some 40
more are being planned for completion in
the near future.

That operating costs do not necessarily
vary with the rise in power is shown in the
following tabulation of expenses for broad-
casting stations in America, prepared
recently by the Federal Radio Commission.
For ioo-watt stations and under, £1,823 a
year; Zoo -watt stations, £1,586; 250 -watt
stations, £5,340; 350 -watt stations, £38,000;
50o -watt stations, £5,581; 750 -watt sta-
tions, £19,838; more than L000 watts and
less than 2,000 watts, £10,780; 5,000 -watt
stations, £23,053; 7,500 -watt stations,
£40,000; ro,000-watt stations, £23,535;
20,00o -watt stations, £35,800; 25,00o -watt
stations, £93,653; and 50,000 -watt stations,
153,141.

Direction -finding installations or wireless
beacons have been erected and are in
operation round the coast at the following
points : Kinnaird Head in Scotland, the
Spurn light -vessel on the Humber, Cromer,
Dungeness, Start Point, the Casquets in
the Channel Islands, Round Island in the
Scillies, Lundi Island, the South Bishop off
Pembrokeshire, the Coningbeg light -vessel
off the south-east of Ireland, the Skerries off
Anglesey, the Bar light -vessel in Liverpool
Bay, and Stile Skerry off the north-east
coast'of Scotland.
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Receiver Sale
Electradix Clearance Bargains of Broadcast Receivers
and Speak ers at a fraction of cost. Cannot be sent on
approval at these sacrifice prices. Valves and Bat-
teries extra. Cannot be repeated when stock sold.

One -valve Sterling, steel -clad units with coil holders,
139/153, 15/-.
Marconiphone 1 Valve and Detector RBIO with valve,
17/6. I Valve TMC and Efesca, 17/6.
2 Valve Ditto, RB10 H.F. and L.F., enclosed in leatherette
covered Cabinet, 351- Ditto, 2 L.F., 35/-.
2 Valve Trench BMKII short-wave, No. 33, 301,
3 Valve R.A.F. Aircraft, in portable case, 27/6.
3 Valve Sterling, Anode on Desk type,

4 Valve Polar, H.F., Det., and 2 L.F.,
vertical polished Mahogany, 70/-. 5
Valve R.A.F.I0, with valves, oak Ameri-
can type Cabinet, 80/-. Aircraft model,
with valves, 60/-. Ditto without re-
mote control, 40/-. R.A.F. 70 Receiver -
Amplifier. 60/-. Marconi No. 55 7 -
valve H.F. screened No. 39, 60/-.
Power Amplifiers for gramo-motors and Western Electric
2 -valve, mahogany case, 45/-. Sterling ditto, 45/-. W.D
M.K. IV, 40/-. Sterling I -valve, 15/-. Panatrcpe for D.C.
mains. 65/-.
Loud Speakers. Horn, Small NK, 5/.. Assorted, all sizes,

10/-, 15/-, and 20/-. Amplicn AR58, new,
minus horn, 12/6. Brown's H3 Loud Speakers.
List £3. Sale 27/6. Brown's H3Q Speakers,
List £3 5s. Sale 30/-. Brown's Disc Speakers.
list £5 5s. Sale 451. Brown's Cabinet Speak-
ers, list £6 6s. Sale 48/6. Western
Electric, 12/, Exponential curled
in Tone Chamber, 10 in. by 8 in.
Sale 211/.. Reed -diaphragm Bal-
anced Units to match, 17'6.
300 CABINET LOUD SPEAK-
ERS. The famous Violina, all ma-
hogan7. 2,006 ohms. Perfect re-

List
high to bass. A new.

List £5 5s. Salei 22/6. Baker Texasll Co ne
Speakers, plated frame 17/6. Hegra, 14/-.
Units, reed- type for Portablgs, 5/-. Skinder,
5 6. Cones, 2/6. Powerful 4 -pole Double Acting Magnetic
Units 8/6; usually 12'6.

'111,;;;;:"'T!'-'1

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.

Blackfriars Sta., Met. Rly. City 0191.

TAMMY

L.T. from
.£2 : 12 : 6

H.T. from
£2 : 17 : 6

Have you
Electric Light ?
SWITCH ON, for £2:7:6.
Tannoy mains units ob-
viate all battery trouble,
no more dry batteries to
run down, no more ex-
pense of renewals.
TANNOY UNITS give out

MORE VOLUME
 Constant H.T.

and L.T.
TANNOY UNITS

ARE CHEAPER
Turn stations received on
the headphones into loud-
speaker reception.

TULSEMERE

Main/ el MFG. CO.,

1/7 Dalton St.
-quimor S.E.27.

"BROADCAST" Plug-in Coils
NOTE TEE LOW PRICES

25 ... 50 ... 1/2 125 ... 1/6 259 ... 2/3
30 ... lf. 63 ... 1/3 150 ... 1/6 300 ... 2/6
35 ... 1/- 75 ... 113 175 ... 1/9 400 .. 3/-
40 ... 1/2 100 ... 1/6 200 ... 21. 500 ... 3/6

Centre Tapped 6d. extra. "X" Coils, 1/- extra.
Poet paid less coils or over. Trade Supplied.

G. BRICE, 43 Lisburne Rd., London, N.W.3

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems
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0\,.
. WIRELESS MAGAZINE .

0.for JANUARY, 1/-, now on sale 0contains full instructions for
kmaing the following Receivers:

o 0
oTHE

o o
CELERITY THREE

. .
..

. .
0

O
\V .
. .. .. .

.
0 .

THE A.C. TWO & THE REGIONAL CRYSTAL SET
THE BIG LIST OF CONTENTS INCLUDES : O.

el What Strength is a Good Signal ? By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.- ii,
laWireless Troubles on the South Coast-High Power Television Broadcasts-

Better Results with the Brookman's Three, by W. James-We Pick Out the el.
Best of the New Sets for Your Guidance-Developing the New Form of

laRadio Drama-" W.M." Set Buyers' Guide-Gramo-radio Section-New-0 Records Criticised and Listed for Your Choice-A Question of Aerials-
el The Stentode Radiostat-Do Your Own Broadcasting, Etc., Etc., Etc. la
la el
la. ag

Get this issue of the WIRELESSO 0

MAGAZINE from your newsagent To -day §0
mroriw.rrowtatir.onP2Erwn*P2P.eowontordtordrAKo2.r.miwwnPwrovv2rAtotri*P2P2ms,E

THE

BROOKMAN'S
FOUR

Well worthy of its famous designer, W.
James, this set should prove to be one of
the most successful he has produced. It
is extremely powerful and reproduction

is of the finest quality.

Also fully described are two other Sets :

This set will give you the best possible results with
a minimum of trouble in construction and operation.
It is the cheapest and most satisfactory one -control
screened -grid three yet produced. Standard two -pin

coils are used.
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Amateur Wireless
HAND IC OOKS

each 216 net

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, or 2/9 post free from
Cassell and Company Limited, La Belle Sauvage, E.C.1.

The Shielded Four -electrode Valve
THEORY AND PRACTICE

By Capt. H. J. ROUND, M.C.
Capt. Round is one of the greatest authorities in the world on radio science and practice
and his book is a complete guide to the principles under which this latest and most

remarkable valve should be operated

Loud -speaker Crystal Sets
How to Make and Manage Them
Provides working instructions for building a number of highly
efficient crystal sets; making an attachment for simple con-
nection to existing wireless set; and designs for crystal sets
embodying the crystal loud -speaker system.

Wireless -controlled Mechanism
For Amateurs
By Raymond Phillips
This book is an illustrated practical guide to the making and
using of short-range wireless control apparatus, and it has
been written so simply that it can be understood by any
enthusiast possessing an elementary knowledge of wireless.

The Short-wave Handbook
By Ernest H. Robinson (5YM)
Describes in very simple language the wireless apparatus used
in short-wave work, shows how to make it and how to use it,
and explains the technical principles with which the beginner
will need to become acquainted.

The Practical Wireless Data Book
The intelligent novice, and particularly the home constructor
and the keen wireless amateur who is always rigging up
different circuits and experimenting for progress, will tind this
Data Book extremely helpful.

The Wireless Man's Workshop

The Practical " Super -het" Book By R. W. Hallows, M.A.

Explains what the super -het is, what it does, how it works, and
how to build up a number of super -het sets made of tested,
British -made components,

Written by a practical home constructor, this book-con-
taining much useful wireless information-enlightens readers
on the selection and right methods of using the tools and
materials used in constructing wireless sets,

The Book of the Neutrodyne
By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E:

CONTENTS Why Neutralising is Necessary; Systems of Neutralising; Difficulties Encountered
in Neutralised Circuits; How to obtain Good Selectivity Without Loss of Quality; Design of

High -frequency Transformers ; Lay -out in Neutralised Receivers ; Some Suitable Circuits.

Price 1/6 net, or post free for 1/9.

A Useful Series for Wireless Amateurs

Cassell
La Belle Sauvage, London E.C.4.

Books
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS

CRYSTAL SETS (6d. each)
B.B.C. Brookmans Park Set .. AW2o6
Regional Crystal Set . WMx76

ONE -VALVE. SETS (1s. each)
B.B.C. Official One . .. AW208
Reinartz One WM/27
A. WM 1 53

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Loud -speaker America Two .. AWxylo
Talisman Two (D. Tram) .. AW194
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode) AWz 98
Pentector Two (P. det, RC) .. AW213
British Broadcast Two (D, Trans).. wAm5W12315

p Re r Two (D, Tram)
13ontmental Two (D, Trans) .. ..   WM143
Stay -put Two (All AC, D, Trans) ..  . WM155
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) WM156
ABC Two (D, Trans) with copy "WM"---za. 3d. WM/60
Brookmans Two (D, Trans) ..    WM168
AC Two (D, Trans) .. WM175

THREE -VALVE SETS (Is. each)
11I -Britain Three (H.F., D, Trans) .. AW158
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW172
1arion Three (SG, D. Trans) , . . , AW175

Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans) AW192
fames dual -range Three (HE, D, Trans) .. AW/96
All -wave High-mag. Three (D, z Trans) .. AW199
{rife -edge Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW201
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW2o3a
Wide World Short-wave Three (HF, /11, Tram) AW207
Everybody's Three (SG, D, Tram) .. AW209
1930 Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) . .. AWatir
New All -Britain Three (HF D, Trans)..  AW214
Standard Coil Three (11F, D, Tram) . WM117
Nide-world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans.) .. WM 120
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode) WM/23
-odestone Three (HF, D Trans) .. WM129
Simple Screen Three (HI), D, Trans) .. WM/3 I
Dynamic Three (AC -SG, D, Trans) .. W111136
At Home Three (D 2RC) WA414/
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans)  WM14Z
3inowave S.G. Three (SG, D, Tram) WM1-52
'anfare (D, z Trans) .. WM157
3rookmans Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM16/
:ommunity Three (D, RC, Trans) .. WM t64
New Q3 (SG, D, Pentode) .. .. WM167
3rookmans Push-pull Three (HF, D, Trans) 116 WM x7o
E'elerity Three (SG, D, Trans) WM173

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
3verseas Short -waver (HF, D, 2 Trans) .. ANY/33
:larion All -electric Three (SG, D, Tram, AC

Rectifier) .. . AW200
1114usic-lover's Gramo-radio (SG, D, RC,

Trans -18. 6d.) .. . AW202a
1Music-lover's Granap-radio (Loud-speaker-

is.) AW2o2b
'Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Motor -board -9d.) AW2o2c
ffinowave Four (SG, D, RC Tram) WM119
itandard-coil Four (HF, D, 2RC) WM122
Dominions Four (zSG, D, Trans) .. WM134
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four .. WM x 40
11usic Player (HF,,

Trans) .
D, RC, Trans) .. WM144

Arrow (SG, HF, AO WM/54
1930 Monodial (2SG, D, Trans). WM158
Electric Four (All AC -SG, D, RC, Trans) .. 'W111162
Dutpost Four (SG, D, 2 Trans) WM/65
Brookman's Four (2 SG, D, Trans) ..   WM174

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Fidelity Five (HF, D, 2RC) , WMI3o
All -wave Lodestone Five (HF, D, RC, Push-

pull) WM/46
1930 Five (2HE, D, RC, Trans) WM171

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
A.W: Gramophone Amplifier AW2o5
Beginner's Amplifier (tv.) 9d. .. AW2i o
Brookman's Separator (HE Unit) AW212
Two -valve Amplifier AVV2 / 6
Signal Booster (HF Unit) .. WM128
Auditrol Amplifier  W111/32
Concentrator (HF Unit)  : WM169

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
Short-wave Adaptor (/ v.) AW/83
High-tension Battery Charger AVV191
Mains Unit for S.8 Valves .. AW193
Simplest H.T. Unit .. AW497
B.P. Wavetrap (6d.) AW2o4
H.T. Unit for A.C.141ains . WM125
Lodestone Loud -speaker WN1126
lames H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains .. WM i33
Two Ampere Low-tension Unit   WMt47
LC. Mains Amplifier .. ..  . WMI49
A.C. Mains Unit for All -wave Lodestone Five WW1/ 51
H.T. Unit for A.C. Mains .. WM '59
"W,M." Linen -diaphragm . W11/72

PORTABLE SETS
Arcadian Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans-) with

linen -diaphragm loud -speaker (half scale) AWI77 //6
fr.5.0 Portable (D, Trans) AW18/ 1/6

holiday Portable Three (D, RC, Tram) . AW/83 1/ -
Music Leader (SG, D, RC, Trans) with

copy "AW " , . AW2o3
Wayfarer Portable (Super -het) . WM /39 r/61929

Chummy (SG, D Trans, RC) WAI/45 1/6
Enchanter Portable (2HF,D, 13C, Trans) WM; 50 1/6

°The three prints are obtainable for 2s. 6d. post free
Copies of the " Wireless Magazine " and of "Amateur Wireless " con.
taking descriptions of any of these sets can be obtained at ls. 3d. and 41.
respectively. post free. index letters "A.W." refer to "Amateur Wire.
leas " sets and " WA." to" Wireless Magazine" Ws.

AMATEUR WIRELESS 51-61 FELTER
LONDONLACE
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" MORE RADIOGRAMS".
MHE thrill of listening to the striking
1 of Big Ben from London in Australia

is no longer a novelty, because it is heard
with such consistent regularity.

An analysis made by the Federal Radio
Commission was submitted to the American
Senate of 34o broadcasting stations, which
showed that 172 lost money in amounts up
to L'2,000 over a period of a year; the re-
maining 168 stations realised monetary
gains up to about the same figure. The
greatest losses were reported by the
highest -powered stations. All the five
50,00o -watt stations were in this class.

The American Radio Commission has
reserved the frequencies from 14,10o to
14,300 kilocycles for amateur telephony
work. They are particularly adapted for
long-distance communication, and should
therefore be heard throughout the world.

One company has been given a broad-
casting monopoly for Turkey in Europe
and Turkey in Asia. Two high -power
stations have been built, one at Angora, the
other at Stamboul. Turkish interest in
radio, however, is not great, and its growth
has been small.

London County Council Education Com-
mittee proposes to give permission for
wireless apparatus to be connected to
electric lighting installations in schools,
provided that the Chief Engineer is satis-
fied as to the suitability of the apparatus.

It is reported that the first man to make
a proposal of marriage by transatlantic
wireless telephony has just been married in
London as a result of his enterprise.

Station WTMJ (Milwaukee) has estab-
lished an artistes' bureau. This bureau acts
like an employment agency for its studio
entertainers during their time off the air.
Under this system two hundred station
artistes and twenty orchestral units are
available for personal engagements.

Broadcasting station WTAM has a
mechanical clock which goes on the air at
five-minute intervals between 7,3o and 8.3o
every morning. It is linked with a mechani-
cal voice and is intended to help the
reluctant to get out of bed.

Seven broadcasting stations in New
England, WBZ, WBZA, WEEI, WNAC,
WSSH, WHDH, and WLEX, have adopted
standards to govern broadcast advertising
so that objectionable matter will be
eliminated.

WBBM, Chicago's super -power broad-
casting station reports that talent costs
more than ;61',260 a week. The studio
orchestra receives an average of £31 a week
per man.

The Leviathan's two-way radio tele-
phone communication to subscribers ashore
can be maintained up to a distance of 1,30o
miles -about two and a half days from port.
The charge for a one -minute call ranges
from twenty-five shillings to forty-five
shillings.

entateur Vifirde;si

RAYMOND'S
27 St 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Dalv'sTheatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2521

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 2.M. to 8p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m,
Sunday morning 11-1

COUPON 10
Send 3d. stamp for our
140 pp. illustrated cata-
logue. But please men-
tion No. on this coupon.

KITS OF PARTS ofeylectionourown
s

Quoted for at a special
cash price where possible OVER 25 -
on receipt of detailed list. In va ue

CLARION S.C. 3
Approved SET OF PARTS

2 Polar .000.5. No. 3, at 5(9..0001
Reaction, 4/-. S Dual range C.I
Coils, with Reaction (Tunewell)
Anode, 10/6 Aerial, 10/8. Sprung
V.H. et 1/3. Preset, J."

1 -mid., 2/8. .01 Fixed T.C.C.
1/9. 3-meg., 8.0. H.F. Choke,
5/.. H.F. Choke, 5/0. L.P., Lotus
or Telsen Radlograud, 128.
.0002 and dories Clip. 14 by 7
Ebonite Panel. Screen, 81 by C.
8 Terminals, Push-pull Switch.
Flea. Plugs. Wire. 2 5.31,Dials.

CASE 701.. Carr. paid
EASY TERMS
KITS OP PARTS, with 2 Tune -
well Clarion Coils, panel, strip, all
screws, wire and eundries, 14 by 7
Cabinet (hinged lid), baseboard,
8.0. ?dullard Valve. 2 D.E. Valves,
Blueprint.
12 monthly payments of 1219

BRITISH BROADCAST 2
SET OF PARTS

Lotus .0005, 00035, N1COre II
20/-, a Sprung V.

Holders, 3 .0002 fixed (See
drawing) Dual Range Tune -
well 8/6, Sovereign H.P.
Choke, 2 meg. leak and
holder, Polar fixed potentio-
meter. Also a switches,
brackets and clips, plugs,
wire, 9 engraved terminals,
baseboard, panel 04 x 7 and
strip. The lot 621. nett
cash. Carr. x/-,
A.W. SETS ON SHOW

IN WINDOWS.
TUNE WELL

CLARION COILS, each 10'0
DUAL 6 -PIN, each .. ^9
6 -PIN BASES, each .. 1'9

AMAZING VALUE in 3 -VALVE

LOUD -SPEAKER RECEIVERS

Receives Local

Brookman's

Park, New

Alternative,

5GB, and mans

'entioental

stations.

DE LUXE MODEL
A WONDERFUL SET
FOR DISTANCE,
SPEECH and MUSIC
Receiver (as shown)
with 3 D.E. Valves,
(One Power), Dual
Range Coil zoo,rz000,
Battery Leads, and 9 No Coils to change

volt Grid Bias. Batteries & Speaker
ALL PARTS ENCLOSED. extra.
Transformer Coupled. Not C.O.D.Carr. 5/ -

EASY TERMS ON ABOVE SET
12 Monthly Payments, 7/9

Flat or Householders please send for
Easy Payment Forms.

RAYMOND'S CHALLENGE THE
WORLD FOR VALUE A, QUALITY
DARIO VALVES rRIOTHON VALVES
Universal, B.C., or Super IL P. New Dark Emitters.

each - - 5/0 Power, 7/6; R.C., ILK, L.P., each
Super Power 7/8 5/8, 2 -volt. Poet 3d. Latest
If yper POW! 0/8 TRIOTRON 4 -pole Bat. lam,

2 or 4 volts Post 3d. Loud Sneak, Unit, 1518.

ASSEMBLED IN CABINET
Ready to Fix to Aortal

NETT. CASH

/6

CSOVEREIGN Special Dual AS y KITS OF
Coil 200/2000 Panel Mount- ik P AERTC.

O VER
T S

lug, 8/6 H.P. Choke 10/ TERMS
2000, 4/6 ; Compression
Typo "F' .0001, " " .001, ON .3" J " .0003, 2/, Post 3d.

READ THE BOOKLET IN THIS ISSUE. THEN
buy your parts from RAYMOND'S. SPECIAL
attention if you show this Advertisement.
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Bureau
for

Your

Wireless!
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For ALL SETS or RADIO -CRAM
Nothing to touch! The snug way those untidy, dusty
parts, trailing wires and batter's.; are compactly enclosed
will delight you. As a beautiful piece of furniture, the
- RADIOLA " will add pride to the home because it
is modern and stylish.
Already over 3,000 delighted users. Highly recommended by the
Radio Press and leading experts.
"RADIOLA" DE LUXE, from 25 : 5 : 0 to £11 : 11 : 0.

"POPULAR" OAK MODEL, from 63 : 15 : 0.
Cash or Easy Payments.

A stately British -made Cabinet, trade -marked and Kuaran-
teed, sent on APPROVAL. (If you wish to part with it v.,
will willingly refund FULL MONEY and pay return
carriage too I)

A Full particulars, Booklet and Photographs FREE.

v PICKETT'S, WIRELESS
MAKERS.

"A.M." WORKS, BEXLEY HEATH, KENT
Established since the beginning of Broadcasting.

'''. -0- .0- 0- 000 '''.C..,.<>-+

4'

MAKE YOUR OWN HIGH - TENSION
ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT

RADCROIX
Mains Unit Components.

KITS OF PARTS FOR:
A.C. Unit, 6.0.50, Det. GO, 150 max. 11 16 6

AB -Bower A.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages . 2 6
D.C. Unit, 6 Variable Voltages .. 19 9
Battery Charger, complete with valves, charging

Wiring Diagrams Free. State A.C. or D.C.
From your dealer or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY
103, Farriugdon Road, London, E.C.1

Clerkenu el 15519

II 15 6

750 WATT "Q.M.B.'
SWITCH 2/6

LYONS' NEW "B.A.T."
(Best - After - 'rest) QMB
Switch breaks 3 amps. at
250 volts
For H.F., L.F., H.T., L.T.,
circuits. For A.C. Sets,
Mains Units, Gramo-Mo-
tors, and as Moving Coil
Speaker Field Switch, etc.
Send for FREE 4 -pp. cir-
cular; request at the sams
time our famous 36 -pp.
"CLAROSTAT" Book (all
about D.C. and A.C. Mains
Units, with scale drawings).

CLAUDE LYONS, LTD.,
76 OLDHALL STREET,
LIVERPOOL : ENGLAND

REPAIRS
Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loud -speaker
or headphones repaired and dispatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
with each repair. 4/- Post Free.

Penns to Trade
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

Service" 1 lept.
214 High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19

TAYI.EX WET H.T. HATTERIEF
New Prices : Jars 1 /3. Sacs 1/2. Zincs lOd. Sample doe.
18 Volts complete with bands and electrolyte 4/ 1 post 9d.
Sample unit 6d. Illus. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/- 3 VALVE ALL -STATION SET £5
A. TAYLOR. 57. Studley Road, Sto:kwell, LONDON.

GRAMOPHONES LATEST HORNS
AND PARTS

CATALOGUE FREE. CASH OR TERMS.
BUILD £12 MODEL FOR £3. INSTRUCTIONS 3J.

W. BURT, 185 High St., Deptford, London, S.E.8
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RADIO AND THE WHALE
HUNTERS

IN the North Polar regions and the
Southern- Atlantic Ocean, radio is daily

becoming of greater use. Its latest sphere of
utility has been in the assistance given to
the whale fishing industry. Gone are the
days of the sailing ships and man -propelled
boats, now replaced by high -power steam
or petrol launches, fully equipped with har-
poon guns, hand grenades, compressed -air
cylinders, wireless transmitting and receiv-
ing plant, and direction -finding apparatus.

The modern whale " chaser " to -day may
be one of a small fleet attached to a ten or
twelve thousand ton mother ship carrying a
crew of some two hundred and fifty men.
This steamer, directing the individual opera-
tions by wireless, may also be in direct
touch with its home port. By this means,
full information in regard to catches may be
given at regular intervals, and in exchange
the mother ship receives news bulletins,
instructions, personal messages for the
crew, and any news which may be of
assistance to its work.

Telephony and telegraphy also play an
important part in the communications
between the ship and its motor fleet, as the
former, in the event of snow storms, fog or
other adverse weather conditions, by the
aid of the direction finders, can help the
smaller boats in their return to the depot
vessel. CLIFTON HILL.

A series of exclusively Scottish health
talks has been arranged for broadcast from
Scottish stations during 193o. These have
been arranged with the co-operation of the
Department of Health for Scotland, and
will be broadcast monthly in periods
formerly reserved for Government Depart-
mental talks from London. The first four
talks are being given by officials of the
department, opening with Mr. Tom John-
ston, the Under Secretary for Scotland, on
" Public Health and the Private Citizen."
Subsequent talks will deal with such sub-
jects as the new Pensions Act, Scottish
Hospitals, and the Scottish housing
problem.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.

'
6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.

Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to he brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, acccrd-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 53-6l Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Atvertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the FuMishers cannot accept responsibility tor th,

tons fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
irtroduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
mould be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
fte amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
teen returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
End under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
restage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, doubla
Ices are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DLPARTmENT,

98/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.:

PATENTS.-Trade Marks, Advice Handbook free.-B. T.
King, ltegd. Patent Agent, 146a Queen Victoria Street,
London.

ENGINEERS.- Can't we get together? All we ask is ttu
chance to prove that you can earn £300, £400,-£.500 pet
year and more. Other men are doing it and:you can do
the same. We have an unrivalled and world vide organise
tion waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expert
If you wish for something more than ,a  " bread -and
butter" job, you owe it to yourself to investigate- oui
service. Our handbook, "ENGINEERING oppon
TUNITIES," has pointed the way to better things to civet
20,000 of your fellows,. It contains details of A .51.I.Mech.E.
A.M.I.C.E., A.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.Struct.E., C. ant!,
G., G.P.O., etc. Exams., and outlines Homerstudy Cowen
in all branches of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor, and Wire
less Engineering. In a brilliant article; professor A. M
Low shows clearly the chances you are missing. The boot
and our adyice are quite free. We guarantee " NO PAS:
-NO FEE.'.' Don't miss this opportunity; send a posi
card NOV (state Branch, Post, or, Exam.).-Britisi
Institute of Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeari
House, 20 Oxford Street, London, W.I.

MAGIC PLUG-IN COILS, with reputation for performance
appearance and price: 25, 30, 10d; 35. 40, 50, 1/1; 60, 75
1%4; 100, 150, 1/8; 200, 2/2; 250, 2/3. " X " 1/- extra
Centre Tapped 6d. extra. Guaranteed. Postage 3d. am
quantity. Johnson, 31 Rosemead Avenue, Wembley.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. Goods new. List free. Stan
and Falco transformers 2/9. Cone units 4/-. Phones 3/6
.0(.05 Condensers from 1/6. Large quantity of H.T. units
trickle chargers, valves, Telsen transformers, Bullphom
units at give away prices. Butlin, 143 Preston Road
Brighton.

WIRELESS WONDER

"TROUBLE TRACKER"
FINDS YOUR FAULT IN A FLASH.
NO MORE DELAYS. SET ALWAYS

IN PERFECT ORDER.
Will test if any one component part is' unctioning
properly. Best possible way of testing valves.

TEST A3 YOU BUILD YOUR SET.
Absolutely reliable and foolproof.

BRODELL & CO. Price
16, PRAED ST., 5/
LONDON, W.2

With full instructions.

POST
FREE

"KABILOK"
' Pisrinclx(s,'

A SET WORTH
BUILDING IS
WORTH BUILD-

ING WELL.
Put that new receiver

in a Kabilok Cabinet
of Distinction.

Illustrated Catalogue
Free on request

W. & T. LOCK LTD.
ST. PETERS WORKS BATH

LONDON: 11. Red ',on Sq., W.0 1

=tau. Wireksi COUPON
Available until Saturday

JANUARY 25, 1930
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Easily operated by connecting to any A.C.
Mains light socket-no batteries needed-
this Lotus All Electric 3 -valve S.G.P. Set
is highly selective and covers a good
range of British and Continental stations.
Cash price Lax (Royalties paid, and in-
cluding valves). The same circuit is used
in the Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. Battery Model
-Cash Price £13 15s. od. For home con-
struction get the Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. Bat-
tery Model Kit at £7 12s. 6d. See and hoar
it at any wireless dealer's or write to -day
for the Lotus Sets Catalogue and Hire Pur-
chase terms.minus

ALL ELECTRIC
RECEIVER

Gets the Best Reception
illade by the makers of the famous Lotus Components in one of

the most modern radio factories in Great Britain.

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Dept. A.W.4, Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

=NW
Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

111 (1 mu lens- W trdesi

DUBILIER
CONDENSERS

ARE USED IN ALL THE MOST
SELECTIVE SETS

K.C. CONDENSER
With knob, dial and Without knob, dial
slow-motion device, or slow-motion

-
.0003 or/- devico, .0003 8
.0005 12 or .0005

/..

K.C. DRUM
CONTROL

CONDENSER
With Drum Control
and slow-motion de-
vice, .0003  c/6
or .0005 -

Triple K.C. each con-
odrenzeoree00338/6

Triple K.C. Combina-
tions of .0003 An
and .0305 'RAF/

MIDGET CONDENSER
A small variable condenser for panel
mounting, .00005, .0001 or 5/S

1

If you hare any difficulty in obtaining Daintier products icriZe to at
direct giving the name and address of your dealer.

UBILIE
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Dubiiicr Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road.
North Anton, London, TV 3

Cleover

 Go Home and Listen"
Radio Week, Jan. 12-18

BC 275/V
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Professors both artistic and scientific
agree that the Lewcos L.F. Transformer
is the most efficient of its class ; treble
notes respond admirably and the
bass notes are reproduced with an
effect more nearly approaching the
true musical tones than it is
possible to obtain with the
majority of makes.
Special care in design has been
taken and the provision of a
Centre Tapping on the second-
ary winding renders this com-
ponent adaptable for push-
pull amplification.
This transformer-the latest
development of the Lewcos
Leyton Laboratories-is the
natural and inevitable link
between the high - frequency
side of your receiver. (tuned
with the world-famous
Lewcos H.F. Coils) and your
loud -speaker.

The Lewcos L.F. Transformer can be
used in the "BEST -BY -BALLOT 3."

iv

THE LONDON ELECTRIC
WIRE COMPANY & SMITHS

LIMITED
Church Rd., Leyton, London,

E.10

JANUARY 18, 1930

TRADE
COUNTER

AND
CABLE SALES
7 Playhouse
Yard, Golden

Lane, E.C.1

Printed in 'England, Published by Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.
Sole Agents for South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED. Sol Agents for Australasia: GORDON 4; GOTCH, LIMITED. Saturday, January 18, 1930
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THE SET VOTED FIRST AND BEST

Every eiz4
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SWITCH
SHAFTS
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Ref.

Six -pin I Baseboard
Model Model

Aerial Coil
SP/QAT QAT

spot Primary
Transformer

SP/QSP QSP
Screened C, id

Transformer
SP/QSG QSG

The name " Lewcos " is the hallmark of a
Perfect Radio Component-it is a guarantee
of perfection in the materials and workman-
ship used in every stage of manufacture.
If your Set is fitted with Lewcos Coils you
will be rewarded with greater purity of tone,

ume, and superincreased vol-
selectivity.
Afully descriptive
No. R.35-of the
Coil illustrated
on request.

Radio Products
or

otter
reception

leaflet-Reference
Lewcos "Q"
above will be sent
WRITE FOR IT TO -DAY !

COLOURED
CONNECTING WIRE

6 d .
per 10 ft. coil.

Q" COILS
(Refs. QAT and CSG)

Which are speci-
fied for the ".Best-

by -Ballot 3" des-
cribed in this issue.

Rev.

RADIO PRODUCTS N5`.`
4CCTR/C

WIRE COMPANY On0E.A0.Church
Road, Leyton, Lor1200/1111111111111

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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BLUE SPOT
99-£44-0
The Blue Spot 99 is all that a speaker
should be e It is good to look upon-it is
faithful in its every tone-it talks and
sings and plays to you with a fidelity that
only Blue Spot could ever produce 41) And
at four guineas you are getting a speaker
that you will proudly show to your friends
as your latest acquisition  Hear it first at

your dealers.

ISILU
SPOT

99
Driven by Blue Spot 66K, the finest

speaker unit produced.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6 Great Portland St., London, W.I.

Phone: Museum 863o (4 lines)

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales: H.C. RAWSON
(Sheffield and London), Ltd., too London Road, Sheffield Phone: Sheffield zboce.
And az St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester. Phone: Manchester City 3329.

mattur WireIT

See 9asta resi

Report of test
by the

FURZE HILL
LABORATORIES

'A thorough test was made of the
Graham-Farish II.F. Choke by Hr.
Ileyner of the Furze Hill
Laboratories. The following figures
are extracted from his report :-
Wave length. Impedance.

200 metres. 43.500 ohms.
245 50.000
380 80.000
480 147.000
500 150,000
880 255,000

1.940 385,000
2,400 ,. 1 G,000

was
designed

Graham-Farish R.F.r. Choke as
designed to obtain high impedance
with low D.C. resistance, and these
figures will show the success that
has been achieved by careful re-
search and scientific design.

The New " MICRO.
FICIENT " Condenser,
a brass -vaned log -mid -
line variable condenser
using Bakelite as
dielectric. Robust la
construction, and ideal
for portable sets. Can
be mounted for either
drum or ordinary dial
control.

.0005 mid. 4/6
.0003 4/3
.00015 4/3

4?6
sash

With Base.
The

.MULTI WAVE"
H.F. CHOKE.

The famous " OHM! TE "---
moulded Anode Resistance with
a value that remains constant..
Infinitely better than wire -wound.
Hermetically sealed in Dakelite.
Noiseless and efficient. Negligi-
ble self capacity. so that the

each high notes are retained. Also
fitted with terminal ends. All
values, 1.000 to 500,000 Ohms.
Holders, Horizontal or Vertical.

ed. each

GRAHAM FARISM
BROMLEY

11M111111111111MINIIIIIIII\

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention PA.W." to Advertisers

KENT

41.111...11111111010
146/7

Y
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2 -volt type
now available.

The NEW Cossor 220 S.G.
(2 volts '2 amp.) Anode volts
120 -150, Impedance 200,000

Amplification Factor 4e/6
200. Price - -

Cossor 4 and 6 volt Screened
Grid Valves are also available
with similar characteristics at
the same price.

A. C Cossor Ltd., Highbu-y Grove, London. 74.5

122
JANUARY, 25, 1930

Because of the exceptional strength and
rigidity of its elements due to its Inter-
locked Construction the NEW Cossor
Screened Grid Valve has definitely estab-
lished itself as the most robust and the
most dependable Screened Valve made in
Great Britain. Over and over again in
actual service it has proved itself shock-
proof, noise -proof and break -proof. In
your Receiver use the New Cossor
Screened Grid Valve. Every Dealer sells it.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

32,4
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Still Another Gift!-This Year's " G.1V."-The New " London"-
These " Haman Wireless Sets" " DX " on the High Seas!

Still Another Gift!-
Inside this issue you will find
our second great Free Gif t-
a Full-size Blueprint of the
" Best -by- Ballot " three -val -
ver described in the centre
pages. Next week's issue will
contain yet another free gift-
a full-size blueprint of a little
unit which will cure all your
interference problems,
appropriately termed the
"Brookman's By-pass."
Turn to page 136 to find out
full details of this new way of
getting knife-edge tuning.

This Year's " G.N."-
Not long now till the Grand
National-one of the most
important, and difficult
B.B.C. outside broadcasts.
This year's broadcast will be
more complicated than in any
previous year. The commentator's task has
been hitherto an almost impossible one, as
he has had to identify the horses over the
whole course from his post in the grand
stand. This year two commentators will
take part, one in the grand stand and one
at the canal turn. The two accounts will be
dovetailed to form a continuous narrative
and to ensure a definitely accurate
account of the steeplechase. Tricky
work ahead for the men at the
"fader" controls !

The New " London "-While
in Portland Place one night recently
(writes an AMATEUR WIRELESS
correspondent), I made a point of
seeing what progress was being
made with the new London B.B.C.
headquarters. Workmen were busy
completing the retaining walls and
foundations under the glare of huge
electric "spot -lights," giant con-
veyors swung tons of earth and
gravel over their heads, and the
general scene was one of intense
business. It won't be long now
before the erection of the super-
structure is started. An interesting
feature has been the encasing of a

Here is that " station with the long name "-KOnigswusterhausen-
which is heard so well in this country just now. (Inset) a map showing

the station's location.

large brick sewer over a century old, at a
depth of 5o ft. below the ground level. As
this sewer is liable to a surcharge of 25 ft.,
the task of carrying out the necessary
operations with safety has provided an
interesting engineering problem.

These " Human Wireless Sets "-
What do you think of the idea put forward

Dc&5colcc1c7)t)c)c,:cal2(471c..cic:7)c)c47.,c,2,1ce7)0
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recently by a national daily
paper, that some people can
"hear" wireless music going
on in the air? "Is it possible
that there are people who,
owing to some special con-
formation of the brain, are
natural wireless receivers? Is
it possible, too, that there are
people confined in asylums
merely because they have this
power and continually ' hear
noises' ? " These questions
were suggested to the paper in
question by Major Leonard
Avery, a physician who, im-
pressed by the case of a patient
he saw in an asylum, believes
that here is a problem for
scientific inquiry. It does
sound just a little far-fetched,
eh? If it's true, the P.M.G.
should do something about

special licences !
" DX " on the High Seas!-A short

time ago, an ocean-going tug sailed from
Glasgow, bound for Victoria, Brazil, with a
heavy tow -load. A short -waver was carried,
and throughout the entire voyage of some
6,000 miles, the PCJ programme was
regularly received. A log was kept, from

which much valuable data was
collected. For the first few weeks of
the voyage, PCJ was heard regu-
larly and without fading. When the
vessel was in the equatorial zone,
reception was interfered with by
atmospherics, but when these
ceased, even daytime reception was
extraordinarily good. As time went
on, the American short -wavers,
WGY and KDKA, were tuned in.
Then it was noticed that trans-
missions came through with much
greater power after the moon had
set, although during the day -time
signals were quite satisfactory.
Sometimes the rolling of the boat
made reception a little difficult, but
even while in Victoria Harbour,
PCJ still came roaring through. A
good short-wave test I

4
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Prohibition Officials examining the bootleggers' radio station

DON'T know why you folk trouble to
read American fiction. Stories from

real life are just as ' peppy '-especially
the doings of bootleggers." So said an
American friend to me in London last week,
visiting this country to learn of the quieter
happenings in radio over here. Then he
went on to tell me of the radio exploits of
rum -runners and bootleggers, - following
recent sensational arrests in New York.

I admit that I have seen many Hollywood
films in which rum -runners and radio have
played a part. To an English audience
they seem strange, but here is a story which
I know is true.

A Clever Capture
It appears that the Prohibition officials

had been for some long time watching a
certain section of the Atlantic seaboard
from Long Island to Atlantic City-a dis-
tance, I suppose, of about Zoo miles. This
is a "hot" centre for rum -runners. You
will doubtless be aware that crime of this
description is carried out on quite an
organised basis, but it is surprising to learn
that when certain bootleggers' premises on
this strip of the coast were raided by one
hundred and thirty Federal agents it was
discovered that at one spot was a powerful
radio transmitter from which a fleet of six
armed rum -runners was directed I

My American visitor had been in close
touch with the Federal agents in this
particular raid. " It was a bit of a surprise,"
he said, "although it was known that there
were some means of communication through
which the runners could be directed as to
when to land the liquor.

"However, the bulls (the police) made
investigations, and one fine day they had the
opportunity to drop across the transmitter
itself a mile or two from Sandy Hook (a
well-known point in New Jersey); the
operator at the station was surprised, too,
when they paid their visit. They held him
up with gats (revolvers) and one of the
agents who knew how to handle a key,
carried on transmitting the messages.
Meanwhile the code was got from the

RAIDING A
RUM -RUNNERS'

RADIO STATION!
By KENNETH ULLYETT

operator and they found
:that the messages were
going out to a fleet
off Montauk Point-each
boat carrying 3,000 cases
of liquor !

" This was the real stuff,
better than you see on the
films. The Federal man

slipped into the code and after the
scheduled stuff was through he trans-
mitted instructions to the fleet which would
lead the bootlegger boats into arresting
reach of coastguard cutters. But the re-
ceiving operator at the fleet end must have
winded something, for the boats did not
float into the trap, though they were had
later.

" What does a bootleg radio outfit look
like? Well you might be surprised at the
business -like way in which everything is
done.

" The wavelength generally is between
6o and ioo metres, but I have known an
outfit in which the wavelength was 6,000
metres, and in this way they make the radio
traffic look like pucka commercial long -
wave stuff. The short waves get farther,
but are more likely to be suspected, be-
cause there is very strict supervision at

MONTAUK POINT_

Here is the coastal section mentioned

present in the States on all short and medium
waves. The bootleggers use code and not
phone (telephony) for obvious reasons.

The Amateur in Business
"One bootleg radio outfit raided, and

where the accompanying photograph was

ANOTHER FREE GIFT NEXT WEEK !
A Special Announcement is made on page 136

taken, was the home of a keen radio fan.
During the night he handled short-wave
code messages for the rum -runners; and
during the day he experimented to get

_better results ! Most of the transmitters
work on low power, and get it from the
ordinary lighting mains. '

" Once a Federal -agent raid disclosed a
rum -runners' headquarters in a sumptuous
office suite in West Forty-third Street,
New York City. Here the director of
x,000,000 -dollar syndicate gave orders
over the 'phone lines to a radio set in a
private house near the coast. Afterwards
the operator broadcast the messages to
boats standing off the coast, and then speed
boats set out from the Hook to unload
the cargo. This isn't fiction, though I
reckon it sounds like it, but is hard fact.
It seems expensive, and of course, radio
transmitters do cost a lot, but bootleg
liquor is 5o per cent. diluted and about
8o per cent. profit 1

Good Equipment
" I guess some of the big men in boot-

legging make big money. The two folk
responsible for the radio plant which was
raided at Sandy Hook are Mannie Kessler
and Morris Sweetwood, former bootleg
' kings,' and both of them have been in the
Atlanta Federal can (prison). They neither
of them know any more about radio than
how to listen to the Kiddies' Hour from
WGY., but they know the utility of radio
in directing a bootleg fleet !

" One of the best bootleg radio stations
raided by the Federal men disclosed some
good radio gear-two short-wave trans-
mitters, one using phone (telephony)
strangely enough, a two -tube short-wave
receiver, a commercial broadcast set, and
last but not least half a dozen good rifles
and a specimen selection of liquor-which
latter I suppose the operator sampled after
long sittings at the key "

How the radio bootleggers get away with
it in a country where all the wavebands are
so closely watched I can't imagine; but
judging from this story and from current
American Press cuttings which prove its
truth, radio is playing an important part
in an illegal but nevertheless large industry.

Some of the leading authorities on Ulster
folk lore and history are being approached
by the B.B.C. Belfast officials with a view
to a new dramatic series on Northern
Ireland.
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NEXT WEEK
OUR THIRD in /
FREE GIFT
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By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

A simple and cheaply constructed device which will solve the selectivity problem at all ranges from five
to fifty mils from Brookman's Park. Complete constructional details of the new " Brookman's By-pass

together with a Free Full-size Blueprint will be given next week

ma. Wuvieo

ANOTHER
FULL- SIZE

BLUEPRINT

THE ordinary tuning circuit consisting
of a coil with a condenser in parallel is

capable of selecting one station from among
a number of other stations by virtue of its
magnification. The voltages picked up on
the aerial are normally very small, and it
is only when we adjust the tuned circuit
to resonance with the particular station
to be received that the voltages become
sufficiently large to operate a valve.

Consequently, we can usually turn from
one station to another by the simple
expedient of re -tuning the circuit.

This simple device breaks down when
one is situated in. close proximity to a
powerful transmitting station. The voltage
induced is then so large that appreciable
voltage is applied to the valve even when
the circuit is not correctly tuned. We say
that this makes the tuning broad or flat,
as the particular station can be heard for
many degrees on either side of the actual
tuning point.

Methods of Obtaining Selectivity
In extreme cases, the actual tuning

point is difficult to define, and where one is
really close to such a station as Brookman's
Park, the tuning extends over the greater
part of the dial and interferes with the
reception of such powerful stations as 5GB
or the second Brookman's Park transmission.
Clearly, our simple tuning system has
entirely broken down, and it is necessary to
devise methods of restoring the balance of
affairs to something comparable with the
normal condition.

Fortunately, this does not mean a con-
siderable alteration to one's receiver. An
additional tuned circuit can be made to
provide the necessary results. One method
is to arrange this to tune to the required
staticn, thereby obtaining a double -selecting
process. This arrangement is known as a
coupled circuit, but has the disadvantage
that both circuits need to be tuned all the
time. The alternative is to adjust the

additional tuned circuit to absorb or cut
out the interfering station, either totally or
partially, and this method has the important
advantage that it only needs to be adjusted
once. The tuning of the receiver proper is
then carried out in exactly the same
manner as usual, but, due to the presence
of the additional tuned circuit, the inter-
ference from London (or whatever the local
station may be) is greatly minimised.

We have really devised a complex circuit
hich not only has a tuning point, but a so

To set To set TO

set
Three variants of the well-known series

rejector trap

a rejecting point; the reception at this
latter point being, as far as possible, nil,
irrespective of the strength of the signal
applied to the system. This is the principle
underlying the use of additional tuning
circuits, known variously as wave -traps,
filters, rejectors, etc.

From what has been said, however, it
will be clear that there are certain require-
ments which must be fulfilled by any satis-
factory device of this character. These
may be set forth briefly as follows :-

(I) The trapping action should be inde-
pendent of the tuning of the detector circuit
itself.

(2) The trapping should be discrimina-
tive. It should eliminate the undesired
stations as completely as possible without
causing a reduction of the signal strength
of near -by stations.

(3) If possible, some means of varying
the by-passing action should be provided
so that the circuit may be adjusted to give
optimum results under all conditions.

A number of tests have been carried out
at the Furzehill Laboratories, and also at
greater distances from Brookman's Park,
with various devices of this character. A
study was made of the series -rejector
type of trap as shown by the diagram.
The circuit is tuned to the frequency which
is to be rejected and the aerial is coupled
either by direct tapping, by a coupled wind-
ing, or by a capacity tap, so that the extent
to which the circuit absorbs may be con-
trolled.

The Best System
It was found difficult, however, with this

form of trap to attain the desired standard,
and attention was directed in other direc-
tions. The series -rejector type of trap just
mentioned works by introducing into the
aerial circuit a very high resistance at the
actual tuning point. A certain amount of
energy, however, will force its way through,
and there is always the pick-up on the earth
lead to be considered. Using a full-size
aerial at Elstree, it was not found possible
with a trap of this type to eliminate Brook -
man's Park unless the coupling to the aerial
was such that 5GB was seriously reduced
in strength.

Attention was turned, therefore, to other
methods, and it was found that a very satis-
factory by-pass trap could be produced with
proper precautions. This consists of a tuned
circuit arranged to by-pass the greater
portion of the energy received without
allowing it to affect the receiver. This, of
course, only applies to the frequency to
which the circuit is tuned.

A by-pass of this nature proved emin
ently satisfactory, for it was possible to
eliminate Brookman's Park, even with a
full-size aerial, with only the slightest

(Continued in third column of next page)

FREE ! FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT OF THE " BROOKIVIAN'S BY-PASS" NEXT WEEK
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Weekly Tips-Canstructional and Theoretical-by W. JAMES
Is A.C. or D.C. Better?

THOSE having a mains supply of alter-
nating current are usually considered

to be more fortunately placed as regards the
ease with which suitable high-tension for
reception is to be obtained, but those whose
supply is of direct current need not despair.

The amateur having only roo volts or
thereabouts is apt to feel the supply is of
no great value for wireless purposes. Some,
however, use the mains for charging high-
tension accumulators, and are therefore
able, with a little trouble, to maintain an
adequate, battery. But this method does
not recommend itself to all amateurs who
want to use a reasonably high voltage,
such as 400 with a current approaching
loo milliamperes.

To those who can bear the expense, I
would suggest a rotating machine of the
motor -generator or rotary transformer
class. A motor -generator is, of course, a
double machine comprising a motor wound
to suit the voltage of the supply which
drives a generator designed to provide the
necessary high voltage. It may have two
windings, one being for the filaments and
the other for the high-tension circuits, and
there is no reason why a third winding
should not be employed for the grid
circuits.

Such a machine having three commuta-
tors would be somewhat expensive, but I
remember using one seven or eight years
ago, with every satisfaction.

A rotary transformer is usually a simple
double -wound machine, the mains being
connected to one commutator and the
output being taken from the other. Suit-
able machines are readily to be obtained.
Smoothing normally presents no difficul-
ties at all and running costs are relatively
low.

The question of noise naturally arises.
There need be no fear of difficulties in this
respect, according to tests I have carried
out from time to time. Good machines
suitably fitted are quiet in operation. They
are reliable, too, and do not cost very
much to run, considering the output
obtained.

Those Switches!
It seems that switches must be used in

modern circuits for wave -range changing
and the filament circuit.

Not all switches are good ones, however.
Some are floor, flimsy things that fail after
a little service. This ought to make us
very careful of the design that we use in
our sets, for surely nothing is more annoy-
ing than a, faulty contact, particularly
when, it cannot be reached for adjustment.

I have been fortunate with the switches
used in the new Binowave coils as em-
ployed in " Everybody's 3 " and other sets.
Not a single instance of switch failure has
been brought to my notice ! The switches
used are particularly robust. They are
mounted in an easily reached position
where the contacts may be seen, and
therefore no trouble of any description
should be experienced.

A New Volume Control
Every modern set has its volume con-

trol. Sometimes it is fitted after the

A novel volume control

detector, but when there is a high -fre-
quency stage a control of some sort ought
to be provided in the high -frequency cir-
cuit, or how is one to reduce the strength
of the more powerful stations?

I have described several types at various
times, but there is one which, I think,
may be of great value in certain circum-
stances. It comprises a potentiometer
connected across the grid coil (see ac-
companying figure). The sliding contact
is taken to the grid of the H.F. amplifying
valve; therefore, the actual voltage ap-
plied between the grid and filament may
be adjusted.

A useful value is 200,000 ohms-non-
inductive, of course. I have used a Cen-
tralab with good results. This type is free

from noise in my experience, and has a
nice smooth movement.

You will notice that grid bias is included
for the H.F. valve. This is quite essential
in one form or other, although to my
surprise, it is sometimes omitted from sets.
As I have said before, the time will arrive
when an H.F. stage will always be biased,
as is an L.F. stage.

Back to the Phones
I suppose that relatively few amateurs

make a practice of listening with phones.
Someone once asked me, in all serious-

ness, " What are headphones ? " which
goes to show that in some quarters loud-
speakers only are used.

But many of us have a pair of phones.
I came across mine the other day. They
had not been used for a long time. The
diaphragms were rusty and when, out of
curiosity, I tried them, I was rather sur-
prised to hear at all. Actually, I wanted
to learn how far I had succeeded in re-
moving a hum from a mains set. This had
a filter output, but, being doubtful of the
insulation of the phones, I put in a trans-
former to make doubly sure. A shock
through the head is not very pleasant, and
it is best to be on the safe side.

" INTRODUCING THE
BROOKMAN'S BY-PASS"
(Continued from preceding page)

trace of reduction of 3GB. It was realised,
however, that for readers living farther
afield the trapping would be too severe,
and it was necessary to find some means
of varying the by-passing action.

Hitherto this had never been done with
this type of circuit, which is essentially
different in its operation from that shown
and it was only after a careful examina-
tion of the theory had been made that a
possible method suggested itself.

This method, which is ludicrously
simple, proved very satisfactory on trial.
The result is a simple and cheaply con-
structed device which will prove effective
on all ranges from five to fifty miles from
Brookmans Park. Complete constructional
details of the new " Brookman's By-pass"
and a FREE BLUEPRINT will be given next
week.
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THE dangers of indicating a certain type
of set as being the most suitable for an

individual's own particular requirements
are probably fully appreciated only by
those who receive numerous requests for
advice upon this matter.
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For many purposes a simple two -valve
set is perfectly satisfactory. A listener
living within a few miles of the London
Regional station, for instance, would be
able to rkeive clearly and with fair volume
the alternative programmes to be trans-

mitted. The set would
have to be fitted with a
decent coil and a reason-
able power valve. Run
from the mains, a two -
valve set for listening to
the local stations only, is
an attractive proposition
because of its results, re-
liability and low costs.

My own little two -valve
set has an anode -bendfL°04-

.T
0

A good three -valve circuit for quality reproduction

Personally, I realise, through experience,
some of the snags. As a result, I am careful
to point out the limitations of various
designs.

Neither do I attempt to indicate the sets
which some people want, as they have, as
yet, not been built. This is quite a serious
statement. In the future we shall have sets
with four or five tuned circuits worked by
one knob, a decent detector, and a really
good power stage and reproducer.

I know of no such sets in production at
the present time in this country, and
certainly no satisfactory design has been
published.

Many people fancy a three -valve set
having one high -frequency stage. Sets of
this type are popular just now. But they
probably represent no more than a step in
the right direction, as compared with the
older detector and two low -frequency type.
How much better the selectivity when
further high -frequency stages are added;
how much more easily the distant stations
are received and what an improvement there
is in the tone 1

detector and a power
valve with 16o volts of
high-tension. The quality
is good-anybody can use

it, and I don't expect to be called upon to
bring in foreign stations with it, because,
frankly, it is made for the local stations
only. We want good quality and not
squeals from a lot of
Continental stations.

A nice little two -valve
set used with an outdoor
aerial has a resistance -
coupled stage, but if a
good transformer were
used, the quality would
be practically as good.
A two -valve set, of good
design, and where pos-
sible mains operated,
is a really first-class
receiving equipment for
short distances, and
suitsnumerous listeners.
The loud -speaker would, of course, be of
the reed -driven cone type. No one would
normally expect to drive a moving -coil
pattern reproducer from so small a set,
although a particularly sensitive speaker
might provide enough power.

Gramophone records are sometimes
played through the medium of a pick-up and
two -valve set. Given a sensitive pick-up of
reasonably good design, and a volume
control, fair results may be expected.
Naturally, much depends upon the last
valve-its size and the amount of the high-
tension applied to it. Some two-valvers
have a pentode output valve. Used without
a tone corrector, the quality of the repro-
duction is considered by many to be too
hard and of too metallic a nature.

Personally, I do not care for the tone,
unless a filter is fitted. This must be of
suitable design, however, or speech will
sound drummy. I am no lover of pen todes,
myself, being too acutely aware of their
shortcomings as compared with ordinary
valves, and there is, of course, the question
of their price. However, some people like
pentodes because they are supposed to
provide more power and greater magnifi-
cation.

Strictly speaking, a three -valve set
should be used when a few distant stations
are required. Used in towns, a good three-
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A " four " with two H.F. valves-also recommended for quality

valve set will easily bring in a few foreign
stations worth listening to, even when the
aerial is not a good one.

A typical set, designed for good quality
of reproduction would have an H.F. stage
with a shielded or ordinary valve, an anode
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end detector, and a resi;tance-coupled
Power stage. With a set of this pattern, the
quality would be good, and if it had one- '

dial tuning, anybody could use it. Run
from the mains, it would, in many respects,
be ideal for an ordinary listener.

GetEng Selectivity
By fitting a leaky -grid detector and

reaction, the sensitivity would be improved
and a further increase in strength would
follow the inclusion of a transformer in
place of the resistance coupling. This
brings us to the popular three -valve set,
made to bring in a number of distant
stations and to provide fair quality from the
local station.

There are several patterns, all of which
are good all-round sets, although not
appealing so much to the music loyer as The
three -valve set describ.ed -above. Some
have one -knob -tuning and others two tuning
coatrois with the addition of one for
reaction.

Wavechanging
Coil changing being practically a thing

of the past, excepting when the short
wavelengths are included, the sets have
switches. Some are attached to the coils
themselves and others to the bases of the
coils. They may be ganged, but here the
reader is warned to be on the lookout for
poor mechanical arrangements. Apparent
simplicity in particular must be regarded
with care. A simple switch may be satis-
factory, or its springs may be so weak
that poor contacts result. However, there
are numerous good switches that will last
indefinitely.

Probably the shielded valve is more
easily and cheaply used for high -frequency
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work than the ordinary type. It needs no
balancing condenser and is easily arranged
to provide good magnification. Its price is
relatively high, of course, but the total cost
of a high -frequency stage is no greater than
when a three -electrode valve is used.

The coils fitted should not be too small.
No method has as yet been discovered of
making a compact coil as effective as a
larger one. Litz wire is hardly necessary,
nor great bulk, but too compact a design is
to be avoided on the score both of magni-
fication and selectivity.

Suiting the Locality
One make of three -valve set may be

much more suited to the needs of a district
than another make; it all depends upon
what the designer had in mind. I know of a
set, for example, which was primarily
designed to magnify, and it is, therefore,
well. suited to places far from broadcast
stations. It would hardly suit those living
near a station as it 'tunes very broadly.
Other sets are much more selective and not
quite so powerful and are as a consequence
better suited to the needs of listeners who
normally have no difficulty in hearing a few
strong stations. .

The importance of realising the wide
differences between sets of the same
general type should be noted. One may be
specially designed for quality of reproduc-
tion and will rec ive only a few stations,
whilst another will bring in a number and
receive the local one with fair quality.

The factor of safety is, naturally, much
greater in a four -valve set. With two high -
frequency stages its selectivity is almost
certain to be good, or there may be only
one H.F. stage and two low -frequency,
when the volume may be greater.
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Two good low -frequency stages at one
time used to be considered essential for
loud -speaker work, but I doubt whether
they are really needed in these days. The
playing of gramophone records is easy
when there are two L.F. stages with plenty
of high-tension, but the mistake of expect-
ing more volume from a four -valve set than
from a three, provided with identical power
valves and high-tension supplies, should not
be made.

Distant stations will naturally be heard
at greater strength, owing tt the higher
magnification. Eta-theVolume is restricted
to that which can be dealt with by the
last valve and therefore is the same for
local signals.

Transportables
Self-contained, as distinct from portable

sets, are very popular with listeners,
particularly those working from the mains.
They are ideal, being reliable and needing
little or no maintenance. The number of
stations to be received is dependent purely
upon where, the set is used, but one may
usually rely upon having good quality of
reproduction.

This feature is, in my opinion, of the first
importance, as it is the local station that is
received for the greater part of the time.
When sensitivity is obtained at the expense
of quality, the average results are bound to
be poor, and is therefore to be avoided.

Some self-contained sets are so arranged
that an outside aerial and earth may be
fitted and will then bring in a large number
of stations clearly and well. This is,
perhaps, the most desirable type of set-
plenty of stations, easily tuned, run from
the mains, and good quality of reproduc-
tion.

How Thrilling !
IF I called once up the stairs, I called a

dozen times, and always the same
response :-

"I'm coming 1"
The concert was due to begin at 7.3o, and

twenty minutes walk lay before us.
Seven o'clock chimed.
Still Marion kept moving about her

room. Upstairs, drawers and cupboards
were being banged hurriedly. Evidently
she was making sure that nothing was left
lying about during her absence. The burglar
scare in the Avenue a few days previously
had put her on her guard.

Feeling my patience departing, I hauled
it back with an effort and called again :

" Hang it ; it's twelve minutes past seven !
Marion, you know we shall never get there
in time I"

" I shan't be a minute, dear; we've left
later than this before Don't you remember
the London Symphony concert ?

By J. CRICHTON
" I should think I, do; you'd never have

run like you did then if you hadn't thought
it would keep you slim. We only got there
in time to hear the end of the overture, and
had all the audience gazing at us with
annoyance for disturbing them."

"Well, my new dress will do their hearts
good when they see it to -night !"

Another pause; then a door banged, and
she appeared.

" Oh ! wait a minute, dear, I've for-
gotten those pink roses I was to wear;
they're upstairs I" She quickly disappear-
ed again.

"It's raining," I called back.
"How unfortunate; hold this fur till I

get my chubby."
"Well, that'S a bit tall !"
"Don't be silly; chubbies are short."
"For goodness sake, hurry !"
"You've got the worst temper of any

man I ever met.

"None of the others have had to put up
with

At the door we stopped and listened.
Marion was shivering with fear. I could
have sworn I heard voices in the drawing
room. Imagination ! Nonsense !

Yet someone was speaking; a rough,
harsh voice said : " You're afraid, are you ?
You start out to do a job and then funk it !"

"Hold your tongue-unless you want
the weight of this." Then followed a shriek.

Picking up my heaviest stick, I rushed
in; Marion leaned against the stairs rail.
It was quite dark, but the shriek continued.
I switched on the electric light.

No sign of life, but a gentle voice an-
nounced to us that dance music would now
be relayed from 2L0 until midnight.

Marion looked at me and smiled :
"Forgive me, Jack, I forgot to switch

that thing off this afternoon rt
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CHALIAPINE
believes his ears!

Theodor Chaliapine, the great singer, says : "They tell me there
ix no orchestra inside a Yllarconiphone. But my ears contradict!
They Jay where there id- such mimic, there are musicians.. So I believe

my ears, too; for the mudic from a Marconiphone id real to me."

To hear every smallest detail of the programme, every note

in the musical scale, every inflexion of the voice - radio as it really

should be -a Marconiphone loud speaker !
Marconiphone engineers make these speakers. All the skill of thirty

years leadership in wireless is in their construction. Sir Edward Elgar,

Albert Coate..., Mischa Levitski, Peter Dawson, many other famous

musicians delight in their clear tone, their unfailingly accurate repro-

duction. Any dealer will willingly demonstrate the Marconiphone
speakers to you. If there is no dealer near you, write to The Marconi -

phone Company Limited, 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London,W.1.

Listen zvitit a

THE FIRST AND GREATEST

NAME IN WIRELESS

MARCONIPHONE
MOVING COIL SPEAKER

(Awn on VI )
The most sensitive speaker you can
buy, the Marconiphone Moving Coil.
Responding fully, evenly to all tone fre-
quencies, it gives perfect results equally
from a two- or a multi -valve receiver.
Vnits from £4.10.0. Cabinet models: for
6 -volt ,accumulator, £7; for D.C. mains,
£7.10.0; fiie A.C. mains, £12.12.0.

MODEL 60 CABINET CONE
Obtainable at the very moderate price
of £3, the Model 60 is an extremely
efficient "all-purpose" speaker. Made
on the latest lines and embodying the
Marconiphone reed -system, its tone is
outstandingly good.

A FIRST-CLASS CONE SPEAKER
. . . FOR 30/-1

The Octagon Cone is a well -established
favourite, giving excellent reproduction
from a 2- or a 5 -valve receiver. Made
in two different and pleasing designs,
it can be placed on the table or hung
from the wall.

MARCONIPHONE LOUD SPEAKER

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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TYPE 2A
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You cannot

&

4t,
afford to use any but the best

Condenser in an eliminator circuit. **1?'

HELSISY CONDENSERS
are made and guaranteed by a firm with

3o years' experience in condenser making, from
small telephone and radio condensers to Power
Condensers weighing upwards of .- z - tons.

Guaranteed working voltages ::
D.C.ypeM - - 150 volts .

Type 2A - - 35o volts D.C.
Type 3A - - 450 volts D.C.

boo volts D.C.Type 4A -
All Helsby on -r-A ensers are vacuum dried

and impregnated with a special non -
hygroscopic material which

renders them moisture
proof.

fi

If unobtainable from your dealer
write to us giving his name and

address.

e.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES_LTD
PRE5COT- LANCS.

Makers of PRESCOT and HEL5BY ,abtes

`-1-1s*vQ144

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED

FOR THE 1930

ETHER SEARCHER
-* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Guaranteed !
ALUMINIUM PANEL ALUMINIUM DRUM DRIVE

Drilled to specification CHASSIS A delightfully smoothand beautifully finished Comprising slow-motion drive, givesin two shades of brown, baseboardwhich blend one into the a reduction of 9 to I.
other and screen Clearly engraved scaleThe Drum Drive Escut- drilled and appears on a drum re-cheon is already mount- slotted to solving behind theed and finished to match
the panel. specification. escutcheon.

All the above components are packed
21together and sold at an inclusive price of

Keystone "Popular"
Midget Reaction Condenser

Easily the most popular small capacity
condenser on the market. Used exten-
sively by all contributors to radio

SquareSquare law plates. Smooth movement.
PRICE-.000i mfd. ... 4/6
Keystone Components are sold by all good

dea!ers.
Illustratei folder on request.

THE BRITISH
RADIO GRAMOPHONE CO, LTD.,
77 City Road, London, E.C.I.

ONE OR MORE

f011110
ARTHUR PREEN & CO LTD

COMPONENTS SPECIFIED
In every NOTABLE cmcuir PUBLISHED during past year.

"1930" CONDENSERS
For COMPACTNESS, EFFICIENCY and RELIABILITY UNEQUALLED

"1930" LOG (line_) CONDENSER

CONCEALED

PIGTAiL

38

SINGLE

SCREW

FRICTION

ITRAK5

vvc,Gu?

ou,,cEs

In four Capacities
.0o5
.00035
.00023

*.00015

4,6 each
* Dcub!e sp:c.na of vales
for Ultra Short-wave work.

Full Catalogue sent post free on receipt of postcard
THE FORMO CO., CROWN WORKS,

CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.2.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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A PERFECT
COMBINATION !
Team work-every part pulling its weight
-is the foundation of success in a wire- '
less set-just as much as in a tug-of-war.
The colossal success of BurTon's " Empire
3 " is due to team work.
Every part a BurTon part 25 10
-every part doing its job
to perfection-all pulling Valves, Batteries and
together-that's team work ! Royalties extra.

ALL MAINS MODEL
(self-contained)

Price of Set - - - - £11 : 5 : 0
Price of valves (Mallard A.C.) £3 : 10 : 0

(Royalties extra)

Identical in appearance to the Battery Model

EVERY PART A BURTON PART

C. F. & H. BURTON, Progress Works, Walsall, Eng.

rnattur Wutte.

T C C
acquire Sole
Selling Rights
in

FicOISTCRED TRADE MARK.

THE Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.-
the Makers of the world-famous
T.C.C. Condensers have pleasure in

announcing that they have acquired sole
selling rights in "Microfu," product of
Microfuses, Ltd.
The " Microfu " is made in various rat-
ings, from 5 milliamperes to 1,000
milliamperes, and is suitable for the
protection of valves, wireless sets,
eliminators and all instruments taking
small currents. It remains constant
and will carry a load within 80% of its
blowing point. It blows to within 10%
of its rated value and operates with the
extreme rapidity of 1/1,000 second.
The "Microfu " will now have behind it
the backing of the whole T.0 .C. organiza -
lion with its unrivalled and world-wide
reputation.

PRICES :
Cartridge : 2/ -

Complete with Holder : 2/9.
The " Microfu " is made in a w:de
range of types to blow at from 5
m/a. to 1,000 m/a. Obtainable

from all dealers.

POLICY
The T.C.C. will continue as here-
to fore their policy of manufactur-

ing Condensers only.

TELEGRAPH CONDENSER
Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road,
NORTH ACTON. W. 3 .

gN 3488

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."
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LOW FREQUENCY PURITY

Small, neat and hand-
some, but with a
straight line perform-
ance and a purity and
constancy of amplifica-
tion far above any
transformer in its price
class. Use it and
enjoy truly magnificent

magnification.

A
Obtainable in two ratios
3-1 and 6-1. Ratio 3-1
for valves with imped-
ances of 10,000-20,000
ohms. Ratio 6-1 for
valves with impedances
of 5,000-10,000 ohms.

Apply to your dealer. If he
cannot supply you, please
write at once to Dept. D.140.

111011111

" J" Type Transformer. Ratio 6 to 1.

Specified for the

Best - by - Ballot 3
IGRANIC ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., 149 Queen Victoria St., LONDON

PRICE

17F6

aGIMIC
/11M16\

\0y1 E'

Polar " Ideal"

WIDE
IFILAING RANGE

Because Polar Condensers are scientifically designed-have
accurately spaced vanes and low minimum self capacity,
they give you a definitely wider range of tuning.
There is no need to sacrifice listening to 5GB (479 metres) because
you want Brookman's Park (261 metres) transmission. The Polar
" Ideal " or Polar " No. 3 " Condenser of .0005 capacity will
tune them all in on any standard circuit receiver.
Polar Condensers give velvet smooth control, and the " Ideal " with
both fast and slow motion gives knife-edge selectivity.
Both the Polar " Ideal " and " No. 3 " will make a wonderful
difference to your range of reception.
POLAR " IDEAL" .0005, 12,6 POLAR " No. 3" .0005, 5/9

.0003, 121- .0003, 5/6

POLAR
CONDENSERS

Obtainable from all dealers. Write for Free Copy of" Polar " Catalogue (A).

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.
188-189 STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Polar Works : Mill Lane, Old Swan, Liverpool.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A. W."
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Anxious Moments
MY abode is so situated that it meets

the full force of most of the gales
that we are having just now. Twice I have
had bits of my roof removed, but-I touch
wood firmly as I write it --so far my aerial
mast has remained in position. I must say
that I had some anxious moments on
Sunday, January 12, when it bent so
much at times that it seemed as if it really
could not stand up any longer. I am
beginning to regard the outdoor aerial as
an anachronism, and I find that I am
making less and less use of mine. Probably
the regional scheme will do as much as
anything to oust the outdoor wire in favour
of the indoor. Actually, if your high -fre-
quency amplification is up to the mark,
you can get all that you want in most
places with an indoor collector, and it cer-
tainly saves trouble and anxiety during
gales and thunderstorms.

A Queer Point
There is one very queer point about the

indoor aerial that I have never seen brought
up by anyone. Suppose that you decide to
try an indoor aerial and rig one up in the
room which houses your set, you will
probably not discard the outdoor arrange-
ment before making tests. In this case it is
quite possible that you will be grievously
disappointed with the increase in the selec-
tivity produced by the indoor collector.
Tests that I have made show that so long
as the outdoor aerial is standing it may
have a very big effect upon the doings of
an indoor aerial, whether of the ordinary
or of the frame type. The outdoor system
still acts as a collector and is still shock -
excited by powerful transmissions at short
range. It thus oscillates, and these oscilla-
tions may be picked up by induction by
any indoor arrangement.

Worth Trying
Experiments show that when there is a

good -size outdoor aerial in the immediate
neighbourhood a frame may fail to exhibit
its well-known directional properties and
that a wire stretched round' a room near
the ceiling can fail to give the selectivity
necessary for cutting out a powerful station
or for separating two high -power trans-
missions at short range. Anyone who
wishes to make the experiment can very
easily do so by putting up an indoor col-
lector, and seeing over how many degrees
of the condenser dials the local station
comes in, first, with the outdoor aerial in
position and, secondly, with its wires
lowered right down to the ground. In the
majority of cases it will be found that there
is a very great deal of difference between

eimm,....=mmiamom

the results when the big aerial is up and
when it is down.

That Explains
And, when you come to think of it, this

quite possibly shows why it is that one
sometimes comes across astonishing cases
of crystal reception at enormous strength.
I have definitely authenticated in -stances
of crystal reception in this country of sta-
tions such as Radio -Paris, Toulouse, Turin,
and Nurnberg. Also, I know of one man
who has quite frequently obtained weak
loud -speaker reception of his local station
(and he does not live on its doorstep) with
nothing but a crystal set. Such cases are
usually explained by saying that someone
in the neighbourhood is tuning by finding
the silent point with his set in oscillation.
Radiation thus takes place from the oscil-
lating aerial, and crystal sets in the neigh-
bourhood can pick up the station to which
it is tuned. But since, as we have seen,
even the presence of a large outdoor aerial,
which need not be tuned, can cause an
increase in signal strength in another by
induction, it seems that these phenomenal
cases of crystal reception are quite easily
understandable. In a thickly populated
area where there are many aerials close to
one another it is quite possible that a
crystal set may give a surprisingly good
account of itself.

What is the Reason?
Like a good many others, I expect, I

have been very much puzzled over the
doings of my short-wave receiving set for
the last month or two. I used to yoke it up
and sit down to the controls with the cer-
tainty of picking up heaps of European
telephonic transmissions and a good many
from countries such as Africa, Java,
Australia, and the United States. I used
to ask my friends airily whether they would
like to hear tome American broadcasting,
and when they said "Yes" I promptly
tuned in 2XAF or 2XAD on the loud-
speaker, subsequently trying to look
modest, though I did not feel it. Now I
turn to the wavelengths of stations that
were once a certainty and pick up weak
carrier waves that cannot be resolved; on
the short waves, finding stations in this
way is permissible, though no one but an
idiot fails to get the set subsequently just
short of oscillation. Idiots tune to the
silent point (between squeals) or hear
nothing at all. I began to wonder whether
something had gone wrong with the set,
only to discover, by hearing powerful C.W.
signals, that it is in thorough working
order. Sometimes I strike a fairly good
patch when I can hear something of sta-

tions that used to be good, but even then
they are far from being up to the mark.
Rapid fading is the great trouble.

Reports Wanted
Some time ago I asked whether readers

were hearing anything of the American
stations on the medium waves, and at
once received quite a crop of reports of
success. I want to ask now whether anyone
is having better luck than I am with
America, Java, and Kenya. Does anybody
find that even the nearer stations, such as
PCJ, Doerberitz, and Lyngby, are coming
in as they should? I don't think that
many of you will send me triumphant
reports, for I am afraid that those infernal
sun spots are still playing havoc with our
short-wave work.

Can You Beat This?
Believe me or not, what I write now is

the absolute cold, hard truth. A neighbour
of mine who possesses a set made some
years ago was electrified-no, perhaps I
had better say was astonished-to see the
other night a thin wisp of smoke curling
up from his receiving set. Leaping up, he
saw a small firework display going on
between two terminals. The set, I should
explain, was one of those old-fashioned
affairs with a vertical row of terminals
near the right-hand edge of the panel.
These terminals are for aerial, earth,
H.T.+ x, H.T. +2, H.T.-, etc. The pyro-
technics were occurring between earth and
H.T.4-x. He hastily pulled every plug out
of its socket in the H.T. battery, discon-
nected the accumulator, earthed the aerial,
and did everything else that one would do
in such circumstances.

The Explanation
Then, having calmed down, he began

to investigate. The earth wire comes in
through an ebonite tube let into the
window frame. Wishing to avoid joints
as far as possible, he had not made use of
a metal rod with terminals at the ends
passing through the tube,. but had brought
the earth wire itself straight in. It was
pelting with rain outside and little drops
of water were trickling down the wire on
to the earth terminal of the set. Arrived
there, they continued their trickling until
they had made a nice wet path between
this terminal and that connected to H.T.+.
With a modern set, whose terminals are
arranged in a horizontal row, such a thing
could hardly happen. Still, water is not
the kind of thing that we want to intro-
duce into the receiving set. If you bring
your wires straight through tubes it is ad-
visable to plug the ends with Chatterton's
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On Your Wavelength! (continued)  .   
compound or some similar messy stuff;
though, personally, I find it better to use
threaded rod with terminals at either end
running through the tube. The second
moral of the tale is that fuses should
always be used in the high-tension battery
leads.

The Magic Valve
Quite apart from its applications to

wireless, no one yet has any idea of what
the valve will eventually enable us to do.
It has been used already for many other
purposes. For example, a weighing machine
has been made with its aid, which will
register the distance that a half -inch steel
rod bends (it does, really) when a fly
settles upon it. It has also enabled us to
hear sounds, such as those made by insects,
which would ordinarily have been com-
pletely beyond the powers of the human
ear. I believe that the valve, though pos-
sibly not in its present form, may have still
wider and more important applications.
Take, for instance, the problems of the
telescope. The human eye has an aperture
of but a fraction of an inch; therefore, it
can collect comparatively few light waves
from a distant object, such as a planet or
a star. By means either of lenses or of
parabolic mirrors, apertures up to ioo in.
have been made, as in the great Mount
Wilson telescope. A new giant telescope
with a Zoo -in. mirror will be completed in
the near future. But can we not apply to
light waves the methods of amplification
that we now use for wireless waves? In
other words, can't we use tuned circuits
and valves in place of lenses or parabolic
mirrors ? I believe that in time to come
Something of this kind will be accomplished.
At present we could not possibly tune to
frequencies such as those of light waves
nor, owing mainly to parasitic capacities,
could we amplify these waves by means of
valves. But that we shall eventually do
so I am certain, and when that day comes
we shall begin to know something about
the universe in which we live.

Transmission Vagaries
The B.B.C. has had a perfect orgy

lately of playing about with the trans-
mission. Why on earth it does this I can-
not tell, but it is really most annoying,
not only for those who use the programmes
to listen to, but for those whose only use
for broadcast is to test their receivers.

I have cursed many a time when I have
been making some test or other to find
that the modulation has suddenly been
altered in the middle of a test and I have
had to repeat the various experiments in
order to free myself from the bewilderment
occasioned by this change. It really is
most inconsiderate after one has spent,
say, an hour taking a series of readings to
find the whole results upset because the

modulation has suddenly been altered near
the most interesting point. However, the
B.B.C., if asked kindly, will reply with
equal kindness that their principal object
is to provide amusement for the listeners,
and not- a source of high -frequency energy
for experimenters.

A Practical Test
This being so, I determined to put the

matter to the test the other day and to
discover Just how much extra amusement
was provided by the continual alteration
of the modulation. I must be an awful dud
at listening, because I obtained no pleasure
whatever, but rather the reverse.

I even went to the length of listening to
a talk; several talks, in fact, because, much
to my surprise, I found one or two of them
rather interesting. Now, from my point of
view, it causes me intense annoyance to
find that a speaker, when just getting
warmed up to his subject, suddenly bellows
forth at me some quite unimportant fact.
The engineers apparently decided that the
speaker in question was getting tired and
therefore shot up the transmission another
stage, with the result that, by contrast,
the man simply appeared to bellow in my
ear. It creates quite an unnecessary
emphasis on the wrong portion of the
speech, and I really find it quite disturbing
and annoying.

Spoilt Broadcasts
Exactly the same thing happens in

musical transmissions. I don't really know
what is happening, but the engineer in
charge apparently feels that the pianissimo
of the orchestra is sounding too soft.
Consequently he shoves up the strength
just a bit, thereby spoiling the effect. What
is even more objectionable is to find that a
really rousing climax in a piece of good
orchestral music is cut down mercilessly
because the engineer has gauged the trans-
mission incorrectly in the first place and
consequently all his needles are flickering
violently. As a matter of fact, I don't sup-
pose it would do any harm if they con-
tinued to flicker for the duration of the
climax. At any rate, it would be prefer-
able to this continual changing about.

The trouble has been very much worse
since Brookmans Park started up, and I am
wondering whether that has anything to do
with it. I wonder if anyone can enlighten
me as to the reason for this absurd inter-
ference. Of course, what we should like to
see would be a real explanation from the
engineer in charge as to why he cannot
refrain from knob -twiddling.

YOUR " WIPE OUT "
TROUBLES WIPE D
OUT ! (See page 136)

When Experts Disagree
It is comforting for ordinary folk like -

you and me to- know that even acknow-
ledged experts often fail to agree on what
seem to be fundamental points in radio.
Personally, I feel grateful to W. James for
remarking, in the Wireless Magazine (a
new issue has just been published), that
detectors are not properly understood.

He believes that quite a fair proportion '
of amateurs have only the vaguest of
notions concerning the essential points of
leaky -grid and anode -bend rectification.
His lucid and well -argued comments on '
this matter are worth reading-especially
if you are an old hand at the game
and have your own pet theories on the
subject !

By means of a little judicious wangling,
your Thermion managed to " win" a copy
of the February Wireless Magazine several
days before its official publication. I do
not think that I shall be letting the juice
out of the battery if I mention also that
Captain H. J. Round makes some pertinent
comments on the crop of high -power broad-
casting stations promised for 193o.

A Television Sceptic
Youth and age combined to make a very

happy gathering at the recent Schoolboys'
Exhibition, and, as usual, some of the
questions asked and remarks passed were
full of unconscious humour. The Baird
Company were running television demon-
strations continuously from ro a.m. until
9 p.m., and thousands of people availed
themselves of the opportunity to see the
results of this new science for the first time.
In addition, many were actually televised
themselves. Apparently there was a need
for proving that the transmissions were
nothing in the nature of a conjuring trick,
for in the course of conversation with one
of the engineers I learnt that one lady
vowed it was spiritualism !

On another occasion a party of youths
passed round with the queue and had their
look into the Baird " Televisor " receiver.
One of them was asked what he thought of
it and said : " It's no good, Mister, you can-
not kid me. That's the face of a real man
you have got there, I saw his boots poking
out under the table !" Although it was
pointed out that this was an assistant
making an adjustment in the rear, the
youth was still sceptical. He was therefore
asked to accept a ticket which would
enable him to visit the transmitting appar-
atus, and actually be televised himself. HiS
friends could then say whether they recog-
nised him at the receiving end. He thought
for a moment and then replied : " No,
thank you. You have fooled me once, so I
am not going to give you a second chance
to do the same thing."

THERMION.
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ATOPIALD
Fundamental Principles : : Special Points of Design

Main Principles
IN the design of a gramophone pick-up
.1 the problem to be faced is to produce a
device which will transform, by some means
or other, the side -to -side movement of a
needle in following the sound track of a
gramophone record into audio -frequency -
current pulsations which are capable-after
suitable amplification-of driving a loud -

action is the reverse of that taking place in
a telephone receiver. In this piece of
apparatus low -frequency currents flowing
in a coil wound on soft -iron pole pieces of a
magnet cause an iron diaphragm placed
near the magnet to be displaced by varia-
tions in these currents. The movements of a
diaphragm thus set up start pulsations in
the air which by vibrating the drum of

DAMPING

ARMATURE

NEEDLE./

COILS.

POLE PIECES
Schematic diagram of moving -iron armature pick-up. Note the change in the number of lines of

force when the armature is moved

speaker. This sounds rather a long and
involved definition, but briefly what we
have to do is to design a piece of apparatus
which, instead of giving out ripples in a
column of air, i.e., sound waves, as an
ordinary gramophone sound -box does, gives
out ripples in a current of electricity.

Actually, at the moment, only one type
of pick-up is in common use. That is the
moving -iron armature pick-up. Many
ingenious systems have been devised and
even patented, but none of them has been
very successful and, with the exception of
relatively minor modifications, all the well-
known makes of pick-ups have the same
fundamental operating principle. Other
possible types of pick-ups which have been
proposed from time to time are carbon
microphone, moving -coil, condenser and
condenser -operated local oscillator, piezo-
crystal and hot wire. In the gramophone
pick-up as we know it to -day the principle
employed is electro-magnetic, the vibration
of a mass of iron in the field of a magnet
which has coils of wire wound on its pole
pieces, producing electric currents in these
coils. It is interesting to note that this

your ear are heard as ordinary sounds.

Component Parts of a Pick-up
A pick-up consists essentially of a magnet,

an iron armature which takes a gramophone
needle, coils wound on pole pieces of the
magnet, and a spring to act as
a restoring force to bring the
armature back to its initial
position. In at least two well-
known makes of pick-up the
armature is the gramophone
needle itself, but the principle
remains the same. In fol-
lowing the sound track of a
record, the needle is deflected
from side to side and in changing
its position also changes the air
gap between the armature and
the pick-up pole pieces.

Although the majority of
amateur radio experimenters
know what an electric circuit
is and have a working knowledge of its
most important features and limitations,
few seem to be as familiar with magnetic
circuits. Magnetic lines of force have cir-

cuits as well defined and almost as definite
as those of electric currents. In magnetism
leakage of lines of force nearly always takes
place, and calculations are not quite so
exact as those of current electricity. The
various effects which are brought into play
in magnetic phenomena are explained most
readily by Faraday's conception that
imaginary lines start from one pole of a

magnet and finish on the other.
These lines stretch through air and
their approximate directions can
readily be traced by observing how
a small compass needle sets itself
when placed near the magnet. If a
piece of iron, particularly soft iron
or even better, the special alloy
called stalloy, is placed near the
magnet, all the lines of force in the
neighbourhood of this piece of iron
try to crowd into it and the actual
number of lines of force is increased
many thousand times.

Concentration of Field
Soft iron is a good conductor of these

hypothetical lines of force. It will be
understood that since there is such an
enormous difference between the be-
haviour of these lines in air and their
behaviour in iron, the slightest change in

A suitable pick-up
arm is practically
essential for good
results. Our photo-
graph shows the

Limit

position of the armature will materially
affect the number of lines of force in the
magnetic circuit, formed by North pole of

(Continued at foot of next page)
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STILL ANOTHER FREE BLUEPRINT NEXT WEEK!

"THE BROOKMAN'S BY-PASS "
THE IDEA.-Radio develop-

ment is ripe for a new word-
the By -Pass. Ether conditions
and road conditions are not
dissimilar at the present time
-there is too much traffic in
each case. We build by-pass
roads to relieve a town of
unwanted traffic and to facili-
tate the circulation of the
local traffic. In a word, we
by-pass the unwanted and
welcome the wanted. That
is the idea, applied to ether
conditions, of the " Brook -
man's By-pass." Powerful
transmissions,' unwanted at
the moment, are by-passed
to earth, while a weaker
transmission from a station
working on a near -by wave-
length is received and wel-
comed. " By-pass," as far as

radio is concerned, is an in-
vented word, but it is obvi-
otisly wanted.

WHAT THE " BY-PASS " IS.
-The " By-pass " comprises
a special arrangement of
tuning condenser and tapped
coil, and has been especially
developed by our Technical
Editor, Mr. J. H. Reyner.
It has just two external con-
nections : one to aerial and
one to earth. It is small,
cheap, and can be built in
from one to two hours.

WHAT THE " BY-PASS "
DoEs.-In a word, as we
have said, it by-passes un-
wanted radio traffic. More
accurately, it simply reduces
the width of waveband of,
say, the two Brookmans Park
transmissions, thereby con-

siderably sharpening the tun-
ing. Various wavetraps and
rejectors do that also, but
have the disadvantage that in
weakening the unwanted sta-
tions they also reduce the
strength of many of the
wanted stations also. There
are, for example, between the
'two Brookmans a number of
Continental stations-mostly
French and German-which
every listener reaches out for
occasionally, and the ordinary
wavetrap and rejector rather
tends to blot them out at the
same time as it wipes out the
Brookmans. This is where
Mr. Reyner's device proves
a real friend. It blots out
Brookmans, but allows the
stations on near -by wavelengths
to come in at their usual

strength. The by-passing ac-
tion is from 200 to 55o
metres and can be varied so
that either a wide or a
narrow band is effected.

THE FREE BLUEPRINT.-
This is "A.W.'s " third con-
secutive FREE GIFT in
three weeks. It measures
nearly 20 in. by 51 in. and
shows, full-size, every detail of
the " Brookmans By-pass." It
illustrates the tapped coil,
which can be wound on a
cardboard tube by anybody,
whether skilled or otherwise,
and every detail of the whole
device is perfectly clearly and
intelligently conveyed to the
home constructor.

Now, this is next week's
Free Gift-Blueprint of the

Brookrnan's By-pass"

A GADGET THAT IS REALLY WANTED!
Order "A.W." Now for Next Week

" HOW PICK-UPS WORK "
(Continued from preceding page)

magnet, iron -pole -piece, air gap, armature,
air gap iron pole -piece, South pole of magnet
(see diagram o). The lines of force thread
also the turns of wire of the coils wound on
the pole -pieces. In the changes in the air -gap
brought about by movements of the arma-
ture the number of lines of force change and
in so doing cut the turns of the coil. The
fundamental principle, upon which it may
be observed all dynamos work, is that
whenever magnetic lines of force cut a coil
a voltage is developed across the ends of the
coil and a current of electricity will flow
through the coil if its ends are joined by a
conductor.

It will be noted that the armature does
not work directly against the poles of the
horse -shoe magnet, but is placed near two
extra pieces of iron, called pole -pieces,
which are screwed on to the poles. The
purpose of these pieces of iron is to concen-
trate the field of the magnet on the arma-
ture so that small changes in its position
will produce relatively large changes in
field strength across the air -gap.

Since every movement of the armature
changes the size of the air -gap and conse-
quently the number of lines of force in the
iron circuit, a voltage will be developed in
.the pick-up coils proportional to the speed
at which the armature moves.

The force needed to move the armature
is relatively very small and the reaction

on the needle, which of course determines
the amount of record wear, should also be
very small. In addition, however, to the
load set up in moving the armature there is
a certain amount of work to be done in
order to overcome the resistance of the
damping springs.

Pick-up Damping
The armature cannot be left free to ro-

tate about its pivot for two reasons. First,
the magnet exerts quite a strong pull on the
armature, just in the same way that an
ordinary horse -shoe magnet exerts a pull
on its keeper. Secondly, if the armature is
deflected from its normal position by the
sound track it needs some restoring force to
bring it back again to its mid position.
Hence some form of springy constraint
called damping is necessary. Usually it
takes the form of rubber buffers. These
make quite a good form of damping, but are
not absolutely ideal. The output voltage is
dependent on the strength of the magnet
and if a powerful magnet is used, the mag-
netic pull to be overcome is fairly large,
with the result that the damping required
is proportionately heavy.

Damping is also made necessary in order
that the resonance (or rattle) frequency
shall be as high as possible. It is desirable
that the armature resonance should occur
outside the normal audio frequencies. In
practice it is usual by severe damping to
drive it up high-say to 4,500 cycles per
second. It would be equally satisfactory if

it could be arranged to take place below,
say, 5o cycles, except possibly that sup-
porting arm or cabinet resonance may be
more likely to occur.

In order that the voltage developed at the
output terminals of the pick-up should be
a true electrical representation of the sound-
track of the record there are several im-
portant points to be considered. First,
the needle itself must tend to follow the
track. If as a result of, say, a very large
displacement it overshoots the mark, or it
develops an independent motion due to
resonance, the output voltage, since it is a
copy of the motion of the armature, is
therefore not a copy of the track and
evidently distortion results. Also the arma-
ture and the needle together must be suffi-
ciently rigid so that the movements of the
armature follow those of the needle point.
It is also important that the strength of the
magnet, the size of air -gap and the cross-
section of the armature be proportioned so
that there is no possibility of magnetic
saturation of the armature taking place.

Types of Pick-ups in Use
Although, as stated earlier on, practically

all the well-known makes of pick-ups work
on the principle outlined in this article,
yet in practice they all have special points
of design. As may be imagined with many
considerations to affect the 'design and with
the necessity of making compromises be-
tween conflicting requirements, wide varia-
tions are possible.
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MOST listeners in the London area
have now settled down to the

new conditions caused by the move
of 2L0 from the neighbourhood of
Oxford Circus to Brookmans Park
in the northern suburbs.

Whilst it cannot be denied that
the new station has won the approval
of the majority of those affected by
the change, there are still under-
currents of hostile criticism. The
objections come principally from
two particular quarters.

In the first place there are the
listeners who live so close to the
transmitter that they cannot tune
it out, and so find themselves shut
off from any kind of alternative pro-
gramme. In the second place many
listeners living in the more central
London area, especially those who
depend upon crystal sets, find that
they get weaker signals from the new
2L0 than they did from the old.
Gainers and Losers

Listeners who for either reason
find themselves worse off under the
new regime, are not greatly consoled
by the fact that the normal range for
crystal reception is now double
what it used to be. They rightly point
out that the advantages of high-
powered transmission are all in favour of the
rural districts, whilst the disadvantages fall
heavily upon the densely populated Lon-
don area.

On the other hand, if the transmitting
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Fig. 1. Circle of equal signals

aerial had been left where it was near
Oxford Circus, and the power output
increased to its present value, the net
result would have been much more trouble-
some to all concerned.

Under present conditions, it is only
crystal listeners inside a comparatively
small area who are permanently worse off.
In every case it is possible to restore the
status quo either by installing a better
aerial or by changing over to a simple

By MORTON BARR

valve set. What cannot be done inside this
area is to pick up the same signal strength
as before from any old kind of aerial such
as a piano frame or bedstead, or from bits of
wire strung up here and there. With a decent
aerial, in fact, it is possible to.get good
crystal strength anywhere within a radius
of forty miles from Brookmans Park.
Alternative Programmes

In the case of the second class of sufferers
-those who find themselves shut off from
an alternative programme-their grievance
will to some extent be automatically
remedied as soon as
the twin transmitter
" Mrs. 2L0 " comes on
the ether with a
separate programme.
Should they still yearn
after Continental or
other distant trans.
missions (and there
are times when most
reasonable folk do)
they will have to in
stall a really selective
valve set, with at least
one stage of screen -grid
H.F. amplification or
add some efficient type
of wavetrap.

The first may seem
an expensive remeth ,
but it is the best at
present in sight. Mean
while it is some con-
solation to reflect that
it would have been

to a
area.

forced upon practically all London -
listeners had the high-powered trans-
mitter been left where it was, instead.

...of, -being moved to Btbokmans Park.

Future " Regional " Changes
It must be borne in -mind that the

opening of the new 2L0 station is
merely one more stage in the full
development of the new Regional
Scheme. The opening of Daventry
5XX and 5GB was the first step.
The second will be completed when
the twin transmitter at Brookmans
Park is brought into play. Mean-
while the Northern transmitter at
Moorside Edge near Huddersfield,
together with the Scottish and West
Country stations, are still on the
horizon.

The situation now being faced by
our London readers is, therefore,
only typical of what broadcast
listeners in other parts of the
country must expect to meet when
their turn comes to change over
from the local or relay station co a
more or less distant high-powered
twin transmitter under the regional
scheme.

It may therefore be helpful to see
exactly how it is that the change-
over to Brookmans Park has led
poorer service over a certain definite

Effect of Increased Power at Same
Distance

In the first place the new transmitter is
rated at 3o -kilowatts as compared with
2 -kilowatts from the old LO aerial. Now,
a fifteen -fold increase in power means an
aerial current increased by the square root
of that number. In other words, the aerial
current is practically quadrupled.

It is known that the field. strength
(measured in milli -volts per metre height of

Fig. 2. Map of London showing area of decreased signal strength
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" RECEPTION FROM BROQKMANS PARK" (Ccntinued from preceding page)

aerial) at a distant point is directly pro-
portional to the aerial current. So that if
the higher power had been applied directly
to the Oxford Street aerial, a listener at any
given point would have had his signal
strength increased four -fold.

But the transmitting aerial at Brookmans
Park is greatly superior in many ways to
the original 2L0 aerial. It is of greater
effective height, and is located in open
country instead of being in a neighbourhood
crowded with high buildings. On this account
it is reasonable to take the effective field
strength of the new as' , at a given dis-
tance, to be about -five times instead of four
times that received at the same distance
from the old aerial.

Effect of the Same Power at Different
Distances

This comparison of field strengths only

SCALE

Fig. 3. Circle of equal signals based on
field strength

15 MILES

applies to a given range. In order to estimate
how the field strength falls off as the range
increases, it is necessary to apply another
rule, which has been found to hold good
for distances up to about 5o miles. This
rule states that the field  strength falls off
according to the Ith power of the distance.
Taking the ratio between the field strengths
of the new and old transmitters to be five
to one, and applying this rule, we find that
the new transmitter gives the same field
strength as the old at a point three times
as far distant.

In order to make this clear, consider the
diagram of Fig. r. At a point PI on the
straight line between Brookmans. Park (a)
and Oxford Circus (A), a listener would be
equally well off (whether he was listening to
the old 2L0 or the new) providing the
distance PIB is three times PIA. Similarly,

there will be another point P2 on the far
side of Oxfor4 Circus, along the same
straight line, such that the distance P2B is
three times the distance P2A. Here again a
listener would neither lose nor gain in
signal strength as the result of the change-
over.

Now, if the distance between points P/
and P2 is bisected at c and a circle drawn
from this centre with PI P2 as diameter,
it can be shown geometrically that at every
point (such as P) on the circumference of
that circle, the distance PB will always be
equal to three times the distance PA.

In other words, the circle defines the
position of all listeners who should receive
exactly the same signal strength from
Brookmans Park as they did from Oxford
Circus. Outside the circle, the field strength
from Brookmans Perk is greater than that
formerly supplied from Oxford Circus. In-
side the circle the present field strength is
less than it used to be.
Not Well Defined

In actual practice, the borderline of
signal strength is not clear-cut-the shading -
off is too gradual to be appreciated at once ;
but at distances varying from a quarter to
'half a. mile on each side of the circumfertnce
of the circle, the change will makeitself felt.

Now, if the distance, from Oxford Circus
to Brookmans Park -4;.e. from A to B-is
taken as 15 miles, the distance from A to
PI will be 33/4 miles and from PI to B three
times thit or I i'i4 miles, making up the
total distance of 15 miles. Similarly P2A
is 7% and P2B is three times this distance
or 221/2 miles. The diameter of the circle
is obviously PIA + AP2 or (33/4 + 7%) .-----

1/4 miles, so that its radius is roughly
5 % miles, and its centre is situated at a
point c almost two miles (one and seven -
eighths to be exact) south of Oxford Circus.
i.e., just north of Chelsea Bridge.

If this circle is superposed on a map of
London as shown in Fig. 2 it will seem that
the area of decreased signal strength conse-
quent upon the change -over to Brookmans
Park is bounded by Highgate in the north,
by Willesden and Chiswick eastwards,
by- Wimbledon, -Norbury, and Sydenham
southwards, and then through Greenwich
and Hackney on the east, back to Highgate.

In Fig. 3 the same result has been arrived
at by a graphical method. The full-size
circles centred at Oxford Circus indicate the
field -strength of the Old transmitter at
various distances, the actual value of the
field in millivolts per metre being marked
on each circle. The dotted line circles
centred at BrOokmans Park indicate
similarly the positions at which the field
strength from the new transmtter has the
values marked on these circles.

The points at which reception from both
stations should be the same are evidently
those where the two series of circles inter-
sect. These points have been joined up,
giving a circle which agrees very' closely
with that previously arrived at by calcula-
tion.

The original 2L0 transmitter at Oxford
Circus had certain directional properties,
owing to the presence of adjacent buildings,
which had the effect of minimising radiation
along a line slightly north of east and south
of west. The result was that the distribu-
tion of field strength was slightly irregular
instead of circular.

On the other hand the transmission from
Brookmans Park is free from this defect, so
that the lines of equal field strength are
practically true circles.

In Fig. 4 the two fields have been super-
posed as in Fig. 3, but in this case the field

BROOKMANS PASh

N

SCALE 10MIA
Fig. 4. Correction for directional effect of

original 2L0 aerial

from the original 2L0 transmitter has been
corrected for directional effect, so that the
thicle-line circle corresponds more accur-
ately with the actual area of diminished
signal strength than either of the theoretical
circles shown in Figs. r and 3. This cor-
rected circle is also shown in dotted lines
in Fig. 2.

In the heart of New Guinea, three
hundred miles from the nearest white
man, an explorer is forcing his way
through the bush. He is taking with him
a special short-wave receiver with which
he tunes in the principal short -wavers. At
night-time natives cautiously creep within
hearing distance to listen with wonderment
to the "magic" music ! At Merauki, in
New Guinea, is another short -waver.

FREE with Every Copy of Next Week's "A.W." Full-size Blueprint of "Brookman's By-pass"
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley

ANYTHING by an author with so for-
bidding a name as Tchekov is usually

a warning to many listeners. If, however,
they switched off when The Proposal was
put on they missed something. It proved
to be excellent entertainment. The name-
less players entered into it with zest and
brought out the wit and subtleties of the
famous author. I felt sorry for the name-
leSs players. Do they like or approve this
anonymity, I wonder? Leaders of tin -
pot dance bands are able to publicise
themselves every five minutes-but per-
haps the radio actor is above all this.

After a short period it seems that we
are back to the fashion of so-called revues,
with high-falutin' titles which turn out to
be mediocre or worse. The Rush Hour,
described officially as "A Tonic for the
Tired Business Man," was more a sleep -
inducer for everybody. There was a good
cast, and I wondered why they spend their
time on such poor stuff. The music was
trite and the chatter mostly inane. I de-
tected one good voice, which I had to
admire, although it was rendering a silly
song. I believe the possessor of the voice
was Foster Richardson-although it was
difficult to distinguish one person from
another in that mess of rottage.

Here's a pretty picture for you : A
darkened room; a cosy fire; arm -chair
occupied by attentive listener; from a
loud -speaker comes an appealing render-
ing of Tchaikovsky's "Pathetique Sym-
phony." It is the Scottish Orchestra
relayed from Glasgow. What a picture of
a music -lover's content ! Then, above the
soft strains of the orchestra, there come
with startling suddenness-the beastly little

s fr-54n Greenwich. Shades of Tchaikov-

I was one of the fest, to render homage
to a certain comedian nteroga §tee hen, who
emphasises his character or r by
the adjective "Stainless." Well, Stepbei-
Stainless is certainly not letting us down.
His review of 1929 had a good laugh in
every line. And, although I'm still against
studio audiences, one may sometimes dis-
tinguish genuine applause from the dud
stuff. Studio audiences always clap-no
matter what the turn is like-but if you
make a study of their noises you realise

that there are five kinds : the polite, the
friendly, the hysterical, the awe-struck,
and the genuine.

Well, during and after this particular
turn of S.S.'s I heard applause, the like of
which is seldom heard-from the studio,
at any rate. It was spontaneous, vocifer-
ous, and assuredly sincere. Stainless had
done nobly. The concluding song, which
dealt with the deeds- of the B.B.C. during
1929, was clever and original. Stainless
averred that the announcers made nine -
pence in tips ! Alas, he was merely raising
their hopes 1

Mischa Motte is clever, even though he
has a relatively small repertoire. I con-
tinue to find him amusing and mystifying.
His vocal conjuring beats the band. In an
operatic "duet" he changed rapidly and
effectively from baritone to soprano in
quite an astonishing fashion.

Harley and Barker can give sound enter-
tainment if they so wish. Their light songs
and patter pass the time away in an agree-
able manner. But when they start to sing
their trashy syncopated jingles-then I
have no patience with them. At once they
slither away to the level of certain miaow-
ing people of whom I have written so
often.

I hear murmurings of " too much Ger-

An impression of Thornley-Dodge

many " in recent transmissions. One lis-
tener, a well-known general, wants me to
criticise the recent Seiveking transmission.
Another writes : " Why so many German
songs? I have nothing against German
music, but we seem to get such a lot of
mournful stuff these days. For a whole
week Sumner Austin regaled us with
Brahms' songs, and day by day tees, grew
more dirge -like. Mr. Austin sang rather
mechanically, too. He didn't seem to take
much interest in what he was singing.
Who could, anyway, so early in the even-
ing? Such dirges should be reserved for
'the morning after.' "

The fact is, however, you must have a
" soul" to appreciate the true inner beauty
of German music and art. Those who listen
against their will to the German lieder, for
instance, are neither doing themselves nor
the composers justice. You simply must
be in the mood.

The Children's Request Week was an
inspiration and a success. I took the
trouble to get a co -census of kiddies' views
about it, and they were all thoroughly
charmed.

Oh, about a certain talk delivered by
your own critic ! At the time of. writing
I have received a number of letters from
various parts, and the talk seems to have
got over. It is extremely difficult, I find,
to get what I call helpful views from one's
friends. All they say is : " We heard every
word," "It was wonderful," and so on.

I shall still be glad to hear from readers
of AMATEUR WIRELESS Who will perhaps
enable me to judge my effort as I judge
others.

The Choral and Orchestral Union of
Glasgow concert, which was relayed from
St. Andrew's Hall, was a splendid success.
I have already paid a tribute to the
Scottish Orchestra, but must add that
their playing of the "Leonora" overture
was first-rate ;This and the next number, the
"Pathetique Symphony" are, to my mind,
two wonderful compositions which any
highbrow can learn to love, even as I have.

That happy annual, Hansel and Gretel,
becomes more popular each year. Con-
gratulations and thanks !
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1114 di73 ----
ERE are constructional

details of the " Best -by -
Ballot 3," the receiver

which forms the subject of our
Free Gift this week.

As you will know, if you read
the preliminary details given
last week, this " Best -by -Ballot 3"
is' your receiver. It is a receiver
the specification of which is based
as nearly as practical consider-
ations permit) upon the result of
a ballot run in the Christmas
Numbers. This ballot served the dual
purpose of being a simple and enjoyable
prize competition, and also of being a
valuable indication regarding readers' re-
quirements as to the best and most popular
type of set in use at present.

Thousands of entries were received,
carefully examined. and the vote taken.
And here is the receiver based on readers'
suggestions.

The salient points of this set are the

ftlfrowing : Radio or gramophone repro-
duction, with the change -over switch on the
panel and no necessity to alter any con-
nections or battery values; separate radio
and gramo-radio volume controls; dual -
range tuning, obviating the need for any
" lid -lifting " or probing about inside the
cabinet in order to change from the medium
waves to the long, and vice versa; a screen -
grid valve in the H.F. unit, combined with
most efficient tuning arrangements, results
in the tuning being really knife-edge, and
with simple operation; finally, a choke -out-
put arrangement in the anode circuit of the
power valve, which improves reproduction,
and, at the same time, insulates the wind-
ings of the speaker from the steady D.C.
current flowing into the anode circuit.

Output Arrangements
The choke output arrangement is such

that one side of the loud -speaker is con-.
nected to earth and the other through the
large fixed condenser to the power
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anode. This is a great convenience when it
is desired to have extension leads for the
loud -speaker. With this arrangement only
one extension lead is really necessary, for
the second connection can be made to any
convenient earth point; but more of this in
the operating notes.

The set is fairly large and, of course, its
specification being comprehensive, there is
a good deal of constructional work to do;
but it is all quite straightforward. As

An accompanying panel gives the com-
ponents required. In accordance with our
usual practice, the name of the maker of the
actual component used in the original
receiver is given first in each case. Follow-
ing this are, usually, one or two alternatives,
which we know from experience to have
approximately the same electrical values.

Starting Construction
Readers are quite safe in using these

BY BALLOT
explained last
week, it was
decided to
make this re-
ceiver the sub-
ject e,f the Tree
Gift of a Full-
size Blueprint, 
in order that
no reader shall
have difficulty
in construc-
tion.

A s
readerswill

know who have already taken
advantage of the " A.W. " Blue-
print Service, the preparation
of these prints, in conjunction
with the constructional material
published, forms a valuable part
of the service which AMATEUR
WIRELESS offers to its readers.
These prints are, of course, ex-
pensive to prepare, and one is
made of every receiver published,
no matter how large or small.

They are always full-size, show
all components in their exact
positions, and give all the wiring.
The charge made for them (they
can always be obtained, post free)
is reasonable and barely cover
the cost of production : 'eat in
this instance w9, life giving
with this Istne a Full-size
Billep;;:nft of the " Best-by-
t):allot 3, " so that you can start
constructional work right away

in the design of any high-class receiver.
The first constructional step is to drill the

panel, and here is the first opportunity to
use your free blueprint. The blueprint being
full-size, it can be used as a drilling tem-
plate. Attach it to the panel with a spot of
adhesive at each corner, keeping the print
perfectly flat, and then mark off the drilling
centres with a punch. Do not pencil lines
on the panel or you will get high -resistance
leaks.

job. Again, do not forget the holes at the
lower edges of the strips for the wood
screws. All the terminals can be mounted
on the strips with their lettered head* the
right way up: the terminals can be screwed
up tightly, for soldered connections should
be made to the shanks.

Mounting the Components
All the components may be mounted on

the panel-the three variable condensers,

egnattur

The other components mount-
ed also on this side of the screen
include the r-mfd. fixed con-
denser, the two valve -holders,
H.F. choke, grid condenser and
leak, Igranic L.F. transformer,
Lissen output choke, and the
2-mfd. condenser in the output
choke circuit. There is just one
small point to watch, and this is
that when mounting the H.F.
choke, if this is of the Peto-Scott
type recommended, take care

to see that when screwing it into place, the
blade of the screw -driver does not damage
the two fine wires connected to the
terminals at the top.

See that all the parts are mounted exactly
in the positions indicated. The set is fairly
large, and there is the ample spacing
necessary between components in order to
prevent interaction-or, at least, there will
be the proper spacing if you adhere
rigidly to the scheme of things here given.

BRITAIN'S MOST POPULAR RECEIVER
alternatives, but, of- course, a little modi-
fication of the component spacing and
drilling -centres may be needed, for all the
alternatives given do not, of course, have
the same fixings. It is particularly im-
portant that constructors should not
attempt to experiment with substitutes of
their own, or to use some old eomponent,
just because it happens to be at hand. A
good set can only be made.by using the best
components and the components here given
"balance" properly-an important feature

Do not forget, also, that if you are not
using a component specified, but one or
other of the alternatives, the drilling centres
may be entirely different. All the holes may
be drilled, including those for the panel -
bracket holders, and those for the wood
screws at the bottom edge of the panel.
When drilling, you must of course take the
usual precautions to keep the bit at right -
angles to the surface to be drilled.

Next, you can drill the terminal strips and
mount all the terminals This is an easy
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The " Best -by -Ballot 3 " has the BEST number of valves, the BEST circuit and all the BEST features required
for a modern set

..,_,

the Clarostat,
the 15 -ohm
rheostat, and
the two push-
pull switches.
The panel can
then be attached
to the base-
board and the
panel brackets
should be fixed
in place. Next,

y o U

c a n,
with
t

COMPONENTS
Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. (Lissen,

Becol, Trolitax, Trelleborg).
One ebonite strip, 3 in. by z in.
One terminal strip (Junit).
Baseboard, 16 in. by to in. (Cameo,

Pickett, Raymond).
Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin,

Listen, Keystone).
Two .000s-mfd. variable condensers

(Lotus, Lissen, Dubilier, Ormond,
Igranic, Burton, Polar, Formo).

.000t-mfd. reaction condenser (Lissen,
Dubilier, Ormond, Igranic).

15 -ohm rheostat (Lissen, Varley,
Sovereign, Ormond).

Volume control (Clarostat, Volustat,
Regenstat).

Two push-pull on -off switches (Lissen,
funit, Bulgin, Keystone).

Two slow-motion dials (Brownie
Lissen, Igranic, Formo, Lotus).

Two dual -range coils, typ_.c-
and Q.S.G. (Lewcos., Erady-Radio,
Wearite).

;eiders (Benjamin, W.B.,
s, Formo).

REQUIRED
.000z-mfd. fixed condenser with series

clip (Dubilier, T.C.C., Listen, Graham-
Farish, Ormond).

1-mfd. and 2-mfd. fixed condensers
(T.C.C., Dubilier, Lissen).

2-megohm grid -leak (Dubilier, Edi-
swan, Lissen, Graham-Farish).

H.F. choke (Peto-Scott, Lissen, Ready -
Radio, Bulgin, Lewcos, Tunewell,
Sovereign, Watmel).

- J -type L.F. transformer, ratio 6 to
(Igranic, Lissen, Lewcos, Varley, Lotus,
Burton).

Output choke (Lissen, Va*!:.57:13uIgin,
Formo, Wear to

Three wttluer-plugs, marked G.B.4- ,

G.13.-1, Gip -0.e/ (Belling -Lee, Eelex,
Clix).

-1I-rvelve terminals, marked : Aerial,
Earth, H.T.-1- 1, Pick-up (2), L.T.-,
L.T.+, H.T.-, 2, H.T.+ 3,
L.S.+, L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix-,
Burton, Raymond).

Partition screen, to in. by 6 in. (Ready -
Radio, Parex).

Connecting wire and thin flex (Lewcos).

aid of the blueprint, screw the
remainder of the components to
the baseboard. Screw first of all
the aluminium screen in place,
for this will serve as a guide to the
positions of the rest of the com-
ponents.

On the smaller side of the
screen is placed one valve holder
(make sure that you mount it the
correct way round, as shown on
the blueprint), and the Q.A.T.
aerial coil. This should be mount-
ed with the row of terminals 3, 4,
and 5 facing the rear edge of the
baseboard. The wave -change
switch arrangement with the
shaft and knob can then be
assembled, and the rod should
slide freely backwards and for-
wards. The samedirections apply
to the mounting of the p.S.G.
H F. coil on the other side of the
screen.

In past years there was a craze for very
wide spacing of parts, but this was before
components, such as transformers and coils,
which are always liable to interact, were so
efficiently designed as they are to -day.

Nevertheless, there is still a danger that
if one part be placed too close to another,
then some interaction or mutual reaction
effect will be set up which will manifest
itself in continual howling, or, at the least,
imperfect reproduction due to the threshold
effect of low -frequency oscillation.

The same applies to the wires, as you will
find later on, when you come to the wiring -
up stage. Interaction - between badly
spaced leads is just as likely to cause trouble
as the incorrect spacing of components, and
you should bear this in mind.

Make sure, too, that the components are
placed the right way round, as shown on the
blueprint. The valve --holders, for instance,
are components which it is easy to mount
facing the wrong way. The anode and grid
pins of the detector and power valves
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As you will know, if you read
the preliminary details given
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ations permit) upon the result of
a ballot run in the Christmas
Numbers. This ballot served the dual
purpose of being a simple and enjoyable
prize competition, and also of being a
valuable indication regarding readers' re-
quirements as to the best and most popular
type of set in use at present.

Thousands of entries were received,
carefully examined. and the vote taken.
And here is the receiver based on readers'
suggestions.

The salient points of this set are the

ftlfrowing : Radio or gramophone repro-
duction, with the change -over switch on the
panel and no necessity to alter any con-
nections or battery values; separate radio
and gramo-radio volume controls; dual -
range tuning, obviating the need for any
" lid -lifting " or probing about inside the
cabinet in order to change from the medium
waves to the long, and vice versa; a screen -
grid valve in the H.F. unit, combined with
most efficient tuning arrangements, results
in the tuning being really knife-edge, and
with simple operation; finally, a choke -out-
put arrangement in the anode circuit of the
power valve, which improves reproduction,
and, at the same time, insulates the wind-
ings of the speaker from the steady D.C.
current flowing into the anode circuit.

Output Arrangements
The choke output arrangement is such

that one side of the loud -speaker is con-.
nected to earth and the other through the
large fixed condenser to the power
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anode. This is a great convenience when it
is desired to have extension leads for the
loud -speaker. With this arrangement only
one extension lead is really necessary, for
the second connection can be made to any
convenient earth point; but more of this in
the operating notes.

The set is fairly large and, of course, its
specification being comprehensive, there is
a good deal of constructional work to do;
but it is all quite straightforward. As

An accompanying panel gives the com-
ponents required. In accordance with our
usual practice, the name of the maker of the
actual component used in the original
receiver is given first in each case. Follow-
ing this are, usually, one or two alternatives,
which we know from experience to have
approximately the same electrical values.

Starting Construction
Readers are quite safe in using these

BY BALLOT
explained last
week, it was
decided to
make this re-
ceiver the sub-
ject e,f the Tree
Gift of a Full-
size Blueprint, 
in order that
no reader shall
have difficulty
in construc-
tion.

A s
readerswill

know who have already taken
advantage of the " A.W. " Blue-
print Service, the preparation
of these prints, in conjunction
with the constructional material
published, forms a valuable part
of the service which AMATEUR
WIRELESS offers to its readers.
These prints are, of course, ex-
pensive to prepare, and one is
made of every receiver published,
no matter how large or small.

They are always full-size, show
all components in their exact
positions, and give all the wiring.
The charge made for them (they
can always be obtained, post free)
is reasonable and barely cover
the cost of production : 'eat in
this instance w9, life giving
with this Istne a Full-size
Billep;;:nft of the " Best-by-
t):allot 3, " so that you can start
constructional work right away

in the design of any high-class receiver.
The first constructional step is to drill the

panel, and here is the first opportunity to
use your free blueprint. The blueprint being
full-size, it can be used as a drilling tem-
plate. Attach it to the panel with a spot of
adhesive at each corner, keeping the print
perfectly flat, and then mark off the drilling
centres with a punch. Do not pencil lines
on the panel or you will get high -resistance
leaks.

job. Again, do not forget the holes at the
lower edges of the strips for the wood
screws. All the terminals can be mounted
on the strips with their lettered head* the
right way up: the terminals can be screwed
up tightly, for soldered connections should
be made to the shanks.

Mounting the Components
All the components may be mounted on

the panel-the three variable condensers,

egnattur

The other components mount-
ed also on this side of the screen
include the r-mfd. fixed con-
denser, the two valve -holders,
H.F. choke, grid condenser and
leak, Igranic L.F. transformer,
Lissen output choke, and the
2-mfd. condenser in the output
choke circuit. There is just one
small point to watch, and this is
that when mounting the H.F.
choke, if this is of the Peto-Scott
type recommended, take care

to see that when screwing it into place, the
blade of the screw -driver does not damage
the two fine wires connected to the
terminals at the top.

See that all the parts are mounted exactly
in the positions indicated. The set is fairly
large, and there is the ample spacing
necessary between components in order to
prevent interaction-or, at least, there will
be the proper spacing if you adhere
rigidly to the scheme of things here given.

BRITAIN'S MOST POPULAR RECEIVER
alternatives, but, of- course, a little modi-
fication of the component spacing and
drilling -centres may be needed, for all the
alternatives given do not, of course, have
the same fixings. It is particularly im-
portant that constructors should not
attempt to experiment with substitutes of
their own, or to use some old eomponent,
just because it happens to be at hand. A
good set can only be made.by using the best
components and the components here given
"balance" properly-an important feature

Do not forget, also, that if you are not
using a component specified, but one or
other of the alternatives, the drilling centres
may be entirely different. All the holes may
be drilled, including those for the panel -
bracket holders, and those for the wood
screws at the bottom edge of the panel.
When drilling, you must of course take the
usual precautions to keep the bit at right -
angles to the surface to be drilled.

Next, you can drill the terminal strips and
mount all the terminals This is an easy
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The panel can
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in place. Next,
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Ebonite panel, 16 in. by 8 in. (Lissen,

Becol, Trolitax, Trelleborg).
One ebonite strip, 3 in. by z in.
One terminal strip (Junit).
Baseboard, 16 in. by to in. (Cameo,

Pickett, Raymond).
Panel brackets (Ready -Radio, Bulgin,

Listen, Keystone).
Two .000s-mfd. variable condensers

(Lotus, Lissen, Dubilier, Ormond,
Igranic, Burton, Polar, Formo).
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15 -ohm rheostat (Lissen, Varley,
Sovereign, Ormond).
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Two slow-motion dials (Brownie
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and Q.S.G. (Lewcos., Erady-Radio,
Wearite).
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s, Formo).
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.000z-mfd. fixed condenser with series

clip (Dubilier, T.C.C., Listen, Graham-
Farish, Ormond).

1-mfd. and 2-mfd. fixed condensers
(T.C.C., Dubilier, Lissen).

2-megohm grid -leak (Dubilier, Edi-
swan, Lissen, Graham-Farish).

H.F. choke (Peto-Scott, Lissen, Ready -
Radio, Bulgin, Lewcos, Tunewell,
Sovereign, Watmel).

- J -type L.F. transformer, ratio 6 to
(Igranic, Lissen, Lewcos, Varley, Lotus,
Burton).

Output choke (Lissen, Va*!:.57:13uIgin,
Formo, Wear to

Three wttluer-plugs, marked G.B.4- ,

G.13.-1, Gip -0.e/ (Belling -Lee, Eelex,
Clix).

-1I-rvelve terminals, marked : Aerial,
Earth, H.T.-1- 1, Pick-up (2), L.T.-,
L.T.+, H.T.-, 2, H.T.+ 3,
L.S.+, L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Clix-,
Burton, Raymond).

Partition screen, to in. by 6 in. (Ready -
Radio, Parex).

Connecting wire and thin flex (Lewcos).

aid of the blueprint, screw the
remainder of the components to
the baseboard. Screw first of all
the aluminium screen in place,
for this will serve as a guide to the
positions of the rest of the com-
ponents.

On the smaller side of the
screen is placed one valve holder
(make sure that you mount it the
correct way round, as shown on
the blueprint), and the Q.A.T.
aerial coil. This should be mount-
ed with the row of terminals 3, 4,
and 5 facing the rear edge of the
baseboard. The wave -change
switch arrangement with the
shaft and knob can then be
assembled, and the rod should
slide freely backwards and for-
wards. The samedirections apply
to the mounting of the p.S.G.
H F. coil on the other side of the
screen.

In past years there was a craze for very
wide spacing of parts, but this was before
components, such as transformers and coils,
which are always liable to interact, were so
efficiently designed as they are to -day.

Nevertheless, there is still a danger that
if one part be placed too close to another,
then some interaction or mutual reaction
effect will be set up which will manifest
itself in continual howling, or, at the least,
imperfect reproduction due to the threshold
effect of low -frequency oscillation.

The same applies to the wires, as you will
find later on, when you come to the wiring -
up stage. Interaction - between badly
spaced leads is just as likely to cause trouble
as the incorrect spacing of components, and
you should bear this in mind.

Make sure, too, that the components are
placed the right way round, as shown on the
blueprint. The valve --holders, for instance,
are components which it is easy to mount
facing the wrong way. The anode and grid
pins of the detector and power valves
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Close-up of
H.F. end of set

ahnuld be in line, and the anode pins should
.fad!_.tct the left, looking at the set from the
-back.

If you acciden .....mount a holder the
wrong way round then reverse it -13d= you
attempt to wire up. For one tiling, xou will
find it difficult to trace the connection's 111,
conjunction with the blueprint, and for
another you are almost certain to find it
difficult to space the leads properly. Such
small points lead to inefficiency.

The H.F. valve holder is mounted with
the axis across the anode and grid pins at
an angle to the screen. But follow the blue-
print as far as mounting is concerned, wad
you can't go wrong.

There is one point regarding the coils
which it is opportune to mention at this
stage. Lewcos Q.S.G. and Q.A.T. coils arc
specified for use in this set, and as there is a
certain amount of difference in the internal
construction of the " Q " coil of this make
and in other makes of " Q " coil, readers may
wish to know whether other makes arc
interchangeable.

Actually this is so, and any " Q " coil can
be used in the aerial and H.F. stages. It is
the Lewcos coil, however, which is used in
the original set, and the mounting of which
is given in the blueprint.

And now that all the components are
mounted, the wiring may be started. We
recommend that this receiver be wired up
with rigid insulated wire, such as Glazite.
The extra trouble involved in baring the
ends of invlated wire of this type is well
repaid by the freedom from the possibility

BLUEPRINT
IrA.W2I7

removing
plates
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of short-circuits in the
wire. An important
point is, that when
making the earth con-
nection to the screen,
the lacquer covering
the aluminium is first
scraped away so that a
good connection results.

A short flex lead is
used from terminal 3 of
the Q.S.G. coil to the
anode of the screen -
grid valve; for conveni-
ence, a spade tag should
be soldered. to the end
of this lead. Flex leads
are also used'for making
grid bias connections.
The short lead con -
Meted to one filament
terminal of the power -
valve holder should
have a red wander
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plug attached to it; flex leads from the
" sec. i " terminal of the Igranic trans-
former and from one pick-up terminal on
the main terminal strip should have black
wander plugs attached to their ends.

The wiring should be done in the order
shown on the blueprint and, indeed, you
should rely entirely on the scheme given.
As each wire is put in place in the set, it
should be ticked off on the blueprint. This
will obviate the poSsibflity of any wire
being left out. When the whole job is ti

finished, make a thorough check. Five
minutes spent in this way may save the life
of three perfectly good valves burnt out
through an accidental short in the H.T.
circuit !

In next week's issue full operating details
will be given, so that the veriest tyro will
have no difficulty in getting good results,
both with radio and gramophone repro-
duction.

In the meantime, it may be noted that
(Continued on page 144)
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PEOPLE WHO WANT PURE POWER
TURN TO THE I SSEN

M FP

There is long life in the big cells of the Lissen Battery-there is pure current and power
perfectly preserved. Crisp speech, clear song, and music sharply defined is inevitably
your reward when you put the Lissen Battery into your set.
Steadily, silently, sustainedly, the pure D.C. current of this battery Hews. There is
never a sign of ripple in it, never a trace of hum.
Right through the longest programme-through month after month of use, the fine
quality and abundant power of this current is maintained. It is economical current
and safe current-safe for the children and all at home.
You need pure power for pure reproduction-the secret process of the Lissen Battery
gives it to you, and in no other battery do you get it.

1)ALERA.

S0
,IS

"i IT/

Next time ask firmly for a Lissen
New Process Battery and take no
other. It is obtainable in all popular
sizes at 10,000 radio dealers.

PRICES
60 volts (reads 66) 7/11

100 volt (reads 108) . 1241
120 volt .. 15/10
36 volt .. 4/6
60 volt (Super Power) 13/6

160 volt (Super Power)
9 -volt Grid Bias .. 1/8
4 -volt Pocket Battery each 5d.

(4,6 per doz.)
Single Cell Torch Battery 4d.

L I S S E N LIMITED
WORPLERic

ROAD,
ey) ISLEWORTmonton MIDDLESEXDirectorFactories also at hmond (Surr and Ed. (ManH,giang

Please Vention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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" THE ' BEST -BY -BALLOT 3 '" (continua from page 142) -

The " Best -by -Ballot 3 " ready for

two-, four- or six -volt valves may --be used.
An ordinary screen -grid valve is suitable in
the B.F. stage; a general purpose medium

testing

impedance valve is
suited to the detector
position, while the final
power valve should
have an impedance of
between 3,000 and
5,000 ohms. Further
valve details will be
given next week.

The H.T. demands of
the set are moderate.
It can be operated
from an H.T. battery

if desired, and those who wish to pur-
chase their_ battery equipment right
away should note that the following- 11.T.

batteries are recommended : Selfridge
" Key," Lissen, Ever -Ready, Siemens,
G.E.C. Magnet, Dubilier, Hellesen, Nesper,
Pertrix, Carlton, Pifco, Columbia, Ecco,
Ripaults, etc.

As is the case with all AMATEUR WIRELESS
receivers, the "Best -by -Ballot 3 " is being
shoWn this week in the Somerset Street
windows of Messrs. Selfridge & Co.
Somerset Street is parallel with Oxford
Street. London readers who can con-
veniently do so, should make a special point
of seeing this receiver, which is built up
according to what AMATEUR WIRELESS
readers themselves think a set should be
like for 1930.

DEBIT AND CREDIT
MHE drastic alterations made in the

1 time schedules of the broadcasts car-
ried -out by the B.B.C. on 261, 356, and
479 metres may affect listeners in various
ways. In some instances, possibly, it will
mean a decided loss in wireless entertain-
ment; in others, no doubt, it will give
opportunities for picking up more distant
transmissions which up to the present have
been blanketed by the local station. In

- particular will this be the case with pos-
sessors of wireless sets who dwell within
the swamping area of 5GB, and the closing
down of this station at 10.3o p.m., although
curtailing the home entertainment, should
give to many greater facilities for hearing
such stations as PTT Lyons, Langenberg,
Prague, and Oslo. It is possible that on all
nights after 5GB has signed off, the Con-
tinentals may neot be enjoying -late pro-
grammes, but generally speaking it will be
found that at least half an hour will be
vouchsafed to the searcher for an explora-
tion of-to him-an hitherto undiscovered
portion of the waveband.

With care, in London, by means of a
frame aerial, I can clearly separate Lan gen-

berg from 5GB; this is a matter of direc-
tion only, for I experience much more
difficulty in securing good reception of
Prague. As to Qslo, its strength greatly
facilitates matters, but, there are days
when, in view of my geographical position
in relation to the Norwegian capital and
Daventry, if the latter station is at its
best, my reception of the North European
entertainment is uncomfortably fitful.

DX Difficulties
There is little doubt that the placing

of two or three high -power stations in a
comparatively narrow section of the band
hampers the listener to a great extent in
holding a broadcast for a reasonable period
of time. It would seem that the set
critically tuned to cut out neighbouring
transmissions reacts at once to any waver-
ing on the part of one of the broadcasters.
The slightest deviation from the narrow
but virtuous wavelength causes trouble.
That in practice- this is the case is proved
by the fact that on Sundays, for instance,
when 5GB regularly signs off at an early
hour, Zurich can be heard excellently.

JOTTINGS FROM MY LOG
By JAY COOTE

As regards London No. 2, on 261 metres,
the future is not' so hopeful. For the
present, from all I gather when visiting
friends, the majority of them possess
portable receivers which do not allow of
any reception whatever of the programme
on the lower wavelength. On the other
hand, those listeners who possess outdoor
aerial sets find that Morayska-Ostrava,
Leipzig, and even " Horby, in sonic cases,
have disappeared in the background.

From January 21, the 5GB programme is
heard on 479 metres and 356 metres; the
London or National on 261 and 1,554
metres. This should ensure the home
entertainments, as a certainty in every
household blessed with wireless apparatus.

The question of an addition or reduction
in the foreign programmes heard will now -
entirely depend on the situation of the
listener in respect to the transmitter, but
the early closing down of 5GB should prove
a boon to some. Were this to be practised
on alternate nights with the alternate pro-
grammes, I am of opinion that it would
meet with general approval. Why not
try it ?

AERIAL " HISSES "
AFAIRLY common, though not par-

ticularly obnoxious, form of  atmos-
pheric disturbance is that heard as a low
"hiss" in the headphones. The effect,
which may last for a second or two, is
usually attributed to a silent discharge
through the receiving circuits caused by the
aerial " tapping" or draining regions of high
atmospheric potential.

As a result of recent investigations car-
ried out at a high altitude, it has been
ol?served that similar intermittent disturb-
ances occur regularly during any kind of
"precipitation" from the atmosphere, e.g.
rain, hail, or snow. It is supposed that they
are caused by adjacent masses of air at
different temperatures. Strange to say,

the hisses were heard at the same relative
intensity, whether reception took place on
an indoor frame or on an outside aerial.

M. B.

SHORT-WAVE RESULTS
ALTHOUGH signals transmitted on

wavelengths below ro metres are sub-
ject to very heavy fading-due, it is sup-
posed, to the waves passing completely at
times through the Heaviside layer-success-
ful results have recently been obtained on
the transatlantic beam service using waves
as low as 8.5 metres.

The generation of these very high -fre-
quencies presents many points of difficulty.
The ordinary metal -glass high-powered
valves are liable to be punctured in opera-

tion. Water-cooled silica tubes have,
however, been successfully used to generate
high -voltage oscillations at frequencies up
to 30,000 kilocyclps, corresponding to a
wavelength of 6 metres.

B A. R.

The inaugural meeting of the Scottish
Sub -Council for School Broadcasting marks
a further advance in this new form of educa-
tion. The sub -council, which is to work in
close touch with the Central Council in
London, is intended to provide machinery
for ensuring contact between the B.B.C.
on the one hand, and, on the other, the
Scottish Education Department, Educa-
tion Authorities, and the whole body of
teachers.
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READY

RADIO

riBEST-BY-BALLOT
AVAILABLE IN COMPLETE KITS OF PARTS

READY FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

KIT A lessand valvescabinet
PRICE LIST

of all the Correct Parts.

FA
1 5 0

8 0

1 9
2 6

n
vA
vA
rA

1 10 0 n
3 9

vA
2 6 n

s. 1.

11
4
2
7
2
5

6
6
0
6
6
0

KITB

with valves
less cabinet

KITC

with valves
and cabinet

£6 16 3

£9 1 9

£10 6 9
KIT " C " CAN BE OBTAINED ON
OUR "NO DEPOSIT" TERMS OF
TWELVE MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF

19,-.

READY RADIO IMMEDIATE
DESPATCH SERVICE

2 10

17 6
12 6 2

1 0
4 6
2 0

2 5 6 FA
1 7

VA
£10 6 9

2
red

VA

2222222222221221222222122222.22221222rivAn222221212222122n222222
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

USE THE
READY RADIO

Q COIL

1 Polished oak cabinet, 16 in. by 8 in.
by 10 in., with baseboard ...

1 Resiston panel, ebonite, 16 in. by
8 in.

2 Ebonite strips, 3 in. by 2 in. and
11 in. by 2 in. ..

2 Ready Radio panel brackets
2 Lotus variable condensers, .0005

microfarad.
1 Lissen reaction condenser, .0001 ...
1 Ormond 15 -ohm rheostat ...
1 Clarostat volume control ...
2 Push-pull on -off switches ...
2 Brownie slow-motion dials
2 Ready Radio dual -range coils-

Q.A.T. and Q.S.G.
3 Sprung valve holders ...
1 Dubilier fixed condenser, .0002

(with series clip) ...
1 T.C.C. fixed condenser, 1 micro -

farad
1 T.C.C. fixed condenser, 2 micro -

farad
1 Dubilier 2-megohm grid leak ...
1 Ready Radio H.F. choke ..
1 lgranic, type J, L.F. transformer,

6-1 . .
1 Lissen output choke
3 Belling -Lee wander plugs, G.B.-f- ,

G.B.-1 and 2
12 Belling -Lee terminals, type M

1 Ready Radio partition screen ...
1 Set valves (S.G., Det., Power) ...

20 ft. Glazite, screws and flex
LNCLUSIVE TOTAL

3 10
2 6
6 6

Any of the above parts can be supplied
separately if desired.

Telephone No.:
Hop 5555

Private Exchange.

When you buy radio parts you naturally want
them quickly. You also would be happier with
the knowledge that in the event of subsequent
difficulties you can obtain technical advice

without trouble.

TO HOME CUSTOMERS
Your goods are despatched post free in sealed
cartons or carriage paid by rail.
Note.-You can if you desire avail yourself of
the C.O.D. system.

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
All your goods are very carefully packed for

export and insured, all charges forward.

INOMMIN0""'
159, BOROUG1 HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1

QAT 15/-
QSG 15/ -

Combined
panel brackets
and battery clip per pair.

Telegrams:
Ready Hop 5555

London.

2/6
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BROADCAST ARTISTES IN PICTURE

JACK HYLTON.-Mr. Hylton made u
his first and principal band from ex -Service
musicians. He made the Kit-Kat Club famous

for its music.

GLADYS PALMER.-As a singer
would be difficult to know whether Miss Pal.
mer is best in concert, oratorio, or musical

operatic excerpts. She excels in all three.

HAROLD WILLIAMS.-Another of the
late B.N.O.C. artistes, Mr. Williams, like
many other of his fellow members, hails from

Australia. He has played many roles.

MARGARET PITCHER.-This charming
young soprano, heard at Daventry recently,
was one of the earliest of broadcasters. She
has  wide repertoire for both ballad and

classical music.

SONIA MOLDAWSKY. - The well.
known Russian violinist has given many
recitals from 2L0 and is famous for her
interpretation of the great classical concertos.

Her tone is particularly rich and vivid.

TOMMY HANDLEY.-As an entertainer
of first rank, Mr. Handley is known through.
out the country. He has also compered so
many broadcast programmes that few are

reckoned complete without him.

ALBERT DANIELS.-A well-known Bir-
mingham entertainer, Mr. Daniels has figured
prominently in many broadcast programmes.
His work is clear-cut, and he possesses the

gift for pleasing audiences.

LEILA MEGANE.-Few singers have had
wider experience than Miss Megane in many
lands and in many types of songs. As a
broadcaster she is particularly good owing to

her clarity of diction.

KENNETH ELLIS. - Another early
broadcaster, Mr. Ellis has figured also in
many a Children's Hour. He has a fine voice
and has the knack of getting it over either

footlights or ether.
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'Use a NON -SPILLABLE battery
in your home

It is so fatally easy for a few drops of acid to spill when changing over
ordinary low tension accumulators. You may already have experienced the
vexation of discovering damage to carpet or furniture on which acid has
dropped.
The C.A.V. Non -spillable accumulator contains acid-but in a jellied form.
You cannot spill it, and it does not flow so you can use it in any position.
Because of its advantages over the free -acid type of non -spillable accumulator,
its compactness, its safeness, it is the ideal battery for portable receivers. It
is also the battery to relieve you of all anxiety. Why not use one with your
home receiver ?
Out latest Radio Battery catalogue No. P. will gladly be forwarded upon
application.

We have recently introduced an entirely new range of rechargeable high
tension accumulators-built like car batteries. May we send you details?

a__M t lettSJ
/ ACTON, LONDON, W 3

All Position -Non Spillable Batteries

\,, s\,\.\\

+0bt.lool set 'Altrif
1 7,6

DOWN
For 17/6 down you can make your Set-any Set,
even a Portable-ALL-ELECTRIC with REGEN-
TONE, the most up-to-date mains equipment on
the British market, H,T, Batteries gone for ever,
and the trouble and expense of having accumulators
continually re -charged a thing of the past.
All Regentone products are guaranteed for 12 months

MODEL W.I.D.
In f ,l,. Balance in 6 monthly

down payments of 101 -
Our FREE ART BOOKLET-" Radio from the Mains"-gives
full particulars of all Regentone products, and tells you
about our easy payment system. Write for your copy to -day.

 Y CO. 21. Bartlett Blof s. Holborn Or $ a.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

HALF AMP. CHARGER
1/6 down ,.paymem.44nrofy

?e,fr,ghx,74 c
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Six -Sixty A.C. Valves
QAMPLES of the Six -Sixty five -pin A.C.
v7 valves and the five -pin pentode have
been submitted to us for test, and these
have been put through their paces on the
laboratory valve bridge. In the case of the
A.C. valve the separate heater works at
4 volts and consumes i amp. The cathode,
which is taken to the central pin, com-
pletely surrounds the heater, whilst the
grid is placed very near the cathode in
order to provide the most efficient control
over the electron flow to the grid. All the
electrodes are mounted horizontally and
supported firmly to prevent internal
vibration.

One of the samples tested is known as
SS4-G.P.A.C. and, as its nomenclature
implies, is a general-purpose valve, which
may be utilised in high -frequency neu-
tralised circuits or as a detector and a
weak -signal amplifier. Some idea of the
efficiency of this valve may be gauged by
the fact that the A.C. resistance is 14,800
ohms with an amplification factor of 34.
The mutual conductance in this case is
2.3 milliamps per volt. These results were
obtained with a negative bias of 1.5 volts
and an H.T. potential of 120 volts. This
valve is fully up to the highest standard
associated with A.C. valves.

The second sample tested, although not
actually an A.C, valve, is closely linked
with the series, since it is a five -pin pentode
whose filament will operate quite effec-
tively off 4 -volt raw A.C. Under such
conditions one may obtain full amplifica-
tion from the valve with hardly a trace of
hum. These pentodes differ from the earlier
types in that the structure of the electrodes
has been generally stiffened up in order to
overcome the original fault of unreliability.

One of the range of Six -Sixty A.C. valves

The advantage of a pentode is such that its
subsequent development is well worth the
time and expense spent on improving the
reliability.

For the A.C. resistance of this valve we
obtained a figure of 67,000 ohms with an.
amplification factor of 314. The mutual

ESTS OF APPARATUS
1 Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.1.E.E.

conductance of r.7 milliamps per volt is
commendably high. These figures were
taken with a negative grid bias of 7 volts
and a positive H.T. potential of 120 on
both anode and extra grid; the latter is
connected to the central valve pin.

These two valves make an excellent
combination when used together, and will
give surprisingly good results both as
regards quality and volume of reproduc-
tion in an all-mainS receiver.

New Wates Cabinet Speaker
DUE to the popularity of cone loud-

speakers, considerable ingenuity has
been expended on the design of suitable
actuating units. It has been found that
some types of balanced -armature unit are
excellent for giving good -quality reproduc-
tion, but it has been somewhat of a pro-
blem to obtain the requisite sensitivity
from such a unit.

Messrs. Wates have recently developed
a four -pole balanced -armature unit with
double adjustment for the reed mechanism,
and this has proved not only sensitive, but
capable of giving good reproduction with
a suitably designed cone.

New Wates
cabinet speaker

We recently tested one of the new Wales
loud -speakers which includes the four -pole
unit and a double diaphragm assembly.
These are. housed in an attractive -looking
cabinet having overall dimensions of
353/4 in. by to% in. by 13% in. high. The
cones are mounted with their apexes
touching, the outer of these having a
diameter of 33 in., whilst the other has
a diameter of 7 in.

A fairly supple material is employed for
the diaphragm, and it is intended that the
reproduction on the larger cone should
accentuate the bass frequencies, whilst the
smaller cone accentuates the treble, thus
providing a fairly uniform balance over
the audible register.

We tested the quality of this speaker on
both speech and music, and found a
volume output which compared very
favourably with our standard horn -type

speaker. The cone is slightly lower pitched
than our standard cone speaker, hut this
did not appear to detract from the quality
of reproduction which was pleasant on
both speech and music. Tested out -on a
variable -frequency constant -output oscil-
lator, there were no particular frequencies
on the audible range which were unduly
accentuated; both the treble and the bass
were well reproduced to a practical
frequency limit.

Harlie Pick-up
AGRAMOPHONE pick-up which has

recently made its appearance on the
market and which appears to be in the
front rank is the Harlie, marketed by
Harlie Bros., of Balham Road, Lower
Edmonton.

A combined pick-up and tone -arm --the Harlie

Mechanically this pick-up is of more or
less conventional form. The armature
actuated by the needle moves in between
specially shaped pole -pieces, as a result of
which the field in the gap is highly concen-
trated.

The coil surrounds the armature and as a
result of the particular shape of the field
system a relatively large gap is permissible
without serious loss of sensitivity.

This means that the needle itself has
free play, in a lateral direction, to a con-
siderable extent and can thus traverse
heavy passages on a record without serious
wear or any tendency to jump track.

From the point of view of performance
the results are equally pleasing.

There is a sharp peak at 1.,000 cycles,
followed by a cut-off. This makes for
brilliant tone, but we are inclined to think
that this peak might be reduced in inten-
sity with advantage. Otherwise the pick-
up is very close to the ideal.

An actual test on records bore out the
promise of the preliminary inspection, for
the reproduction was clear-cut and was
free from the jumbling of the instruments
which is often found in a pick-up which
otherwise has a good response.

The Harlie pick-up is obtainable either
by itself or complete with tone -arm either
with or without built-in volume control.
The price is 27s. 6d., the tone -arm being
7s. 6d. extra, or gs. 6d. with volume control.
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RffDIOGROWS
ON January 31, listeners to 5GB will

hear Mr. G. Bernard Shaw's speech at
a public meeting held by the British Drama
League at Kingsway Hall. His subject will
be the National Theatre.

The next relay from the Continent, to be
undertaken by the B.B.C. on February 3,
will consist of a concert directed by the
well-known German conductor, Dr. Felix
Weingartner.

From the Manchester station on January
26, George Robey will outline the work of
the Salford Royal Hospital for which he
will make a charity appeal.

The Roosters' Concert Party will present
a new programme on January 28 through
2L0 and 5XX; it is a series of army snap-
shots entitled "Tommy's Little Day." The
evening's vaudeville entertainment also
includes Billy Mayerl, Florence Marks,
Mischa Motte, Winnie Melville, and Derek
Oldham, with a relay from the Coliseum.

Two new " thrillers " are to be broadcast
from the Birmingham studio on February
8, namely, The Witch Wife, by Michael
Hogan and Mabel Constanduros, and The
Crossing, an original play by. Holt Marvell
and Cyril Lister.

Albert Whelan, the Australian entertainer,
will broadcast from 2L0, 5XX, and other
stations on February r.

Further visits to the Parlophone studios
are to be made by the B.B.C. artistes on
January 27 and 29, when Puccini's opera,
La Boheme, is to be broadcast on the former
date to 5GB, and on the latter to 2L0,
5XX, and other stations taking the London
programme.

According to information which has
reached Scotland from a Californian source,
a broadcast programme from Britain has
lately been received in New York, and
successfully relayed to San Francisco,
where it was clearly heard.

One shilling a year is the rent to be paid
for the fixing of aerials to trees in Enfield
Town Park, London.

At the beginning of October last there
were 2,843,569 receiving licences in
Germany.

The Catholic Radio Society and the
Netherlands Christian Radio Society in
Holland have applied for permission to erect
a number of local stations for relaying the
Huizen programmes.

Of the French provincial cities, Lille
being the one which numbers most listeners,
it has been proposed to erect in its neigh-
bourhood a 20 -kilowatt transmitter.

(More Radiograms on page 155)
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A Pioneer Radio Service revived
For over 10 years we have specialised in supplying the needs of the Amateur Constructor, and
our staff have long been expert in this particular branch of the industry. The famous PILOT
SERVICE-now re -introduced --enables you to build any of the sets described in the various
radio journals with the certainty of perfect results ; or to acquire any of the attractive range of
these sets as finished instruments, built by skilled engineers in the Peto-Scott factories.

You have our guarantee of free technical advice or assistance should you require it at any time.

PILOT KITS INCLUDE All components approved by "Am-
ateur Wireless," necessary coils,

drilled panels and requisite connecting wire, screws, etc., and free Elueprint. "A" Kits
also include the specified valves and the cabinet, whilst "B" Kits exclude these items.

"A" KITS
Cash Or 12 monthly
Price instalments of

Cash
Price

"B" KITS
Or 12 monthly
instalments of

1930 ETHER SEARCHER - £9. 3.1 16/9 £5.16.7 10/8
BEST -BY -BALLOT THREE (see this issue) £10. 9.0 19/2 £7. 3.6 13/2
BRITISH BROADCAST TWO - £5.12.8 10/4 £3. 9.8 6/4
NEW ALL -BRITAIN THREE - - £9. 7.6 17/2 £6.11.6 12/-
BROOKMANS THREE (Wireless Magazine) £10. 6.0 18/11 £6.15.6 12/3

Any parts supplied separately. Detailed lists on application.

FINISHED INSTRUMENTS. n" our
these sets are made

own factory from
selected components approved by "Amateur Wireless." They are tested on actual
broadcasting before despatch and guaranteed. All prices include valves and Royalty

and each set is housed in a handsome table model cabinet.
FREE

DEMONSTRATIONS
FREE

; INSTALLATIONS

[ash Or First And II Mtrthlr
Price Payment of Instalments of

1930 ETHER SEARCHER - £10.17.6 37/6 18/ -
BEST -BY -BALLOT THREE

(see this issue) £12. 5.0 45/- 20/ -
BRITISH BROADCAST TWO £7.10.0 20/- 13/ -
NEW ALL -BRITAIN THREE £10.17.6 37/6 18/.

Quzlifiei engineers are in attendance at all our Branches.

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.,
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1. Telephone Clerkenwell 9406-7-8
62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. Telephone: Chancery 8266
4 Manchester Street, Liverpool. Telephone : Central 2134

33 Whitelow Road, Chorlton-Cum-Hardy, manebester.
Telephone : Chorlton-Cum-Hardy 2028

si,.4iltiiirP44

Mail coupon in unsealed envelops under fcl. stamp.mose
COUPON.

Please send me your 43 -page Illustrated Catalogue, des-
cribing the 1929-30 products of all the leading makers.

NAME

ADDRESS

AM. 25 1
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TO PERFECT RADIO

In addition to their own extensive range, PETO SCOTT of:er YOU
Every Known Radio Receiver or Component on

EASY !IR%
SERVICE AFTER SALES

The following list is merely representative, and we ask you to till .n
the coupon below or send us a list of your requirements.

OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET. Cash £9, or 12 monthly
payments of 16/6 Valves included.
COSSOR 1933 THREE -VALVE KIT. Cash £8 15s., or
12 monthly payments of 16/-.
EXIDE 120 -VOLT H.T. ACCUMULATOR, Type
W.J., 2,500 m/a. In Crates. Cash £3 15s., or 12 monthly
Payments of 6/11. Type W.H., 120 volts, 5,000 m 'a. In
Crates. Cash, £4 13s., or 12 monthly payments of 8/6.
REGENTONE W.1.B. S.G. (A.C. Mains). For S.G.
and Pentode Sets. Cash 64 19s. 6d., or 12 monthly pay-
ments ot 9/2.
CELESTION C.12 LOUD -SPEAKER, in oak. Cash
£5 12s. 6d., or send only 19/4, balance in 11 monthly pay-
ments of 10/4; in Mahogany, Cash £5 17s. 6d.,, or 12
monthly naymmts of 10'9..11 =a ow= Fo.m.

SPECIAL OFFER
!Double -linen diaphragm Air Chrome speakers in oak oil
mahogany table model cabinets of handsome appearance.

IThese spealters have been specially mark for us and the)
cabinets are so designed that they ensure the utmost purity

land depth of tone from the ULTRA type K chassis which'
Iis incorporated.

SPECIAL PRICE £4 :4 0 i
for send only 7/6 and balance by 11 monthly'

instalments of 7:6.

STANDARD WET H.T. 144 -volt battery 10,000 rola
absolutely complete. Cash £4, or 12 monthly payments of
7/4. All parts for these batteries available,

PETO SCOTT CO.'
LTD.

Free Demonstrations and advice by Qualified Engineers at our
Shops :-

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I.
Telephone: Clerkenwell 9403.7-8.

62 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
Telephone: Chancery 8256

4 Manchester Street, Liverpool. Telephone: Central 2134.
33 Whitelow Road, Cborlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester.

Telephone: Chorlton-cum-liardy 2028.
Mail coupon in unsealed enedops under id. stance.

s.=
COUPON

Please wend me your 48 -page Illurtrated Catalogue, describing
the 1929-30 products of all the leading makers.

NAME

ADDRESS« ......
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"A.W." Solves your Wireless Problems
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BROADCAST TELEPHONY
Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison,

the power indicated is aerial energy.

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

GREAT BRITAIN
25.5311,75r Chelmsford

(5SW) 15.0
*200 ./500 Leeds (2LS) 0.13
'243.9 1,230 Belfast (213E) 1.0

261. 1,148 London (2) tests 30.0
*288.5 1,040 Newcastle (5NO) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Swansea (5SX) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Stoke-on-Trent

(6ST) 0.13
288.5 r,o4o Sheffield (6LF) 0.13
288.5 x,o4o Plymouth (5PY) 0.13
288.5 2,040 Liverpool (BEV) 0.13
288.5 r,o4o Hull (6KH) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Edinburgh

(2EH) 0.35
28.8.5 r,o4o Dundee (2DE) 0.13
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth

(6BM) 1.0
288.5 1,040 Bradford (2LS) 0.13

*301 995 Aberdeen (2BD) 1.0
*310 968 Cardiff (5WA) 1.0
356 842 Brookmans

Park 30.0
*377 797 Manchester

(2ZY) 1.0
*399 753 Glasgow (5SC) 1.0
*479 6z6 Daventry (5GB) 25.0

1,554 193 Daventry (5XX) 25.0
AUSTRIA

*246 1,220 Linz 0.5
*283 1,058 Innsbruck 0.5
*352 851 Graz 7.0
*453 666 Klagenfurt 0.5
*517 58/ Vienna 15.0

BELGIUM
206 1,460 Antwerp 0.4
217.1 1,382 Charlerby (LL) 0.25
244 1,229 Ghent 0.5
250.9 1,r96 Schaerbeek-

Brussels 0.25
280 1,07/ Liege 0.1
360 968 Arlon 0.3
339 887 Velthem 8.0

*509 590 Brussels 1.0

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
*263 1,139 Morayska-

Ostrava 10.0
*279 .7,076 Bratislava 12.5
*293 1,022 Kosice 2.0
*342 878 Brune (Brno) 2.4
*487 617 Prague (Praha) 5.0

DENMARK
. 281. z,067 Copenhagen

(Kjobenhavn) 0.75
1,153 26o Kalundborg 7.5

ESTHONIA
* 296 1,013 Reval (Tallinn) 0.7

FINLAND
*221 /,355 Helsingfors 0.9

`1,796 /67 Lahti 40.0
FRANCE

31.65 9,479 Radio Experi-
mental (Paris) 1.0

175 1,714 S. Quentin 0.1
214 1,400 Fecamp (Radio

Normande) 0.5
220 1,364 Beziers 0.1
238 1,260 Bordeaux (Radio

Sud-Ouest) 1.0
240 1,250 Nimes 0.25
248 1.411 0.5
255 1,175 Toulouse (PTT) 1.5
265 1,232.2 Lille (PTT) 0.7
268 1,121 Strasbourg 0.5

*272 .1,102 Rennes (PIT) 0.5

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

*286 1,049 Montpellier
(PTT) 0.2

286 r,o49 Radio Lyons ... 0.5
293 1,022 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
304 986 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
308 973 Radio Vitus ... 1.0
311 964.5 Agen 0.25

*316 gso Marseilles (PTT) 0.5
329 914 Grenoble (PTT) 0.5
331.1 995 Poste Parisien 0.5
363 828 Algiers 12.0
368 815 Radio LL (Paris) 0.5
375 803 Caen 0.5

*381 788 Radio Toulouse 8.0
416 722.3 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 2.0
447 671 Paris (Ecole

Sup. PTT) 3.0
468 640 Lyons (PTT) 5.0

1,444 207.5 Eiffel Tower 12.0
1,725 z74 Radio Paris -.12.0

GERMANY
*218 1,373 Flensburg 0.5
* 227 1,319 Cologne 4.0
*231 1,283 Munster 3.1)
*239 1,256 Niirnberg 2.0
* 246 1,220 Kiel 0.33
*246 1,220 Cassel 0.25
*253 1,184 Gleiwitz 2.0
*259 1,157 Leipzig 1.5
*270 1,112 Kaiserslautern 0.25
*276 /,085 Konigsberg 2.5
*283 1,058 Magdeburg 0.5
*283 1,058 Berlin (E.) 0.5
.283 1,0.58 Stettin 0.5
*319 ggr Dresden 0.25
*319 ggr Bremen 0.35
*325 923 Breslau 1.5
*360 833 Stuttgart 1.5
*372 8o6 Hamburg 1.5
*390 77o Frankfurt 1.5
*418 716 Berlin 1.5
*453 66z Danzig 0.25
*456 657 Aachen 0.35
* 473 635 Langenberg 13.0
*533 563 Munich 1.5
*560 536 Hanover 0.35
560 536 Augsburg 0.25
Z66 530 Freiburg 0.35

*1,635 183.5 Zeesen 30.0
2,100
2,290

/
./.3./42

Norddeich 10.0

GRAND DUCHY
223 1,346 Luxembourg

HOLLAND
31.4 9,554 Eindhoven

(PCJ) 30.0
*298 1,004 Hilversum (until

5.40 p.m. G.M.T.) 6.5
*1,071 280 Hilversum 6.5
*1,080 277.8 Scheveningen -

Haven 5.0
(from 10.30 a.m. to 5.40 -p.m. G.M.T1
01,875 z6o Huizen 6.5

HUNGARY
550 545 Budapest 20.0

ICELAND
*1,200 25o Reykjavik 16.0

(under construction)

IRISH FREE STATE
*225 1,337 Cork (IFS) 1.0
* 413 725 Dublin (2RN) 1.0

ITALY
291 r,o3o Turin (Torino) 7.0

'330.5 907.7 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
* 385 779 Genoa (Genova) 1.0

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

* 441 68o Rome (Roma)... 50.0
453 663 Bolzano (1BZ) 0.3

*501 599 Milan (Milano) 7.0

YUGOSLAVIA
308 973 Zagreb (Agram) 0.7
433 693 Belgrade 2.5
570 527 Ljubljana 2.5

LATVIA
*525 572 Riga 3.0

LITHUANIA
'1,935 155 Kovno 7.0

NORWAY
241 1,243 Rjukan 0.18

*283 1.058 Notodden .05
364 824 Bergen 1.0
387 775.2 Frederiksstad 0.7
453 662 Troms6 0.1
453 662 Aalesund 0.3
453 662 Porsgrund 0.7

* 493 608 Oslo (tests) 60.0
1,071 28o Trondhjem 1.5

(tests)
POLAND

*313 959 Cracow 0.5
* 335 896 Posen 1.2

385 779 Wilno 0.5
*408 734 Kattowitz 10.0

1,411 212.5 Warsaw 8.0

ROUMANIA
*394 761 Bucharest 12.0

RUSSIA
720 417 Moscow (PTT) 20.0
938 320 Moscow

(C.C.S.P.) 100.0
1,000 300 Leningrad 20.0
1,075 279 Tiflis 10.0
1,103 272 Moscow Popoff 40.0

*1,304 230 Kharkov 4.0
1,481 202.5 Moscow (Kona) 12.0

SPAIN
251 1,193 Almeria (EAJ18) 1.0
268 1,r2 r Barcelona

(EA J13) 10.0
314 956 Oviedo (EAI J9) 0.5

* 349 86o Barcelona
(EA J1) 8.0

* 368 815 Seville (EA J5) 1.5
403 743 San Sebastian

(EA 18) 0.5
426 703 Madrid (EAJ7) 2.0

SWEDEN
231. 1,3or Malmo 0.0

*257 1,160 liorby 111.0
270 1,112 Trollhat tan 0.43

*322 932 Goteborg 10.0
332 905 Falun 0.5

* 436 689 Stockholm 1.5
*542 554 Sundsvall 0.6
. 770 389 Ostersund 0.6

1,200 250 Boden 0.6
* 1.348 222.5 Motala 30.0

SWITZERLAND
*403 743 Berne 1.0
*451 653 Zurich 0.63
680 442 Lausanne 0.6
760 395 Geneva 0.25

1,010 297 Basle 0.23
TURKEY

1,219 246 Stamboul 5.0

All wavelengths marked with an
asterisk have been allotted according
to the Plan de Prague.

The Pick-up
for perfect
response through
all frequencies
Gets all the music realistically in its
true values. Height and tension ad-
justment saves wear and needle scratch.
Ample stocks for immediate delivery.
Write for full particulars of this and
the other Harlie Components.

Tested and approved by
"Amateur Wireless"

IMMEDIATE

N.*
DELIVERY

*.X

fti

rick -up, Tone Arm and
Volume Control .. 1 : 17 :

Without Vol. Control .. 1 : 15 :

Tone Arm with Volume
Control 9 : 6

Tone Arm o 6 : 9

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP
and TONE ARM

Harlie Bros., Dept. He, Balham Rd., Edmonton, London, N.9
113

'WIRELESS

MAGAZINE
Itto
The
Big

British
Wireless

Monthly
AtUr

1/-

Jan.

CHIEF EVENTS
OF THE WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)

28 'Vaudeville programme.
29 La Bohenze, an opera by Puccini.
3o Huntingtower, or The Adventurous Holiday of

Mr. Dickson McCunn, John Buchan's novel,
adapted for broadcasting by 'I'. P. Maley,
S.B. from Glasgow.

31 Symphony concert relayed from the Queen's
Hall.

Feb. z Running commentary on the International
Rugby football match, Scotland v. Wales,
relayed from Murrayfield, Edinburgh.

DAVENTRY EXPERIMENTAL (5G13)

Jan. 27 La Boheme, an opera by Puccini.
z8 Liverpool Philharmonic Society concert, relayed

from the Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool.
29 Vaudeville programme.
3o Royal Philharmonic Society concert.
35 Speech by Mr. Geroge Bernard Shaw, from the

British Drama League.
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SELFRIDGE'S
RADIO SECTION
High Tension Batteries
at Remarkably Low Prices

As the result of a contract for the whole surplus outfit of a
well-known British manufacturer, Selfridge's have arranged
for a continual supply of the now well-known " Key "
Batteries, at previously unknown prices. They are British
made, and exhaustive tests, in accordance with the United
States Master Specification No. 58, proved this battery equal
to many others selling at considerably higher prices.

99 volts, Price each ioS volts, Price each

8/3 8/9
Carriage on single batteries 1;'3 extra.
Orders of 10,- and over, post free

RADIO AND TELEVISION DEPT., FIRST FLOOR

"THE BEST -BY -BALLOT 3"
All components are specified by " Amateur
`wireless."

Carriage paid in England and Wales.
Radio and Television Dept., First Floor

All Radio Components on
"NO-DEPOSIT Terms

Any combinations of Radio Components (including valves and
batteries) to the value of f3 and over can be purchased on our
famous " No-Depcsit " Terms, and delivered after our
acceptance of the first of 6 equal monthly payments ; over

6, by 12 equal monthly payments.

Selfridge cr.3, Co., Oxford St., London, W.I
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

mat= Wirdesi

THE HEART OF
EVERY SET

GENERAL PURPOSE
AND POWER

SUPER POWER 7'G
SCREENED GRID 1516

PENTODE 18'6 ,Nr.'

Compare their price
-test their perform -
arms. They're cheaper
owed better voices.
Beesomicai, tool

ry them!

ASK YOUR DEALER
for Fotos Valves. IF he does NOT stock them,
ask him to get one for you, send us the re-
ceipted bill, and we will refund you the 5/6.
Don't delay-the first one gets the free valve.
CONCERTON RADIO & ELECTRICAL Co., Ltd.
256/7 Bank Chambers. 329 High Holborn, W.C.
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POPULAR
The Brownie POPULAR Transformer
is every bit as good as it looks. Its
purity of ampl fication gives vivid
clarity throughout the full musical rap=
range, while its sturdy British con-
struction ensures that it will give this
quality of reproduction not just now
and then, but always. It costs only
9,6, and does the work of trans-
formers at clauble its price.

BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (G.B.) LTD.

Nelson Street Works, London, N.W.

BROWNIEWIRELESS

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The Editor does sot necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

A Request
SIR,-Being a reader of your excellent

journal for some considerable time, I
wish to convey to you my thanks and my
appreciation for the knowledge I have
obtained from AMATEUR WIRELESS. Also,
dear sir, allow me to . comment on the
wonderful " sets " and other " radio "
apparatus you have published. Looking at
your paper from all angles, I should say
you cater for all and my only regret is I
have failed to get a certain AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS which I should very much like.
Perhaps you will ask if any reader can
supply me with the dopy of AMATEUR
WIRELESS which gave a description of how
to make a morse inker and recorder. I am
willing to pay postage, etc.

Hr NEWBY: 37 Hibbert Road,
Barrow-in-Furness.

" Everybody's 3 "
1R,---4 have recently put together the
" Everybody's 3," and am so pleased

ith it that I feel I must write and thank
you for giving us such an excellent design.
I have made up for a number of years your
principal sets, but have no hesitation in

TUNEWELL'S
LATEST --

A Double Magnet 4 -Pole
Balanced Armature Ad-

justable

SPEAKER UNIT -

OF REMARKABLE EFFICIENCY
Specially appreciated by Mains Set users. Kindles

enormous power without rattle or distortion.

PRIC E ILLUSTRATED) 22f6
Read this letter of appreciation from Winchmore Hill:
" I was persuaded to try your new Unit, and must say the
results are amazing. Without fuss or rattle it takes all my
Mains 4 set will give it, and what's more the reproduction
is perfect. Much to my surprise it worked well on an old
crystal set. That it functions so perfectly under such light
and heavy loads, I suppose, is due to the double magnets
but whatever the reason, you are to be congratulated.

DON'T HESITATE, ORDER AT ONCE
Tunewell's Differential Reaction Condenser now 3/11
available. Very efficient. Best quality. EACH

TURNER & CO
51, Station Road, New Southgate,N.11

All who prefer Quality
in Cigarettes

5 for 3d. 10 for 6d.
20 for 112d.
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;aying that this is by far the best three-
ialver you have issued to date and I am
seeping it for permanent use in place of a
four -valuer. The coils are of particularly
happy design, and although rather xpen-
-sive, are worth every bit of the money and
will be a revelation to anyone who is
interested in the apparently simple prob-
lem of switching from the medium to the
high waves and vice versa.

Stations can be brought in on this set
which will never be he4rd on the best of
straight three:valvers, owing to the highly
efficient H.F. amplification. To anyone who
wishes to build a really tip-top set for
keeps, I can recommend the "Every-
body's 3."

It has range, quality, and is a delight to
handle, besides being simple to construct,
and I shall be interested to hear what
readers from other districts have to say on
its merits. B. (Aughton).

American Reception
SIR,-Further to my letter which you

published in the issue of AMATEUR
WIRELESS dated December 28, the set and
circuit with which I have heard American
stations on several occasions on the
medium -wave band (always on the loud-
speaker) is a 1929 Cossor Melody Maker.

The high performance attained has, I
think, been assisted by much experiment-
ing and many trials.

The deviations from standard were the
substitution of a pentode valve in place of
power valve, and the use of a Pentamu
output transformer. I found some insta-
bility on the American reception, but
effected a great improvement by earthing
the case of the Cossor transformer and
the case of the Pentamu output trans-
former and also the metal cabinet of the
set.

Another factor; concerned, I believe, is
the use of large -size Oldham accumulators
for the high tension. I have fourteen sec-
tions of to volts, which, with trickle
charger in constant use, gives me a total of
15o volts.

Of course, I think the loud -speaker plays
an important part. The one I have in use
seems to be ultra sensitive, and was home -
constructed from the article in AMATEUR
WIRELESS of June 8 issue last year; it is a
Mono -cone linen diaphragm, and is the
object of great admiration by everyone
who hears it.

Lastly, my aerial has an overall length of
5o ft., and incidentally runs east to west;
Whether this last has any beneficial effect
on American reception I do not know.

P. (Reigate).

Detector Control
SIR,-With reference to your corres-

pondent who favours a rheostat in the
detector filament, I entirely agree with him
and I think that in the near future your
paper will advocate this, as you do with the
S.G. valve.

(Continued on next page)

H & B
KITS -KITS
SCREENED

GRID
THREE

DUAL
WAVE
-Easy to Operate

Perfect

Set for
Gramo-
phone

Repro-
duction

ro..17.2

Highly

Selective
To obtain perfect results you MUST build your set exactly
as the original receiver, with SPECIFIED PARTS.

Ebonite panel and strip (Trelleborgs)
1 pr. panel brackets (Bulgin)
2-Variable condensers, .0005 (Lotus) ...
1-Reaction condenser, .0001 (Lissen)
1-Rheostat, 15 ohms (Lissen)
1-Volume control (Clarostat)
2-Push-pull switches
2-Slow-motion dials (Brownie)
2-Dual-range coils (Lewcos, Wearite)
3-Valve holders (Benjamin) ...
1-.0002 fixed condenser (Dubilier)
1-.0002-mfd. with series clips

7 6
1 3
11 64 0
2 68 62 0
5 0

1 10 04 63 3
6

1-1-mfd. and 1 2-mfd. fixed condensers
(Dubilier) ..

1-3-meg. grid leak (Dubilier)
1-H.F. choke (Peto-Scott)
1-J type transformer 6-1 (Igranic)
1-Output choke (Lissen)

12-Marked terminls (Eelex)
3-Wander plugs (Belling -Lee) ..
1-Screen (Ff. & B.)
2-Rolls Glazite and flex

6 02 6
5 0
17 6
12 6

6
11

2 0
1 3

Cash Price ...£6 13 8

5 -ply Baseboard, screws, and all necessary wire sent with all kit. 3 Mullard, Cossor, or Marconi valves, 45/- extra.
Hand -polished oak cabinet, 17/6 extra. Panel and Strips supplied Ready Drilled. Set supplied ready

built, aerial tested and logged, £3 10s. Royalty Paid.
We are demonstrating this marvellous "Best -by -Ballot 3" in our showrooms for two weeks, commencing
January 25. Hours : 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. Our technical expert will be in attendance to help you on any

Radio matter and demonstrate the reason why you Must build a "Best -by -Ballot 3" receiver.
Every Cash or C.O.D. order received for this kit is definitely guaranteed to be dispatched immediately.
BEST - BY - BALLOT 3. Supplied on the H. & B. Gradual Payments System 18/- down and 10 monthly.

payments of 12/6. Kit, with Valves, 3816 down, and 10 monthly payments of 1516.

BUY THE H. & B. WAY.
NO REFERENCES.".

Cossor 1930 Battery Rit, complete with Cabinet,
Valves and full instructions. Cash price, £8 15 0,
or 16/- down and 11 monthly payments of 15/10.
Ekco A.C. Eliminator. 3.5'20, S.G., 60-120,
120/150. 10J- down and 8 monthly payments of
9/8.
Ultra Air Chrome Speakers, 14 by 14. Cash
price 52/-, or 11/- down and 4 monthly payments
of 11/-.
M.P.A. Popular Cabinet Speaker. Oak Cabinet.
Cash price 45/-, or 5/- down and 9 monthly pay-
ments of 5/-.
Dr. Nesper Trickle Charger, suitable for 2- and
4 -volt accumulators. A.C. mains. Cash price 29/6,
or 7/- down.and 5 monthly payments of 5,'-.
Phillips 1930 Cone Speaker. Cash price 50/-, or
10;- down and 8 monthly payments of 7,6.
Brown's Vee Unit and Chassis. 817 down and
4 monthly payments of 8/7.
Moving Coil Speakers. B.T.H. Junior RK Model,
Cash price £6 6 0, or 12/10 down and 9 monthly
payments of 12;10.

Carriage Paid on all orders.

IT'S EASIER. IT'S BETTER
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Celestion Model C Oak Cabinet Speaker, 10 -in.
reinforced diaphragm. Cash price £3 15 0, or 10/6
down and 7 monthly payments of 101,
Regentone Eliminators. A.C. model WIB S 'G.
1 variable 0-120 S.G., 1 variable 0-120, 1 fixed 130/
150 tappings. Cash price £4 19 6, or 10/- down
and 11 monthly payments of 9/-.
Wates Star Speaker Unit and Double Cone, with
Chassis. Cash price 48/-, or 10/- down and 4
monthly payments of 10/-.
Ormond 1930 Cone Speaker, in Oak Cabinet.
Cash price 29/6, or 81- down and 4 monthly pay-
ments of 6/-.
B.T.H. Pick-up and Tone Arm. Cash price 451-,
or 6/- down and 7 monthly payments of 6:-.
Osram 1930 Music Magnet. Complete kit, with
3 Valves and Oak Cabinet. Full instruction;
included. Cash- price £9, or £1 down and 10
monthly payments of 17;6.

We can supply anything Radio.

H. & B. RADIO CO  9
34, 36, 38 Beak Street, Regent Street,
LONDON, W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2834.
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Watt, LOW-LOSS

VARIABLE
CONDENSER

The new Lissen Variable Conden-
ser enables you to enjoy a new

.0001 mfd. cap. standard of tuning-a new sense of
5/9 smooth control-a new ease in

.0002 mu separating stations close together-
6l-ssmply because there is emColl-

denser loss, and incoming sig-
.0003 mfd. cap. tints are retained at full strength

6/-
.00635 mfd, cap, See the unmistakable rigidity of its

6/3 construction ; see the long bearing
.0005 mfd. cap. and the extended spindle for gang -

6/3 ing purposes. Notice that there is
no end pressure, no tendency tc
distortion of the vanes. The fixed
vane terminal is in a new and con-
venient position well away from the
end plates. There are feet for
baseboard mounting, or standard
ne-hole-fixing for panel mounting

LISSEN LIMITED
WORPLE ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLX.

Contained in hard insulat
el tube; heavy end caps
for direct attachment to
wires, if preferred to using
clips; wound with special
wire with large current

capacity; small self cape
city; particularly suitable
for use In H.T. circuits us
well si L.F. amplifiers
enables the high tones
(which are usually shunt-
ed and rendered inaudible

by ordinary resistances)

to be passed on to the

neat valve without loss

ohms Price ohms Price
2,500 3/6 50,000 3/6
5,000 3/6 60,000 4/-

10,000 3/6 80,000 4/-
15,000 3/6 100,000 4/6
20,000 3/6 150,000 5/6
25,000 3/6 200,000 6/6
30,000 3/6 250,000 6/6
40,000 1/1 500,000 15/-

LISSEN Resistance Base
Provided with clips for mounting
resistances. Can be mounted verti-
cally or horizontally on base- I /
board or panel. Price ...

LISSEN
LIMITED,
Worple Rd., Isleworth, !diddle.

(Continued from preceding page)
With the varying efficiency of coils,

aerials, and earths, also the position of
wiFes, surely the extra little cost of the
control in the detector is worth °while, and
after not a few years' test, I have proved
this, especially with 4- and 6 -volt valves.
On two occasions lately, when I have
changed from 2- to 4 -volt valves I have
been unable to control the reaction without
the resistance. Perhaps I, along with other
of your readers, am wrong, but the proof
of the pudding, etc., has worked out right
in our case.

Just another point. Would it not be
better to use a good rheostat as an L.T.
switch, and so heat and cool the valves
gradually?

A. C. F. (Wellingboro).

" Q " Coils
SIR,-I must congratulate AMATEUR

WIRELESS and Mr. J. H. Reyner for
good coils and sets : the " Q " series. I use
an indoor aerial, situated about one mile
from the 5NO aerial. As I write this letter,
Vienna is being reproduced from the loud-
speaker very clearly. I am at present using
the old type " Q.A." and " Q.S.P." coils in
a "Q4" combination, with 50,00o -ohms
resistance, and 2-microfarad condenser
across the H.T. The third valve is in a
Dubilier combined resistance -capacity unit,
with valve holder. Valves are Mullard
i-volters. I have logged about fifty
stations at reasonable strength, both
medium and long bands; and, after the
local has closed down, they come rolling in
one after the other. Being so close to New-
castle's aerial, he occupies a good portion
of the dial, but, from about oo degrees
onwards to 18o degrees, the other trans-
missions are,easily separated. Brookmans
Park on 356 metres is easily picked up
separate from Graz and Stuttgart, as are
Hamburg from Manchester, and Langen-
berg, Daventry 5GB, and Prague. So you
will see there is something to "crack"
about. I think we up here must thank the
B.B.C. for its regional scheme, at present, as
it gives us some of the plums that have
hitherto been mainly for the southerners.

B. (Newcastle -on -Tyne).

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Che4-ues
should be made payable to "Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or 'The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 53-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

1/.Worple

ost4w5 PI N

VALVE HOLDER
The latest in
valve - holder
design and
construction.
Recent valve
developments
call for 5 -pin
valves, and
this tendency
w i II without
doubt be ex-
tended. Save
expense by
fitting 5 - p i n
holders now.

Exceptionally strong, with springs
entirely independent and cannot short-
circuit. A glove -like fit to any stand-
ard valve, with positive terminal
connection to valve pins.
PRICE, BROWN MOULDED CASE

Lissen Resistance Capacity Coupling Unit
embodies a .oe Lissen Fixed Condenser,
which is leak proof and unvarying in
capacity and which delivers all its stored -
up energy. There is therefore no loss of
volume, no loss of purity. The Lissen
Fixed Resistances are silent; they never
vary, no matter what the current load.
Values incorporated have been selected

as the most suitable
for general use, but
the resistances are
easily inter -change-
able. May be mount-
ed upright or
flat.

PRICE qi

LISSEN
FIXED

CONDENSER

Leak-prooLaccur-
ate. Deliver all
their stored - up

energy.

.0001 to .001 1/-

.002 to .006 1/6
.01 2/ -

LISSEN LTD.
Road, Isleworth, Middlesex
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COMPLETE
ASSEMBLY
with which you get
the nearest possible
approach to moving -
coil tone and fine full
volume without
chatter. Ready for use
or to mount in a
cabinet.
PRICE

Cast aluminium Chassis.
Price ... 7/6
13 in. Cone, 2/6

D.C. MODEL "A" 110-
250 v. Cash price 27/6, or
5/- down and 5 monthly
payments of 5/6.
D.C. MODEL "B" 110-
250 v. Cash price 39/6, or
5/- down and 8 monthly
payments of 5/..
A.C. MODEL "A" 100- A.C. MODEL "B" 100-
110, 200-210, 220-230 240- 110, 200-210, 220-230, 240-
250 v. Cash price 60/-, or 250 v. Cash price 75/-, or
5/- down and 10 monthly 5/. down and 10 monthly
payments of 6/6. Payments of 8f-.

You can build any type of
cone loud -speaker with the
Lissen Four Pole Adjustable
Balanced Armature Unit ;
you can use it with a big
baffle board, or put it in a
cabinet. You can build a
linen diaphragm loud-
speaker with it. It has a
fine adjustment, and you
therefore get the utmcst
volume from it without
chatter. In brown moulded
case with attachment for fit-
ting to any
type of cone.

FRICE

Lissen H.T.
Eliminators de-
liver smooth
steady current
from your house
electric supply,
and cheaply. The
Lissen Elimin-
ators can be put
into your set as
easily as any bat-
tery. From the
four types made
there will he one
to suit you. Send
a deposit of 5/ -
and we will ar-
range for de-
livery of the
Eliminator to
suit you and for
it to be properly
installed. Send
5/- only. Leave
the rest to us.
You pay the bal-
ance in one sum
after installation
or by extended
instalments.

ELIMINATORS.
LISSEN LIMITED, Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
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MORE RADIOGRAMS
Rio de Janeiro states that the work on

the installation of radio -telegraph stations
is commencing at Fernando -de -Noronha
(destined to become the most important
air -port in Brazil), Natal, Recife (Pernam-
buco), Maceao, Bahia, Caracellas, Victoria,
Rio de Janeiro, Santos, Florianopolis,
Pelotas, and Puerto Alegre.

The American Department of Commerce
figures reveal that there is one receiving set
for every twelve and a half persons in the
United States; one for every fifty-three in
Europe; and one for every eighty-eight in
the world.

A new service of picture transmissions
has been opened between Leningrad and
Moscow. According to a Russian report,
no extra charge is made for the trans-
mission of a photograph provided the latter
is accompanied by a paid telegram of, at
least, two hundred words.

The Casablanca (North Africa) broad-
casting station has closed down, but in
order that radio programmes, including
news bulletins, should still be available to
listeners in the distant parts of Morocco,
the Rabat (Radio Maroc) entertainments
are re -broadcast on 43.60 metres on Sun-
days, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Satur-
days. The call is : "Poste de Casablanca,
station experimentale 8MC."

Listeners to Radio Toulouse will be
interested to learn that this station relays
nightly from 9 p.m. onwards concerts from
local cinemas. On Fridays gala concerts are
broadcast from the Theatre de la Capitole.

With the transfer of the P.T.T. Grenoble
transmitter to a site outside city limits, the
authorities have decided to increase the
power of the broadcasts to over 2 kilowatts.

During the last few days British listeners
to Radio Luxembourg may have noticed
that the transmissions are not subject to the
same amount of fading as was hitherto the
case; this is due to the fact that the direc-
tion of the aerial has been altered and is
now more favourably situated for broad-
casts to Western Europe.

Every Saturday evening at 10.30 p.m.,
8KO, an experimental station at Asnieres,
near Paris, broadcasts a concert on 531
metres.

Nine transmitters are to be erected in
Greece, according to the proposed broad-
casting scheme; they will be situated at
Athens, Zavel, Van, Sitta, Chios, and
Heraclion.

On Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thurs-
days, Huizen broadcasts an early trans-
mission of gramophone records; the station
call is put out at 7.55 a.m. G.M.T.

The "Brookman's By-pass "
will solve your selectivity
problems. Free Blueprint
next week (see page 136)

it!!.L41

Wherever you
see an H.F.
choke specified,
there you can
put a Lissen
H.F. Choke.
The growing
popularity of
Reinart and
other capacity
reactive c i r
cuits has been
reflected in the
enormous de-
mand for Lissen
H.F. Chokes,
Suitable a 1 s o
for all H.F.

amplification circuits.
Hermetically sealed
in moulded insulating
material.

PRICE 5/6
For Short-wave work, 7/6

Obtainable of all good dealers.

When you buy a
Lissen Fixed Condenser you
can be sure that it will never leak, never
vary in capacity, never break down in
use, and will deliver all its stored up
energy all the time.

LISSEN
GRID LEAKS
These are resistances
that never very; they
are absolutely silent
in use, and their
values remain un-
changed. All
values, each 11/11`
With Terminals, 1/3

each.

For whatever purpose you
require a fixed condenser-
whatever circuit you are
building, and no matter what
is specified-use Lissen with
absolute confidence. They
are accurate to within 5'
of stated capacity, and will
remain constant throughout
the life cf the receiver.

.0001 to .001 1/-

.002 to .006 - 1/6

.01 - - 2/.

CONDENSERS
LISSEN LIMITED, Worple Road, lsleworth, Middlesex
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Regd. design

This
Magnificent

VOXKIT CONSOLE
Holds both Speaker and Set !
Combines this advantage with unusually
attractive appearance. Handsome over-
lays are supplied to suit almost any
receiver. %Vith or without speaker.
Attractive art brown silk is fitted in
either case. When ordering, specify type
of set you propose fitting into cabinet.
The speaker is the famous ULTRA
Double Linen Diaphragm Air Chrome
type K. Chassis, giving superb results at

all frequencies.
PRICES :

WITH SPEAKER, Oak £6 17 6
Mahogany £7 7 0

WITHOUT SPEAKER, Oak £4 4 0
Mahogany £4 13 6

Obtainable front ail gocd dealcrs. Write for fun
details to.-

TEE 1111111 FIDP! tRAMITPHOU CO., LTD.
77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

POPULAR
"FIFTY"

IE NDERS

The Popular
"Fifty" is the
most wonder-
ful value in
speakers

to -day.

OUBLE
LINEN DIAPHRAGM
Scientifically balanced for area and mutual
tension. Even frequency response. Music,
speech and song with lifelike volume,
atmosphere, character, vitality, and vividly
natural. If your dealer cannot supply send
his name and address to makers :

ULTRA ELECTRIC LIMITED,
661 Harrow Road, London, N.W.10.

AIR CHROME SPEAKER.
Baldry dd. 67148

NOW HR.E IS THE
SP- YOU WANT

"My advice-certainly, get a Lotus
All -Electric Receiver because it's
undoubtedly the easiest set to work

and the cheapest to run."

Worked from any A.C. Mains light
socket-no batteries needed-the
Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. All -Electric
Receiver is highly selective and
covers a good range of British and
Foreign Stations. Cash Price (in-
cluding royalties and valves) L2I.
Where electric light is not available
get the Lotus 3 -valve S.G.P. Battery
Receiver. Cash Price, £13:15:0.

Home constructors should get the
Lotus 3 -valve S .G.P. Battery Model

Kit at £7:12:6 cash.

All above sets available on Hire
Purchase Terms. Ask your
dealer for a demonstration or
write for the Lotus Sets Catalogue

and Hire Purchase Terms.

ALL ELECTRIC

RECEIVER
Gets the best reception.
Made by the makers of the famous Lotus components in one

of the most modern radio factories in Great Britain.

GARNETT WHITELEY & Co, Ltd., Dept. A.W.5
Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

l'a u dun
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Specified
for the
"BEST

-BY-
BALLOT

31,

. . in this
issue

1E aMINAL
MOUNT

THE

EACH

PLIII! PU1 L
SWITCH
Type B. Black
Knob contain-
ing special
barrel - spring
contact.

PRICE 1F6 each

JUIN N11
MANUFAtTUR1NG CO., LTD.

2 Ravenscourt Square, London,W.6
Telephone - Riverside 0274

102

HYDRA
THE OUTSTANDING
FEATURE OF A
GOOD MAINS UNIT/

I 11111

Look at any
good mains unit !

See how often Hydra
Condensers are incor-

porated! The best
manufacturers and the
wisest amateur con-
structors know that
Hydra Condensers pro-
vide the greatest mar-
gin of safety-because
Hydra are built to

stand up to overloads
and have never been

known to break down
under normal

conditions.

PRICE 8d

1
-e-%,

;.

LOUIS HOLZMAN,
37, Newman St., London, W.I

Telephone : Museum 2641

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Now complete your set
with this component

THE SOVEREIGN COMPRESSION -
TYPE CONDENSER

CUITABLE for use in
" the Brookman's Re-
jector and in all popular
sets where specified.
Beautifully made in
moulded Bakelite housing
of standard size. Base-
board mounting. Heavily
nickel -plated metal parts.
Best Ruby Mica. Nickel -

Silver Plates. Locking
nut. The best compon-
ent of its type. Typt Fl
(.0001 mfd.), Type G2
(.001 mfd ), Typo J3
(.0003 mid ). From all
dealers. If any diffi-
culty send to us direct.
Requirements by 21.,
return.

0 R

.1111111111111l 111111111111111111111111

OVEREIGN
11111111111111111111111111>

(Jr
11111111111111111111111

MeProduced by J.R. WIRELESS CO.
6-8, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.1

Baldry Ad. J R 9.

>ATISFIED?
I
I

Are you satisfied with the results of your Set? II
not, why not reconstruct or build a new set?

EVERYTHING WIRELESS

EASY TERMS
BEST -BY -BALLOT 3, Mullard Orgola, Cossor Melody
Maker, Climax H.T. Units, and all components.

Cut out interference with the WATMEL
 Wave Trap. Price 8.6 post free by return.

Call or send list of requirements.
QUOTATIONS OF OUR best monthly
terms by return of post. Catalogue on request.

The P.D.P. Co., Ltd. (Dept A.W.)
121, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2.

Telephone: National 9846.

1111111

The
choice

of
critics

BAKELITE
FUSE HOLDERS

A touch of the H.T.
wire on the L.T., and a
sadder but wiser man is
compelled to purchase
30/- or 40/- worth of new
valves. Don't take risks
-fit a Bulgin safety fuse
now.
SINGLE TYPE AS od

ILLUSTRATED

.06 COMPETA ri
FUSES I," 

I au. "77'42'4

VOI"'r
@ 0.4.-s,. C

RADIO PIROOLICTS
it. ..) kb Ag.,)

A-.- .1 ..00
01,-...' 10'

C1 U45 :Of 1.1111116:.....

THE BEST GUARANTEE!
OF ANY ARTICLE DEPENDS
ENTIRELY ON THE REPUTA-
TION OF THE MANUFACTURER.

USE THESE PRODUCTS IN
" THE BEST BY BALLOT 3".

BULGIN PUSH PULL SWITCH
We could fill this page with testi-
monials received from delighted
users of our switches. They all
testify to their design, finish and
reliable performace. There
is 5 years manufacturing
experience embodied in
every one.

1/6
EACH

CHOKES
Made to strict specfi-
cation by skilled radio
engineers, every choke
is guaranteed to func-
tion correctly.

H.F. STANDARD 5/6

L.F. 20 HENRY 12/6

SEND 2d. STAMP FOR OUR 56 pp. FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

A. F. BULGIN & Co 9-10-11 CURSITOR ST., CHANCERY't LANE, LONDON, E.C.4.
RADIO MANUFACTURERS Telephone: Holborn 1072 and 2072,

it easy as A.B.C.

-11SIrake*

with

FLUXITE is sold in tins,
price 8d., 1, 4 and Z 8.

Another use for Flux-
ite : Hardening Tools
and Case Hardening.

Ask for Leaflet on
improved methods.

FLUXI T E LTD.,
d)ept. 326)

Rotherkithe, S.E.16.

SOLDERING
SET Complete

7/6
or LAMP
only
2,'6

- IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

*MUM LOSS
Hard and tough, almost
unbreakable, " Atlas
Ply told Tubing is a
unique and far superior
material for High Fre-
quency Transformers,
Aerial Coils, etc. Drills
and taps like hard wood
or bone. " Atlas Pirtoid
Tubing can be obtained in
any usual diameter, thick-
ness of wall and length.

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W." to Advertisers

PIRTO I DTU BING
Write for full particulars
to the Sole Makers:

H. CLAEKE & CO. (M;C) Ltd.,
Atlas Works,

Old Trafford Man.-hester.
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TTTEEENLT WIRELESS MAST
DAMP PROOF! ROT PROOF ! !

On Feet high. In 3
sections of t i in.

Steel tube tapering to I in.
Carriage, London 1 /6 ;

Midlands 2/6; else-
where 3/6. Weight 24. lbs.
QA Feet high. In 4

sections of t % in.
Steel tube tapering to

x in. Carriage, Lon-
don 2/-; Midlands
3i-; elsewhere 4/-. Weight 34 lbs.

The "SUPER" MAST
AO Feet high. In s

sections of heavy
117 in. Steel tube
tapering to 1 in. A
real bargain. Car-
riage. London 2/6; Midlands
3/6; elsewhere 4/6. Weight 46 lbs.

P.
are made of British Steel
in 9 ft. lengths, from

in., tapering to tin.,
MASTS

and are supplied with
cast-iron bed plate.

steel ground pegs, stay rings.
extra ductile galvanised steel
flexible wire stays cut to
lengths, pulleys, bolts, and
fullest erecting instructions.
No further outlay necessary

NO HOLES TO DIG
Minimum Radius 3 ft. 6 In.
The easiest Mast to erect.

Anyone can put it up.
GUARANTEE.

Money refunded without
question it not satisfied

and returned within
7 days.

Pay C.O.D.

P.R. PRODUCTS, M19., P.R. HOUSE,
NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Opposite G.P.O. Lobo Station 'Phone cam 3783.

SUPER -MICROPHONES
New, highly sensitive, made on the latest principle, a vast
Improvement over all other types: will pick op whispered

words from a distance of several yards, also
strongly amplify and transmit speech and
music over a distance, through Loud -speaker
or Headphones. Splendid instruments for

It i

1

making Detecta phone, DEAF -AID, LOUD -
SPEAKING TELEPHONE. Announce-
ments through Loud -speaker, Amplifier for
Crystal or Valve Sets. Electric Sound
Detector, BABY ALARM or INVALID

CALL from bedroom through distant Loudspeaker, Expert -
manta, etc.
NO OTHER MICROPHONE OF EQUAL BENSITIVENE33
KNOWN : each Instrument finely black enamelled and
fitted with a 3 ft. silk connectiag cord.. De...latched 8/6
by return post.

SPECIAL MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
for connecting Super -Microphone to Radio Head- CI
phones, Loud -speaker. Valve Set, or Valve Amplifier Ut

SMALL 10 OHMS EARPIECE
far use with Super -microphone as a HIGHLY EFFICIENT
DEAF AID, or Detectaphone, etc. ; thin 3 -ft. silk con-
necting cord Oiled. Earpiece finely black enamelled.
Full Directions for use of Super -Microphone far many Purposes

and Diagrams of conneelionx free.

FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker, Phone:
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.I. MUSEUM 8329
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, please send Postal Order, NOT STAMPS

CRYSTAL S
11.13.C. Brookmans Park Set
Regional Crystal Set ..

ONE -VALVE
II.B.C. Official One .

Reinartz One .. .

.

TWO -VALVE
Loud -speaker America 'Two
Talisman Two (D.'Trans)

ETS (6d. each)
AWzo6

WM176

SETS (1s. each)
. AWzoS

wm..7
. WMt53

SETS (1s. each)
.. AW1 go

AW I 94
Hyper -selective Two (D, Pentode) AWI98

Clipper IwoTwo rans WMt35
AAWW2"135

Pentector Two (P. det, RC) ..
British Broadcast Two (D, Trans) .
Continental (D, Trans) .. WM143
Ether Ranger (D, Trans) WM156
ABC Two (D, Trans) with copy `'Wll'IL.ts. 3d. WM t 6o
Brookmans Two (D, Trans) .. .. WM x68
AC Two (D, Trans) .. WMI75
Programme Two (D, Trans) .. WM177

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
The Binowave Three (D, RC, Trans) kWit9722
Broadcast Three (SG, D, Trans)

.iiw

James dual -range Three (HF, D, Trans) .. AWi96
All -wave High-mag. Three (D, 2 Trans) .. AWt99
Knife-edge Three (D, RC, Trans) .. AW2ot
Talisman Two -three (D, RC, Trans) AW2o3a
Wide World Short-wave Three (HF, D, Trans) AW2o7
Everybody's Three (SG, D, Trans) .. AW2o9
193o Ether Searcher (SG, D, Trans) ..
New All -Britain Three (HF, D, Trans)  
Standard Coil Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans)
New Year Three (SG, D, Pentode) ..
Lodestone Three (HF, D, 'Frans) ..
Simple Screen Three (HF, D, Trans) ..
At Home Three (D, 211C)
Short -Wave Link (D, RC, Trans) ..
Binowave S.C. Three (SG, D, Trans)
Fanfare (D, 2 Trans) ..
Brookmans Three (SG, D, Trans) ..
Community 'Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
New Q3 (SG, D, Pentode)
Brookmans Push-pull Three (lIF, D, Trans)
Celerity Three (SG, D, Trans)
All -nations Three ,D, 2 Trans) ..
Inceptordyne (SG, D, Pentode)

AW2tt
AW2I4
WMtry
WMizo

. . WM129
WMI31
WM141
WM142

.. WM152
WMi57
WMx6r
WM164
WMI67

1/6 WM 17o
WMt7s
WMt78

.. \VM179

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Overseas (11F, D,

...AAWW..1203o3
Clarion All -electric Three (SG, D, Trans, AC

Rectifier)
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio (SG, D, RC,

Trans-is. 6d.) . AW2o2a
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Ijoud-speaker-

AW2o2.12is.)
*Music -lover's Gramo-radio (Motor -board -9d.) AW2o2c
Binowave Four (SG D, RC Trans) .. .. WM t t9
Standard -coil Four (HF, D, 2RC) .. WM t 22
Dominions Four (2SG, b, Trans) .. WM134
Short-wave Adaptor for Dominions Four .. WM14o
Music Player (HF, D, RC, Trans) .. WM144
Arrow SG, HF, D, Trans) WMI54
1930 Monodial (2SG , D, Trans) WMx58
Electric Four (Alt AC-SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM t62
Outpost Four (SG, D, 2 Trans) WMt65
13rookman's Four (2, SG, D. Trans) WM174
Transportable Four (SG, D, 2 RC) . WMxSo

FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 64. each)
Fidelity Five (FIF, D, 4W)
All -wave Lodestone Five (IIF, D, RC, Push-

pull)
1930 Five (211F, D, RC, Trans) W.M17t

°The three prints are obtainable for as. bd. post free
costes or the ' Wireless Magazine and of "Amateur Wireless " con-
taining descriptions of any Of these sets can be obtained at Is. 3d. and 4d.
,espectively, post free. index letters "A.W." refer to "Amateur Wire-
ess  sets and " W.M." to" Wireless Magazine " sets.

AMATEUR WIRELESS 5S-61 FETTER LAWFETTER
C
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VOLUME CONTROL

"AROSTAT
AGAIN SPECIFIED!

THIS TIME by BA LLO'l

The Ideal Volume Control,
range too to soo,000 ohms;
fool - proof; non - packing;
gradual adjustment; small;
noiseless; screw terminals;
one -hole fixing; fully guaran-
teed.

NOW ONLY

7/6 each
The public has rightly decided by ballo
that a Volume Control is an essentia
feature of any modern set.

Naturally, they have also selected the
ubiquitous ClarOstat - the undoubtec
best.

All Great Britain's famous radio tech
nicians are constantly specifying these
wonderful controls. Let " ClarOstat'
be your choice, too !

;1111111'''

CLAROSTAT

It BRIEF., suave,
THEIR APPZATIONS

SCIENCE or Moos.

FREE!
Send to -day for this new
193o " ClarOstat " Ar
Booklet : (fifth edition -
50,000) .

You cannot afford to be
without it; 47 illustra
tions; 27 circuits; 3 scale
drawings; every resis-
tance problem solved I

A postcard brings it.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76 OLD HALL ST., LIVERPOOL

ICE:5311111111MIZIIII

"A.W." Solves Your Wireless Problems

ENGRAVED ON THE TOP

P.
Pat. N
BELLING -LEE
WANDER -PLUG
PRICE
4d.

-like the
Terminals

The finishing touch that stamps
Belling -Lee ea the Best. Com-
pletely insulated engraved top.
The prongs, made of special
spring metal, make a firm
efficient connection. Ent ir
flea-copper, rubber and braid-
ing-individually gripped with-
out the use of tools.

BELLING -LEE')
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

Ask pour dealer for Baling -Lee
handbook "Radio ConneclionS"

Admiritosount of Belting tt Lee, Ltd., QueenOtay Works
['crude's End, Middlesex

tO1f.G"st&IIGSCOS telt.z7)

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

The Big British

Wireless Monthly

1/-

tate%wo.e7)ter.

FOR . . .

ELECTRIC REPRODUCTION

USE A LIMIT
ConHnental and
B ay oriel

Fillings.

Illustration shows
Pick-up attached.

A dies table
Length- Track-
i n g Angle
Spring Tension

PICK-UP ARM 15/6Obtainable through all factors and dealers,
or write EACH

LIMIT RADIO LIMITED, ALBION ST., LONDON, N.1
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PERFECTION°
The " GRAWOR "
4 -POLE BALANCED ARMATURE UNIT

Every atom of
energy fed to
this Grawor
Unit is handled
in a masterly

manner.

21/-
From all Dealers.

GRAWOR
,s,ourtat_ irt every- Sense

HENRY JOSEPH
11 RED LION SQ.
HOLBORN
LONDON, W .C.1

Telephone:
CHANCERY 8770

SEND POSTCARD
FOR THE GRAWOR
ILLUSTRATED
PRICE LIST.

CLIX
21 VARIETIES

No. 3. FIT -ALL SPADE TERMINAL.
Fits all sizes of screw terminals. Lead
coated for L.T., Nickel plated for  _
H.T. Red and Black ...
The above is one of the many useful lines
displayed in the Clix Showcase.

Supplied with
engraved insu-
lators

for id. extra.
Full range of

markings

Look for the Clix
Showcase on your
dealer's counter.
Write for des-
criptive leaflet
"A Matter of

Connection."

LECTRO LINX LTD.,
254 Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1

RAYMOND'S
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
Phis address is at the hack of 1:16.41v's
rh""tre Phi -me.= Clir.rrs.rrs 5637 9.3,1

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
ALL DAY THURSDAY Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
ALL DAY EVERY DAY Sunday Morning 11-1

KITS OF PARTS of your own
selection

cash price where possible OVER 25/-Quoted for at a special

on receipt of detailed list. In value

IPECIAL OFFER. Ready to Use.
Assembled in a
nice cabinet with
Power & D Valves.
Best components
and specified Coil.
Tested. Ready to
use.
EASY TERMS

_AIRITAIN'S FAY. 2
OR

BROADCAST 2
oR

TALISMAN 2
'Either of above

70/- CASH

2 MONTHLY PAY'INTS of 7/11. CARR. 2 6

VARIOUS SPECIAL PRICES
A.W. RECEIVERS ON MANY OF

ON SHOW IN WINDOW OUR OWN LINES
IF YOU

EASY

TERMS

ON KITS OF
PARTS
ETC.,
OVER

BtSTBY-BALLOT 3
Please select parts required.
Lowest Quotation by return
for CASH or EASY TERMS

WEARiTE COILS
'Talisman .. 7/6
1930 Ilinowave "A "

or " 11" reach 17/6
QAT or QSP 15/ -

BRITISH VALVES
Marconi, Cossor, Osram, 10'8.
Power, 12/6. S.P., 18!-.
2216. Pentode, 25/, Sets of vales
for all Cossor, Osram, and M ullard
Kits of parts, etc.
SOVEREIGN Special Dual
Coil 200/2000 Panel Mount-
ng, 8/6; HY. Choke 10/

2000, 4/6 ; Compression
Type "If" .0001, " G " .001.
" J " .0003, 2/-. Post 3d.

WE STOCK
R. Condensers, .R.I.Cliokm,

Transformers, and all usual
products, Leweos CoiL,
'pokes, etc., Ekco Mains

Units, Amplion Speakers,
Grown Speakers, and all
omponents, 'phones, etc.,

Ferranti L.F. Transformels,
..:hakes, Anode Resistancm,
(ossor, Dtullard, Osram,
.idiswan, Marconi Valve.
Mley Chokes and Tran-
ormers, Ormond Conden
ors. Dial., etc.

OAK SPEAKER CABINET
12 x 12 xf

GOOD QUALITY 1 OF
CARR. 1/3

SHOW THIS ADVT.
AVAILABLE AT

RAYMOND'S ONLY
I RIOTKON VALVES

New Dark Emitters,
Power, 7/II; R.C., H.F., earl
5 6, 2 -volt. lost 3d. Latex!rnioritox 4 -pole 11.0. Arm
I.nel 'n,nker ''nu, 15 at

MARVELLOUS CASH BARGAIN!
AMAZING OFFER IN
LOUD -SPEAKER RECEIVERS

DE LUXE
MODEL

READY TO
USE

For Local,
Brook mans
Park, 5GB,and new
alternative
programmes.
111 aanyr ,Tanttioinr.t.

NO COILS
TO CHANGE

READY TO FIX TO AERIAL.
The Most Wonderful Set for Distance,
Speech and Music; and THE WORLD'S

BEST SELLER
Complete Receiver READY TO USE

as shown above _._
Assembled in AMERICAN CABINET
(hinged lid) all parts enclosed ; DUAL
WAVE COIL is incorporated (200/
2000) ; GRID BIAS BATTERY : 4
1VAY LEADS ; 3 DULL EMITTER Packing (1/ Can
VALVES ; 2 SLOW MOTION DIALS, 59. U.K.
TRANSFORMER COUPLED. NOT C.O.D.

BATTERIES AND SPEAKER EXTRA.

Complete Receiver The Lot, Nett
AS ABOVE

AMPLION GUINEA CONE £ .512.6H.T., 2-V. 40 Exide, Aerial and

CARRIAGE and PACKING 7/6

EASY TERMS
Receiver in Cabinet,
with valves, etc. As-
sembled ready to use

OR
Receiver, Batteries,
SPEAKER and
AERIAL. The LOT

12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF

7/9
CARR. EXTRA

12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF

13/11
.KKK. F. X IF I

FLAT OR HOUSEHOLDER'S FORM FREE

DARIO VALVt2S
R.C., Su;er 11.P. 5

super Power
Hyper Power - 9/5

2 or 4 volts Post 3d.

FOR ETHER SEARCHER
Pair Dual -range Colvern Coil 8,17 -
Liasen Super, 19/-. Lotus .00013
Differential, 7/-. Lewcoa III'.
Choke. 7/9. Lissen, 5/6, etc. Two
1-mfd. Fixed, 5/-, etc.

TUNEWELL
CLARION COILS, rata 10/5
DUAL 0 -PIN. each
BROADCAST 2 .. .. 8;3

CLARION S.6.3
Approved SET OP PARTS

2 Polo, .0005, No. 3, at 5/9. .0001
Reaction, 4/.. 2 Dual range C.I
Coils, with Reaction (Tunewelli
Anode,10/8 ; Aerial , 1016. 3 -Sprung
V.H. at 1/3. Preset, "J,"
2/-. 1-mfd., 2/6. Fixed T.C.C.
1/9. 3-ineg.,11-. S.O. H.F. Choke,
bi H.F. Choke, 5/6. L.F., Lotus
or Telsen Radiogrrual, 12/8
.0002 and derive Clip. 14 by 7
Ebonite Panel. Screen, 81 by
8 Terminals, Push-pull Switeli.
Flex. Plug, Wire. 0.21 Thais.

CASH 70/-. Carr. paid
EASY TERMS
KITS OP PARTS, with 2 Tune
well Clarion Collis, panel, strip, at
screws, wire and euridries, 14 by 7
Cabinet (hinged lid), baseboard,

'dullard Valve, '2 D.E. Valves,

12 monthly payments of 12 9

WAVE TRAPS
WATMEL 86
I.D.S. . 10/6
GECOPHONE ... 18/6
BROCKMAN'S

REJECTOR 8/6
LISSEN PARTS ALWAYS

IN STOCK.

SPEAKERS, etc.
Blue Spot Unit 605, 25/-; Chassis,
12/8; Do., Major, 19/-; B.T.H.
Chassis, 12/-; Unit, 15/-; Brow n's
Vee Unit, 215/..; Chassis, MI.;
Amplion Cone, 21/.; A.C.40, £3;
A.R.9 Horn, 27/6; Celeotion C10,
75:-; Marconi Octagon, 30;-;

T.H. C2. 457,

WHY PAY MORE? EVERY

STATION
OUR LATEST ON THE

DE LUXE ".!UPER" 3 -VALVE MAP NOT
LOUD -SPEAKER RECEIVER

CeARAN-IS JUST WHAT YOU WANT
TEED, BUT

IT GETS
THC SE

THAT
MATTER.

CASH PRICE

READY TO FIX TO YOUR AERIAL. 95
ASSEMBLED IN CABINET.

Carr. extra 5 -.
Built for Tone, Power and Selectivity. Or 12 monthly
Extremely efficient. COSSOR NEW Payments at
l'ROCESS VALVES supplied (Power,

New type of dual wave panel mounting
LIP.Sr L.F.) giving marvellous results. 9/11
coil incorporated with switch, 2 tine

Batteries and
Gild Bias, Coloured Battery Leads.
Tuning Dials. Super L.F. Transformers.

rakers NOT
Range 200 to 2,C00 metres.

Sp
included.

FLAT or HOUSEHOLDER'S E.P. FORM FREE

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS.
£50 to any Charity if not Genuine.
7/11/29

Spark -hill, Birmingham.
Thank you for set, etc.,

of which I am very proud :
it is all it claims. was
extremely astonished ; its
merits are unequalled.

Wishing your sets every,
future success, and thanking
you again, I remain,

Yours sincerely,
(Signed) A. Wall.

3;10/29.
Hartley Wintley.

Have received wireless set.
etc. I am more than pleased
with same. It has saepasssed
my expectations. and you can
be sure I shall recommend
your firm in future to my
friends.

Yours truly,
(Slimed) A. C. Mortnit.

Don t Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W.-
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Receiver Sale
Electradix Clearance Bargains of Broadcast Receivers
and Speakers at a fraction of cost. Cannot be sent on
approval at these sacrifice prices. Valves and Bat-
teries extra. Cannot be repeated when stock sold.

One -valve Sterling, steel -clad units with coil holders,
139/153, is:-.
Marconiphone I Valve and Detector RBIO with valve,
17/6. I Valve TMC and Efesca, 17,'6.
2 Valve Ditto, RBIO H.F. and L.F. enclosed in leatherette
covered Cabinet, 35/, L.F.,Ditto, 2 35/,
2 Valve Trench BMKII short-wave, No. 33, 30',
3 Valve R.A.F. Aircraft, in portable case, 27/6.
3 Valve Sterling, Anode on Desk type,
50/-.
4 Valve Polar, H.F., Det., and 2 L.F.,
vertical polished Mahogany, 70'-. 5
Valve R.A.F.I0, with valves, oak Ameri-
can type Cabinet, 80/-. Aircraft model,
with valves, 60/-. Ditto without re-
mote control, 40'-. R.A.F. 70 Receiver -
Amplifier. 60/, Marconi No. 55 7 -
valve H.F. screened No. 39. 60/-.
Power Amplifiers for gramo-motors and Western Electric
2 -valve, mahogany case, 45/-. Sterling ditto. 451-. W.D,
M.K. IV, 40/-. Sterling 1 -valve, 15/-. Panatrope for D.C.
mains, 65/-.
Loud Speakers. Horn. Small NK, 51-. Assorted, all sizes,

10/-, 15/-, arid 20/-. Amplion AR58, new,
minus horn 12/6. Brown's 113 Loud Speakers.
List £3. Sale 27/6. Brown's 113Q Speakers,
List £3 5s. Sale 30/-. Brown's Disc Speakers,
list £5 5s. Sale 45,'-. Brown's Cabinet Speak-
ers, list £6 6s. Sale 4816. Western
Electric, 121-. Exponential curled
in Tone Chamber, 10 in. by 8 in.
Sale 28/-. Reed -diaphragm Bal-
anced Units to match, 17/6.
300 CABINET LOUD SPEAR.
ERS. The famous Violins, all ma-
hogany, 2,000 ohms. Perfect re-
production high to bass. All new.

List £5 5s. Sale 22/6. Baker Texas Cone
Speakers, plated frame 17/6. Flegra, 14/-.
Units, reed type for Portables, 5/-. Skinder,
5/6. Cones, 2/6. Powerful 4 -pole Double Acting Magnetic
Units 8/6; usually 12/6.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.

Blackfriars Sta., Met. Rly. City 0191.

1'W.C.R.S. TURNTABLE
The indispensable accessory for all users of PORTABLE SETS.
Enables user to ROTATE set for best directional reception:
The construction is ROBUST, it will support any weight, and has
smooth BALL BEARING movement, and is fitted pith RUBBER
BASE. British made from British materials throughout. ea /9
Beautifully finished in Gilt. Diameter (3 inches. Post Free. s,/
SEND NOW FOR NEW BARGAIN LIST, POST FREE
tient C.O.D. If dmired. 'Phone: Terminus 6777.

WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUPPLIES
259, Gray's Inn Rd., King's X, London,

WHY ALL THE FUSS
about cutting out BROOKMANS PARK ?

LET ME SHOW YOU HOW YOU CAN
cut out, not only one B.P. transmission, but
BOTH TRANSMISSIONS AT ONCE!

SEND P.O. FOR 6d.
for wiring diagram and full instructions, or order any
' KLEER-KUT " coils from my advt. in last week's
"A.W." and receive the instructions free.
Four wires to connect-a few shillings to spend-and
you have what you will find is the MOST DESIR-
ABLE ACCESSORY you have ever assembled.
L. BRUCE, 99, King Henry's Rd., LONDON, N.W.3
'Phone Primrose 1303 Trade supplied.

.UREKA
The L.F. Transformer that gives Really First

Class Reproduction at a low cost.
Baby Grand xst or znd stage . 8s. 6d.
Concert Grand 1st stage .. 10s 6d.
Concert Grand znd stage .. . 9s. 6d.
Smoothing Chokes zoh. 4om/a 10s. 6d.

All Post Paid by return. Money
refunded if not satisfied in 7 days.
L. PERSON & SON

(Dept. 6), 63, Shaftesbury Street, London, N.1.

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres

Thousands of these tuners ere in use, and we can strongly
recommend them. No further coils are required. Send
P.C. for particulars and circuits. FREE.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, COVENTRY.
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H.M. THE KING
BROADCASTS

An historical occasion was the broad-
casting of H.M. the King's speech at the
opening of the great Naval Conference. De-
tails of the elaborate simultaneous -broad-
cast arrangements made all over the world
were given last week in AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS, and it is a fact that His Majesty had
the largest audience of any speaker in the
world.

The short-wave station at 5SW enabled
British listeners in many parts of the
country to hear the address, and many
official relays were conducted.

France, Germany, Norway, Denmark,
Sweden, Hungary, Austria, and Czecho-
Slovakia were connected by means of a
land -line from Savoy Hill via Berlin.
Holland and Belgium rebroadcast the B.B.0
transmissions. Canada used the Canadian
beam transmission, and the. Columbia
chain of stations in the United States
picked up the G.P.O. Rugby station. she
N.B.C. chain in the States, on the other
hand, relayed 5SW, as did Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, and Finland. In Canada
and the United States, chains of stations
from the Atlantic to the Pacific rebroad-
cast the speech.

The occasion was one of which all radio
enthusiasts may well be proud, and a
world-wide relay such as this is distinctly
calculated to raise British radio prestige.

U.

BOTH PLUG &
SOCKET

COMPLETELY

INSULATE D

Shocks impossible --the essential Plug and Socket for
Mains -operated sets, and wherever fool -proof con-
nections are needed. Engraved name on both parts-
ample contacts-ease of fusing. Equip your set or
eliminator with them.
The first Plug and Socket in which both parts arc engraved
and entirely insulated when connected or disconnected.

9d.
(Panel portion 3d. Flex portion M.)

44 pour dealer, or send to us, for Belling -Les Handbook,
" Radio Connections."

I BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RA010 CONNECTION

dist. of Belli 1p eh Lee, Ltd., Queensuay 11" arks, Ponders E, ,i, Middlesex

GRAMOPHONES LAANDIPARTS S
CATALOGUE FREE. CASH OR TERMS.

BUILD £12 MODEL FOR O. INSTRUCTIONS 31
W. BURT 185 High St.. Deptford. London S.E.8

LET "AMATEUR
WIRELESS" SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS

JANUARY 25, 1930

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILLINGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for th,

tone fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
thould be adopted by readers when dealing with person;
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
1te amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
znd under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
lees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted
by Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to
"AMATEUR WIRELESS," ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT.

58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.44

DECORATE YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER YOURSELF.
Transfers giving painted effects on Fabric, Wood, Metal,
etc. Sample and catalogue 1/-. A.W., Axon Ltd., Jersey,
England.

ENGINEERS.- Can't we get together? All we ask is the
chance to prove that you can earn £300, £400, £500 per
year and more. Other men are doing it and you can do
the same. We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisa-
tion waiting to help you, whether you be novice or expert.
If you wish for something more than a " bread-and-
butter" job, you owe it to yourself to investigate our
service. Our handbook, "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," has pointed the way to better things to over
20,000 of your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.. A.M.I.Struct.E., C. and
G., G.P.O., etc. Exams., and outlines Home -study Courses
in all branches of Electrical, Mechanical, Motor, and Wire-
less Engineering. In a brilliant article, Professor A. M.
Low shows clearly the chances you are missing. The book
and our advice are quite free. We guarantee " NO PASS
-NO FEE." Don't miss this opportunity; send a post
card NOW (state Branch, Post, or Exam.).- British
Institute of Engineering Technology, 109 Shakespeare
House, 20 Oxford Street, London, W.I.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 21/-; L.F. CHOKES, 15/,
Makers of all types, all ratios. REPAIRS any make
Transformer, Loud -speaker or Headphones, 4/- post free.
Twelve months guarantee. COUNTY SERVICE,
MICKLEOVER, DERBY.

POWERFUL L.F. TRANSFORMERS. Full size, efficiency
equal to any on the market. 6/9 post free. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Johnson, 31 Rosemead Avenue, Wembley.

DYNAMOS. DYNAMOS. DYNAMOS.-GREAT CLEAR-
ANCE. Crompton 4 pole, shunt wound, 50/75 volt, 20/30
amp., £7 10 0. Crompton shunt wound, 100 volt, 20 amp.,
£7 10 0. C.A.V. shunt wound, 4 pole, 30 volt, 10 amp.,
£2 10 0. Cut out to suit, 10/-. Siemens' 50/75 volt,
10 amp., slow speed, £7. Newton, 110 volt, 20 amp., ball
bearings, £10; 200 volt, 20 amp., £10; compound wound,
£2 extra. Crompton, 100 volt, 3 amp., £3. B.T.H. charging
Generators, double wound, outputs 6 volt 5 amp. and
150/200 volts, 100 milliamp, 50/-. Homes' heavy type,
200 volt, 40 amp., £15. New 2 h.p. Lister engines, 2 years'
guarantee, £18. Charging Switchboards, high-class fittings,
fully mounted, £10. Switchboard Meters, any range, 17/6.
Shunt Regulators, 20/- each. Neville type Cut Outs,mercury break, 32/- All machines guaranteed as new onapproval against cash. Also a large stock of A.G. and
D.C. Charging Motors, A.C. and D.C. Charging Sets, Saw
Benches, Office Telephones, Edison Batteries, etc., etc.-
T. W. Thompson & Co.,1 South Street, Greenwich, S.E.10.
Telephone: Greenwich 1259.

SERVICE ENGINEER required by leading Radio Manu-
facturers, with knowledge of modern instruments includ-
ing Mains apparatus: Write stating age, qualifications,
and salary required to Box 1113 "Amateur Wireless."

2D9 Pq
SPADES, PINS
HOOKS & EYES

gralp 6 Colours, 2d. each
Writs for List  87

2 DI J. J. EASTICR & SONS,
118, Baohill Row, London, E.C.1 it D5

2 DP

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solves all H.T. Troubles,

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS (waxed), 21 in. w 11 in. eq., 1,,3
ZINGS. net, type, 104. doz. SACS, 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte, 4;1 post 8d. Sample bait 54,nias. booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/, 3 -VALVE SET, a
A. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON.

(Imams. Wiretesi
COUPON

Available until Saturday

FEBRUARY 1, 1930
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TALISMAN COIL
Dual Range. Patented.
Sole manufacturers
under licence,

Price 7/6.

J. H. REYNER'S
new Q Coils.

Q.A.T Q.S.G., Q.S.P.,
15/ each.

ROTAR1 SWITCH
Anti - capacity, 1-6. way,
single Kole fixing. Used
In most up-to-date cir-

cuits and sets.

W. James Dual Range Coils, 1930 Binowave, 17/- each.
Patent applied for. Sole manufacturers under licence.

Improved Iron Cored H.F. Choke, 6/6, Paxolin Panels and Formers.

THE TRADE MARK OF RELIABILITY

WEA ZIT
COMPOA/EA/TS

BASKED BY OVER TEN YEARS MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE

Write for free illustrated lists.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE Ltd., 749 High Rd., Tottenham, N.17
'Phone: Tottenham 3847-3848.

LINEN-DIAPHRAGM
SPEAKER

menumitinsuessulisssinunsi,

BY POST
EXTRA

PLEASE STATE TYPE OF UNIT
THAT THE " HOLDFAST " IS

REQUIRED TO FIT.

CATALOGUE FREE
BY POST 6d.

WILL DAY, LTD.
19 LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQ., W.C.2
PHONE - - REGENT 0921-22

DUBILIER
FOR

DURABILITY

MICA CONDENSER
Type B775

. 4/-; I 818; .5 3715 r,cee
capacities at

proportionate p

1,Aaplediate
01

Tyre 62°

MICA
CONDEN.

SERS
-00005 to -0009 216
.031 to c06
C07 *009 316

Tyve
61:J

UBILIE
FIXED CONDENSERS

..........
If you have any difficulty in obtaining Dubilier
Products, please write direct, giving your

Dealer's name and address, to
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD.,
Ducon Works, Victoria Rd., N. Acton, London, W.3

Cleaver

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

BC277.1?
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Special EVER READY Units
for Pcrtable Sets

Careful attention has been given to
modern practice in portable set
construction, and the folloWing three
batteries are specially designed for
use with them. These units should
cover the range of replacements re-
quired for most standard models.

69 PORTABLE ONE 0/6
VOLTS. 6 x 5 x 3 in. la

99 VOLTS. 9 5 x 3 in.
PORTABLE TWO 3/6

10811:00LIZTTS.A.
BLE

I -5 14x R311T1 15/-

L

THE BATTERY FOR YOUR PORTABLE SET
with a great name behind it !

Printed in England. Published by Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd., ,53/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4Africa: ...Sole Agents for South ; rENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LIMITED. Sol.Agents for Australasia: GORDON & Gore; LIMITED, Saturday, January 25, top


